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Abstract 

 

 

This dissertation reports on my investigation into the creative processes of the NSW Public Schools 

Drama Company in Australia, the highest tier of an auditioned, co-curricular drama program for 

school students aged 11 – 18 years. The study observes the production of three scripted plays over 

two years. It uses case study methodology, a qualitative, phenomenological approach and grounded 

theory data analysis.  

 

The research findings demonstrate that the creative processes of the Drama Company are based on 

the formation of an environment that encourages creative risk-taking, and the use of creative 

constraints which stimulate and guide it. In this context the ensemble is able to utilise elements of 

group creativity so that the interaction between group members can produce “emergents”, creative 

solutions which are greater than the sum of individual contributions.  

 

The findings are expressed in a nested, three layer model. The outer shape is the context of the 

Drama Company and its creative climate. Within that, the second shape is the boundaries that 

stimulate the work. The innermost space within these shapes is the rehearsal processes which 

augment the group creativity of the ensemble.  

 

The research highlights the significance of the context for creative work, the power of creative 

constraints to stimulate invention and guide the process, and the potency of group creativity in 

developing creative solutions. It also extends theories of group creativity to include the corporeal 

body of the actor and the physical environment. 

 

The research findings demonstrate ways to enhance the creativity of drama ensembles in general 

and the production of scripted work in particular.  
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

 

 

In the transformed warehouse of PACT’s1 professional theatre space the atmosphere is electric. The 

performers are school students yet the audience is mesmerized by the palpable tension between the 

characters and their rapid fire dialogue as the characters struggle for ascendency. At other times the 

lyric beauty of the piece seduces us, an unabashed emotional honesty and rawness that is rarely 

seen on Sydney stages. The production was of Enright’s The Property of the Clan in 2001 by The NSW 

Public Schools Drama Company, but its remarkable qualities could have just as easily been seen in 

each of this company’s productions over the years: Thornton Wilder’s Our Town, Michael Gow’s 

Away, Edna Walsh’s Chatroom, Patrick Marber’s The Musicians, the list goes on. The remarkable fact 

is that this Company is made up of student actors, young people aged 15 to 18 years of age. Their 

skill is enthralling, their passion is magnetic, and their commitment is undeniable. Barry Otto, one of 

Australia’s most celebrated actors, has high praise for this Company:  

 

I have been incredibly impressed by the work that is produced by this ensemble under the 

guidance and direction of Paul Viles. The standard of his shows has been of the highest order, 

truly professional, and as good as any productions I have seen either at NIDA or on the main 

stages of Sydney theatres. (Barry Otto, Ambassador Survey, 2012) 

 

These productions draw obvious questions from theatre practitioners and drama teachers alike: 

How does the teacher-director Paul Viles create such remarkable works, and how does he do so with 

such consistency? What rehearsal processes does he use? How does he get the students to so 

effectively embody the texts? This study grew from a desire to interrogate these questions; to 

investigate the complex, multilayered, nuanced and consistently high quality work of Viles and the 

NSW Public Schools Drama Company. As a colleague of Viles who often moonlighted as show 

photographer, stage manager or ensemble co-ordinator, I was uniquely placed to examine Company 

practice. The unpacking of these creative processes could not only assist other youth theatre 

companies, but can perhaps contribute to understanding how such processes can be used in drama 

and creative arts classrooms. 

 

                                                                 
1 The PACT Centre for Emerging Artists in Erskinville, Sydney. 
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This study posed the question: 

 

What are the creative processes of the NSW Public Schools Drama Company? 

 

The research investigated the experiences of the director and eight students in this auditioned group 

of 15-20 students drawn from Years 10-12 in NSW public schools2. Initially intended for one year of 

study, due to a change of Company programming, the case study was extended to a second year.  

 

The rehearsal process draws on the complex interaction of all members of the ensemble and its 

teacher/director in the rehearsal space. Rather than being a linear process of lock-step rehearsal 

strategies, it is a process of creativity that incorporates a wide scope of interactions that include the 

environment (Beghetto & Kaufman, 2014; Davies et al., 2013; Ekvall, 1996; Isaksen, 2007; Kenny, 

2014; Nicholson, 2011; Sawyer & Greeno, 2009; Seidel, Tishman, Winner, Hetland, & Palmer, 2009) , 

the creative boundaries that stimulate and guide the work (Csikszentmihalyi, 2008; Ibbotson, 2008), 

the balance of control and freedom that the director provides (Beghetto & Kaufman, 2014; Davies et 

al., 2013; Ibbotson, 2008; Sawyer, 2011a, 2015; Wangh, 2013) and the use of processes on the 

rehearsal floor that augment the work, taking it beyond mere instruction to incorporate the 

contributes of the cast and the emerging ideas that grow from their interactions in the space 

(Hutchins, 1995; Osbeck & Nersessian, 2014; Sawyer, 2003, 2009; Sawyer & DeZutter, 2009).  

 

The data analysis indicates that the deeply interconnected processes of rehearsal are best explored 

through a nested, three tiered model that resonates with these current understandings of creativity. 

 

Figure 1.1 Provisional model of the creative processes of the NSW Public Schools Drama Company 

                                                                 
2 In NSW, Australia, public schools are those primarily funded by the government as distinct from private schools whose 
main income is from student fees. The Drama Company is only open to students from public schools.  
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Firstly, the process is profoundly influenced by the context of the endeavour, the environment and 

the relationships within it; the “Creative Climate” it operates within. Secondly, the boundaries 

around the rehearsal process stimulate and guide the activities occurring within them. The third 

space is in the centre of the diagram, nested within the other two. In this space are the activities of 

the rehearsal process where the production is constructed and the group creativity occurs. This 

provisional model, developed from the data analysis, will be explored. 

 

Following this introduction, the review of the literature in Chapter 2 explores current conceptions of 

creativity which see it as process-oriented and influenced by relationship and environment. It 

examines creativity in the context of arts education, the rehearsal processes of professional theatre, 

and group creativity. The potential of frameworks of creativity studies from business management 

are also explored, in particular the work of Ekvall and Isaksen in examining the Creative Climate of 

organisations (Ekvall, 1996; Isaksen, 2007; Isaksen, Lauer, & Ekvall, 1999). 

 

Chapter 3 discusses the methodological approach adopted to explore the creative processes of the 

Drama Company. The chapter explicates the position of the researcher and discusses the strengths 

and weaknesses of qualitative inquiry. It discusses the choice and value of a phenomenological 

approach and grounded theory analysis to this case study. It outlines the data collection methods 

and use of grounded theory in the development of my understanding of the case, concluding with an 

assessment of the limitations of the study.  

 

Chapter 4 provides the context of the research and the details of the participants. 

 

The next three chapters explore the creative processes that emerged, working from a “big picture” 

view of the environment to the boundary structures of the work to the specifics of the rehearsal 

methods. The creative climate and boundaries work together to provide optimum circumstances for 

the creative risk-taking of both director and cast. The rehearsal processes then work within these to 

allow the creativity of the group to produce “emergent” creative solutions which are greater than 

simply an addition of the contributions of individuals.  

 

Chapter 5 A Creative Climate – The environment for invention examines the context and working 

environment of the NSW Public Schools Drama Company within the theoretical frameworks 

provided by Seidel and his colleagues (2009) and Ekvall’s Creative Climate (Isaksen, 2007). It shows 
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how the authenticity of the task and the professional paradigm of the Company evoke the 

Challenge/Involvement3 dimension of the Creative Climate and require a Risk-taking paradigm to 

solve the creative challenge that has been posed. The purpose of the remaining dimensions are 

shown to create an environment where Risk-taking can be most effective. Trust/Openness in the 

relationships of the group is indispensable. Viles’ belief in the student capacities is an essential 

ingredient of this and allows the dimensions of Freedom, Idea-support and Debate to operate. 

Playfulness and Humour facilitate tackling the challenges of the task and energise the space. It is the 

students’ belief in Viles’ skills that adds an important dimension to the findings. Their trust in his skill 

allows them greater freedom in creative experimentation as they believe he will bring out their best 

and make the piece successful in the end. These qualities of the Creative Climate culminate in eager, 

energised, creative Risk-taking.  

 

Chapter 6 Creative boundaries – The boundaries that stimulate invention draw on the work of 

Ibbotson (2008) and explore a variety of creative constraints that stimulate and guide the work of 

the rehearsal process. The creative boundaries that emerged from the study are threefold: Firstly 

the play script stimulates and contains the work. Secondly the director’s vision is expressed 

ideologically through his insistence on actor truth and authenticity, his conceptual understanding of 

the play, and his interaction with the cast through feedback which moves between explicit directives 

to more flexible and open responses to evoke the student’s internal guidelines. The third boundary 

is a different type that draws on Csikszentmihalyi’s flow theory (2008) where optimal creativity is 

said to occur when skills and challenge meet. This boundary is shown to be the beginning of 

creativity, of entry into an unknown creative space which could be argued as the heart of creative 

enterprise. The students and director’s battle with this boundary is investigated and its contribution 

to the creative process is examined. This is one of the most potent forces on the rehearsal floor as by 

working on this boundary the group, individually and then collectively, are taken to new heights of 

creative invention. These three types of boundary motivate and encourage the students in taking 

creative risks. Each facet of their restrictive qualities stimulates the creative risk-taking and guides its 

course. 

 

Chapter 7 Creative rehearsal processes – The process of invention examines the findings on the 

creative processes that occur within the Creative Climate and boundaries, utilising the risk -taking 

paradigm that these have established. The significant dimension of these processes is that Viles uses 

the spontaneous elements of group creativity to develop his staging of scripted material. Group 

                                                                 
3For clarity and adherence to convention, I  have capitalised the Creative Cl imate dimensions throughout. 
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creativity is where the interaction of the group is the source of creativity rather than individual 

members (Sawyer, 2003). The creative ideas that grow from the interaction have been called 

“collaborative emergents” (Sawyer & DeZutter, 2009), where the results are greater than a simple 

addition of the component parts. The group interaction has caused something more to occur; a 

spontaneous creativity that is greater than simply individual contributions. Viles augments thi s 

process through a balance of structure and freedom and encourages the work to move into group 

flow at times. The findings also reveal the importance of the physical body of the actor and its 

interaction with the physical world on the creative process. These findings have the potential to 

extend current notions of group creativity to include “embodied emergence.” 

 

The conclusions of Chapter 8 re-examine my emerging theory and explore the implications of the 

research, offering observations and recommendations to youth theatre and drama in education 

practice, policy, theory and research. 

 

This research endeavours to unpack the multifaceted processes and intangibility of rehearsal and the 

creativity that results so that drama in education and youth theatre practice can be invigorated and 

strengthened. 
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Chapter 2 

Review of the literature 

 

 

Introduction 

The rehearsal process is a complex range of interactions that foster and refine the creativity of the 

director and the ensemble. From the current burgeoning research in creativity, this literature review 

considers the research relating to the creativity of the rehearsal process in “youth theatre”, a broad 

term used to describe a wide variety of “theatre performed by young people” (Gattenhof, 2006, p. 

4). It moves from broad theories of creativity to their application to the rehearsal process in an 

educational drama setting. 

 

I have considered four main areas in the literature:  

 Seminal works on creativity that articulate contemporary theories in the field and underpin 

current understanding of the subject.  

 Creativity within the context of arts education, the role of the teacher and the positioning of 

students as collaborative artists.  

 Studies of the rehearsal processes of theatre. Here the focus is usually on the relational 

dynamics of group and the contested role of director. Effective creative processes seem to 

require a balance between control and freedom in the relationship between director and cast.  

 Group creativity, investigating the nature of group flow and the balance between structure and 

freedom in the creative process itself. It also explores how theories of group creativity have adopted 

concepts from cognitive science to extend our understanding of how the phys ical body contributes 

to creative processes in theatre. 

 

Conceptions of creativity 

Creativity is currently seen as an issue of increasing global significance, moving from a peripheral to 

central position in the discourse driving global economies. “It is not garnish to the productivity roast, 

but fundamental to a highly complex, challenge-ridden and rapidly changing economic and social 

order” (McWilliam & Haukka, 2008, p. 652). Research in the field is well-established with a large 

body of literature. The first wave of research of the 1950s focused on the personality of the creator  

(Rogers, 1954; Stein, 1958, 1974). This wave continued into the 1980s as researchers began to study 

the social and cultural components (Amabile, 1983), one result being Csikszentmihalyi’s influential 
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systems approach where he argued that creative innovations emerged from the interaction between 

the cultural and social context and the creative individual or group (1988). A second wave of 

creativity research in the 1990s showed how creativity is rooted in collaboration and group dynamics 

(Farrell, 2001; Glaveanu, Gillespie, & Valsiner, 2015; Johnstone, 2012; McCarthy, Ondaatje, Zakaras, 

& Brooks, 2004; Sawyer, 2012; Sawyer & DeZutter, 2009; Thompson & Choi, 2006). Creativity 

research in education is a more recent development which is creating a body of literature that 

provides clear evidence of the importance of creativity across all aspects of arts education and as a 

developing field in its own right (Brinkman, 2010; Burnard, 2007; Burnard et al., 2006; Caldwell & 

Vaughan, 2012; Chappell & Cremin, 2014; Cote, 2010; Craft, 2005, 2006, 2008; Ewing & Australian 

Council for Education, 2010; Gibson & Ewing, 2011; Harris & Ammermann, 2016; Jeffrey & Craft, 

2004; Livingston, 2010; McWilliam & Dawson, 2007; McWilliam & Haukka, 2008; Sheridan-Rabideau, 

2010; Sowden, Clements, Redlich, & Lewis, 2015; Vecchi, 2010; Zimmerman, 2010, 2014) . In 

amongst the excitement that creativity is now seen as a “valued commercial commodity” (Nicholson, 

2011, p. p. 14), Helen Nicholson warns against the “commodification of  the imagination” and seeks 

ways to “conceptualise creativity that avoid the link between creative learning and global capitalism” 

(p.101). 

 

Definitions of creativity 

The most widely accepted definition of creativity focuses on originality and effectiveness (Amabile & 

Pillemer, 2012; Runco, 2014a; Runco & Jaeger, 2012). It is defined as “the ability to produce work 

that is both novel (i.e., original, unexpected) and appropriate (i.e., useful, adaptive concerning task 

constraints)” (Sternberg, 1999, p. 3). It also includes notions of extended processes (Leski & Maeda, 

2016) where it occurs while doing the work (Sawyer, 2012), imagination (Egan, Judson, & Madej, 

2015; Mottweiler & Taylor, 2014; Sullivan, 2007), problem solving (Chechurin, 2016; Runco, 2004; 

Tracy, 2015) and risk-taking (Runco, 2015; Tyagi, Hanoch, Hall, Runco, & Denham, 2017). The 

dichotomy of Big C/Little c creativity referring to eminent creativity and everyday creativity 

respectively, taken initially from cultural studies (Merrotsy, 2013), is limiting (Runco, 2014a) despite 

Kaufman and Beghetto’s (2009) addition of mini-c creativity (creativity inherent in the learning 

process) and Pro-c creativity (professional expertise in a creative domain). Creativity is now 

acknowledged to be a “syndrome” that enables flexible, novel solutions to the daily challenges of 

everyday life (Runco, 2004, p. 658). 
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Idealist vs Action theories of creativity 

Study of creative processes developed from the field of cognitive psychology where specific, 

identifiable processes were examined in an attempt to explain why some people were more creative 

than others (Feldman, Csikszentmihalyi, & Gardner, 1994; Runco, 2014b; Sawyer, 2012). Two 

theories of creative process emerged, one emphasising a single moment, with the other highlighting 

the actions of the process. The idealist theory states that the “moment of insight” is the essence of 

creativity regardless of whether or not the idea is executed or made public (Sawyer, 2000). By 

contrast, the action theory states that the execution of the creative idea is essential to the creative 

process, emphasising that creative ideas often happen while working with the material, developing 

new directions that were not envisioned initially (Burnard et al., 2006; Isaksen, Dorval, & Treffinger, 

2000; Mace & Ward, 2002; Sawyer, 2012; Scott, Leritz, & Mumford, 2004; Sternberg, 2006) . This 

conceptualisation has application to the creative processes of rehearsal. Studies focusing on the 

action of the creative process also situate it, drawing attention to its interactional, relational nature , 

“moving the focus from the creative individual to the ‘in between’ space of creator and 

environment, creator and society” (Botella et al., 2013, p. 162), taking into account features of the 

social and material world. 

 

Group creativity 

Botella’s (2013) “in between” space is realised in the study of group creativity, where the creativity 

of the group is derived from the complex nature of the interactional process and the results are 

greater than any one individual (Fischer & Vassen, 2011; John-Steiner, 2000; Paulus & Nijstad, 2003; 

Sawyer, 2003, 2007, 2012; Zhang, 2015). Csikszentmihalyi’s influential “systems” approach initially 

theorised that creativity doesn’t just come from individuals, but is also a product of groups 

imbedded in their societies, cultures and historical periods (Csikszentmihalyi, 1999). Studies from the 

second wave of creativity research confirmed the importance of social groups and collaborative 

networks to creativity (Hennessey & Amabile, 2010; O'Toole & O'Mara, 2007; Sawyer, 2003; 

Thompson & Choi, 2006; Zhou & C., 2008). Group creativity has been shown in a wide range of 

groups from business teams (Paulus & Nijstad, 2003; Sawyer, 2009), to musical ensembles (Berliner, 

1994) to improvised theatre (Sawyer, 2003). The study of group creativity has received great 

attention from the field of business as most innovations have been shown to originate in groups (K. 

B. Evans & Sims, 1997). Research suggests that groups are more creative when they have worked 

together over time, share a common set of conventions, knowledge and expertise, and when  they 

are placed within an organisation that rewards collaboration (Bechtoldt, De Dreu, Nijstad, & Choi, 

2010; De Dreu, Nijstad, Bechtoldt, & Baas, 2011; Harms & van der Zee, 2013; Harvey, 2014; Paulus, 
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Dzindolet, & Kohn, 2011; Sawyer, 2003, 2007, 2012; Zhang, 2015). Groups are also effective when 

problems involve three-dimensional spatial information and transformation (Schwartz, 1995). These 

qualities suggest the potential presence and efficacy of group creativity in drama ensembles, but 

there has been little specific research into this context.  

 

In summation, contemporary research suggests that creativity is the ability to produce something 

that is both novel and appropriate in a range of contexts. It comes from an extended process which 

occurs in interaction with others, and is influenced by relationship and environment. This process-

orientated, relational and situated understanding of creativity appears to have great application to 

the processes of youth theatre companies, such as the NSW Public Schools Drama Company, which 

have not yet been explored. The following section examines studies of creativity in arts education. 

 

Creativity and arts education 

There has been a great deal of qualitative and quantitative research into the characteristics of 

engagement in creative arts education. Much research has focused on the extrinsic benefits of the 

arts on student development and its link to academic success (Bryce, Mendelovitis, Beavis, 

McQueen, & Adams, 2004; Deasy, 2002; Donelan, 2010; Donelan & O'Brien, 2008; Ewing, 2011; 

Fiske, 1999; McCarthy et al., 2004; Oakley, 2007). Even though creativity is increasingly being viewed 

as a discrete skill set which is moving away from the domain of arts education (Bilton, Cummings, & 

Edward Elgar, 2014; Cunningham, 2002; Harris & Ammermann, 2016; Hennessey & Amabile, 2010; 

McWilliam & Haukka, 2008; O'Connor, 2015; O'Connor & Gibson, 2014), there are many studies on 

creativity in the arts education classroom, and drama education and youth theatre in particular 

(Bamford, 2005; Bresler, 2007; Brinkman, 2010; Cote, 2010; Craft, 2005, 2008; Davies et al., 2013; 

Ewing & Australian Council for Education, 2010; K. Gallagher, 2007; Harris, 2016; Harris & 

Ammermann, 2016; Jeffrey, 2006; Jeffrey & Craft, 2004; Jensen & Lazarus, 2014; Munns, 2007; 

Seidel et al., 2009; Tuisku, 2015).  

 

This wealth of research can be grouped into three main areas of relevance to this current study. The 

examination of each area will begin with findings from arts education research and then be 

augmented by findings from other areas of creativity research. The three areas are:  

 

 Social environment of the group leading to group creativity 

 Role of teachers in facilitating creativity 

 Authentic nature of the task 
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Social environment of the group leading to creativity  

Kathleen Gallagher’s study of drama education in New York schools emphas ises the significance of 

the group in creativity. Her findings revealed that students saw creativity in terms of others. 

“Creativity, according to these young people, is not an ethereal or perplexing term, but a way of 

inventing oneself, in the company of others”(K. Gallagher, 2007, p. 1236, italics in original). Creativity 

researchers from both within and without the educational framework concur that the group context 

and social environment are essential factors in the expression and development of creativity 

(Amabile, 1988; Amabile, Conti, Coon, Lazenby, & Herron, 1996; Amabile & Pillemer, 2012; Anderson 

& Dunn, 2013; Beghetto & Kaufman, 2014; Bundy, 2003; Cote, 2010; D. Davis & Bolton, 2010; Ekvall, 

1996; Fewster, 2002; Harris, 2016; Haseman, 2005; Hennessey & Amabile, 2010; S. Hunter, Bedell, & 

Mumford, 2007; Kenny, 2014; Munns, 2007; Neelands, 2009; Reuter, 2015; Sternberg, 1999; Yström, 

Aspenberg, & Kumlin, 2015).  

 

These researchers agree that the creation of a nurturing community and its “safe space” is essential 

in the development of creative work. “Students are most creative when they feel safe” (Jensen & 

Lazarus, 2014, p. 53). The Seidel report found “repeated references to arts learning communities as 

‘a family’ or as ‘a home away from home’” (Seidel et al., 2009, p. 38). The students need to feel 

“safe” in the group with feelings of embarrassment, frustration, vulnerability or joy and be able to 

express ideas freely, to innovate, to explore unreservedly as well as receive and give honest critique. 

They also require the safety to make mistakes. “I know that through hard work, discipline, trust in 

themselves, trust in me, and an allowance to make mistakes – some of the most beautiful things in 

the work are created from mistakes” (Jensen & Lazarus, 2014, p. 53). The acceptance, even 

welcoming of mistakes, is a crucial aspect of the social environment, “where innovation is prized and 

failure is not fatal” (Amabile, 1988, p. 147). This level of freedom requires belief that one’s work and 

perspective will be respected, but even more, that the group are committed to one’s success (Seidel 

et al., 2009). Studies have shown that such acceptance and connection is particularly important to 

adolescents (Cooper, Grotevant, & Condon, 1983; Csikszentmihalyi & Schneider, 2000; Meeus, 

2011). The capacity to be yourself, and be supported as such, is central to the trust and emotional 

safety of the group, and the creative freedom that can result.  

 

Business management has an economic interest in discovering ways to make teams more creative 

(Sawyer, 2012) and their studies of developing a “creative climate” in the workplace can be applied 

to the environments created within educational settings. An organisational climate is defined by the 
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objectively shared perceptions, the observed and recurring patterns of behaviour, attitudes and 

feelings that characterise life in a group (Isaksen, 2007; Isaksen & Lauer, 2002). This climate is 

pervasive and shapes expectations, outcomes and interactions (S. Hunter et al., 2007). Isaksen insists 

that “deliberate climate creation is the main responsibility of leadership within any organisation” 

(2007, p. 5), what they say and do has the greatest influence on what characterises the behaviour 

and atmosphere within the group. Ekvall  and his colleagues (Ekvall, 1991, 1996; Isaksen, 2007; 

Isaksen & Ekvall, 2006, 2010; Isaksen & Lauer, 2002; Isaksen, Lauer, Ekvall, & Britz, 2001)  developed 

a tool to assess the creativity of organisations and their aptitude for change and innovation. This 

Situational Outlook Questionnaire (SOQ) is internally consistent (Isaksen et al., 1999) and valid in 

distinguishing creative from non-creative teams (Isaksen & Lauer, 2001, 2002; Isaksen et al., 2001) 

and those organisations that have been more successful at innovation and change  (Ekvall, 1996). The 

SOQ assesses nine dimensions of the climate for creativity. These are: (1) challenge and 

involvement, (2) freedom, (3) trust and openness, (4) idea time, (5) playfulness and humour, (6) 

conflict, (7) idea support, (8) debate, and (9) risk-taking. Of the many creativity climate frameworks 

in use (S. Hunter et al., 2007), this is the only model that includes “playfulness and humour”. Studies 

of creativity and the drama classroom often laud “playful” or “games-based” approaches (Cote, 

2010; Davies et al., 2013), but there is a paucity research into the effect of humour and playfulness 

on the creative process. This framework has the potential to give  new insights into creativity in the 

drama classroom and other arts education environments. 

 

The group and its social dynamics are crucial to the development of creative work. The sense of 

family and the creation of a safe place where people are supported and allowed to make mistakes 

are essential. Frameworks which assess the creative capacity of organisations could potentially be 

useful in assessing the creative climate of the arts classroom.  

 

Role of teachers in facilitating creativity 

Effective relationships between students and teachers exhibiting respect, trust and openness have 

been shown as key to laying the groundwork for creative endeavour (Beghetto & Kaufman, 2014; 

Brinkman, 2010; Davies et al., 2013; Hattie & Yates, 2013; S. Hunter et al., 2007; Ibbotson, 2008; 

Isaksen, 2007; Sawyer, 2012; Seidel et al., 2009). Within this environment of respect, the teacher’s 

traditional position of “sage-on-the-stage” (McWilliam & Haukka, 2008) is usually altered to a more 

egalitarian form in the arts education classroom. Drama pedagogical research and theory 

emphasizes this democratic, collaborative approach where teacher and student work together (Boal, 

1992; Edmiston, 2012; Freire, 1970; Gonzalez, 1999; Neelands, 2009; Seidel et al., 2009; Wangh, 
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2013). “Collaborative practice is integral to drama making and performing, and a fundamental 

underpinning of the drama pedagogy as a model of social learning theory” (Anderson, 2012, p. 68). 

In the classroom this collaboration is demonstrated as teachers enter into artmaking with the 

students, relinquishing directorial control to work with them as a creative equal.  Lissa Soep uses the 

term collegial pedagogy to describe students and educators/arts professionals collaboratively 

creating works of art. She sees the educators “entering the creative space with kids, putting their 

own creativity on the line alongside the young person’s” (Seidel et al., 2009, p. 35). Teachers are 

taking creative risks alongside the students, relinquishing any position of status and security. Wangh 

(2013) confirms the validity of this model and argues for “an attitude of inquiry, of openness and 

naivete”, driven by a mutual searching by teacher and student, and an openness to “allow the 

students to teach us” (p. 15). Perspectives from creativity researchers working from a “non-arts” 

standpoint confirm these theories on this position of the teacher. McWilliam (2005; McWilliam & 

Haukka, 2008) calls for more than a simple student-centred approach, but rather asks teachers to be 

“meddler-in-the-middle” where they work alongside students to co-create products. In this 

paradigm, teacher and student are placed on equal ground, positioned as artists in order to achieve 

the creative task. 

 

Harvard’s Project Zero commissioned a study of what constitutes quality arts education in the 

United States (Seidel et al., 2009) through interviews, case studies and a literature review. The 

findings assert that respect and trust in the capacities of young people is the bedrock of arts learning 

communities. “Good teachers are people who really know how to respect students and to see them 

as knowledge-bearers and not as people who are empty vessels” (Seidel et al., 2009, p. 39). Royal 

Shakespeare Company actor/director turned management consultant Piers Ibbotson adds to this 

discussion from his background in theatre (2008). However he takes the teacher’s belief in the 

members of their group a step further.  

 

There was an expectation implicit in the behaviour of these directors: they were looking for 

something rare, which they knew it might not be easy to find. It was not that they had the 

answers, but you trusted that they were after something very special from you, even if neither 

you, nor they, could describe exactly what it was. And you also believed that by virtue of having 

given you the job, they believed you had a good chance of finding it. (Ibbotson, 2008, p. 30) 

 

There is a belief in the unrealised capacities of the actors, capacities that neither has yet seen, but by 

virtue of the director believing that they exist, the actor in coaxed into believing them too. This 
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inspiring, invigorating belief in the creative capacity of the participants, be they actors or students, is 

an aspect of the teacher/student relationship that has not been examined.  

 

Some argue that part of the complexity of the teacher role is to allow students to develop their own 

aesthetic judgement. Csikszentmihalyi (1996) contends that strong, internalised criteria of value or 

success is necessary to achieve artistic flow. Wangh (2013), following Grotowski's concept of the 

“secure partner”, also believes that every person has a “positive critic” inside them that can nurture 

and guide them, and therefore, “the teacher’s most essential job is to help the student hear this 

voice” (Wangh, 2013, p. 46). The teacher must help students form opinions and develop confidence 

in their own artmaking ability, and the self-assurance for their artistic choices to be evaluated by 

others to develop these internalised criteria (Kosrof, 2005; Nettleton & Heller, 2005). There is scant 

explicit research on this area; instead examination of this valuable faculty in students is mostly 

implied as “development of students’ aesthetic awareness” (Bresler, 2007; K. Gallagher, 2007, 2014; 

Harwood, 2007; Seidel et al., 2009).  

 

In summation, democratic, collaborative practice is central to drama education classrooms and is 

based on respectful, trusting and open relationships. It can be demonstrated by teachers and 

students working alongside each other as artists where both are taking creative risks. This position of 

collegiality can highlight the teacher’s belief in the student’s unrealised capacities, facilitate their 

development, and invoke the need for students to develop their own aesthetic judgement. These 

dimensions of the teacher/student relationship have not yet been explored in the drama education 

context. 

 

Authentic nature of the task 

The comprehensive study undertaken by Seidel and others regarding the nature of quality in arts 

education in the US (Seidel et al., 2009) highlights the importance of authentic practice. Authenticity 

refers to the genuine nature of the process and product. The task is real, the expectations are real, 

there are real connections to the world, and the students are expected to behave and engage like 

artists. 

 

Authentic arts learning looks like artists and arts professionals doing what they do in their 

work (as opposed to students doing “school art”)… [there are] real payoffs and real risks 

…Having a purpose for making art gives it a sense of urgency that drives the work, making 

learning more intense and engaged, more real. (Seidel et al., 2009, p. 34) 
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Jensen and Lazarus (2014) found in their study of Theatre teacher beliefs that “if you empower 

students as artists and thinkers, they will rise to the occasion and exceed your expectations ” (p. 52). 

Arts educators and artists model their processes, their methods of inquiry and problem solving, their 

attitudes and approaches to the work, and levels of commitment and excellence (Jensen & Lazarus, 

2014). The creative process is modelled as students are led through it. “They model and instil a 

certain passion for asking questions and exploring ideas in the absence of rewards for doi ng so” 

(Seidel et al., 2009, p. 35). They give students the opportunity to spend time with a creative 

problem, working directly with material to explore it. They learn to value their own sense of 

discovery and agency as they find answers. This draws passion, enthusiasm and commitment from 

students as they have authority over the work, making personal connections and accepting 

responsibility for their artistic choices. “When students are experiencing a strong sense of ownership 

of their work, the risks may be significant, but the rewards make them worth it” (Seidel et al., 2009, 

p. 33). 

 

Heathcote (1990) expounded the benefits of treating students as artists.  

 

Making plays seems to have gone out of fashion in education possibly because people did not 

learn to do it well with children who were not necessarily committed. When we ask this of 

children, we must treat them as the artists they can become. For too long in schools we have 

refused to let children function as artists. We make them learn about it. (p. 107)  

 

The dilemma Heathcote saw persists as the value of authentic tasks is still under-realised. In current 

research the concept of “authenticity” is often evident in discussions of arts partnerships where 

practicing artists work with students, though it is rarely emphasised (Adams, 2014; Bamford, 2005; 

Colley, 2008; Cote, 2010; Donelan, Irvine, Imms, Jeanneret, & O'Toole, 2009; Ewing & Australian 

Council for Education, 2010; Imms, Jeanneret, & Stevens-Ballenger, 2011; Seidel, 1999; Stankiewicz, 

2001; Tarantino, 2012; UNESCO, 2005).  

 

This reluctance to engage with the authentic, artistic form of theatre perhaps comes from a 

conflation of youth theatre and drama in education. “Drama education is not first and foremost 

about the art form; it is about the student” (Anderson, 2012, p. 60). The focus is on the extrinsic 

benefit to the students rather than the quality of a creative result. Process is privileged over product 

and teachers are embarrassed to give artistic judgement (Richardson, 2015; Tuisku, 2015). Some 
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even argue that school theatre should be created by students and shared by themselves only (Slade 

& Way, 1954; Smith, 1988; Way, 1967). This shields students from the exhilarating creative risks of 

public performance which are essential to the creative process, and ironically, form a large part of its 

extrinsic benefits (Donelan & O'Brien, 2008; Seidel et al., 2009). The value of authentic tasks in 

eliciting quality creative work is under-utilized in the field and under-examined in drama education 

research. 

 

In summation, contemporary conceptions of creativity emphasise its interactional, relational, and 

situated qualities. Research into arts education has also emphasised the value of the social 

environment to creativity where the ensemble provides a “sense of family”. The environment must 

allow the student to immerse creatively, be themselves and make mistakes. There is potential in the 

SOQ to provide a framework to examine the creative climate of the drama space. Quality 

relationships between teacher and student are characterised by collaboration and equality where 

the two work alongside each other as artists. The value the teacher places on students’ input, belief 

in their capacities and their role in developing the students’ aesthetic judgement are under-

examined contributors to the creative process. Authentic practice with real risks and real payoffs is 

another contributor to creativity in youth theatre and drama in education that warrants 

investigation. The next section explores studies of creativity in theatre. 

 

Studies of creativity in theatre 

Studies of creativity in theatre range from examining the psychology and creativity of the actor 

(Goldstein, 2009, 2012; Kemp, 2012; Munro, Pretorius, & Munro, 2008; Zarrilli, 2009, 2015)  to the 

work of individual directors (Babbage, 2004; Harvie & Lavender, 2010; Jones, 1985; Rebellato, 

Delgado, & Rebellato, 2010; Shevtsova & Innes, 2009) to the creative processes of the ensemble 

which is the focus of this study. Examination of artistic practice is sometimes conflated with 

investigation of creativity, or creative processes are discernible within the study even though they 

may not have been its focus. Much of this research seems to become distracted by the power 

dynamics between director and cast. This emphasis can cause distortion, exemplified by Mark 

Fortier’s analysis of the actor in mainstream theatre as “alienated in the labour process itself – they 

have no control over how things are done and what is to be produced….[while] theatre collectives 

and collaborative creation are attempts to escape such alienating structures of capitalist and 

mainstream theatrical processes” (Fortier, 1998, p. 8). Despite the need for political activism to 

change the status quo throughout history, this political bent in theatre studies manifests itself in 

several unexamined assumptions that distort the research. These are the suppositions that devised 
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work is somehow more creative or valid than performance of scripted work, and the director’s 

authority or decision-making dampens creativity and impedes the final product. The research is, as a 

result, often preoccupied with a director/actor ensemble power struggle rather than an analysis of 

the artistic practice or creative process itself, with “creativity” often romanticised and glorified as 

mythical and unknowable.  

 

One such study (Syssoyeva & Proudfit, 2013a, 2013b) examines “the collective creation and devising 

practices in Europe and the United States between 1900 and the present” (Syssoyeva, 2013, p. 1) 

and promises some examination of group creativity. As is often the case, all contributors to the 

volumes of the study eschew the practice of working with an existing script to collectively create 

work. Companies who do work with playwrights work collaboratively with them to create a new 

text. Syssoyeva & Proudfit define collective creation as “the practice of collaboratively devising 

works of performance” (p. 2). They examine the collaborative practices of a wide range of theatre 

companies from the 1960s when collaboration began as utopic in ideology, and alternative theatre 

companies sought “to make of the artistic group a model for a better way of being together in the 

world, … a backstage performance of a more civil society” (Syssoyeva & Proudfit, 2013a, p. 2). In 

recent times, rather than the focus being on an idealistic, “leaderless” group (Filewod, 2008), their 

work proposes that contemporary collaborative practice is marked by a concern with group 

dynamics and ethical, effective leadership which facilities the centrality and power of the actor in 

the creation of theatre. Thus, they argue that a new form of leadership is emerging, a “collaborative 

director poised between the roles of auteur and facilitator”(Syssoyeva & Proudfit, 2013a, p. 24) who 

works hand-in-hand with the actor to create the work. Their examination of the interaction between 

the actor and director is essentially political with its main interest being “what is it that a particular 

group chooses to contest, change, or reveal through collective praxis?” (Syssoyeva, 2013, p. 6). It is 

more concerned with the shifts of power between actors and director in the devising/rehearsal 

process than the group creativity. While these power shifts contribute to understanding of the 

nature of the rehearsal process, there is little specific examination of the creative processes 

involved. 

 

Beth Watkins’ examination of her feminist rehearsal strategies, this time of scripted works, is also 

from an overtly political agenda. While not addressing ideas of creativity explicitly, she does examine 

some of the difficulties of collaboration and the tension between leadership and freedom, seeking a 

balance between “the ideals of decentred rehearsal, with its empowerment of students, and the 

practical need for more authoritative guidance and decision making” (Watkins, 2005, p. 88). Her 
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assumption that students are only creatively empowered through decentred processes, and that 

leadership and guidance are necessarily oppressive highlights a common misconception that is 

echoed through many texts examining the rehearsal process. There is a very limited material that 

assesses the creativity of the rehearsal process without pervading negative assumptions about the 

nature of power and the role of the director. 

 

Mark Minchinton’s observation of Rex Cramphorn’s script-based directorial work is from a cultural 

anthropology perspective and structured along familiar dichotomous lines of collaborative 

(minoritarian) versus dictatorial (majoritarian) rehearsal methodology. Rex Cramphorn’s ensemble-

based practice is set in contrast to “mechanical” mainstream theatre practice which is portrayed as 

inhuman and archaic, “similar to other post-industrial regimes” (Minchinton, 1998, p. 139). 

Nonetheless, Minchinton manages to acknowledge some difficulties of Cramphorn’s minoritarian 

practice. Cramphorn is best known for his non-interventionist directing. “Cramphorn refused to take 

an overt directorial role, preferring to involve all the cast, the designer, and sometimes the 

technicians, in decisions about staging, setting, costumes, texts and so on, and to observe the actors’ 

work, taking from it what he could rather than pressing it towards a predetermined end” 

(Minchinton, 1998, p. 131). Rather than lead within a creative environment where all felt they could 

contribute, he allowed the contributor to take a leadership position as “the grace of creativity might 

fall on any member of the group, giving him or her the right to lead the work” hoping that the “right 

and only direction is immediately clear to all concerned” (Minchinton, 1998, p. 131). This abdication 

of leadership to whoever possesses an obvious dose of the “grace of creativity” so that the 

appropriateness of all creative decisions is “immediately obvious,” seems somewhat naïve. The 

problems encountered from Cramphorn’s reluctance to adhere to workable timelines and make final 

staging and technical decisions are stated: “Cramphorn himself was simply not interested in the 

usual priorities of getting the performances together, and some of the actors felt and were 

unprepared for performance – even to the extent of not knowing their lines fully” (Minchinton, 

1998, p. 139). However there is a reluctance to interrogate the “freedom” of his processes, the 

creative difficulties they produced and the characteristics of the mythical “grace of creativity.” 

 

Minchinton’s theories are developed in Russell Fewster’s observation of Neil Armfield’s Company B 

production of The Blind Giant is Dancing (Fewster, 2001, 2002). Fewster investigates the rehearsal 

process of this scripted work using Minchinton’s theoretical distinctions and comparing it with 

Cramphorn’s work. The research examines the creative practice of Armfield and shows his 

movement between freedom and control, although Fewster doesn’t analyse it as such  but rather 
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forces his study into Minchinton’s minoritarian vs majoritarian practice model, and therefore fails to 

investigate Armfield’s effective balance between strong leadership and actor freedom .  

 

There are several key points that Fewster’s studies mention but he doesn’t seem to realise their 

significance. Armfield would start his process by setting conceptual and physical parameters into 

which the actors would contribute, creating a “pooling of knowledge” which developed a “collective 

understanding” (Fewster, 2002, p. 110) of the text. He would surround himself with actors who 

challenge him and often start work on a scene by asking the actors to run the section themselves so 

that he could see “what interesting instinctual things could be pulled out of the actor” (Fewster, 

2002, p. 111). The rehearsal room “atmosphere” was characterised by a trusting “freedom to try 

anything” (Fewster, 2002, p. 112) and the prevailing discourses were of “play” and “family” as the 

cast were encouraged to explore the work. There was a pervasive atmosphere of “fooling around” 

with jokes and repartee, creating a relaxed “work atmosphere in which you feel anyone can say 

what they think.” Cate Blanchett asserted that making a fool of herself in rehearsal facilitated her 

creativity as “she was giving herself the ‘licence’ to do ‘whatever’ she wanted and to remove any 

‘inhibitions’ about her work” (Fewster, 2002, p. 112). Fewster attests that the freedom to make 

mistakes, where the rehearsal room was a site of genuine experimentation, was a “critical 

precondition for establishing a genuinely creative and collaborative atmosphere” (Fewster, 2002, p. 

113). The “family” nature of the Company B Ensemble, a fixed group who were all on the same 

salary and worked on subsequent shows, contributed to this trusting environment.  

 

Armfield would often intervene, shaping the work, but allowing the actors to “think we have done it 

ourselves” (Fewster, 2002, p. 111). Armfield’s instructions were often very precise, dictating 

movement and even vocal inflection. However, due to the actors’ relationship with him 

 and their trust in his established artistic ability, instead of feeling restricted, the actors would take 

on his instructions and work themselves into an understanding of them. “Cate Blanchett said during 

a rehearsal break that she would regularly attempt to ‘write down accurately’ what her ‘own 

thought’ was in response to a ‘word or suggestion from Neil’ in order to ‘source it’ , to ‘make it her 

own’” (Fewster, 2002, p. 114). Fewster admits that Armfield’s interventions were fundamental to 

the success of the piece but perhaps does not acknowledge sufficiently that Armfield’s skilful 

reworking of the power/freedom balance is one of the keys to his creative achievements, rather 

subordinating Armfield’s work to that of the problematic performances of Rex Cramphorn who he 

lauds as a “radical democrat” (Fewster, 2002, p. 114). 
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Another example of a missed opportunity to investigate the power of Armfield’s  creative process is 

when Fewster highlights the value of the actors’ interactions with the space and physical objects 

within it as they “pushed, pulled and turned the table across and around the stage” in the process of 

interpreting and embodying the text. Fewster analyses this interaction in political terms as the 

“actors had the opportunity to propose positioning and uses of the table that Armfield would adopt 

for performance… [as] part of a ‘struggle for a more humane… [and] democratic process’” (Fewster, 

2002, p. 109) rather than in creative terms of how the corporeal interactions fostered the creativity 

of the ensemble and director, and contributed to the success of the performance. 

 

Susan Letzler Cole (1992) provides one of the few volumes that explore the rehearsal practices for 

staging scripted work and examines the dynamics between director and cast in the creative process 

without political bias. She observes ten contemporary directors, investigating their function and the 

role of collaboration in their work however her aim is to document the rehearsal process rather than 

to systematically uncover its creative elements. Her writing is largely anecdotal rather than analytical  

or theoretical. She does make salient points about the creative process, despite romanticising its 

“mystery.” She claims the distinction between the “collaborative” and “authoritarian” director is 

artificial as all the directors studied included elements of each, “a director best known for 

collaborative work may eventually assume a position of central power in rehearsal” (Letzler Cole, 

1992, p. 8). She emphasises the mutual dependency of actor and director and how the mediation of 

the director’s vision is dependent on “physical skills, imaginative elasticity, and rhythms of 

receptivity of particular actors” (Letzler Cole, 1992, p. 219). She also points to the significance of the 

corporality of the actor and the space, highlighting the effect of the physicality on the creative 

process and its embodied nature. “What is constructed by the playwright, and reinscribed by the 

director, is mediated by the physicality of persons and objects, a physicality that leaves its own 

traces in the process of creation” (Letzler Cole, 1992, p. 7).  

 

While primarily concerned with developing effective research methodologies, Gay McAuley’s work 

(1998, 2008) also observes the process of creativity in rehearsal. She is concerned with revealing 

how “key signifiers in the performance had come into being” (McAuley, 2008, p. 285) and giving “a 

sense of the collaborative nature of the process, and the way the actors’ percept ions were central to 

the exploration” (McAuley, 2008, p. 279). In her observation of a rehearsal of Sarah Kane’s 4:48 

Psychosis (2008) McAuley reveals how the actors and director Geordie Brookman worked together 

and moved along the director/actor power continuum. The actors trusted the director to lead them, 

and contributed with their bodily skills and “physical and emotional courage” (p. 281) to explore the 
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work, leading the director as much as he was leading them. She notes that he had the wisdom to let 

the actors take initiative at times and “the skill to draw from their work the elements that most 

furthered his own vision” (p. 281). She also highlights Brookman’s use of boundaries within his 

creative process where he “unleashed” the energy of their impulse work within multiple boundaries 

to heighten and distil the effect. However she attributes the use of constraints to the performance 

paradigm of the specific production rather than seeing its possibility as an enduring concept for 

facilitating creativity (Ibbotson, 2008).  

 

One of the few empirical studies explicitly examining the creativity involved in interpreting an 

existing text is Nemiro’s Interpretive Artists: A Qualitative Exploration of the Creative Process of 

Actors (1997). She identifies three stages of actor creativity: preparation, rehearsal and performance 

which involve both individual and collaborative processes. She approaches notions of group 

creativity through addressing the “social influences” on the actors which include collaboration, level 

of trust, freedom, evaluation pressure, challenge and respect. She touches on the complexity of the 

director/actor relationship through her findings that are at odds with the politically-biased studies 

previously mentioned. Her findings show that “decisive, forceful, concrete direction (as opposed to 

vague, cerebral or intellectual direction)” (Nemiro, 1997, p. 234) enhances creativity, and that there 

are positive effects from of the director playfully challenging the skills of the actors in the rehearsal 

process. She also confirms the need for spontaneity in rehearsal which is to be balanced with 

structure. While not naming it as such, Nemiro approaches group creativity through addressing the 

social environment of the creative interactions and demonstrating the importance of the director in  

the process as he “forcefully” leads, challenges and finds the balance between spontaneity and 

structure.  

 

To conclude, studies of creativity in theatre confirm the need for a relaxed and trusting working 

atmosphere where experimentation is expected and mistakes can be made. They demonstrate the 

need to balance power between director and cast, and how that relationship affects the creative 

process. Effective directorial leadership seems to be flexible and inclusive at times, facilitating the 

collective artistic creation, yet able to assume control at times. There is a balance for actors between 

questioning direction and stretching to adopt its challenges. The research indicates the importance 

of physicality where actors are affected by the bodies of each other as well as the space around 

them. These elements are further developed through studies of group creativity in the theatre. 
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Studies of group creativity in theatre 

Keith Sawyer builds on Nemiro’s work and has extensively investigated creativity in a performing arts 

context. His investigations into the creativity of performing arts ensembles began with studying the 

improvisation of jazz musicians (Sawyer, 2003). He then expanded his research into improvisational 

theatre, using interaction analysis to uncover the interactional mechanisms that occur during the 

group creativity of an improvisational theatre performance, in the style of TheatreSports as it is 

known in Australia (Sawyer, 2003, 2004, 2007, 2012; Sawyer & DeZutter, 2009). An initial limitation 

of his findings was the unique nature of this type of theatrical performance and the absence of 

rehearsal process and actor/director interactions; nevertheless, this research has led to significant 

contributions to the field with findings that are applicable across theatrical styles. These include: 

group flow and the balance between structure and freedom, emergence and the application of 

theories drawn from cognitive science.  

 

Group Flow and the balance between structure and improvisation 

Csikszentmihalyi’s influential theory of flow (2008) attempted to understand a highly creative, 

immersed state which he calls “optimal experience”. Its characteristics are:  

 

a sense that one’s skills are adequate to cope with the challenges at hand, in a goal -directed, 

rule-bound action system that provides clear clues as to how well one is performing. 

Concentration is so intense that there is no attention left over to think about anything 

irrelevant, or to worry about problems. Self-consciousness disappears, and the sense of time 

becomes distorted. (Csikszentmihalyi, 2008, p.71) 

 

These flow experiences provided a sense of elation and discovery which pushed the individual to 

greater heights of performance. Sawyer applied this individual state to groups when they are 

performing at their peak. “In group flow, everything seems to come naturally; the performers are in 

interactional synchrony… each of the group members can even feel as if they are able to anticipate 

what their fellow performers will do before they do it” (Sawyer, 2015, p. 207, italics in original).  

 

Group flow depends on interaction between performers. Sawyer defines it as when “the group is 

performing at its maximum effectiveness” (Sawyer, 2012, p. 245). It allows for emergent creativity 

where appropriate creative solutions grow from the interaction between performers, and the result 

is seen to be greater than the sum of the parts. The dynamics of the interaction lead the actors to 

perform at higher levels than what they would have done alone (Sawyer, 2003). Sawyer initially used 
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this term to apply to spontaneous music and drama improvisation performances and then applied it 

to a range of working groups (2003, 2007, 2015). 

 

 

 

 

    Figure 2.1 Group Flow (from Sawyer, 2003, p. 168)  

 

 

Group flow depends on the tension between the predictable and the unplanned. Sawyer’s work 

continues to investigate this balance between structure and improvisation (Sawyer, 2007, 2009, 

2011b, 2015). Actors know that without some guiding set of practices, performances can be 

theatrically uninteresting and ineffective. So instead, “performances are guided by a set of 

structures that tend to result in more dramatically effective performances” (Sawyer, 2015, p. 203). 

This, his most recent work, argues that group flow requires a number of pre-existing structures to 

scaffold the work and facilitate the outcome.  

 

Piers Ibbotson, Royal Shakespeare Company actor/director turned management consultant, extends 

the work of Sawyer. While Sawyer is interested in the balance between structure and improvisation 

in the creative process, the work of Ibbotson addresses the balance of power between director and 

cast, and how that translates into the structure/freedom continuum of the creative process. 

Ibbotson articulates the need for creative leaders to express constraints in order to provoke the 

group’s creative responses (Ibbotson, 2008). He argues that their constraints imply a direction for 

the investigation, but do not specify the means or, most notably, the specific outcomes. “By 

describing the nature of those boundaries in the right way allows us to control the direction of 

creative effort while allowing sufficient space for the unexpected or the superb to emerge” 

(Ibbotson, 2008, p. 11). This structure begins with the power dynamics between director and cast. 
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The best directors have a towering position in the hierarchy but don’t play status in the 

rehearsal room. They are often disarmingly low-status – admitting doubt, seeking, honest 

about mistakes or reversals. They have a strong vision of their own but it is misty, incomplete. 

They weave the final vision from the ideas of the people in the room, clarifying it as they go, 

and they do that by using creative constraints. But when they see an innovation they have the 

authority to name it and fix it in the production. (Ibbotson, 2008, p.31)  

 

Ibbotson emphasises the lack of personal power-plays and the authentic valuing of the actors’ 

contributions from a position of humility, but also the authority of the director to “name and fix” 

what they perceive as innovations. He delineates the interaction of control and freedom, placing 

from the working freedom of the group in a context of boundaries and structure. The director has 

final control, but a “control” that is flexible and responsive to the input of the group. 

 

Application of the theories of Sawyer and Ibbotson has the potential to fill a gap in the literature as 

much research into theatre and drama in education advocates a collaborative, democratic model 

which does not clearly examine if, when or how the director/teacher leads, shapes or “controls” the 

creative work (Boal, 1992; Edmiston, 2012; Fewster, 2002; Gonzalez, 1999; Letzler Cole, 1992; 

McAuley, 2008; Minchinton, 1998; Neelands, 2009; Seidel et al., 2009; Syssoyeva & Proudfit, 2013a, 

2013b; Wangh, 2013; Watkins, 2005). The next section explores creative emergence, another 

element of Sawyer’s theories on group creativity. 

 

Emergence 

A key concept within Sawyer’s theory of group creativity and group flow is that of emergence. 

Emergence refers to the creation of novel, original properties which could not have been predicted 

from their discrete components or earlier stages of the process (Bedau & Humphreys, 2008; Clayton 

& Davies, 2008; Horvath, 2017; Ritchey, 2014; Sawyer, 2015). It is a process that has been theorised 

since 1875, initially by philosopher George Lewes (1875) who used the term to describe an effect 

that was greater than the simple addition of components. It is a concept that has been used across 

philosophy, science, economics, art and the humanities and is finding increasing relevance in 

contemporary research (Bedau & Humphreys, 2008). Sawyer applies the theory of emergence to 

creativity and argues that both novelty and appropriateness are necessary properties of emergent 

systems if they are to be deemed creative (Sawyer, 1999). 
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Sawyer coined the term collaborative emergence (1999) to explain emergence in social groups. He 

reasoned that group behaviour must be thought of as emergent when they is no guiding plan as is 

demonstrated in everyday conversation or small group collaboration. He argues that all these 

interactions are improvisational, and so he examined collaborative emergence through study of 

improvisational theatre (2003) and now applies these concepts to fields such as education (2011b) 

and business (2015). Consideration of collaborative emergence in rehearsal has the potential to 

uncover elements of the creative process that have been overlooked. The application of theories 

taken from cognitive science provides another avenue for exploration. 

 

Distributed, Situated and Embodied Cognition and their application to the study of creativity 

The rise of cognitive science has been one of the most significant academic developments of recent 

years, stimulating new approaches for many areas of the humanities, from philosophy to literature, 

theatre studies to education (Hogan, 2003). Cognitive science has undergone several waves of 

theoretical models beginning with behaviourism in the 1950s, to connectionism in the 1980s to the 

current wave of cognitive theories that reject disembodied internal processes in favour of 

recognising the vital contributions to cognition of the body and the physical and social environment 

in which it is situated (Dawson, 2013; Duffy, 2012). Sawyer and DeZutter (2009) draw on theories of 

Distributed Cognition to help explore the phenomenon of how creative groups function. Distributed 

Cognition theories suggest that cognitive achievements are shared across actors and environments. 

 

Cognitive achievements are shared achievements. … Boundaries of the cognitive system are 

conceptually expanded to the levels of local and broader cultural organization. This need not 

mean that cognition “begins” at a specific point—such as a brain—and extends outward. It 

does mean that cognition is “stretched over” (Lave, 1988) or shared across actors and 

environments. (Osbeck & Nersessian, 2014, p. 83) 

 

The notion of distributed cognition was initially posed by Hutchins (1995) and derived from an 

ethnographic analysis of real world problem solving processes. He examined how crew members of  

aircraft and large ships worked together in their various roles, responsibilities, use of equipment and 

rules of procedure to collectively complete their procedures. He also found that when emergencies 

occurred, some groups such as Navy navigation teams were able to depart from their systems and 

collaboratively create a novel, improvised response. Success lay in the entire system rather than any 

one individual. Distributed Cognition examines the brain-and-environment systems rather than the 

traditional brain-in-environment systems. Cultural and cognitive processes are shared, they are not 
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just interrelated but are co-implicated (Osbeck & Nersessian, 2014). Sawyer & DeZutter (2009) apply 

this theory to their study of processes of group creativity naming it “Distributed Creativity.” The 

strength of this theory is the acknowledgement of the group in its context, emphasising the 

interaction of members within their specific environment as the site of creativity. Sawyer specifically 

uses it in the context of interaction analysis, a methodology of cognitive researchers, to closely 

analyse the emergent creativity of the group and the contribution of each participant.  

 

Theories of Situated and Embodied Cognition are often conflated with Distributed Cognition (Sawyer 

& Greeno, 2009) and emphasize the physical and contextual factors of cognition rather than just the 

interaction between members of the group. The two key concepts of embodied and situated 

cognition theories are: firstly, the mind is embodied, meaning the shape and position of an agent’s 

body and how it interfaces with the world, determines the nature of cognitive processes. Secondly, 

the mind is embedded or situated in the world and takes advantage of available structures to 

scaffold, and therefore contribute to, its cognitive processes (Barsalou, Breazeal, & Smith, 2007; 

Glenberg, 2010; Glenberg, Witt, & Metcalfe, 2013; Ionescu & Vasc, 2014; Morris, 2010; Robbins & 

Aydede, 2009; Schubert & Semin, 2009; Semin & Smith, 2008; Stapleton, 2013) . In other words, the 

physical specificities of bodies, their rhythms, dynamics and ways of moving, as well as their 

embeddedness in the physical world and social environments, contribute to cognition. Some 

researchers emphasise the role of goal pursuit in these forms of cognition (Barsalou et al., 2007; 

Roth & Jornet, 2013). Researchers in phenomenology, education and theatre studies have begun to 

employ these theories to provide new paradigms to re-examine their fields (S. Gallagher & 

Schmicking, 2010; Ionescu & Vasc, 2014; Kemp, 2010, 2012; Morris, 2010; Sawyer & DeZutter, 2009; 

Semin & Smith, 2002, 2008; Zarrilli, 2004, 2015).  

 

Duffy (2012) reviews such areas in cognitive science, particularly those involving theories of 

embodiment, which could be fruitful for theatre and drama in education researchers. Highlighting 

how our understanding of the world is created through our physical encounters with i t, he covers 

theories of embodiment such as Huang’s (2011) use of physical posture to create powerful 

emotions, and Adam and Galinsky’s (2012) theory of enclothed cognition which captures the diverse 

impact that clothes can have on the wearer through their symbolic, social meaning (such as a 

doctor’s coat) and the physical experience of wearing them. He emphasises that one of theatre’s 

strengths is its ability to create a complex, complete and contextualized world and how students can 

use the embodied and collaborative nature of drama to solve problems. He also examines how 
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drama offers metaphors of life which could provide a type of analogical bootstrapping, facilitating 

student understanding through finding parallels between fiction and reality.  

 

Zarrilli (2015) studies the nature of acting from viewpoints within the fields of phenomenology and 

cognitive science, as well as studies of embodied acting practice and Buddhist meditation. Through 

these lenses he explores how the actor’s phenomenal/sensory field in performance consists of 

external, physical phenomena (such as the bodies of the other actors), the space and the text which 

interact with the actor’s imagination to create aesthetic and fictive images. Richard Kemp (2010, 

2012) applies findings of cognitive science to the practice of acting. He illuminates acting as an 

experiential process that involves psychology and physiology drawing from theories of the embodied 

mind. He also argues for the potency of Stanislavsky’s use of physical circumstance of the fictional 

scene to stimulate the actor’s imagination as his Method creates  the environment of a fictional 

situation, drawing physical and empathetic responses from the actor in their pursuit of objectives in 

order for the character to emerge. Both Kemp and Zarrilli attempt to define the elusive nature of the 

interaction between the actor’s embodied mind and the environment in which it is immersed, and 

the emergent creativity that is the result of these complex interactions. 

 

Other areas of cognitive science which could offer insight into theatre processes examine the effect 

of the environment and objects on subjects. Lave’s (1988) research on reasoning by grocery 

shoppers showed that their decisions were shaped jointly by their initial goals and pref erences in 

conjunction with objects and symbols in the supermarket aisles. She concluded that problem solving 

was done in collaboration with material objects, sources of information and (very often) other 

people in the situation. A growing body of research suggests that people’s perceptions depend 

critically on their interactions with the environment. “Whether one takes an object in the hands or 

manipulates an object with a tool, profound changes in perception, attention, and memory are 

observed” (Brockmole, Davoli, Abrams, & Witt, 2013, p. 38). Consequently, objects incorporated into 

one’s action can have consequences for perceptual processing. This point was  vividly demonstrated 

when observers were asked to hold either a gun or a neutral object such as a ball, and asked to 

spontaneously judge whether actors in photographs were holding a gun or a benign object. When 

wielding a gun themselves, perceivers were far more likely to classify the objects held by the 

pictured actors as guns (Brockmole et al., 2013). The effect of set, properties and costume on actors’ 

creative processes has not been fully investigated.  
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The notion of self and its role in cognition is elusive yet could contribute to understanding of the 

development of a character’s “sense of self”. Perception of a sense of self is the result of the 

interaction between action and feedback, it is grounded in activity, and is fundamentally embodied 

(Damasio, 2010; Glenberg et al., 2013). Some investigators have revealed how the sense of self and 

agency are due to the feelings of the involvement of self. Blakemore et al. (Blakemore, Frith, & 

Wolpert, 1998) showed how the difference between actual and predicted outcomes of action gives a 

person the sense of where they are in control or not. A close match of intention and outcome 

implies that the person is in control, a mismatch infers the power of external forces and a lack of 

personal control. “This simple mechanism provides a basis for people’s knowledge of their own 

agency” (Glenberg et al., 2013, p. 579). These discrepancies could be used in making judgements 

about self and agency (Blakemore & Frith, 2003; Decety & Lamm, 2007; Glenberg et al., 2013; 

Karnath & Baier, 2010; Krall et al., 2016). The notion of self and embodied cognition is relevant to 

actors’ embodiment of role and the effect of physical action on their developing sense of character  

and the character’s power. Not only does enacting a role help its development, (based on Glenberg 

and Gallese’s (2011) proposal of the importance of self in active learning), but knowledge of the 

power and agency of the character could be developed through the actor’s embodiment of the role 

and the response of those around them, whether they are intimidated, comforted or any other type 

of response. These responses could help to construct the “self” of the character. The effect of 

environment, objects, embodiment of role and the reactions of others on the creation of role have 

not been investigated. 

 

This contemporary work drawing on cognitive science is a continuation of the ories of embodiment 

that began with practitioners such as Jacques Copeau, Rudolf Laban and Jacques Lecoq, who placed 

the actor’s body at the centre of the theatre-making process (Bogart & Landau, 2005; Copeau, 1990; 

M. Evans, 2006; Kemp, 2012; Laban, 1950; Laban & Ullmann, 1966, 1980; Lecoq, Carraso, & Lallias, 

2000; Murray, 2003; Rudlin, 1986; Tuisku, 2015; Zarrilli, 2009, 2015). While the focus of 

contemporary directors and actor training institutions range from an emphasis on text and subtext 

where physical expression is believed to take care of itself, to actor training regimes based on 

psychophysical theories, to non-realist performance and sculpting actor’s bodies into precise 

physical images, they are all positions on a continuum of theatre practice which is primarily 

concerned with the actor’s body in space  (Adrian, 2008; Bogart & Landau, 2005; M. Evans, 2009; 

Kemp, 2010, 2012; Letzler Cole, 1992; Morrow, 2011; Murray & Keefe, 2007; Tuisku, 2015). Susan 

Letzler Cole (1992) highlights the significance of corporeality and the “knowing” of the body in her 

examination of the work of ten contemporary directors, most clearly seen in her discussion of 
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university director Martin Marchitto’s work. He states: “Push through. Use your body. Work through 

the storytelling with your body. That will help you. In a lot of ways acting has nothing to do with the 

script” (Letzler Cole, 1992, p. 218). The emphasis on the body and its “knowing” is supported by 

advances in cognitive science and is a new avenue of potential discovery.  

 

Conclusion 

Examination of the literature reveals that creativity is more than a “moment of insight” but rather an 

extended process in which the act of working with the material, the relationships and environment 

contribute to the creative product formed. Creativity in arts classrooms is no longer considered 

centred on the individual but is rather the result of the collaboration of the group. The creative 

process, particularly in the context of arts education, works best in a group environment 

characterised by open, trusting relationships (Seidel et al., 2009). Best practice is where teachers and 

students work alongside each other as artists, both engaging in the creative risk-taking stimulated by 

authentic work. Studies on rehearsal practice and group creativity demonstrate the critical role of 

the teacher/director as they navigate the complexity of freedom and control, balancing the authority 

of the director with the autonomy of the cast. Effective directorial leadership needs to be flexible 

and inclusive but able to assume control.  

 

The key concepts of the context, relationship and process in creativity formed the beginnings of my 

paradigm through which to study the creative rehearsal processes of the NSW Public Schools Drama 

Company. Investigation of the context was facilitated by Ekvall’s Creative Climate (Ekvall, 1996; 

Isaksen, 2007), the dimensions of which resonated with what I was observing in rehearsal. The 

significant elements of the authentic task, environment and relationships revealed in the study of 

Seidel and his colleagues (2009) also contributed to my investigation.  

 

My focus on creativity rather than simply “rehearsal” provides a fresh viewpoint to study the 

rehearsal process and the relationship between director and actor. Sawyer’s work on 

improvisational creativity (2003, 2007, 2009, 2011a; Sawyer & DeZutter, 2009) has led to theories of 

group flow, collaborative emergence and distributed creativity. While his theories have been applied 

to improvisational theatre and areas outside the arts, they provide a useful framework for studying 

the creative processes of scripted rehearsal. In conjunction with Ibbotson’s writings on creative 

boundaries (Ibbotson, 2008), they give a way of examining the balance between structure and 

freedom in the work of director and cast, as well as investigating the creativity of collaborative 

emergence that grows from the interaction within groups.  
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The findings of cognitive science are a lens that is beginning to be explored by theatre and drama in 

education researchers. They could provide insight into the physical reactions of the body and its 

embodied “knowing” that theatre practitioners have long sensed, utilised and studied. Not only have 

the findings of cognitive science contributed to theories of group creativity (Sawyer & DeZutter, 

2009), they have application to this study as they assist exploration of the embodiment of the actor, 

and the effect of social and material environments on creative processes.  

 

The next chapter discusses the research methodology that was used to investigate the creative 

processes of the NSW Public Schools Drama Company. 
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Chapter 3  

Research Methodology 

 

 

Introduction 

This study is concerned with understanding the creative processes of the NSW Public Schools Drama 

Company. The research investigates the experiences of the director and eight students in the NSW 

Public Schools Drama Company, an auditioned group of 15-20 students drawn from Years 10-12 in 

NSW public schools. To identify and explore these processes, I engaged in a qualitative case study 

that used observations, semi-structured interviews and extant texts. There were 32 observations of 

rehearsals (80 hours) and 44 interviews of an average length of 45 minutes (33 hours). Extant 

material included published material for the performances and show reports.  

 

Eight students were studied in the first year, and then the four who remained in Company continued 

to be studied for an additional year. Initially planned for one year, the data collection ran over two 

years. The time was extended as, due to a one-off change of program structure, the Company 

performed only one piece in the initial year. This did not give sufficient scope as there are usually 

two Company performances each year. The advantage of continuing for an additional year was to 

also provide a deeper, longitudinal insight and analysis into the creative processes of the director 

and the students.  

 

This chapter presents the methodological decisions that underpin my use of case study methodology 

and are based on a constructivist view of knowledge. Firstly, the position of the researcher will be 

scrutinised, followed by discussion of my use of qualitative inquiry method, hermeneutic 

phenomenological and grounded theory analysis. The suitability of case study methodology will then 

be presented. I will subsequently outline my approach and methods of data collection and stages of 

data analysis using grounded theory. Finally, my method of data analysis will be evaluated and 

limitations discussed. 

 

The researcher 

The position of the researcher is made explicit in a qualitative approach. The researcher is not held 

up as an “objective”, uninterested instrument but one who has a point-of-view and bias (Fetterman, 

2010; Freebody, 2003; van Manen & Adams, 2010). As the researcher is the vehicle through which 
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the data are gathered, it is essential to understand their position within the research site, their 

status and perceived position to the participants and their potential influence on the data. It must 

also be acknowledged, that, from a phenomenological perspective, description necessarily involves 

interpretation (Davidsen, 2013; van Manen & Adams, 2010). Therefore the more the reader 

understands the perspective of the researcher, the more transparent and rigorous the process will 

be. 

 

I am a female drama teacher who has been working in the field since 1992, exclusively in the NSW 

Public School system. My initial degree was in actor training, so my approach has always come from 

a practical base of theatrical performance, however my subsequent teacher training and experience 

has given me a fascination with pedagogy, effective implementation and its effect. 

 

I have known Paul Viles, the teacher/director in this study, since 1992 in his position as NSW Public 

Schools Drama Coordinator. My students have been frequently involved in the State Drama Festival 

which he co-ordinates and I have assisted him periodically as a drama tutor and in administrative 

duties since 1996. I have worked as Stage Manager for the State Drama Festival and the Company 

productions for several years. I also periodically assist in auditions for the Drama Company, both for 

initial inclusion in the Company and then for casting of particular productions. My position with Paul 

Viles is both a strength and a weakness for the study. His trust in me granted access to his highly 

self-critical process, a degree of admission that he has not granted anyone else in over twenty years. 

The weakness is that I must be detached in my process so that I do not view him overwhelmingly 

favourably, neither can I be ruthlessly critical and betray my position of trust. I therefore took a 

position that affirmed him personally in my interactions with him, while I took a more dispassionate 

view with my data collection, constantly scrutinising the work for bias. In my analysis I focused the 

examination on the processes of creativity rather than on the person of Paul Viles. 

 

My role in the Drama Company during the first year of study was Stage Manager. This role was only 

during the production week rather than during the rehearsal process. I took a more distant position 

in the second year of study as work and personal commitments prevented me from stage 

management work and limited my observation time. In both years the students regarded me as a 

school teacher and friend of Paul Viles. This sometimes contributed to a complexity of relationships 

between me, Viles and the students, and the students’ perceptions of my agency. This contributed 

to the already problematic power relationship of the research process (Karnieli-Miller, Strier, & 

Pessach, 2009) which I will discuss further when addressing the ethical considerations of the work. 
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I was essentially a privileged observer of the group (Wolcott, 2008). I was not an active member of 

the group but was accepted by it with some membership privileges and access to information. I was 

in the position of being a colleague of Viles and of being a familiar face to most students. My role as 

Stage Manager in the first year was only during the run of the production and did not provide me a 

role during rehearsals. My knowledge of Viles allowed access to information while my personal 

distance from the students allowed a certain critical detachment. Over the two years however I 

became a familiar figure to the group. When questioned about the possible impact of my presence 

on them during rehearsals, there was unanimous agreement between all eight participants that my 

presence had not hindered them, and there was a degree of warmth and humour in their responses. 

By contrast, my presence was more difficult for Viles which will be discussed later in the section o n 

limitations. 

 

Qualitative inquiry 

Constructivism is one of several interpretist paradigms and proposes that “what people may 

consider objective knowledge and truth are a result of perspective… knowledge is not ‘found’ or 

‘discovered’ from existing facts but constructed as the invention of an active, engaging mind” 

(Rudestam & Newton, 2007, p. 35). A qualitative research approach allows for the exploration of 

empirical data from this position of critical self-reflection and awareness of participation in the 

creation of “objective” knowledge and truth. 

 

Qualitative research is concerned with describing the complexities of human interaction; it seeks to 

understand society in its own terms, in its own settings. It is concerned with two perspectives of 

human behaviour, the external perspective of observed actions, and the internal perspective which 

emphasises mental and social processes (Weingand, 1993). It recognizes the influence of history, 

culture, and other dimensions of context that influence human interactions and in turn, helps to 

create experience and shape our understanding of those experiences as we attempt to construct 

meaning (Crotty, 1998; Davidsen, 2013; Filewod, 2008; Freebody, 2003; D. Silverman, 2000). The 

investigation of the circumstance and nuances of social interaction is central when examining an 

educational setting such as the Drama Company. 

 

Qualitative inquiry allows for naturalistic inquiry, embraces a multiplicity of data sources, permits 

investigation of the ambiguous and intangible matter of everyday life, examines the effects of 

histories, allows for unquantifiable complexity of data, and invites an inductive style of reasoning 
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(Freebody, 2003; D. Silverman, 2000; Williamson, 2006). Qualitative inquiry also acknowledges that 

qualitative data are not simply “collected”, “but made collaboratively by the researcher and the 

researched” (Richards, 2009) as the researcher engages in the research site. My research question 

requires such an intuitive, flexible and reflective approach in order to capture the complexities of the 

studied phenomenon as fully as possible. 

 

Quantitative inquiry, by comparison, is drawn from a positivist approach and is less able to capture 

the multiplicity of data available in a naturalistic setting (Freebody, 2003). Tallying instances does 

not allow for the examination of the richness and multidimensional nature of social interaction. 

Freebody is also sceptical of the often unexamined, subjective reasoning that has decided on the 

qualities that deserve measurement in such methods.  

 

In general, qualitative researchers lay claim to acting on complexity at the potential expense 

of simplicity, on fidelity to observation at the potential expense of formalized techniques of 

design and analysis, and on the distinctiveness of experiences at the potential expense of their 

standardization across people and settings. (Freebody, 2003, p. 53)  

 

Qualitative inquiry is a welcome acknowledgement of the complexity of what is observed and the 

value of the ambiguous, intangible and unquantifiable (Fetterman, 2010; R. M. Silverman & 

Patterson, 2015; Steven J. Taylor, Bogdan, DeVault, & Ebscohost, 2016) .  

 

Hermeneutic Phenomenology 

Phenomenological philosophy guides a group of qualitative methods as they strive to explore and 

understand the “object” under study. Its attempt to understand the multiple perspectives, contexts 

and knowledge construction of individuals and groups makes it a suitable interpretative paradigm to 

investigate the complexity of this case study on the rehearsal process. Grounded theory, a data 

analysis method based on a phenomenological paradigm seems therefore a logical choice as an 

analytical tool.  

 

“Phenomenological inquiry attempts to describe and elucidate the meanings of human experience” 

(Rudestam & Newton, 2007, p. 40). It is interested in recovering experience before we attempt to 

describe it or put it into words. There is an awareness that our own concepts, theories and even 

word choice, distort the event as we try to give structure and meaning to our experiences as we live 

them (Sharkey, 2001; Syssoyeva, 2013; van Manen & Adams, 2010). Our description is always 
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interpretative, whether we intend it to be or not (Davidsen, 2013; Miles, Chapman, Francis, & Taylor, 

2013; O'Toole, 2010). Our experience of the world is based on our particular context of the world 

and we cannot separate ourselves from it.  

 

Hermeneutic phenomenology seeks to test prior understandings rather than believing that they can 

be eliminated. Gadamer used the metaphor of “horizon” to illustrate that we each have a horizon of 

meaning drawn from our prior experiences of the world (Sharkey, 2001; Miles et al., 2013). We each 

have a boundary and perspective to our understanding. Rather than denying them, these prior 

understandings become a point of entry for any understanding or interpretation to begin which is 

why this methodology chapter began with outlining the position of the researcher. Therefore I 

consistently engaged in reflection on my practice, working cyclically, always aware that my 

understandings were tacit as I waited for them to be confirmed or varied as the research process 

evolved (O'Toole, 2010; Sharkey, 2001). 

 

Application to drama research 

Phenomenology as an embodied and situated methodology is uniquely suited to investigate the 

performance arts and this case study in particular. Performance, rehearsal processes and 

phenomenology problematize knowing and understanding the world around us. Both engage with 

“experience, perception, and with making sense as processes that are embodied, situated, and 

relational” (Bleeker, Sherman, & Nedelkopoulou, 2015, p. 1), just as the creative processes within an 

ensemble are embodied, situated and relational. Garner (1994) argues that “the phenomenological 

approach, with its perspective on the world as it is perceived and inhabited, and the emphasis on  

embodied subjectivity … is uniquely able to illuminate the stage’s experiential duality” (Garner, 1994, 

p. 3).  

 

Jacques Derrida commented that “phenomenological reduction is a scene, a theatre stage” (Derrida, 

1973, p. 86). As the experiences we view on stage are separated from everyday life, able to be 

viewed and analysed, so too, the phenomenological approach of bracketing, removing the studied 

phenomena from our everyday experiences and our assumptions about them, allows us to study 

them with greater clarity. Mark Franko observes that “The very operations of reduction and 

bracketing could be those of the proscenium stage itself” (2011, p. 1). As a researcher trained in 

theatre performance, this type of bracketing seems natural and a continuation of the phenomenon 

explored in this research. 
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Phenomenology has given contemporary performers and theatre researchers an approach for 

thinking about how bodies interrelate and create meaning. It has “contributed a conception of the 

body as actively perceiving and experiencing the world, a “subject” that possesses intentionality and 

creates meaning through lived experience” (Powell, 2007, p. 1084). This approach is concerned with 

the inseparable nature of knowing and doing, and how thought is always a corporeal , embodied 

event. It has also extended the field of semiotics, moving beyond States’ binocular vision  (1985), to 

an intertwining of perspectives, facilitating a shift from a generalized acknowledgment of “the body” 

experiences in performance to probing the body’s construction of being and meaning (Bleeker et al., 

2015; Fischer-Lichte, 2008).  

 

Understanding the physical places of rehearsal and performance also benefit from a 

phenomenological approach. “Place is no mere physical structure or location: it has qualities of lived, 

bodily experience; its form is replete with corporeally-acquired and corporeally mediated thoughts 

and memories which become the basis for cultural and social action” (Bowman & Powell, 2007, p. 

1099). The rehearsal and performance spaces provide heightened experiences of space, as each 

aspect is deliberate and significant, and frames the action and interaction, imparting meanings to 

the body within it, and co-constructing knowledge with it.  

 

This paradigm of investigation has been used at both macro and micro levels of study. Sauter (2000) 

used a hermeneutic phenomenological approach to explore “the theatrical event”, defined as not a 

static work of art, text or merely a performance, but a dynamic interaction between performer and 

spectator that occurs on sensory, artistic and symbolic levels as well as incorporating social, political 

and cultural dimensions. His use of the hermeneutic phenomenological approach allowed him to 

ground his theoretical analysis in the shifting dynamics of performance and interaction. At a micro 

level, phenomenology has also been used to explore the felt experiences of the actor within “the 

theatrical event”. Actor, teacher, director and scholar Phillip Zarrilli employs the phenomenological 

perspective to investigate the “psychophysical” experience of performing where the actor 

negotiates the “constant dialectical engagement between the ‘inner’ and ‘outer’ processes and 

experiences that constitute acting as a phenomenon and process” (Zarrilli, 2015, p. 75). He also uses 

phenomenological perspectives of current research in cognitive science to illuminate body -mind-

brain processes and experiences of acting.  

 

The theoretical stance of this embodied approach, is appropriate for a case study in rehearsal 

processes in the performing arts, and dovetails with the epistemological paradigm of Grounded 
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Theory, an analytical process that is suited to investigating subjective, embodied experiences 

(Burgoyne, Poulin, & Rearden, 1999; M. Wilson, 2009). 

 

Constructivist Grounded Theory 

Grounded theory is a systematic, inductive method of conducting research and analysing data which 

is particularly suited to qualitative case studies such as this (Charmaz & Bryant, 2010). Its intent is to 

understand the process under study through working from the data to middle-range theoretical 

frameworks. Working iteratively throughout the research process, analytic interpretations of the 

data are developed which focus further data collection in order to refine and advance theoretical 

analyses (Charmaz, 2003, 2006, 2009; Charmaz & Bryant, 2010; Upton & Edwards, 2014; Watling & 

Lingard, 2012). It is commonly recognized as a methodology that assists researchers in 

understanding psychological and social processes (Lal, Suto, & Ungar, 2012). 

 

Charmaz (2003, 2006, 2009; Charmaz & Bryant, 2010) moved the methodology along the lines of 

phenomenological inquiry which is why it seemed a suitable choice as an analytical tool for this 

study. The focus is clearly on interpreting a phenomenon rather than reporting or verifying it 

(Rudestam & Newton, 2007; Williamson, 2006), and acknowledges the influence of social structures 

and processes at micro and macro levels during analysis (Lal et al., 2012). It also accounts for the 

notion that people are inextricably situated in their worlds (Crist & Tanner, 2003), and that the 

multiple perspectives of researcher and the research participants are important and both play a part 

in knowledge construction (Lal et al., 2012; Watling & Lingard, 2012). 

 

A constructivist grounded theory recognizes that the viewer creates the data and ensuing analysis 

through interaction with the viewed. Data do not provide a window on reality. Rather, the  

“discovered” reality arises from the interactive process and its temporal, cultural, and structural 

contexts. Researcher and participants frame the interaction and confer meaning upon it. The 

viewer then is part of what is viewed rather than separate from it. (Charmaz, 2003, p. 273) 

 

Grounded theory has been criticised for allowing the unexamined influence of the initial theories of 

the researcher to contaminate the development of theories (Green, 2009; D. Silverman, 2006; 

Watling & Lingard, 2012). The supposed critical detachment of the observer has also been 

questioned. Some theorists have responded with the constructivist revision of grounded theory 

which emphasises the reflexivity of the researcher where they constantly assess their bias and 

influence on the research process (Charmaz, 2001; Watling & Lingard, 2012). The place of the 
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literature review can also be seen as problematic as it may predispose the researcher to 

preconceptions and theoretical issues that will limit their ability to see the data clearly (Watling & 

Lingard, 2012), although predisposition guided by prior understanding may deepen the analysis.  My 

use of grounded theory is evaluated in my discussion of data analysis. 

 

Application to drama research 

The constructivist grounded theory approach mirrors that of the actor. “Constructivists study how – 

and sometimes why – participants construct meanings and actions in specific situations” (Charmaz, 

2006, p. 130). The actors’ concern is always with how the intention, the meaning, is portrayed 

through action, and sometimes with the reasons behind those actions, the “why”, in the specific 

situation of the fiction in the performance space. Like phenomenology, it is embodied and situated. 

 

Grounded theory methodology has been applied to investigations of a wide range of artistic 

endeavours including the behaviour of visitors to museums (Goulding, 2000), analysing cult 

behaviour at a festival (Goulding & Saren, 2010) examining how dancers came to “know” in their 

bodies (M. Wilson, 2009), implementation of Dance curricula in the US (Blumenfeld-Jones & Liang, 

2007), studies of actors’ psychological relationships with their characters (Burgoyne et al., 1999), 

analysis of audience reaction to an interactive theatre project in order to generate ideas, hypotheses 

and suggestions for practice (Burgoyne, Placier, Taulbee, & Welch, 2008) and an in-depth qualitative 

inquiry into a community based theatre working with adults with psychiatric disabilities (Faigin & 

Stein, 2015). Burgoyne likens grounded theory to the Forum Theatre joker, “A grounded-theory 

study is like a Forum Theatre performance: you never know exactly where it is going to go, and 

surprises abound” (Burgoyne et al., 2008, p. 110). She also uses the analogy of script interpretation: 

“Just as for the theatre artist there is no one ‘right’ way to play Hamlet, the grounded theorist 

recognizes that different respondents may tell different or even conflicting stories while all still 

telling ‘the truth’” (Burgoyne et al., 1999, p. 178). Its methodological strength is its ability to 

acknowledge multiple viewpoints to understand the activity within its context and explore the 

complex interactions involved in how participants create and respond to experiences. It is also able 

to incorporate a wide variety of data including “embodied” understandings that were “cognitive and 

at the same time, affective and corporeal” (Bresler, 2006, p. 25).  

 

Denzin (2007) applies grounded theory methodology to a study of postcolonial, Indigenous 

participatory theatre and sees this form of inquiry as collaborative and participatory, with its primary 

desire to be connected to and understand another’s position. Denzin sees the strength of the 
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methodology in its “flexible guidelines for data collection and data analysis, commitments to remain 

close to the world being studied, and the development of integrated theoretical concepts grounded 

in data that show process, relationship, and social world connectedness” (Denzin, 2007, p. 455). 

There is an understanding that all events are historically situated, and their meanings are established 

through social interaction and the politics of representation. He sees it as particularly useful for 

studying theatre due to grounded theory’s capacity to explore the “multiple ways in which 

performance can be understood” (Denzin, 2007, p. 460) providing an emphasis on its liminality, and 

uncovering “sedimented meanings and normative traditions” (Conquergood, 2013, p. 58). This is 

why it can be a powerful analytic tool for studies such as this one , which explores multiple meanings 

and a complex network of situated, embodied interactions which make up the creative processes of 

rehearsal. 

 

Case study research method 

A qualitative methodology that employs phenomenological approaches and grounded theory 

analysis requires a research method that acknowledges the complexities of the lived experience of a 

localised event. It requires one that recognizes the importance of the dimensions of time, place and 

social context, and the multiplicity of viewpoints that interact to create meaning. 

 

Case study method stresses the particularity of time and place and the conditions that significantly 

shape events (Freebody, 2003). It allows the research “to retain the holistic and meaningful 

characteristics of real-life” (Yin, 2009, p. 3). Case studies also try to attribute causal relationships 

rather than just describing a situation. The approach is particularly useful when the researcher is 

trying, as I am, to uncover “a relationship between a phenomenon and the context in which it is 

occurring” (Gray, 2009, p. 247). The case of this study is the creative processes of the NSW Public 

Schools Drama Company, and how the context within which they are occurring create, influence and 

transform these processes. Case study methodology will best facilitate this as it will give me the time 

and framework to explore and understand a complex situation and the intricate details of 

interactions in their context. 

 

Case studies have been regarded as a problematic form of empirical inquiry due to the assertion that 

they can allow questionable or biased views to influence the direction of the findings (Yin, 2009). 

The procedure can seem to involve too many subjective decisions to obtain genuinely objective 

results (Berg, 2007). To counter this, I clearly articulate the areas and methods of investigation to 

help identify researcher bias and allow others to repeat the study. Rigorous data triangulation also 
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mitigates against this criticism of subjectivity. Stake identifies several ways of triangulation. Data 

source triangulation is “an effort to see if what we are observing and reporting carries the same 

meaning when found under different circumstances” (Stake, 1995, p. 112). In this work, data are 

gathered from observations, interviews and extant and elicited texts to strengthen this area. 

 

The case study is a study of the particular and is not designed to contribute to scientific 

generalisation as such; instead it is an investigation into the case’s own issues, situations and 

complexities to understand them in their complexity as “there is clearly a scientific value to gain 

from investigating some single category of individual, group, or event simply to gain an 

understanding of it” (Berg, 2007). Eisner maintains “what we have learned is that we can treat the 

lessons learned from case studies as anticipatory schemata that facilitate our search processes, for a 

case is not only about itself but an example of things like it” (Eisner, 2002, p. 381). Case studies also 

allow what van Manen & Adams describe as “an irrevocable tension between what is unique and 

what is shared, between particular and transcendent spheres of the lifeworld” (2010, p. 449). Stake 

(1995, 2005) and Wilson (2006) argue that case studies can enable naturalistic generalisations, as 

opposed to the propositional generalisations from scientific inquiry. Stake describes these 

naturalistic generalisations as “conclusions arrived at through personal engagement in life’s affairs 

or by vicarious experience so well constructed that the person feels as if it happened to themselves” 

(Stake, 1995, p. 85).  

 

Winston (2006) draws a parallel between the kind of knowing facilitated by case studies, a narrative-

based, elusive, intangible though powerful form of knowing, with the types of knowledge generated 

through interaction with excellent works of drama. It is appropriate that case study should be 

employed to investigate the creative processes of a director and his students in the creation of 

quality works of drama. The type of knowledge created by case studies resonates with the type of 

knowledge creation under examination. 

 

Approach to data collection 

Sampling 

The composition of the NSW Public Schools Drama Company changes every year however, it usually 

consists of a group of 10-16 students from Years 10-12 at high school4. For my study I required at 

least five students from this group for the case study. The appropriate sampling method was 

                                                                 
4 In NSW, the students in these grades are between 15-18 years of age. 
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purposive (Yin, 2009) as my aim was to find a representative sample that would help me to 

understand the processes I wished to investigate. 

 

Firstly, as Yin (2009) suggests, I developed a set of operational criteria by which to assess the 

students. These were: 

 Age (from the entire range of 15-18 years) 

 Gender (at least two males and two females) 

 From both selective and non-selective schools5 

 Students who wanted to be involved in the study. 

 

The study required students who also possessed the following, more elusive, criteria:  

 Reliable and committed (students who will stay in the ensemble and be fully involved in its 

activities)  

 Hard working (able and willing to complete the extra interviews and journal entries)  

 Self-reflective and articulate (able to effectively contribute through oral and written means).  

 

I invited all fourteen students of the 2011 Drama Company to be part of the study by distributing 

information and a return slip to indicate interest in participating. I received eight responses , all of 

whom fitted my criteria. Rather than reject some participants I included them all, as altogether, they 

gave me a good range of gender, school year group and school type.  

 

Participant Sex School Year Group School type 

1  Male 12 Selective Performing Arts 
2  Male 12 Selective Performing Arts 

3  Male 11 Selective Academic 
4 Male 10 Comprehensive 

5 Female 11 Selective Performing Arts 

6 Female 11 Selective Performing Arts 
7 Female 12 Comprehensive 

8 Female 11 Comprehensive 
Table 3.1 – Case study participants 2011 

 

As previously mentioned, the data collection, and therefore sampling, was carried into a second year 

as the Company had only produced one production in the year under study instead of the usual two. 

Two years of study also allowed me to witness production using different types of cast 

configurations: single cast of new play, double cast of new play and single cast of previously 

                                                                 
5 In NSW there are a range of selective schools which only accept auditioned s tudents of a specific category such as 
academic, performing arts or sports. 
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produced play. For its second year the study continued with the students who remained in the 

Company. Three had graduated and one had withdrawn from the Company. My participants for the 

second year did maintain some range of gender, year group and school type.  

 

Participant Sex School Year Group School type 

3  Male 12 Selective Academic 
4 Male 11 Non-selective 

5 Female 12 Selective Performing Arts 
6 Female 12 Selective Performing Arts 
Table 3.2 – Case study participants 2012 

 

 

Ethical Issues  

“Qualitative researchers are guests in the private spaces of the world” (Stake, 2005, p. 447). As such, 

issues related to informed consent, confidentiality and power (Karnieli-Miller et al., 2009; Neuman, 

2006) were considered throughout the study.  

 

Informed consent 

Informed consent involved two parts. Firstly students agreed voluntarily to participate. Students 

were made aware that their involvement or lack of it in the study had no bearing on their 

involvement in the Drama Company. For example, it was made clear that those involved in the study 

would not necessarily obtain the lead roles or be seen as more important than the others, neither 

would those who may have withdrawn from the study, or not chosen to be involved, be 

disadvantaged. Secondly, the students and their parents were fully informed of the nature and scope 

of the research. This was achieved by a written overview given to each family of the study 

participants. These forms can be found at Appendix 3.  

 

Privacy and confidentiality 

All personal data needed to be secured and only made public under the cover of anonymity.  While 

the case study participants and every student mentioned throughout the interviews and 

observations have been given pseudonyms, their obscurity can be problematic in reality. This is 

because the students will be identifiable in the short term by insiders and by audience members 

from the roles they took in each production. Students are also identifiable from the content of their 

interview, even with names removed. They were concerned that if what they said was made public it 

could offend others. Students are also sensitive to embarrassment from the publication of private 

journal entries. For these reasons, it is necessary to restrict access to complete versions of these 
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data sources. This was also the case when I, in my research role, made detailed notes of rehearsals. I 

had to be completely frank in my observations, in ways which were not always complimentary to the 

participants. It is essential to protect the feelings of the participants, especially as they work in an 

open and vulnerable manner as performers. Due to the small number in the group and the 

identifiable nature of the actor who takes a particular role, these observations have not been made 

fully available either.  

 

Power 

The relationship between any researcher and the participants involves trust and a situation of power 

(Bryman, 2004; Karnieli-Miller et al., 2009; Neuman, 2006). This was made more complex by my 

position as a school teacher and was most noticeable in the semi-structured interviews. Karnieli-

Miller (2009) argues that the interviewer purposely makes the interviewee feel relaxed and welcome 

so that they will share their stories and discuss their ideas and beliefs. Karnieli-Miller further adds 

that this feeling of empathy “is fuelled by the unstructured, informal, anti-authoritative, and non-

hierarchical atmosphere in which the qualitative researcher and participants establish their relations 

in an atmosphere of power equality” (p. 280). There was however an “incongruity between the 

micro-ethics of equality the research relationship and the macro-setting” (p. 280) of my position as 

teacher, even though not their teacher. The position is one of implicit authority and bound by codes 

of behaviour set by the Department of Education.  

 

During the course of the research I mitigated the difficulties caused by this incongruity in a number 

of ways, at times drawing on the work of Karnieli-Miller (2009). 

 I always presented myself professionally and had the tape recorder clearly visible so that it was 

always clear that the purpose of the interview was for the study and was being recorded. 

 I showed awareness of the developing power relationship during the study and would invite the 

students to criticise or discuss the research and its methods.  

 If the students got off-track in the interview and became too personal, I would gently pull them 

back to the topic, restating my position and purpose of the interview. Admissions that had 

occurred in this process were not transcribed. 

 Access to transcripts is highly restricted to protect students from any adverse reactions to their 

admissions and observations. 

 

My relationship with Viles, and the power that it implied though did not contain, was clearly 

articulated to the students over the period of the study. For example, the students assumed that I 
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had some power in the audition processes. In fact, I did not and was simply a person for Viles to 

discuss his ideas with. I had no influence over Viles’ casting choices. I had to make this very clear so 

that the students did not try to use me as some sort of “back-door” avenue of information and 

influence, or feel that I had a covert position of power over them. 

 

Strategies for data collection 

The researcher readies in openness to hear the story of the other, and makes interpretations 

from a number of linguistic sources: the words that were heard, the story told, the emerging 

meanings and the revealing of that that was once hidden, the silence, the deep sigh or laughter. 

These insights occur at every step of the research process, data collection, transcribing, 

interpreting and writing. (Miles et al., 2013, p. 2)  

 

The quality and credibility of a study begins with the collection of rich, substantial, triangulated data 

with sufficient depth and scope to sufficiently depict empirical events (Stake, 1995, 2005; Upton & 

Edwards, 2014). An overview of the data sources used will be followed by an examination of the 

strengths and weaknesses of each data type. 

 

The participants were observed regularly in the rehearsal process as well as during the run of each 

show. Due to external circumstances there were fewer observations in the second year of the study. 

18 sessions were observed in 2011, whereas 12 were observed in 2012. Tape recorded semi -

structured interviews with the students occurred six times with the director interviewed four times.  

 

I collected a wide range of extant and elicited texts. Extant sources ranged from show reports from 

the National Theatre UK, to congratulatory emails to Viles, to character back-stories written by the 

students to develop their characterisations. I also gathered programs and photographs from the 

productions which had been created to publicise the productions and The Arts Unit. Students were 

initially asked to keep journals as a source of elicited text data but this was discontinued after the 

first term as students were reluctant to write them and the information obtained through them was 

usually repeated in the interviews.  

 

Observations 

Many qualitative researchers confirm the value of observation (Delamont, 2002; Fetterman, 2010; 

Freebody, 2003; Gray, 2009; Martin et al., 2013; D. Silverman, 2006; Stake, 1995, 2005; S. J. Taylor & 

Bogdan, 1984; Upton & Edwards, 2014; Yin, 2009). Taylor and Bogdan (1984) maintain that “No 
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other method can provide the depth of understanding that comes from directly observing people 

and listening to what they have to say at the scene” (p. 90). Observation allows the researcher to see 

the participants and their worlds and their actions within it (Charmaz, 2006). It also allows their 

interaction to be examined and their body language to convey meaning without the intermediary of 

words (Gray, 2009). 

 

The quality of the descriptions was important to allow for detailed analysis many months later. 

Silverman states that “the researcher keeps a good record of events to provide a relatively 

incontestable description for further analysis and ultimate reporting” (p. 62). Sometimes, even as I 

jotted down an observation, I was unsure of its deeper meaning, so a detailed, reflective, systematic  

approach supported my observation from a variety of angles and facilitated subsequent analysis (D. 

Silverman, 2006; Upton & Edwards, 2014). My descriptions needed to show a series of interlocking 

and interdependent actions and so included interpretive detail, “telling the reader whether the 

movement was a blink caused by a mote in someone’s eye or a romant ic signal transmitted across a 

crowded room” (Fetterman, 2010, p. 126). I also had to be aware that the writing down of an event 

can make it seem more stable and understandable than it was in reality (Freebody, 2003).  

 

It was also necessary to consider context, as well as the movement between the large and small 

picture which makes for effective observational texts. “Only by both penetrating the depth and 

skimming the surface can the ethnographer portray the cultural landscape in details rich enough for 

others to comprehend and appreciate” (Fetterman, 2010, p. 40). The wider context helped to 

establish the characteristics of the environment which influenced everything within it. These 

contexts included the social context such as the status of the Drama Company, the  backgrounds of 

the students as well as the physical spaces and atmospheres of rehearsal and performance rooms.   

 

Delamont (2002) touches on the strategy of “being trained to observe what the participants in the 

setting are trained to observe” (p. 133) to sharpen viewing of the group under study. This is an 

interesting note in terms of actor training. Acute observation is a foundational skill of actors. A 

background in acting has informed my own observation skills as I watched the students develop 

theirs. I also saw the actors working to more clearly express their meaning in their body language. As 

Viles often reminded them, “The body never lies.” This is perhaps what makes observations such a 

powerful tool for the drama researcher. Watching and interpreting the actions and vocal exchanges 

of others is the basis of the art of theatre. As someone trained in acting and working in drama, I 

found I drew on my propensity to closely observe the activity of others. As I was now using this skill 
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as a method of data collection, I had to remove my habitual interpretative patterns and become 

more systematic and dispassionate in my observations, and maintain a critical self-awareness of my 

process. 

 

I observed eighteen 2½ hour rehearsals in 2011 as well as being Stage Manager for the production. 

In 2012 I observed fourteen 2½ hour sessions over two productions. 

 

Semi-structured interviews 

A person sits across a table, with stories to tell, ideas to impart, facts to confirm or deny, perhaps 

a lifetime of emotions to convey – but our ability to perceive who is before us, and to engage 

with what we are hearing, will critically affect what ensues. (McHugh, 2007, p. 147) 

 

I used interviews to obtain the descriptions and interpretations of others in order to gain multiple 

views of the case. “The interview is the main road to multiple realities” (Stake, 1995, p. 64). While 

the observation can show what people do, the interview tries to discover the “why” by investigating 

the mental and social processes behind the activities (Martin et al., 2013; Weingand, 1993). 

Interviews were an effective way of gathering information on the participants’ knowledge, attitudes 

and values (Gray, 2009; S. J. Taylor & Bogdan, 1984; Yin, 2009) and provided original, rich and 

illuminating data (Bryman, 2004). The flexibility of the semi-structured approach allowed me to 

probe and thoroughly explore the perspective and stories of the participants. The dialogue of the 

exchange allowed for subtleties to be captured, clarified and expounded. It also allowed me to test 

emerging theories and the exploration of new possibilities in the data.  

 

From a phenomenological perspective, researchers are interested with the meanings people ascribe 

to a phenomenon (Gray, 2009). “Interviewing is a powerful way of helping people to make explicit 

things that have hitherto been implicit – to articulate their tacit perceptions, feelings and 

understandings” (Arksey & Knight, 1999, as cited in Gray, 2009, p. 370). I found that the students 

articulated their tacit understandings initially, and as they engaged in the conversational style of the 

interview, their ideas became more formed, and often came into being through the process  of 

discussion, forming ideas that may not have been generated otherwise. The students would 

explicitly refer to this process of reflection, particularly in later interviews. They actively enjoyed the 

interview process as a way of de-briefing from the experiences of the Company and forming and 

developing their own ideas. This brings into question the role of the interviewer in shaping those 

burgeoning ideas. Consciously I would let them come to their own conclusions, but then interaction 
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does not always occur on a conscious level. As McHugh points out, “you, as interviewer, may be the 

one asking the questions, but you are also being observed, and your demeanour, tone and line of 

questioning will feed back into the responses” (McHugh, 2007, p. 147). The possibility of responder 

bias or reflexivity (Gray, 2009; S. J. Taylor & Bogdan, 1984; Yin, 2009) where the students, 

consciously or unconsciously, wanted to say what would please me, was also very present.  

 

Taylor and Bogdan (1984) caution about informants exaggerating or distorting events in their 

recollections of them. Sometimes there are inaccuracies simply from poor recall or poor articulation 

(Yin, 2009). Cross checking information from observations, other interviews and consistency of 

stories within interviews, helped to reveal these distortions. However Taylor and Bogdan sagely 

suggest that “the issue of truth in qualitative research is a complicated one. What the qualitative 

researcher is interested in is not truth per se, but rather perspectives” (S. J. Taylor & Bogdan, 1984, 

p. 109). Sometimes the differences were simply a revealing difference in perspective, but when the 

information seemed clearly “distorted” it often gave me greater insight into the student as it led me 

to question why they felt the need to exaggerate their success or deny their failures.  

 

Another issue I found was an initial nervousness from students. At first they felt they were being 

closely examined and they responded with short, factual answers. As they grew to trust me over the 

process and realised there were no right or wrong answers, they began to relax and talk more freely. 

I was also able to discuss this explicitly with them which gave insights into their development. 

Additionally I found that the interview process empowered them as it gave me a chance to validate 

their humanity, perspective and actions (Charmaz, 2006). 

 

I conducted 44 interviews over the two years, 40 with students and 4 with the director Paul Viles. I 

interviewed the students four times in the first year, and twice in the second year. I interviewed Paul 

Viles three times in the first year (in line with interviews 2-4 of the students) and once in the second 

year in the time between the two sets of student interviews. In total there was over 33 hours of 

interviews. 

 

Documentation – extant and elicited texts 

Extant texts, those which the researcher has had no hand in shaping, are useful in giving a different 

range of perspectives into the case. The key point when examining these texts is that “all written 

records are socially produced” (Delamont, 2002, p. 124). As Yin (2009) puts it, “The researcher is a 

vicarious observer watching communication between other parties attempting to achieve other 
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objectives” (p. 105). Therefore they must be examined within their original social context and in light 

of the audience and purpose for which they were produced (Gray, 2009; Upton & Edwards, 2014). 

 

These documents are important as they can contain precise details of names and events, give a 

sense of the wider context of the phenomenon under study, and can lead to fresh questions for the 

researcher (Delamont, 2002; Gray, 2009). The publicity documents from The Arts Unit gave me some 

excellent context as well as photographic evidence of the performances but they had to be used 

with discretion so as not to compromise the confidentiality of the participants in the study.  The 

promotional postcards which do not show actor names are in Appendix 8. 

 

Students were initially asked to keep journals as a source of elicited text data, but I received little 

after the first entry and there was an obvious reluctance. They all talked about how much they 

enjoyed the interviews, so I surmised that the interviews were intrinsically rewarding, whereas there 

was little reward for the journals and they were seen as a chore. As the data that the first batch of 

journals generated was similar, but less detailed, than the data I had gathered from the interviews, I 

did not request further journal entries. 

 

I kept my own log of the research, both a factual log of when and where interviews took place as 

well as impressions I had formed during the interview. I also added to these as I transcribed each 

interview. These notes often became the beginnings of memos on codes in my Grounded Theory 

data analysis. 

 

Data analysis 

Grounded theory provided a systematic method of data analysis as I worked to generate theories 

from the data. I enjoyed its iterative rather than linear process as I kept circling around to see the 

data from a different theoretical perspective. I worked repeatedly through the process of open 

coding, tentative categories, focused coding, to refining conceptual categories and theoretical 

sampling, seeking new data to elucidate my developing categories. Memoing was an integral part of 

the procedure and was used to develop the intellectual connections and theoretical progression 

made throughout. The drafting stages of the study also contributed to the analytical process.  

 

My initial open coding focused on the action and processes in the data (Charmaz, 2001, 2003; Green, 

2009; Upton & Edwards, 2014; Watling & Lingard, 2012). All data was transferred into NVIVO as it 

was generated. Coding began after the first interviews had occurred by which time I had observed 

three to four rehearsals. This line-by-line coding was followed by the more selective phase of 
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focused coding, using the most frequent or significant codes to sort and synthesize large amounts of 

data. In this phase my codes were strengthened as they gathered complexity and volume or were 

revealed to be invalid as the increasing amount of data sifted revealed each code ’s appropriateness. 

Coding both interview and observation data as they were generated also strengthened this process 

as I looked for evidence of my specific codes in each data type. Negative cases that did not fit the 

codes were very important in this refinement and development process as it often forced me to 

rethink categories. The data collection and analysis processes occurred simultaneously with one 

informing the other as I moved between inductive and deductive modes of analysis (Green, 2009).  

For the next stage of refining conceptual categories I did not use Strauss and Corbin’s formal 

strategies for axial coding (conditions/actions-interactions/consequences), instead choosing to 

follow Charmaz’s methodology where I developed subcategories of a code and investigated the links 

between them, intuitively and flexibly exploring their dimensions (Charmaz, 2006). 

 

Theoretical sampling is a process in Grounded Theory where the researcher seeks out new data that 

will help the development and refinement of the tentative categories and emerging theoretical ideas 

(Charmaz, 2006; Watling & Lingard, 2012). This procedure occurred throughout as I went back 

through the data and my emerging theoretical models, often visually mapping my codes and their 

interrelationships as a way of scrutinising them. My theoretical ideas were also probed as I 

questioned the participants about my concepts, so they could reflect upon them and give feedback, 

which I then incorporated into my developing ideas, thus generating new interview questions and 

points to look for in observations. This “member-checking” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) not only allowed 

the participants to check the coherence and plausibility of my emerging concepts, but enabled them 

to enrich my ideas by their perspectives and theoretical musings.  

 

Constructivist grounded theorists consider that the most significant processes may be liminal and 

even taken for granted by the research participants (Charmaz, 2001). In taking a constructivist 

approach, I was aware of the tacit nature of my perceptions and initial coding as I strove to dig 

beneath the surface of the experiences I witnessed. I attempted to learn the nuances of the 

participants’ language and their meanings. “The researcher may have entered the implicit world of 

meaning, but not of explicit words” (Upton & Edwards, 2014, p. 34). Coding forced me to 

problematize the use of words, including my own, as choice of language in the creation of codes.  

 

Memo-writing was a crucial part of the development of theory. My own notes developed from 

initially jotting down ideas, impressions and further questions to be explored, to the development of 
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more analytic discussions about emerging theoretical categories. I made notes about theory during 

and after observations, after interviews and during their transcription. In the writing of memos new 

insights would occur that would clarify, merge or expand categories, i dentify gaps and indicate 

relationships. I would then re-examine my existing codes. Charmaz encourages the refinement of 

codes through exploring their “causes, conditions, categories and consequences” (Upton & Edwards, 

2014, p. 183). I loosely used these ideas as I scrutinised and developed my codes and their 

relationships. These codes were then further defined and refined by the incoming data. In line with 

my constructivist approach, memo writing also allowed for the questioning of my own assumptions 

and the assumptions and implicit meanings of the participants (Charmaz & Bryant, 2010). 

 

The concluding part of the coding process was the final development of theory from my theoretical 

concepts. These theories were refined during the writing processes as connections and implications 

became clearer, and analytical arguments drew out the significant points. The final theories were 

viewed in the context of the literature, and expressed in relationship to a range of theoretical 

frameworks, from both within and without the immediate field, which resonated with what I had 

found. The creative climate model of Ekvall (1996) and Isaksen (2007), the concept of creative 

boundaries (Ibbotson, 2008), and theory of collaborative emergence (Sawyer, 2003, 2009) are 

examples of theoretical frameworks which resonated with my developing theories. I explored these 

reverberations and my data chapters explicate my theories and show how they refine, combine and 

extend these extant concepts, building upon them to effectively contribute to the field.  

 

Evaluating Grounded Theory  

The criteria for quality in grounded theory studies are less clear than in other methodologies 

(Watling & Lingard, 2012). Charmaz (2006) proposes four criteria: credibility, originality, resonance 

and usefulness (pp. 182-183). I will use these to assess the quality of this study. 

 

Credibility 

This criterion is aligned with validity and the relationship between the original events and the 

conclusions of the research process. It implies that the depth and range of the data collection is 

sufficient to merit the claims made and that there is a strong logical connection between data, 

analysis and argument. It is also concerned that sufficient evidence has been provided for each claim 

and that deviant cases have contributed to a credible and thorough account of the data. The 

multiple sources of data used, the number of observations and interviews given, and the time period 

of two years provide a sufficient depth and range of data. There are strong, logical connections 
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between the data and the theory, and the results chapters provide multiple pieces of evidence for 

each claim.  

 

Originality 

This criterion implies that the research offers new insights and provides a fresh conceptual rendering 

of the data. It looks for the social and theoretical significance of the work and a challenge, extension 

or refinement of current ideas. My work applies current creativity theory developed from 

improvisational performance to the development of script-based work, and applies theories from 

business management to rehearsal processes. These applications refine and extend these concepts.  

 

Resonance 

This criterion is concerned with whether the theory makes sense to the participants of the study, 

captures the fullness of their experience and offers them deeper insights about their lives. Evidence 

for this criterion is emerging as the students and director read the results of the study. Their 

reactions to date have been positive as they concur or find resonances with many of the theoretical 

frameworks posed. 

 

Usefulness 

This criterion denotes analytical interpretations that can be used in everyday life and contribute to 

the field under study. This project can contribute significantly to the field of educational drama as it 

provides new insight and new processes for the development of youth theatre and collaborative 

creativity with young people. 

 

Limitations of the study 

Every study has limitations. Perceived limitations with case study design and grounded theory 

analysis have been addressed in their prospective sections. The more significant threats to the 

integrity of the study come from the researcher being too familiar with the site, possible 

contamination of the data by the researcher and lack of investigator triangulation.  

 

Difficulties in familiarity with the culture and the site 

Researchers from a hermeneutic phenomenological position consistently attempt to identify and 

contain their own cultural values and biases. This is particularly problematic in my study as I come 

from the same “drama” culture as the participants. I share many similar understandings and 

assumptions to those I am investigating. While this increases my appreciation of the field, it may 
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have reduced my perception. I may not have noticed other processes in the field as I am so used to 

the context of the Drama Company and drama work in general. As Gomm (2004) points out “What 

experienced members do without thinking about is strange and difficult for the newcomer. And 

because it is strange and difficult it is noticeable ... fully experienced members are the kinds of 

people who take for granted things which researchers ought to regard as puzzling” (p.221). To 

combat this limitation in my perspective I have attempted to distance myself from the site and 

problematize all aspects of the process so that I could approach the viewpoint of an outsider. 

 

Observer effect 

The very existence of the research project had an effect of the group under study. These effects 

need to be addressed as they influenced a supposedly “naturalistic setting.” 

 

The group of research participants, eight out of the fourteen members of Company,  became a type 

of “in-group.” Their views were considered important by other members of the group as they were 

under study, they were the reasons for the observations, and they had the ability to give me their 

points of view. While the effect was subtle, they did have a slightly different status to the others in 

the group.  

 

Different participants, from time to time, would use me to vent their dissatisfaction with Viles’ 

casting decisions. I sensed that they thought I had some power with Viles so that I could influence 

him. I did not have this power, continually assured them of such and would curtail their venting. 

These perceived power balances did subtly affect their behaviour.  

 

The nature of the interview process also affected the students. Instead of the interviews simply 

giving me insight into their thoughts, the process of the series of in-depth interviews actually helped 

them to develop and enrich their thoughts. It deepened their understanding and made the work 

more significant to them, possibly affecting their actions in the rehearsal processes.  

 

My presence also had an effect on the director Paul Viles. Even though he trusts me and had agreed 

to be part of the study, he was nervous about my opinions and my interpretations of what I had 

observed. He was also close friends with my university supervisor which led him to put himself under 

added pressure. This all made him self-conscious and nervous initially, and I felt he did modify his 

behaviour at times. This lessened over time as I made concerted efforts to reassure him and give him 
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positive feedback about what I had observed. However I took care to maintain a critical distance and 

not let my concern with positive affirmation affect the dimensions of the actual data I was gathering. 

 

Limited investigator triangulation 

Due to my position as sole investigator I was unable to formally check my perception with other 

observers as is advised by many qualitative writers (Filewod, 2008; Gray, 2009; Stake, 1995, 2005; 

Yin, 2009) but I was able to check what I thought I was seeing in my observations with multiple views 

on the same incident given in the interviews. I did not engage in overt member checking where the 

participants examine transcripts of their interviews and observations. While I had initially planned 

to, the students were unwilling when asked. I then decided that their reading of the interviews could 

perhaps raise their self-consciousness about the project and therefore run the risk of them changing 

their behaviour. I found that the very act of being interviewed in the first place had increased their 

self-reflection and sometimes altered how they behaved and thought. What I did do however, in the 

later stages of the project, was to discuss my developing theories about the research questions with 

the students and seek their opinions. This could be seen more as theoretical sampling than member 

checking. Their responses in this context were very useful, provided them with a sense of agency, 

and enriched the developing theories. Viles was also asked to respond to a draft of the completed 

project so that he could assess the study’s credibility, resonance and usefulness.  

 

Conclusion 

A fitting and comprehensive research methodology facilitates the thorough and effective 

investigation of the research question. The constructivist epistemological paradigm of the work is 

carried throughout the project in its qualitative and phenomenological approach, case study method 

and grounded theory analysis. These provide a robust framework for considering the many acts of 

interpretation, understanding, analysis and theory generation that make up the multifaceted 

processes of this case study.  

 

Sharkey notes that “engagement and responsiveness lie at the heart of the phenomenon of human 

understanding” (Sharkey, 2001, p. 23). It is these qualities that animate any methodological 

approach. Engagement implies a passion for the work, an agreement with Freebody’s (2003) 

exhortation for qualitative researchers to be “more respectful of and intrigued by the objects of 

their study, more preoccupied with the empirical details giving significance to those objects, and 

more reliant on the rigours of analysis and reporting” (p. 70). Throughout the study I reminded 

myself to remain responsive to the unique qualities of each participant and what the y bring to the 
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study so I was free enough from my own preconceptions to allow them to show me something 

unheralded. Rigour and passion must to go hand-in-hand as the answers to the research question 

are meticulously sought.  

 

Before reporting on the findings I introduce Paul Viles, the students and their context in the 

following chapter. 
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Chapter 4 

Context of the research 

 

 

The following chapter outlines the various contexts of the research: the Arts Unit which runs the 

program, the director Paul Viles, The UK National Theatre Connections program in which Viles 

participates, and finally the eight case study participants. Understanding these contexts helps to 

orientate comprehension and interpretation of the data (Stake, 2005). 

 

The Arts Unit 

The Arts Unit of the NSW Department of Education and Communities offers a range of auditioned 

ensembles in the performing arts designed to enrich the leaning of students by providing an 

environment of excellence led by high quality teachers, tutors and directors. They aim to deliver 

programs “beyond the capacity of individual schools and regions” (The Arts Unit, 2012) and provide 

high profile performance opportunities, usually in professional venues. The Drama Company 

produces two plays per year and represents the most advanced group of students from a range of 

drama ensembles that span Year 5 – Year 12. Successful entry into these prestigious ensembles 

entails a high degree of dedication and work. Drama Company students are usually from Year 10 – 

12 and must commit two evenings each week to rehearse as well as two full weeks of performances 

each year. The Drama Company could be considered “youth theatre.” 

 

Paul Viles 

Viles began his career in 1976 teaching English and Drama in regional NSW. After twelve years at 

Canterbury Girls High School he was appointed Drama Education Officer at the newly opened 

Performing Arts Unit in 1991 and began developing the Drama Ensembles program. He also led 

professional development workshops for Drama teachers, staged the State Drama Festival and 

OnSTAGE performances, coordinated the State Drama Camp and directed the drama section of the 

Schools Spectacular each year as well as other events. He developed his directorial skills through 

short courses at the National Institute of Dramatic Art (NIDA) and began working with the UK 

National Theatre Connections program in 2007. Viles retired in 2015 and continues to direct with the 

Australian Theatre for Young People through their Cameo Seasons and has established his own 

production company called Bittersweet Productions. 
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Participation in the UK National Theatre Connections program 

“Connections” is the UK National Theatre’s annual festival of new plays for youth theatres and 

schools. It has been running since 1995 and commissions on average 10 plays each year for actors 

aged 13-19. Viles participates in this festival but does not perform the work in England, instead he 

has a five show run in Sydney in a professional theatre space. He chooses the first piece of each year 

from the current Connections scripts and attends a Director’s Weekend at the National to work with 

the writer and a professional director. A representative from the National Theatre assesses the 

Company’s performance of the new work and provides a written report (Appendix 5 and 6). The aim 

of the program is to provide exciting and challenging new plays for young actors and to give young 

people experience of professional theatre making (“About Connections”, 2017).  

 

The Company usually performs two pieces each year, the first one being a current Connections script 

with the second often from a previous Connections season. This did not happen during the first year 

of the research due to a restructuring of the Company schedule to avoid clashes with the HSC. In 

2011, the first year of the research, the Company performed Bassett, and in 2012, The Grandfathers 

and The Miracle. The Miracle was a Connections text published in 2006.  

 

The NSW Public Schools Drama Company in the context of Youth Theatre 

Youth theatre has been defined as ‘a wide variety of organizations that engage young people in 

theatre-related activities’ (Hughes & Wilson, 2004, p. 58). A seminal study in the area ‘Playing a part: 

the impact of youth theatre on young people’s personal and social development’  (Hughes & Wilson, 

2004) was commissioned by the British National Association of Youth Theatres in 2003. The study 

made contact with more than 300 young people and reviewed over 700 youth theatres across 

England using questionnaires and qualitative interviews.  

 

They define four broad categories of youth theatre: 

 

i. Theatre/Arts - the 'reason for being' of this model is to provide access to professional quality 

drama and theatre processes. Personal and social development outcomes may be a by-

product of this work but the driving force is to create theatre and performance. 

ii. Community - the 'reason for being' is to reflect and represent concerns of specific 

communities and promote community development through theatre. 

iii. Youth Arts - the 'reason for being' is to support the personal, social and political 

development of young people through theatre and drama activity.  
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iv. Applied Theatre - the 'reason for being' is to address specific issues and deliver non-arts 

related outcomes using theatre as a tool. (Hughes & Wilson, 2004, p. 62) 

 

A brief survey of the websites of some high profile youth theatre organisations reveals that a 

combination of Theatre/Arts and Youth Arts is the predominant model, and all utilise a range of 

theatrical forms including self-devised and scripted. Most have vision statements that combine 

young peoples’ personal development with performance excellence. Detroit’s Mosaic Youth Theatre  

boasts that its mission “is to empower young people to maximize their potential through 

professional performing arts training and the creation of first-rate theatrical and musical art” (Guti, 

2008). The UK National Association of Youth Theatres’ vision is “to empower and develop young 

people through participation in excellent youth theatre” (NAYT, accessed 2017). The Youth Theatre 

Arts Scotland state that what they do best is “showcasing talent, nurturing potential and developing 

professional expertise” (YTAS, 2014). Their stated mission is to “transform lives through youth 

theatre by providing inspiring participatory opportunities for young people in Scotland and by 

connecting, supporting and training the professionals who work with them” (YTAS, accessed 2017). 

They are one of the few umbrella organisations who focus on the training of youth theatre 

professionals. The British National Youth Theatre focuses on the professional end of the spectrum. 

Their website states that they “discover, develop and launch diverse talented young people aged 14 

to 25 from across the UK, providing high quality practical experience in performance and technical 

theatre. We pride ourselves on spotting potential “ (BNYT, accessed 2017). There is little mention of 

student development apart from ‘nurturing’ talent. 

 

The National Association for Youth Theatre in Ireland commissioned a report in 2009 to produce a 

detailed picture of youth theatre activity in Ireland in 2007 and 2008 (Dunnett, 2009). All youth 

theatres affiliated with the organisation participated. The theatre groups stated a range of 

fundamental values that informed their practice. Of primary concern was the personal, social and 

artistic development of the young people. They also cited values such as centring the work on young 

people, working in an ensemble, as well as the importance of high artistic standards. These high 

artistic standards were seen as integral to student personal development as they encourage “respect 

for the work and the aspirations of the young people involved” (Dunnett, 2009, p. 78). In general, 

these youth theatre companies believed that there should be a balance of types of work such as 

“devised work, scripted work, writing by members, physical theatre, site specific and issue-based 

theatre” (Dunnett, 2009, p. 81). Leaders were also questioned about their notions of quality. They 

identified ways of working that enables members to have ownership of the work, structures that 
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facilitated the value of all members’ opinions and ideas, high levels of commitment and focus, as 

well as an atmosphere of fun and celebration. These characteristics resonate with Seidel’s research 

on quality Arts education (Seidel et al., 2009). 

 

Australian Theatre for Young People is our national youth theatre company. They state that they 

“exist to connect young people with the professional theatre industry” (ATYP, accessed 2017). Their 

stated vision includes notions of personal development, “confidence, creativity and community”, 

and artistic excellence, “professional theatre practice”(ATYP, accessed 2017). Their work is both self-

devised and scripted. While some regional youth theatre companies such as Riverland Youth Theatre 

and La Luna Youth Arts focus on accessibility, many present themselves as professional theatre 

companies, focusing on quality performances. Outback Theatre for Young People “engages with 

young people from regional and remote communities to create distinctive contemporary theatre 

through collaborative processes.” Their stated aim is to “raise the profile of and develop support for, 

regional young people and our objective is excellence in youth theatre” (OTYP, accessed 2017). The 

work is primarily devised, “designed for and shaped by the participants” and skills are developed 

“through working collaboratively with professional theatre artists” (OTYP, accessed 2017). The 

Hunter region’s Tantrum Youth Arts is a professional company who “develop new, innovative and 

inclusive contemporary performing arts projects characterised by collaborative processes and 

participation”(TYA, accessed 2017). They also aim to “support young, emerging and professional 

theatre artists” (TYA, accessed 2017). The brief of Powerhouse Youth Theatre of Western Sydney 

reads similarly as they “create new, innovative and inclusive performing arts opportunities led by 

collaborative processes and participation” (PYT, accessed 2017). These youth theatre companies are 

concerned with excellence in the rigour of their artistic goals of innovative, critical and dynamic new 

performance works and their desire to develop and work with the emerging professional theatre 

artists of their regions. Their social objectives are more restricted to engaging with the communities 

and developing work collaboratively rather than concerns with the personal and social development  

of the participants. These youth theatres are no longer “marginalised from adult theatrical 

discourse” (Gattenhof, 2006, p. p. 8) as they were in Australia (and elsewhere) prior to 1990 but 

rather form an important “way of encouraging a new generation of Australian theatre -makers” 

(Nicholson, 2011, p. p. 73). 

 

The majority of youth theatres are concerned with artistic excellence and the social and personal 

development of the participants, and their primary focus sits along the continuum between the two. 

The NSW Public Schools Drama Company sits somewhere in the middle of the range. It is an extra-
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curricular program in an educational setting, however its objectives, as described by its director, are 

theatrical excellence. The younger ensembles focus on skills development within devised pieces 

while the Company is seen to have a more professional profile. Its focus is seen to be theatrical 

excellence in the production of professional scripts. A teacher-student relationship is assured 

through its Department of Education setting, yet the overt focus is on actor training, skill 

development and production excellence. 

 

Helen Nicholson (2011) argues that theatre education, and by extension youth theatre, is currently 

redefining the ways that students participate in theatre as new opportunities are being made for 

“young people to learn alongside theatre-makers as fellow artists” (p. 200). She draws attention to 

high profile, British, experimental theatre companies such as Frantic Assembly, Stan’s Café, Lone 

Twin and Third Angel who work with young people, often over sustained periods of time, to devise 

performances. The work of the Drama Company, supported as it is by the UK National Theatre 

Connections program, is another way that professional theatre makers are helping to provide 

“learning environments that challenge and support young people artistically, emotionally, culturally 

and intellectually” (p. 204).  

 

The case study participants 

As indicated in the methodology chapter, these students are not a strictly representative sample of 

students in the NSW Public Schools Drama Company. They self-nominated but happened to provide 

an equal representation of males and females. Four were from selective performing arts schools; 

one from an academically selective school while the remaining three were from comprehensive 

public schools. The students have chosen or been allocated pseudonyms to provide anonymity.  

 

Isaac, Rex and Rose were involved in the first year of the research only as they were in Year 12. 

 

Isaac 

2011 was Isaac’s first year in the Drama Ensembles program. After being at a variety of schools he 

moved to a selective Performing Arts High School in 2010 where he immersed himself in as many 

theatre opportunities as possible. He also involved himself across all areas of school life from choir, 

Student Representative Council, sport, to the prefect body. He has been part of school and 

extracurricular arts programs from a young age, training in dance, singing and drama.  
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Isaac lives within five kilometres of The Arts Unit, and while none of his family is involved directly in 

the arts, they are very supportive of his theatre work. His mother, who is an architect, has been 

particularly instrumental in his development. 

 

Isaac thrived on the professionalism and commitment required by being a member of the Company.  

 

To me that’s the biggest thing, if you’re not committed, get the hell out. But in Company 

everyone’s committed, everyone’s working towards the same goal, and we can achieve 

something because we are. There’s really no person in the Company who I dislike because I 

respect them all for their talents and for the strength that they give to the Company, because 

we’re all there for a reason. (Isaac, Int. 2/11) 

 

Isaac’s love of drama stems from his appreciation of the complexity of the art form and the insight it 

gives into humanity. 

 

(Drama) teaches you about philosophies and the kind of ways that you can look at the world. 

… I didn’t just learn about how to think about life, I learnt about how to think about texts and 

the way that people talk to you and the words that they use. That’s why I am really passionate 

about drama and literature because you can analyse the way a person structures a sentence 

and the words they use, and the emotive language they use within that and like sometimes 

they’ll use an obscure word and you wonder why do they link that word with that situation. 

And from that you can tie back into a whole situation, a whole past and you can develop this 

whole absolute..., just from what they say. (Isaac, Int. 1/11) 

 

While Isaac plans to audition for the professional acting schools after graduating, his ambition covers 

a range of roles within the industry. “Actor, Stage Manager, production, directing – just I want to be 

in the field, I don’t care what, I don’t care where, I just want to be there” (Isaac, Int. 1/11). He is 

aiming for a high ATAR rank so he has the option to go to university and complete an Arts degree in 

subjects such as psychology or business management. 

 

Rex 

Rex has been in The Arts Unit’s Drama Ensemble program for six years. He has been involved for so 

long that he finds it hard to imagine life without it.  
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And every year I wanted to come back for more and after six years it’s become part of my 

lifestyle now. I wouldn’t know what to do with my Monday afternoons, or my Wednesday 

afternoons because I’ve just been so used to coming here and I’m going to miss it a lot when I 

leave school. (Rex, Int. 1/11) 

 

He lives over an hour away from The Arts Unit and so stays with relatives three nights a wee k to 

facilitate his attendance. As seen through these arrangements, and the large group of relatives who 

attend every performance, Rex’s family are encouraging of his involvement . “Ever since Year 7 they 

have been the most supportive environment that I have. They are my rock”(Rex, Int. 1/11). He is the 

only one in his family involved in the arts.  

 

The school near his home didn’t offer Drama as a subject. He attended there until Year 10 and was 

feeling disenchanted with education in general, so he moved to a selective performing arts school 

for his senior years. He also attended drama courses at ATYP and NIDA in junior high school.  

 

Drama is the source of “amazing experiences” for Rex. Company has always been his aim. “Company 

for me is where the best of the best are. I know coming up through the ranks from Juniors to Seniors, 

Company was always something I would look upon as the ultimate goal” (Rex, Int. 1/11). 

 

He wants to audition for professional acting institutions after school but is also open to other career 

options. His desire to be a professional actor strengthened over the course of the research.  

 

Rose 

Rose started in the Drama Ensembles program when she was in Year 10. She was in Seniors  for a 

year and a half before being brought up to Company to perform in the second production of 2010. 

She then successfully auditioned for the 2011 Company.  

 

I didn’t really care if I was in Company or Ensemble, I just wanted to do something to  do with 

drama, like anything. It was just different and it’s fun, and like, the main thing is that everyone 

wants to be there. Like it doesn’t really matter what you are doing, like everyone’s kind of the 

same and you have like little connections with everyone because everyone wants to do drama. 

… And even though it is like a bugger to get there, ‘cause of travel and whatnot, it’s worth it. 

(Rose, Int. 1/11) 
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Rose lives over an hour away from The Arts Unit. She attends a comprehensive high school where 

she considers that Drama is not taken seriously by many of the students. She has taken private 

dance and drama classes since primary school and performs in local musicals. Her family members 

are involved in some artistic endeavours. They are supportive of Rose and encourage her in all her 

ventures. Rose wants a career in the performing arts. 

 

I just know I want to do something in the performing arts even if it’s backstage work, even if it 

was like musicals backstage, or just getting little jobs here and there doing drama. And also … 

I’ve found that I’m like good at filming and editing, so even if I got into the multimedia side of 

designing and editing. I do want to keep doing drama, even if that doesn’t get me anywhere  … 

because I really enjoy the arts side of it. (Rose, Int. 1/11) 

 

Kate 

Kate is also only involved in the research for the first year. She was in Year 11 at the time, 

successfully auditioned for the following year but was withdrawn due to parental concern over time 

commitment to the HSC. Kate had been in the Junior Drama Ensemble in 2009, and after a year off 

due to the School Certificate, auditioned for Company for 2011. She travelled just under an hour 

each way to attend Company sessions twice a week. 

 

Kate attends a comprehensive high school where she feels Drama is sometimes considered as a 

“bludge” subject. She enjoys Company because “I just want to be around people who share the same 

passion” (Kate, Int. 1/11). She thrives on the “professional atmosphere” and the challenge a 

production provides.  

 

In Company there’s no grades, there’s no school, there’s no nothing, just purely what we’re 

here to do, purely based on what needs to be accomplished, and we work as a team so well… 

but the best part about it is that they’re all there for one thing, and that’s to put on a good 

show. (Kate, Int. 4/11)  

 

Her parents support her interest in drama and there is some history of performers in the family and 

she performs as a back-up singer for her grandfather’s shows along with other relatives. 

Nevertheless, her parents clearly prioritise her studies, and possibly find that Kate can tend to 

sacrifice her school work due to the significant time commitment required by Company. Kate would 
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like to have some sort of career in drama if possible, but readily discusses the need for another job if 

drama “doesn’t work out” for her. 

 

The remaining four students continued in the case study for a second year.  

 

Boris 

Boris successfully auditioned for Company in his first year of involvement in the Ensemble program.  

(Students do one audition for both Senior Ensemble and Company in Year 11. The best students are 

chosen for Company.) He travels under an hour to attend each sessi on. His mother is Brazilian, 

comes from a musical family and is highly supportive of all Boris’ arts activities. 

 

He attends an academically selective school where he feels most students don’t take Drama 

seriously. There are only five in his Drama class and he thought being in Company would help his 

HSC Drama performance and playbuilding skills. He particularly likes the challenge of the 

professional approach of the program where “everyone’s interested in the same thing and you can 

actually start to compare yourself on a sort of bigger, higher range scale to where you are at the 

moment” (Boris, Int. 1/11).  

 

Boris had done few Drama activities before Company but had studied Music for many years. He 

plays the piano and sings opera. At the beginning of Year 11, before joining Company, he was 

planning a career in Opera. However, by the end of the two years in the Ensembles program, he 

wants to become an actor and is planning auditions for NIDA and WAAPA6. 

 

Drama gives Boris a deep sense of enjoyment and purpose. He talks about his experience with 

Company on their tour of England where a RADA7 graduate spoke to them. 

 

At RADA, this girl was a recent graduate, I looked her up, she wasn’t that successful, and 

someone asked her why she became an actor in the little Q&A afterwards, and she goes, “Well 

if you like it, why don’t you just do it?” She did this speech, “I’m not earning that much money 

now, but I’m alive, and I don’t live in the same place for more than two weeks, but I’m happy. 

The money doesn’t matter. You can work as a waitress as much as you want but at least I’m 

                                                                 
6
 These are two of the four major actor training institutions in Australia: NIDA – National Institute of Dramatic 

Art; WAAPA – Western Australian Academy of the Performing Arts ; QUT – Queensland University of 
Technology and VCA – Victorian College of the Arts  
7
 RADA stands for the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art in London.  
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doing something I love. I did a short film festival last week just so I could work with a director 

whose work I love and I didn’t get paid for it.” And after that we walked out, Julia was crying, 

Esther was crying, I think Stevie was crying… We all just understood. If you really enjoy it, why 

not just do it. (Boris, Int. 2/12) 

 

Drama also seems to feed his sense of identity. 

 

And I feel like (drama) grounds you a bit as a person, like you sort of understand where you’re 

coming from, what your motivations are. It’s kind of like you’re characterising yourself and 

there’s no bullshit. I feel like it really keeps you awake. … I have this opportunity to know 

myself and be really real about it and not take crap from anyone unless I want to. I like that. I 

feel that’s a really free place to be. And it’s rewarding. (Boris, Int. 2/12) 

 

Francis 

Francis has been in the Ensembles program since Year 6 of primary school. He successfully 

auditioned for the Senior Ensemble in 2011, but as one Company member withdrew, Viles replaced 

him with Francis. As a Year 10 student, Francis is the youngest member of the group. 

 

Francis lives over an hour from The Arts Unit and attends a comprehensive high school. He finds that 

many in his drama class don’t take the subject seriously. His family is supportive of his involvement 

in The Arts Unit programs and several members attend every performance of his shows.  

 

Francis studied Drama as a child so he could “have something I could say that I could do” (Francis, 

Int. 1/11). He developed a passion for it, and weekly attendance at The Arts Unit became part of his 

life. He enjoys the drama activities and the feeling of the ensemble. 

 

And then when you go to Company you meet all these people who are … so similar to you and 

who enjoy the thrill of performance and who enjoy being silly around each other. … There’s 

something with Company, it’s the people and it’s the atmosphere. (Francis, Int. 2/12) 

 

He hopes to have a career in the industry in some form. Realistic about the work expectations of a 

professional actor, he is also looking at work in radio. 
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I’d love to do acting, then there’s always that self-doubt. The major thing that’s stopping me 

from doing acting is self-doubt because my dad and my grandad are so successful. … They both 

make so much money. So I can’t be an actor and work in a coffee shop. … And you get one 

(acting) job and that’s it, you’re back to it. … I’d like to get into TV, even like just being on the 

Sunrise Show and being presenter for that, that’d be great. (Francis, Int. 2/12) 

 

Julia 

Julia has been involved in Drama classes since she was very young, and successfully auditioned into 

the Junior Ensemble in Year 9. She was one of the youngest in Company in 2010 as she was in Year 

10. Her family is very supportive of the arts and her mother has taken her to the theatre for many 

years. Her older sister of eight years has also been influential as she was very successful in HSC 

Drama and has dabbled in acting since leaving school.  

 

Julia lives over an hour from The Arts Unit. In Year 11, due to her passion for Drama, she moved 

from a comprehensive school near home to a selective Performing Arts High School nearer The Arts 

Unit. Julia has a passion for the subject.  

 

I love doing it, and I love performing and being in the moment, like that live kind of 

atmosphere that you get, the bouncing off one another, being influenced from someone, 

influencing others. I love all of it. (Julia, Int. 2/12) 

 

Julia wants a career in the theatre. She plans to audition for the major acting institutions such as VCA 

and NIDA, as well as exploring options such as the degree at Charles Sturt University in Media, 

Theatre and Communication. 

 

I want to be involved in theatre, like I can’t really see myself doing anything else because I love 

it so much. I feel like it’s one of the things that I’m actually good at. … So I felt like it’s a good 

aspect on my life as it brings a lot of confidence out of me too. … I just want to do what I love. 

Life’s short and you want to do what makes you happy. I know it’s not going to be easy, I’m 

going to face a lot of rejection, but I can take it. (Julia, Int. 2/12) 

 

Katarina 

Katarina spent one year in the Senior Drama Ensemble before successfully auditioning for Company 

in 2011. She attends a selective Performing Arts High School in the Drama stream and lives 
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approximately twenty minutes away from The Arts Unit. Her family are supportive of all her many 

extra-curricular activities and subscribe to Belvoir theatre each year.  

 

Katarina is passionate about her love of drama. She was very active in performing arts at her primary 

school and was keen to audition for a selective Performing Arts High School. She finds Company 

“addictive”. This is firstly because of the high standard it sets.  

 

At Company you never reach the bar. There are no expectations, you can never be perfect. So 

that’s why I like it… I find it a challenge. It was daunting at first, but no, it’s a challenge, that’s 

the sort of person I am. (Katarina, Int. 1/11) 

 

She is also drawn to the dynamic created between the members of the group.  

 

Everyone puts it up there and the stakes are high. And everyone’s on the same level and it’s 

weird. I don’t know how to verbally describe it, but it’s like everyone bounces off each other... 

If you put it so high on your priority list, there’s no motivation to treat it like it’s just a thing. 

(Katarina, Int. 1/11) 

 

Katarina has never wanted to enter the industry but values the range of benefits that drama 

provides.  

 

Although I do not wish to enter this acting industry, I have over the years built the foundations 

for a solid HSC performance and obtained some incredibly valuable life skills of confidence, 

leadership, teamwork, time management, organisation, and how to embrace the ensemble 

spirit that Company endorses and life will demand of you. (Email from Katarina to Viles, Sept 

2012) 

 

The next chapter begins the investigation of the creative processes of the NSW Public Schools Drama 

Company through the perspectives provided by Viles and these students. 
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Chapter 5 

A Creative Climate – The environment for invention 

 

 

Introduction 

This chapter examines the context of the NSW Public Schools Drama Company drawing together 

creativity theories from the fields of Business and Arts Education. Creativity researchers have found 

that there are two critical factors in the expression and delivery of creativity: the group context and 

the social environment (Amabile, 1988; Beghetto & Kaufman, 2014; Glăveanu, Tanggaard, & 

Wegener, 2016; Hennessey & Amabile, 2010; S. Hunter et al., 2007; Kenny, 2014; Reuter, 2015) . The 

setting of NSW Public Schools Drama Company demonstrates key elements of both these factors. 

The first element, the group context, is the NSW Public School Drama Company program, the 

professionalism it evokes and the authenticity of the theatrical creative task that the Company 

embarks upon. This professionalism and artistic authenticity defines the work of the group and sets 

expectations of excellence. My analysis of the group context draws on the characteristics of quality 

arts education as developed by Seidel and his colleagues at Harvard Graduate School of Education 

(Seidel et al., 2009). The second factor, the socially constructed environment of interactions within 

the group, includes the relationships between director and student, and between students. Analysis 

of this component employs the theoretical framework of the Situational Outlook Questionnaire from 

the field of Business Management that is used to specify organisational climate variables that 

encourage creativity. This framework emphasises the social interaction of the group (Ekvall, 1996; 

Ekvall & Ryhammar, 1999; S. Hunter et al., 2007; Isaksen, 2007; Isaksen & Lauer, 2002) . It seems that 

nothing similar currently exists in the field of education. My analysis of the data resonates with these 

frameworks and suggests that the NSW Public Schools Drama Company context of professionalism 

and authentic creative tasks, coupled with the quality of relationships in the group, form the bedrock 

for the creative work that follows.  

 

Theoretical framework 1 – The Qualities of Quality 

The study by Seidel and his colleagues at Harvard focused on the characteristics of excellence in arts 

education in the United States (Seidel et al., 2009). It examined arts teaching organisations that 

taught students from K-12 in all areas of the creative arts in school and community settings. One of 

its areas of concern was how quality arts education looked in the classroom. The study’s findings 

revealed the importance of authentic purposes for making works of art as well as inter-relational 
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qualities such as emotional openness and honesty (p. 30), respect and trust within the group, and 

the importance of the authenticity of the facilitator (p. 34) and their belief in student capacities (p. 

38). The limitation of Seidel’s work for this research is its focus on quality rather than creativity. 

Nevertheless its detailed scrutiny into arts education practice gives insight to the workings of 

creativity in these contexts. 

 

Theoretical framework 2 – The Creative Climate 

Studies of organisational climate have been one approach in the field of Business Management to 

discover ways to make teams more creative (Sawyer, 2012). Organisational climate has been defined 

as “the observed and recurring patterns of behaviour, attitudes, and feelings that characterise life in 

the organisation” (Isaksen & Lauer, 2002, p. 79). It is the attributes of the environment that shape 

expectations, outcomes and interactions in the setting (S. Hunter et al., 2007). This is also 

acknowledged by a body of performing arts teachers, where climate creation is seen as essential in 

allowing students to learn (Beghetto & Kaufman, 2014; Brinkman, 2010; Davies et al., 2013; K. 

Gallagher, 2007; Jeffrey, 2006; Jensen & Lazarus, 2014; Nicholson, 2011; Wangh, 2013) . A 

dispositional model, based on a theory of underlying psychological processes, is proposed by Ekvall 

and his colleagues (Ekvall, 1991, 1996; Isaksen, 2007; Isaksen & Ekvall, 2006, 2010; Isaksen & Lauer, 

2002; Isaksen et al., 2001). This model is articulated in the Situational Outlook Questionnaire (SOQ) 

which assesses nine dimensions of the climate for creativity. These are (1) challenge and 

involvement, (2) freedom, (3) trust and openness, (4) idea time, (5) playfulness and humour, (6) 

conflict, (7) idea support, (8) debate, and (9) risk-taking. The questionnaire is based on fifty years of 

research and development and has been shown to be internally consistent (Isaksen et al., 1999) and 

valid in distinguishing creative from non-creative teams (Isaksen & Lauer, 2001, 2002; Isaksen et al., 

2001). The SOQ is the only model that includes “playfulness and humour” of the many creativity 

climate assessment tools in use (S. Hunter et al., 2007). Playfulness and humour are often 

instrumental in the drama classroom (Cote, 2010; Davies et al., 2013). A limitation of the framework 

is the brevity of the published descriptions of each dimension as the SOQ is intended to be used as a 

questionnaire rather than a theoretical framework; nevertheless, its delineation of Creative Climate 

factors is valuable in scrutinizing the social environment. As a framework, the SOQ has the potential 

to provide new insights into creativity in the drama classroom and other arts education 

environments. 
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Implications on the data analysis 

These two theoretical frameworks from the fields of Business and Arts Education provide a structure 

to this chapter. The discoveries of the data analysis find much resonance with the Creative Climate 

and reveal how these characteristics are augmented through practice that corresponds with Seidel’s 

work (2009) on quality arts education. Therefore these findings move through the features of Ekvall 

and Isaksen’s SOQ Creative Climate to reveal how the properties of Viles’ arts education practice 

demonstrate these elements; how they function, are modified and interrelate in this context.  

 

The findings suggest that construction of an environment where risk-taking is possible is the overall 

aim of a Creative Climate in this context. Analysis of the data suggests that Viles seems to connect 

the Challenge/Involvement dimension to creative Risk-taking8, using the authentic challenge to 

induce and normalise a risk-taking paradigm. Authenticity of the creative task and group context 

generate the fundamental elements of Challenge/Involvement of the Creative Climate, underpinning 

the creative environment where the other Climate dimensions are evident. Risk-taking is the goal 

and becomes the dynamic ingredient of the process.  

 

Figure 5.1 gives a schematic overview of how, from the data analysis, the dimensions of the 

Creative Climate interrelate. 

 

Figure 5.1 – Interrelationship of the Creative Cl imate dimensions in this context 

 

The authenticity of the theatrical task and professional context of the Drama Company form the 

Challenge/Involvement dimension of the Creative Climate, creating an impetus for the climate 

creation. The context will then be explored through the remaining elements of the SOQ framework. I 

                                                                 
8 As  noted previously, for clarity and adherence to convention I have capitalised the Creative Climate dimensions 

throughout. 
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examine the relationships within the group between director and students and between the 

students and draw connections to the Trust/Openness, Idea-support, Freedom and Debate 

dimensions. I examine the social context for the dimensions of Playfulness/Humour as well as those 

elements for which there is little evidence such as Idea Time, and the only negative factor in the 

model, Conflict. The dimensions of the Creative Climate culminate in the inclination to take creative 

risks and explore creative solutions, and so I conclude this section with an examination of how the 

dimension of Risk-taking is evident in the data and the salient characteristics of a climate which 

fosters it.  

 

The context of NSW Public Schools Drama Company program – Challenge/Involvement 

The Challenge/Involvement dimension concerns “the extent to which teams are given opportunities 

to get involved in the daily operations, long-term goals, and visions of the organisation” (Isaksen & 

Lauer, 2002, p. 80). “High levels of challenge and involvement mean that people are intrinsically 

motivated and committed to making contributions to the success of the organization” (Isaksen, 

2007, p. 6). In terms of arts education and youth theatre, this dimension is concerned with the 

challenge of and involvement in the creation and success of the theatrical work. It conce rns the 

extent to which the students understand and share the theatrical vision, and are motivated and 

committed to making it successful.  

 

The data suggest that the qualities of this Challenge/Involvement dimension are fundamental to the 

functioning of the entire system. This dimension frames the Creative Climate by laying the 

groundwork for Risk-taking which is the main purpose of the climate in this context; the other 

climate dimensions then interrelate to support the Risk-taking. (The artistic authenticity and 

professional paradigm of the Company also inform the creation of one of the boundaries that 

stimulate the work. This is discussed in the next chapter.) I examine the Company’s position in a 

professional theatre context, the importance of the “big ideas” of the texts in placing students as 

artists with something to say, the status of the Drama Company and its place in the world of 

professional theatre, and the theatrical practice of the Company where students are positioned as 

professionals, responding to its challenges through creative risk-taking in an atmosphere of expertise 

and excellence. I demonstrate that this multifaceted authenticity forms the Challenge/Involvement 

dimension and is indispensable for the construction of this particular Creative Climate.  

 

According to Seidel, in arts education “authentic arts learning looks like artists and arts professionals 

doing what they do in their work (as opposed to students doing “school art”)” (Seidel, 2009, p. 34). 
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Authentic art making for an industry context is the basis of the work of Company. It participates in a 

youth theatre festival run by the UK National Theatre. This authentic work models artistic processes 

for a genuine purpose (Seidel et al., 2009). It aligns its processes with professional associations, and 

aims to model professional practice. It provides an authentic creative challenge which evokes 

creative risk-taking. I will examine four areas of this creative authenticity and show how they 

stimulate and frame the creative process through providing Challenge/Involvement. These are: the 

creative stimulus of participation and performance in the professional UK National Theatre Youth 

Connections program, the significance of the “big issues” of the plays’ subject matter, the status of 

the Drama Company in the context of professional theatre, and fourthly, the professional 

methodology of its theatrical practice.  

 

The challenge of authentic, professionally-based tasks  

The work of the Company is situated within authentic theatrical work as it is part of the UK National 

Theatre’s Connections youth theatre program. This authenticity provides the challenge of the task, 

necessitates the creative risk-taking of the process, and provides the challenge and satisfaction of 

performance. The first play of each season is chosen from the current Connections season. The 

second play of the year is taken from a variety of sources, and is sometimes a restaging of a previous 

piece from an earlier Connections season. All plays are staged in a professional theatre with 

professional crew. Viles often refers to the artistic context of the play and the UK National Theatre 

when working with the students, consciously positioning the work within this international theatrical 

setting. He also makes reference to the directorial workshops he attends at the National and the 

input of the professional director and writer in those workshops, again positioning himself and the 

work in a professional paradigm.  

 

Viles talks about the play as living, vibrant, risky; an untried piece; an important piece of 

political theatre….He states that this is a contemporary play, written only last year. It will be 

the only production of the play in this country so the audience will have no point of reference, 

it is an original work – a new play come to life. He talks about how it is also scary as they need 

to work out problems inherent in an untried script. (Obs. 14/3/11)  

 

Viles positions them as authentic artists and challenges them to respond to the creative risks the 

play will present. He presents these challenges as exciting. He is also, at this very early stage, 

invoking a sense of risk-taking. The observation reveals the boldness in his choice of play so that the 

students see that he too is willing to take creative risks. He describes the play itself as “risky”, and 
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associates this with vibrancy and relevancy. This is authentic, artistic experimentation within the 

context of world theatre and he is inviting them to be involved. He is also establishing risk -taking as 

the standard expectation of his learning environment. The author modelled it, he  is modelling it, and 

he is inviting them to take creative risks as well. Even at this early stage, creative risk-taking is shown 

as essential to the entire process.  

 

The challenge of the authenticity of the task is felt by the students as they are mindful of the 

review of their own production to be made by a representative of the National. Seidel et al. 

(2009) maintain that this authentic purpose for making art “gives it a sense of urgency that drives 

the work, making learning more intense and engaged, more real” (p.34).  

 

It’s always a pressure when someone says like, “I just saw what’s-his-name out the front.” And 

then it kind of sparks a, your heart starts going a bit faster, and you feel this pressure, alright 

this has to be the best show ever, I really want to impress these people. (Rex, Int. 3/11) 

 

The pressure of performing heightens the challenge and the students’ commitment to the work. 

There is also a great sense of satisfaction when they achieve acclaim from the public. Isaac describes 

his particular delight in receiving praise from the representative of the National who reviewed 

Bassett. She spoke to the students in the Q&A session after the show. 

 

“That was the best piece of theatre I’ve seen and I’ve seen a lot of youth theatre.” That’s what 

I remember [she said]. … It was such a compliment to all of us, not only individually but as an 

ensemble. … I was just sitting in the line thinking, “We’ve done everything right.” Like all the 

risks that we took are now paying off … ‘cause she’s seen other productions of the play, and 

the fact that she said that that was the best piece of not only of Bassett, but of everything. It 

was just, it was, nice. (Isaac, Int. 3/11) 

 

The “real payoffs and real risks” (Seidel et al., 2009, p. 34) of the authentic task are evident here as is 

the student’s sense of ownership and deep satisfaction. The stature of the industry professionals 

who were in the audience had contributed to the challenge and involvement of the students, and 

the resulting sense of satisfaction when success was achieved. The authenticity of the theatrical task 

and its position in the world of professional theatre contributes to the Challenge/Involvement 

dimension of the Creative Climate and frames the work, heightening the stakes and helping to make 

a risk-taking paradigm the norm. 
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Subject matter of plays taken from authentic, “real world” events/Issues  

Seidel’s work reveals the “centrality of ‘big’ ideas, ideas that felt important to students and teachers 

alike, that everyone came to care about and to see as highly relevant to them and to the world” 

(Seidel et al., 2009, p. 31). These “big ideas” contribute to the authenticity of the task and its 

Challenge/Involvement dimension for the students, in particular the Involvement aspect of this 

element. The students are engaged through the rigour, depth and implication of ideas; they 

transform their world views; and most significantly their new understandings take them into the role 

of professional theatre artists as they have something important they personally want to 

communicate to audiences. 

 

The plays of the Drama Company usually contain “big ideas”. Three plays were produced in the 

period under study. The first piece, Bassett (Graham, 2011), looks at English school students coping 

with issues stemming from British involvement in the war in Afghanistan; the second piece, The 

Grandfathers (Mullarkey, 2012), examines conscription and young people at war; while the third 

piece, The Miracle (Coghlin, 2006), is a more reflective piece about faith, hope and a small 

community, where the “big ideas” concern the personal struggles of individual characters. (The 

synopsis for each play can be found at Appendix 8 on the promotional postcards.) Viles draws out 

the “big ideas” of each piece which engages the students through their depth and significance. 

 

I read it two or three times and you start to get the meaning behind it and then you start to get 

the intellectual intensity of it. And, like it’s just challenging ideas, challenging. (Katarina, Int. 1/11)  

 

I’d really like to get more maturity as a performer because just after looking at Bassett I was 

thinking, “Wow, I’ve never done something that could be so deep before.” I’d really like to get into 

that.” (Boris, Int. 1/11) 

 

The depth of the content increases the intellectual and personal involvement of the students. The 

importance of the issues in the play also gives an importance to the works which underlines their 

authenticity and place on the theatrical landscape. Both students here hint at their willingness to 

take creative risks to rise to the challenge. Not only does the challenge involve the students, but 

connecting to the world and characters of the play draws out a deep involvement in the production 

allowing for intrinsic motivation and commitment, indicators of the Challenge/Involvement 

dimension.  
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The students find that the exploration of the world provided by the plays transforms their world-

views and heightens their awareness of the significance of presenting real experiences. 

 

And I think that for all of us that was a realisation and we are going to be doing this play in 

front of people that possibly have served in war. And for us, we not only have an obligation to 

it, we also have the duty to make sure that this play is done in a way that is sacred, ‘cause at 

the end of the day we’re representing death at war and it needs to be handled with care. 

(Isaac, Int. 4/11) 

 

So I think that what we were trying to achieve was achieved, in the way of giving the audience 

something to enjoy but also letting them know this stuff’s  happening and this is what really 

happens, and I think with the powerful last scene it really got that message across. (Rex, Int. 

3/11) 

 

The students’ involvement in the “big issues” of the work places them in the role of professional 

theatre makers. The work goes beyond mere relevance to themselves, to relating it to the 

experiences of the audience before them and the “duty” that that communication entails. The 

significance of their message and their engagement with the power of theatre as artists 

heightens the Challenge/Involvement of the task and spurs the students on to reach a higher 

standard. 

 

I think the thing that surprised me the most was the realisation of it all. When we had to do 

those projects, and Katarina brought in (the material on) Abu Ghra ib … From then on I wanted 

to do the play to show people like, this is what’s happening, and you guys are just ignoring it. 

Someone won a million dollars yet there are guys being tortured in a prison. Like think about it, 

where is your priority? Why is it on this guy? It should be over here. From then on I was just 

like, right, here we go, let’s do this, let’s do it well. (Kate, Int. 3/11)  

 

The “real world” connection of the artistic practice of Company and the significant issues involved 

immerse the students in the world of theatre in the role of artists and spur them on to excellence. 

Not only do they face the pressure of sharing the work publicly, they also feel a sense of 

responsibility to effectively portray the issues that they feel the playwright intended. The challenge 

and authenticity of the task evokes an authenticity of artistic role that deeply involves them in the 
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work. The study therefore reveals the importance of authentic artistic endeavours based on “big 

issues” where students are placed in the role of artists. The authenticity of the issues increases the 

Challenge/Involvement dimension of the Creative Climate, providing a richer impetus to the creative 

process. 

 

The status of Drama Company and its place in the world of professional theatre 

The status of the Drama Company provides authenticity and contributes to the 

Challenge/Involvement dimension of the Creative Climate. As stated earlier, the Company is the 

highest tier of an extra-curricular, auditioned program of NSW Public Schools Drama Ensembles that 

stretch from Year 5 (10-year-olds) to Year 12 (18-year-olds). As the highest tier, the Company has 

recognition and status for both students and members of the public.  

 

Viles often positions the Company as connected to professional training institutions such as NIDA, 

VCA and WAAPA drawing comparisons with their work and methodology.  In doing so he places the 

students within a legacy of successful actors, those who have been in their shoes as students in the 

Company and are now working professionally. All this serves to set the Company on a professional 

standing in their minds. This is “real art”, not an after-school activity. It is positioned as a stepping 

stone into the profession and part of the industry by association. The students are therefore 

challenged to take their places alongside the legacy that goes before them. The high regard of 

Company is also reflected in the wider community, placing the work within authentic artistic 

endeavour. Its productions are in professional theatres with professional crew, and its publicity 

materials are professionally produced (Appendix 8). For members of the public, it is becoming 

increasingly recognised as an ensemble of excellence. Barry Otto, an internationally renowned 

Australian actor, has high praise for the work of the Company. 

 

I have been incredibly impressed by the work that is produced by this ensemble under the 

guidance and direction of Paul Viles. The standard of his shows has been of the highest order, 

truly professional …. In fact the Company's production of Our Town a couple of years ago was, I 

believe, superior to the Sydney Theatre Company's production in the Drama Theatre the following 

year. (Barry Otto, Ambassador Survey, 2012. Appendix 9) 

 

By comparing the Company’s work with that of the Sydney Theatre Company, Barry Otto places the 

ensemble within the context of the industry. Some of these words are published publically on the 
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Arts Unit website (https://www.artsunit.nsw.edu.au/barry-otto-drama). The National Theatre 

Connections panel also have high praise for the work of Paul Viles and the Company.   

It was extremely well directed and creatively presented which brought out the very best 

performances by the cast. Paul is to be congratulated for providing the young people with such an 

incredible opportunity and the audience with such an enriching experience. (Bassett Show Report, 

2011. Appendix 5) 

 

Paul Viles is clearly a very talented director, completely passionate about his craft and brings out 

the very best this project and his performers have to offer. (The Grandfathers Show Report, 2012. 

Appendix 6) 

 

This recognition from the theatre community lends both status and authenticity to the work. It 

allows the work to be seen as quality as judged by “real” artists within the professional theatre 

industry. It also increases the challenge to students as their work will also be judged within the 

context of professional theatre. The authenticity of the task dovetails with the professional 

expectations required from members of the Company and immerses them in the challenge of the 

task, invigorating them to step up into the creative risk-taking that is required to meet it. 

 

Evoking a professional paradigm - professional theatre practice  

Building upon the professional status of the group, Viles creates and maintains a sense of authentic, 

professional artistic practice. He does this through explicitly modelling professional methodology 

that mirrors authentic actor training which positions the students as professional actors, demanding 

high levels of personal discipline, focus and artistic contribution from the students. This sets up 

expectations of challenge, commitment, hard work and excellence which are part of the 

Challenge/Involvement dimension. This enables the students to take themselves and the work 

seriously, to meet the authentic challenges provided with a professional approach, and allows them 

to take greater creative risks. 

 

Viles uses industry tutors, some of whom are ex-Company members, at the beginning of the 

rehearsals to show the students the professional practice he uses. This ties the work into 

professional acting institutions and gives credibility to his techniques.  

 

The whole purpose of Ben coming in is to show that the stuff you do here isn’t really that much 

different to what you do at NIDA. (Viles, Int. 1/11) 
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Viles’ own process mirrors the approach of professional training institutions.  

 

The kids that go to VCA are kind of heralded in that way, … all the tutors say, “How come you 

(know this)?” and they say, “We’ve already done all of this. This is what we did as a kid.” The 

preparation of the text, to come in with ideas, and it is basically number one, preparation; 

secondly the punctuality and thirdly the whole rehearsal technique, to come up with ideas and 

try and make them work. (Viles, Int. 1/12) 

 

In showing that his processes are those taught by the actor training institution Victorian College 

of the Arts, Viles positions himself as authentic and relevant to the students. He also positions 

them as adult performers, expecting them to come with a mature approach, ready to make 

artistic choices. He insists that they make choices and actively contribute, rising to the challenge 

and being integrally involved. The students sense the professional atmosphere created in the 

rehearsal space. 

 

It’s a really professional atmosphere I suppose. You just walk in and it’s like, “Let’s get the job 

done.” … We can all joke and stuff, but things get done. (Kate, Int. 4/11)  

 

It’s very professional. You’re late, you’re late. Like there’s no, “Come sit on down.” It’s like, 

“Shit, I’m late.” He could at any moment give me the sack. It feels like that. He’s not going to, 

but it feels like that…. I don’t want it to be ok for me to make a mistake. The reality is, it’s 

going to be ok but I don’t want it to be. (Katarina, Int. 4/11) 

 

The students sense a “professional” expectation of focused work and discipline. Even though 

Katarina knows Viles is not going to “sack” her, a level of energy is generated. She is not 

intimidated, but rather challenged to “step up.” This enjoyment of challenge and the inspiration 

it gives her is part of the Challenge/Involvement dimension of a Creative Climate. She has the 

safety net of knowing that this is a learning ensemble of students, but she doesn’t want that net, 

she wants the challenge. She enjoys the high expectations and creative risk-taking that the work 

evokes. The professional paradigm challenges the students to increase their skill and 

performance levels. 
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With Company drama everyone’s on the ball. At school drama sure, it’s fun and stuff but a lot of 

the time the kids aren’t paying attention. In Company drama you just get things done like straight 

away. Everyone’s interested in the same thing and you can actually start to compare yourself on a 

sort of bigger, higher range scale at where you are at the moment. (Boris, Int. 1/11) 

 

There’s something about it and you just have to give it 100%, everybody’s giving it 100%. … 

Everyone else is so good, I really do call it elite. It’s just challenging to keep up. You can’t slack 

off. (Katarina, Int. 2/12) 

 

I would say that quite a few school productions, like you might not be able to  take yourself so 

seriously as with Company, and you’re with people who are acting at this level. (Boris, Int. 

3/11) 

 

Just that it’s so important, it’s really important for actors to make mistakes. I keep saying 

“mistakes” but it’s positive. You’re not supposed to get it right, that’s when you get safe and 

that’s when you get boring. (Katarina, Int. 2/12)  

 

The challenge invigorates growth rather than stunts it. The professional paradigm allows the 

students’ sense of scale to expand as they can compare themselves to a much “higher scale”. The 

group moves beyond a school setting into the professional acting world. Being positioned as 

professional actors allows the students to take themselves “seriously” and fully involve themselves 

in the risk-taking, welcoming the challenge and embracing mistakes in order to create something 

new. These are the vital elements of the Creative Climate in this context. Nevertheless some 

students find the challenge intimidating.  

 

I’m actually kind of like really scared about it because I think, “Am I going to screw up?” … If I 

can do Bassett it just seems like I’ll be able to achieve a lot more and gain a lot of confidence.  

(Boris, Int. 1/11) 

 

It was good, really good (being the lead character). (laughs) Difficult because Paul started with 

a, “I really want you but you need to push yourself” kind of comment. I was like, “Wow, ok, 

there’s some big expectations now.” So I really had to pull out the big guns. (Katarina, Int. 

4/11) 
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Challenge involves risk of failure. They are inextricably linked, and both the students and Viles are 

aware of this. Boris sees the possibility of failure but also the gain of confidence should he succeed. 

Viles has unwittingly let Katarina see his fears which have tested her self-confidence. There is a 

frightening vision of failure but an equally powerful vision of success. This is part of the real -world 

context of performance which contributes to its invigorating challenge.  

 

Viles’ insistence on total commitment in terms of time is an elemental principle of the Company. In 

Ekvall’s SOQ framework, involvement is partnered with challenge, people are “intrinsically 

motivated and committed” (Isaksen, 2007, p. 6). Through insistence on commitment, Viles supports 

the challenge dimension of the climate; however he makes the motivation extrinsic rather than just 

intrinsic. The task provides the challenge and elicits some intrinsic motivation and commitment. 

Viles reinforces this through his explicit demands and personal pressure, making the motivation 

extrinsic as well. Viles is unapologetic for the demands he makes on Company members.  

 

And they realise it does involve focus and commitment and time consumption. But I just think 

that’s what you’ve got to do to get there. Yeah, it’s time consuming, you knew that. You knew 

that when you signed up, well if you didn’t know it, you’re certainly learning it. You’re learning 

it now. (Viles, Int. 1/11) 

 

Some students find Viles’ insistence on commitment difficult. 

 

Paul gets kind of dirty if you can’t make something, and you’re like, “Ah, don’t kill me!” 

(laughs) You can’t screw around with his plans but he’s the one who originally changed it. That 

is something that I get annoyed about. You have to be constantly  on your toes with Paul. (Julia, 

Int. 4/11)  

 

Julia sees the demands as uncomfortable and perhaps unreasonable. Her language of “kill me” 

alludes to the intensity she feels due to the commitment required. It seems to make her uneasy 

and perhaps erodes her sense of security and trust in Viles as she feels she has to be “constantly 

on your toes”. She shows that this external motivation causes her some anxiety and is possibly 

counterproductive in creating the Challenge/Involvement dimension. The strict insiste nce on 

commitment seems to lessen her passion, and detach her from the director and the task rather 

than increase her involvement and commitment. This contrasts to Katarina quoted earlier who 

sees this demand as invigorating and part of the professional paradigm she enjoys. 
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The professional paradigm of the Company and authenticity of the tasks helps to create the 

Challenge/Involvement dimension. This authenticity begins with their participation in authentic 

theatre making in an international context within professional theatre spaces. The scripts are 

based on contemporary “big issues” and students are positioned as artists and expected to 

adhere to models of professional practice in a high-status group. Viles explicitly sets up 

expectations of professionalism, commitment and hard work. Students are challenged to mature 

in their approach and utilise the professional atmosphere to take themselves seriously and 

commit to a superior level of work among other capable students, accepting the risk of failure as 

they embrace a “higher” scale of performance standards.  

 

The Challenge/Involvement provided by the rich authenticity and professionalism of the work of 

Company underpins this Creative Climate as a whole, providing a framework of expectations and 

working paradigms that resonate throughout the entire process. The students are positioned as 

artists with an understanding of the power of theatre to communicate important issues to its 

audience. Viles clearly links the immediacy and challenge of the authentic task to a creative risk-

taking paradigm, establishing that creative risk-taking is what professional artists do, and is the 

essence of genuine creative endeavour. He shows that the way to embrace that risk-taking 

paradigm is to take on the mantle of the professional, taking a committed, serious approach of 

high discipline and commitment so that the creative problem can be explored and solved. 

 

In this context, the authenticity of the task and professionalism of approach create the 

Challenge/Involvement dimension of the Creative Climate. Creative Risk-taking is required to 

meet the challenge. Other dimensions of the Creative Climate work to make the Risk-taking 

possible and support it.  

 

The dimension of Trust/Openness is the next most significant as it characterises the personal 

relationships of the group and crucially supports the Risk-taking. It is discussed in the next 

section. Following that, the dimensions of Idea-support, Freedom and Debate are explored. 

These dimensions perhaps operate in a two-way fashion; they contribute to Trust/Openness and 

are able to effectively function because of them. Playfulness/Humour is then shown to support 

the relationships and energise the Risk-taking. These five dimensions work together to establish a 

space that promotes and sustains creative Risk-taking. 
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Trust/Openness 

Effective relationships between students and teachers have been shown as key to laying the 

groundwork for creative endeavour (Beghetto & Kaufman, 2014; Davies et al., 2013; S. Hunter et al., 

2007; Ibbotson, 2008; Isaksen, 2007; Sawyer, 2012; Seidel et al., 2009). Trust and openness in these 

relationships is a common finding across the works. These qualities operate between teacher and 

students, and between the students. Isaksen (2007) articulates the Trust/Openness dimension of the 

Creative Climate as being emotional safety in relationships of the group. This is demonstrated by 

frank and open communication, reliance on each other for personal support, and sincere, mutual 

respect. In this context, the aim of these relationships could be seen to foster the Creative Climate of 

the space so that students can effectively improvise and create through taking creative risks. This 

section explores the relationship between the teacher and the students, and then between students.  

 

Trust/Openness between teacher and students 

The data reveal that the students’ relationship with Viles involves frank communication, personal 

trust and mutual respect, all factors of Trust/Openness. 

 

Paul’s just amazing. He is, you know, the best director, and friend as well. (Rex, Int. 1/11)  

 

He actually has an interest in us and he wants to know what we did, who we talk to, this and 

that, just fun things. (Francis, Int. 3/11) 

 

This friendship-like relationship reveals open communication and some personal trust in the 

students beyond the direct needs of the text and signals a respect of who they are as people. Kate 

sees this interest as respect and personal support. 

 

He’s really friendly; he’s that sort of guy that you’d want to go for coffee with … and you’d 

want to have these inside jokes with him, and have fun with him. You can talk about things 

other than the play with him which is cool as well.… because as you grew closer together, his 

critical analysis or whatever, of your character or whatever it is, was sort of more personal, it 

wasn’t so, you know, far away from where you were. Like that relationship wasn’t as if he was 

just taking the piss out of you, it was real, it meant something and you could see that.  (Kate, 

Int. 3/11) 
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Kate reads her relationships with him as evidence of his respect and support of her, and by 

extension, her ideas. This allows her to be more comfortable with him as a director, take creative 

risks and accept his criticism. For Katarina, it is the frankness of their communication that signals his 

respect of her.  

 

He’s honest. I don’t think he tiptoes around anyone. He’ll just say it. … So, I guess because he’s 

straightforward and honest, I like that kind of thing. I don’t want to have to de-code someone’s 

safe criticism rather than just say it. (Katarina, Int. 3/11) 

 

For Katarina, this frankness implies his trust in her abilities, and even a form of personal support and 

respect that she is capable of handling his honest criticisms. This also reinforces his positioning of 

the students as professionals who have something to give and have the capacity for candid 

feedback. In a way that is perhaps unique to a drama setting, Viles adds emotional candour to the 

existing components of Trust/Openness.  

 

I think that the problem with a lot of directors is that you don’t feel like you can really connect 

with the director, in the fact that they are the director, and that’s it. Whereas for Paul, the fact 

that he opened up to us and the fact that he did tell, not only the funny Paul stories but also 

the serious ones, and it kind of just opened a door for all of us to kind of be more open and be 

such a connected company. (Isaac, Int. 3/11) 

 

Viles’ emotional openness furthers the trust between him and the members of the group and 

implies personal support. He demonstrates emotional safety as well as modelling relationships 

within the Company. Isaac draws a strong correlation between Viles’ modelling of trust and 

openness with the students and the student-to-student relationships within the company itself. Rose 

and Kate’s responses concurs that his modelling allows them to be open as well.  

 

I think that really personal story (Viles told us) was good to kind of allow us to connect with 

him as well so he’s not just like a wall, a teacher wall, it’s good that he can share stuff so we 

can feel a bit of trust and to be able to open up in front of him. (Rose, Int. 2/11)  

 

He is so honest with us. I’m so grateful that someone as a director can be so honest about it 

and share his personal experiences … and is able to be so emotional and loving and stuff 

towards us all. (Kate, Int. 4/11) 
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Viles’ modelling of emotionally open behaviour evokes personal support in the group, an aspect of 

the Trust/Openness dimension, and sets the paradigm of interactions for the cast. In a drama 

context, emotional openness is possibly an essential part of personal support due to the need to 

access emotion in role and feel emotionally comfortable with each other. For Rex, this openness was 

also proof of Viles’ trust and respect for the students and possibly placed them in the position of 

adults, if not professionals.  

 

He’s not afraid, he’ll tell you stories about his past, he’ll tell you those things because he knows 

that he can trust us, he knows that he can talk to us about these things, because we do have 

that sense of maturity and we do have that level of professionalism about us…There hasn’t 

been any really strong bonds with directors apart from Paul. It’s definitely the friendships that 

he makes and how he can talk to us. He’s not talking down to us as if we’re just little kids, he’s 

talking to us as mature adults which is very important I think if you want to connect to the 

youth of today, to talk to them properly, not as if they’re dicks. Kids do know things. (Rex, Int. 

3/11) 

 

Rex feels valued because Viles can trust them with his openness and he feels, by extension, that 

Viles values their input. Rex sees the trust involved in this personal openness as part of the 

professional paradigm of Company and essential to their relationship and the work. Viles’ trust 

seems to give him confidence in what he can contribute. This concept is developed further in the 

next section.  

 

The Trust/Openness dimension is evident in Viles’ relationship with the students that stretches 

beyond the work of the play and displays his respect for their ideas and value for them as people. His 

candour reinforces his positioning of them as professionals and his confidence in their abilities. He 

models emotional openness and trust, implying personal support, and they respond by allowing 

emotional vulnerability of their own. This is an aspect that is perhaps unique to the drama context. 

The trust, openness, respect, emotional vulnerability and personal support in the relationships 

between Viles and the students contribute to the making of a Creative Climate. It enables them to 

accept his criticism, and be emotionally open and trusting so that they can take creative risks.  
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It is essential to interrogate the instances where some students do not feel as close to Viles to 

discover which elements of the relationship between student and teacher are needed for the 

formation of the Creative Climate. Rose is one such example. 

 

I’m probably not as close with Paul as … lots of other actors … I feel comfortable with him now 

because I was scared of him ‘cause he’s like, “The big Paul guy!” I feel comfortable around him 

now, enough to have at least a conversation with him but then also I do have the distance 

where I see him just as a teacher … like I wouldn’t really go out and have dinner with him. So 

there is this strict line of where, I still like respect him, like he has this aura of respect that 

everyone can seem to pick up on. (Rose, Int. 3/11) 

 

The connection to Viles here is not close but still comfortable, based on her respect of him. She 

does not seem to need a close personal connection to have an effective working relationship. The 

key factors appear to be that she respects him, feels supported and understood by him, and 

trusts the openness implied by his lack of façade. 

 

I think he understands us. With him it’s mellow, I like it… he sets things straight but it’s in a 

calm manner, like he’s … it’s good because you know when he’s playing around and you know 

when he’s “director”. So it’s good to have a balance. You feel kind of relaxed and able to act 

around him, and he praises when things are good and stuff like that so I think, he doesn’t have 

like a massive ego or like this massive dramatic facade that he puts on, it’s just like him, and he 

just teaches. So I think it’s good (laughs). (Rose, Int. 3/11)  

 

Here she places the emphasis on him understanding the students rather than on their personal 

relationships with him. She reads his understanding of them as being shown in his flexible use of 

boundaries because he plays around but also takes charge. This seems to give her some sense of 

security that they have the freedom and trust to play around but that he knows when to pull 

them into serious work. This aspect and her acknowledgment of his praise possibly provides 

sufficient personal support to allow her to take creative risks. Additionally Viles’ lack of ego or 

façade maybe signals frank and open communication, and she draws a connection between that 

and being able to act around him, again allowing her to take creative risks.  

 

Julia also has a more distant relationship with Viles. The first year of this study was her second 

year in the Company. She had been comparatively young the previous year as one of only two 
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Year 10 students in the group. She clearly wants to please Viles but she does not get enough 

reassurance from him to feel comfortable in their relationship. 

 

I think Paul’s pleased with what I’m doing. I’m not sure. It’s always kind of hard to tell with 

Paul. … I think he seems, cause I do try hard and I try to learn my lines because I know Paul 

does appreciate it when you’ve got your lines down, it’s easier to work with, so I’ve tried to do 

that as much as I can. I think I’m getting pretty good feedback from Paul. (laughs) You can 

never tell with Paul. (Julia, Int 2/11) 

 

The pervading feeling is that she is unsure of Viles’ approval. She tries to perform objective tasks 

such as learning her lines to please him. She keeps saying that his feedback is good and she likes 

doing her own thing, but her obvious uncertainty contradicts this assertion. Nevertheless, Julia is 

one of the strongest supporters of his direction style of letting the students make their own 

decisions about their character’s development. 

 

He’ll tell you if he doesn’t like that way, like normally he lets you experiment with it yourself 

which is really good and if it’s not working he’ll just tell you and give you suggestions what to 

do. Yeah I’m pretty sure he’s pleased with what I’m doing….He just lets you do your own thing 

which is, yeah, that works really well. (Julia, Int 2/11) 

 

She loves the freedom of his working method but finds his reliance on her internal approval 

mechanisms challenging. Throughout the study Julia lacks confidence in her own ability and each 

successive interview reveals her lack of certainty in her artistic choices. 

 

Because I’m kind of self-conscious about how it’s presented, am I doing it right? Is it vague? Is 

it not enough energy? That kind of thing. (Julia, Int. 3/11) 

 

I don’t know. I was constantly worrying about lines, did I do it right, did I play that emotion 

right, truthful, was it the best? It was a self-thing, lacking confidence and whatnot. (Julia, Int. 

1/12) 

 

She can see that older students respond to Viles more easily. 
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I feel as I’m getting older that I can relate to him a bit more. Even though it’s only a year 

difference, I feel that he relates to the older kids more. He really helps you out. He’ll only 

criticise you because he wants to help you. … [I’m] completely comfortable ‘cause I know he 

knows what he’s doing and I know that it’s going to be good and it’s going to be right. So I’m 

very open to criticism … it’s fine, he was really comfortable, and he wasn’t too tough on us this 

year. But he would also make comments, but he’d definitely just let us be open and develop 

the character on our own kind of thing. (Julia, Int. 3/11)  

 

Her hesitancy in her response reveals her doubts in her relationship with Viles. She seems to want to 

feel comfortable with Viles, and does to some level, but feels he is “tough”. She trusts his direction 

and feels that he only criticises her to make her work better, and she enjoys the freedom he gives 

them. However, what seems to be unsaid here is her desire for explicit feedback, approval and 

support from Viles. She feels he is candid and she respects him, but perhaps it is the personal 

support component which is missing from the Trust/Openness dimension here. By contrast, Boris, a 

boy who was in his first year in Company and was very unsure of his acting ability at first, interpreted 

his warm relationship with Viles as personal support and approval of his work as an actor.  

 

Paul and I are very friendly. We always get along, always a few jokes to be had, may have 

instilled more trust in me, or something like that, that I sort of, you know, somehow know 

what I’m meant to be doing, and I’m sort of reassured that I can do it. (Boris, Int. 3/11)  

 

Viles’ friendly relationship with him gave him an assurance of his capability. He did not receive a 

great deal of explicit praise either, but he read approval through the personal support evident in 

other aspects of their relationship. When Julia got to work with Viles one-on-one when she 

compered a music festival with another student, her perception of their relationship changed.  

 

That was fun. It’s really interesting, working with Paul, it’s like a different world. Paul becomes 

a lot more engaged with you. I think maybe because it’s just the two of you. (Julia, Int. 4/11)  

 

Julia was forced to work closely with Viles on this occasion and this created a greater degree of trust 

and warmth, and by implication personal support, in their relationship. As shown at the beginning of 

this section with other students, Viles’ interest in Julia as a person, apart from the work, led her to 

feel valued by him. This different perspective fed back into the rehearsals. However throughout the 

study Julia continued to want more affirmation and support than Viles explicitly gave and this 
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hindered the development of their relationship, sometimes impeding her wi llingness to take creative 

risks. In interview, Viles was effusive in his praise of her performance: 

 

She was terrific. She was terrific. Her Mrs Sheehan was ditsy and ethereal and everything 

would be organic for her. …. And then her Angela Brickman … She played her beautifully. … 

both roles. … She just opened her whole body, and then she’s got this loose, long black hair 

that she played with. … She was delightful. I think that was one of the best things she’s done. 

(Viles, Int. 2/12) 

 

Julia seems unaware of his opinion of her work, and while she states in her final interview she has 

more confidence to experiment, she still seems impeded by Viles’ lack of explicit personal support. 

Despite her artistic success, a greater level of communication and support would perhaps have 

yielded an even stronger performance.  

 

Whereas this year I’m a lot more confident and I’ll get up and I’ll try. I feel like I don’t get much 

feedback from Paul. I don’t know if I’m doing the right thing or the wrong thing. I’m assuming 

I’m doing the right thing because he doesn’t say anything about it. I think I would like a bit 

more criticism or, like he’s say … he really liked that. (Julia, Int. 2/12) 

 

Frank, open communication, mutual respect and candour in feedback are important and contribute 

to placing the students in a professional paradigm. However it seems that in a drama context, the 

personal support component of the Trust/Openness dimension is essential for the students to take 

creative risks. This support may need to include emotional openness. Personal support can be 

communicated in a variety of ways from friendly exchanges that incorporate life beyond the work, a 

strong sense of their respect of their abilities, modelling of emotional openness and vulnerability, a 

sense they are understood and that the teacher sets clear boundaries in the rehearsal space to 

support their experimentation (this aspect will be discussed in greater detail in the next chapter). In 

whatever way this personal support is communicated and understood by the students, it seems that 

it is an essential factor in the relationship with the teacher/director in the formation of a Creative 

Climate to foster creative risk-taking. 

 

Trust/Openness between the students – a sense of family  

The Trust/Openness in the group is primarily demonstrated through a warm sense of “family”. There 

is more than the “respectful student-to-student interaction” (Seidel et al., 2009, p. 39) of Seidel’s 
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study, there is a sense of “family” which is referred to by almost all the students in the research in 

their interviews.  

 

Everyone just enjoys each other’s company and is really respectful of their work and really clicks. I 

don’t know what it is. I think it’s, like you can feel the warmth, warmth inside everyone that 

comes from, like everyone else. You can feel it from each individually, Isaac and stuff, you can feel 

their warmth, that they really, really, really appreciate you, getting them, understanding them 

and being with them and sharing the experience with them. And you can feel it so you get it back 

and it kind of feels soft and cuddly. Everyone just kind of loves drama, loves Company, loves each 

other. It just kind of works like that. Just clicks, I don’t know what it is. Basically we’re just like a 

family. (Katarina, Int. 3/11) 

 

This personal warmth between the students is the most obvious evidence of the Trust/Openness in 

the group. While Katarina’s description mentions respect, she focuses on qualities of profound 

appreciation, connection and warmth. She refers to strong emotional bonds which reveal deep trust 

and emotional security. She is fleshing out the personal support component of the Trust/Openness 

dimension in this drama setting. The spontaneous leadership of two of the Year 12 boys, Rex and 

Isaac, contributes to this feeling of warmth, trust and emotional and personal support. 

 

I think Rex almost became this role model for everybody and so I think he actually took on that 

mantle quite well and he was very open with everyone, there wasn’t anyone who was excluded 

from Rex’s realm. And so he was very warm and generous with everyone I think… Again I think 

Isaac was open to everyone. I don’t think there was any sense of aloofness from anybody. 

(Viles, Int. 1/12) 

 

These two boys underpin the family feeling of the group. Rex, who has been in the Ensemble 

program since primary school, is the lead character of the play  Bassett, and this seems to add to his 

authority and position in the group. He also seems to interpret his leadership role as one to make 

others feel welcome and safe. This family-like atmosphere is clear to the youngest member of 

Company.  

 

Rex called me his brother. He said, “You’re my little brother,” and it was so nice to have that. 

And he was the lead, he was so nice to me. I was so shocked. Because when I came into 

Company I was crapping my pants, I didn’t know what I was in for. And he just, he and Hamish 
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and Isaac, every one of them was so, their arms were open, they were great. (Francis, Int. 

1/12) 

 

Trust/Openness is modelled by Viles, and these two older figures in the group, both of whom have a 

close relationship with him, are perhaps emulating his behaviour. Perhaps the personal qualities of 

these boys have been drawn out by the environment. The data does not definitively indicate the 

reasons why they stepped up to this role and so effectively augmented the Trust/Openness 

dimension in the group. Other factors that contribute to this sense of family and the Trust/Openness 

dimension are perhaps a unity of interest and purpose. 

 

So it’s just something to look forward to because I just feel so comfortable. It’s not that I don’t 

feel comfortable at school, it’s just that there are people who are similar to me and we have a 

common interest in acting and performing. It’s just there, and that’s what makes it so special, 

that there are people you can relate to who are so similar to you. The people that you click 

with. (Francis, Int. 2/12) 

 

[The best thing about Company is] working with all the talented people and working with 

people that want to be there and want to do Drama. They have the same passion as you. And 

even though we’re all different, we all have this one goal, to be on stage and perform, really 

that’s it. (Rose, Int. 4/11) 

 

Having the same interests, passion and goal unites the students and facilitates their open 

communication and support. A unity of goal also allows them to respect each other’s 

contributions and support each other. 

 

But in Company everyone’s committed, everyone’s working towards the same goal, and we 

can achieve something because we are. There’s really no person in  the Company who I dislike 

because I respect them all for their talents and for the strength that they give to the Company, 

because we’re all there for a reason. (Francis, Int. 2/11)  

 

Francis implies there is a professionalism and authenticity of goal which transforms the personal 

relationships of the group. Respect, and by implication personal support, becomes part of 

professional expectation. These qualities are demanded by the authenticity of the task. The 

professional paradigm and authentic task that inform the Challenge/Involvement dimension also 
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impact the components of Trust/Openness that make up the group. Some students’ reactions to the 

play Bassett finishing reveal how safe and accepted they had felt during the process.  

 

When Bassett ended there were a couple of people who were in tears and he was one of them, 

he was absolutely in tears at the end of Bassett. Because I think that something that allowed 

him to be him, and people that allowed him to be him, would no longer be there. He had to go 

back to his real world, as they all did, ‘cause this little world that they all created is very safe. 

(Viles, Int. 1/12) 

 

The emotional safety in this particular production seems to have been profound, even enabling 

students to display elements of their personalities they did not feel safe to expose in other settings.  

The capacity to be yourself, and be supported as such, seems to be central to the trust, openness 

and emotional safety of the group. Studies have shown that such acceptance and connection is 

particularly important to adolescents who are developing a sense of their identity (Cooper et al., 

1983; Csikszentmihalyi & Schneider, 2000; Meeus, 2011).  

 

This sense of family did not happen every year for every play as was evident the second year of the 

study. Not only did the student leadership change, as Rex and Isaac had graduated, there were 

external pressures that affected the process. For the play The Grandfathers, Viles needed to run two 

casts to accommodate the number of roles in the script. He also had to choose  only one cast to be 

seen by the UK National Theatre assessor so that they could perform in England. This process was 

detrimental to the feeling in the group. 

 

I don’t know about other people but I don’t feel that it’s as much as a family as it was last year. 

And then there’s the whole thing about the two casts. Some people like it, some people hate it. 

It’s not like an open conflict but it’s an inner conflict. … But last year we were all one cast so we 

all worked together at the same time every time. I think last year we were a bit closer. (Boris, 

Int. 1/12) 

 

So there was a secrecy, competition kind of atmosphere; there was the uneven rehearsal times 

and that led to people being angry, and then it always rubs off personally. (Katarina, Int. 1/12) 

 

The use of two casts created competition and undermined the frank, open communication of the 

group, their mutual respect and sense of personal support. Their relationshi p with the director was 
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also impacted as he became subject to the external pressure of the audition for the UK National 

Theatre. 

 

There was the pressure of The National, and he was like, National, National, we have to get 

this done, that done, but we have to make it good. Just that intensity that he carried, and now 

it’s kind of gone. He’s back to old Paul. Not that he wasn’t fun but he’s really fun now. ( Francis, 

Int. 2/12) 

 

The director felt pressured to get it “done” and “make it good.” The creative process became 

sacrificed to the overwhelming pressure for a good product. The Playfulness/Humour dimension 

(discussed later) was also diminished. The following interview excerpts show how the degradation of 

the Trust/Openness dimension undermined their ability to take creative risks in the rehearsal space.  

 

Paul got caught up, and by the time cast one had finished it was 6:30, and cast two would 

have half an hour and they’d be so cranky. And then, they’d be filthy with us. I think that made 

them push harder because they had less rehearsal time and they aced it every time they got 

up, they did, they were great. Cast two were so good. They did things in their performance 

which I thought we should have done in ours. (Francis, Int. 1/12) 

 

And I moved to Cast 1, I don’t know (laughs), I felt better about myself. Sweet, I’m in Cast 1, we 

all have pretty good actors as opposed to Cast 2 who had a few lumps. That felt better. But 

then the whole thing was the challenge of getting up and doing a scene fresh, before Cast 2 

and then watching them do it better. In the end I reckon there were two actors in Cast 2 who 

were stronger than their corresponding actors in Cast 1. But it was marginal. There was still 

that pressure. (Boris, Int. 1/12) 

 

The pressure, people get self-conscious, and I constantly have my friends coming up to me and 

saying, “Was I better than this person?” …. I was constantly worrying about lines, did I do it 

right, did I play that emotion right, truthful, was it the best? It was a self -thing, lacking 

confidence and whatnot. …I think (the two cast situation) kind of affected it. I couldn’t be as 

open as much as I wanted to. (Julia, Int. 1/12) 

 

Cast 2 were so focused. … There just wasn’t enough time to muck around and make mistakes; 

it just had to be done. (Katarina, Int. 1/12) 
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Evidence of the Trust/Openness dimension has been exchanged by the only negative dimension of 

the SOQ: Conflict. Frank, open communication has been replaced by covert discussion; there is no 

personal support, except perhaps within each cast and these possibly revert to friendship lines 

outside the ensemble. Each student seems fairly isolated, fighting internal doubts. Respect is evident 

as the students freely admit that other students were better than them, but it is a sense of ranking 

rather than the open acceptance and respect of everyone that Isaac expressed earlier. There is very 

little evidence of Risk-taking here. The students lost their capacity to fully experiment, take risks and 

make mistakes. It became an intense competition where “pressure” became the defining aspect. 

Creativity did result but the process was not enjoyable for these participants. There was also 

personal cost to some performers. This constant comparison became so intense and weighed so 

heavily on one actor that he froze in performance. In the following interview he disclosed that the 

competition had made him doubt himself so much that he tried to take on the other actor’s (Stevie) 

performance style.  

 

And then everyone was laughing when I said my lines. And then as it went on they stopped 

laughing. And then I got into this mentality of, “Oh no, I’m not being funny enough.” And they 

started laughing at what Stevie was doing. And then I completely flipped out in my head. … 

I picked up on her rhythm and I put the rhythm into what I was doing. … that was when Paul 

said, “You’re trying too hard.” … So it obviously showed that I was trying to be someone else, 

not me. So in the last week of rehearsal I had to go back and think what I was doing first. Then 

I went back and did what I thought was good. When you’re performing you don’t always know 

if the audience is laughing. I don’t know if they were laugh ing, I hope they were laughing. … 

With characterisation, I’ll never do that again. Because now I know that if I slip into what 

someone else is doing then I’ll go crazy. (Francis, Int. 1/12) 

 

The paucity of the Trust/Openness dimension had stopped all Risk-taking for this actor. His initially 

high confidence in himself and his abilities, and previously strong relationship with the director had 

all been severely undermined. He stopped experimenting and instead felt forced to look for safety 

and security in mimicking another’s successful performance, an anathema to creativity (Harris, 2016; 

Sawyer, 2012).  

 

The creation of Trust/Openness in a group is shown here as a complex and often fragile process. It 

involves factors such as teacher and student leadership which models and creates trust, openness, 
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respect and personal support. Other factors which contribute are unity of passion and purpose, and 

the authenticity of the task and expectations of professionalism which promote mutual respect and 

personal support within the group. When there are high levels of Trust/Openness, the group often 

uses the term “family” to describe themselves, indicating a deeper level of emotional connection 

and reliance. As was evident in the teacher/student relationship, the component of personal support 

is the most salient in the creation of a climate where creative risk-taking can occur. Trust/Openness 

enables and is supported by the dimensions of Idea-support, Freedom and Debate which will now be 

discussed. 

 

Idea-support, Freedom and Debate 

Viles’ belief in student capacities and their trust in his capabilities were significant aspects of the 

research findings and their importance is supported by Seidel’s  (2009) report. This reciprocal belief 

facilitates the Idea-support, Freedom and Debate dimensions of a Creative Climate. In the Freedom 

dimension, “people are given autonomy to define much of their own work (and) are able to exercise 

discretion in their day-to-day activities” (Isaksen, 2007, p. 6). In this context, it translates to the 

students’ freedom to develop their characters and their interactions. In the Idea-support dimension 

“people listen to each other and encourage initiatives...in an atmosphere (which is) constructive and 

positive” (Isaksen, 2007, p. 6). The Debate dimension refers to an eagerness to contribute, and 

allows for multiple, possibly opposing opinions and a diversity of perspectives (Isaksen, 2007). In this 

context the verbal “debate” is often between Viles and the student; however it is often a physical 

“debate,” where different versions of characterisation or blocking are explored collectively.  

 

Director’s belief in the capacities of students  

The interviews demonstrate that belief in student capacities is integral to Viles’ directorial methods  

and facilitate the Idea-support, Freedom and Debate dimensions of the Creative Climate. These 

dimensions build on the Trust/Openness that has been established and work together to facilitate 

creative risk-taking. Seidel and his colleagues also identify “Respect and trust among all participants, 

along with a belief in student capacities” (Seidel et al., 2009, p. 38) as one of the main elements of 

the community dynamics of quality arts education. The previous section established the existence of 

respect and trust. Here the focus is Viles’ belief in the capacities of his students which underpins his 

directorial methods and demonstrates the SOQ dimensions of Freedom, Idea-support and Debate.  

 

Viles’ directorial methods are founded on his expectation that students bring creative ideas to the 

rehearsal.  
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I think some people feel as if acting equals … the director telling me everything what to do. 

And you think, no. We’ll guide you through and really try to bring out what’s within but 

ultimately you have to show me. Make an offer and then we sort of negotiate, you know 

(laughs), it’s as simple as that. (Viles, Int. 1/12)  

 

Viles’ creative process is built on his belief in the existence and quality of what the students bring in 

their artistic choices. His use of the word “negotiate” implies equality, placing the students on his 

level. He may have the final say, but their ideas are worth engagement and debate. The students 

relish the freedom he gives them and the trust in their abilities that it implies.  

 

He’s not telling us, he’s like, “What do you think is right?” I like how he lets us improvise. He 

does give us direction, and gives us clues but I like it how he knows we’re able to make up our 

own characters … and just by him letting us know that we’re able to do it, it gives us more 

confidence in what we’re doing. (Rose, Int. 3/11) 

 

He’s given us that freedom to choose and that’s what Paul does best. He gives you that 

freedom, that mature sense of, this is your play in a way, come back to me when you’ve got 

your ideas together and we can build on that. (Rex, Int. 2/11) 

 

His respect of their ideas and trust in their abilities gives the students’ confidence in themselves so 

they can effectively use the Freedom of his rehearsal process. In this context their Freedom is in 

their discretion and decision-making powers over their own character and his/her actions. 

 

I love how he gives us this freedom, because I know that a lot of the time you won’t get this 

much freedom with other directors, which I think allows us to learn a lot. [Freedom is] letting 

us take control of what intention we want to do, what blocking we want, that kind of thing, 

and he’ll work from that and help us with that. And if it doesn’t work then he’ll take over and 

say, “How about we try it this way?” (Julia, Int. 2/12) 

 

Julia’s description of the process shows not only evidence of the Freedom dimension, but of Idea-

support as well. Viles will work from their ideas, and help them develop them. He will also give 

other suggestions to lead them if their initial impulses aren’t effective. He does not tell them 
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what to do in this instance but rather gives them more options to explore. This brings in elements 

of the Debate dimension where ideas are considered and reviewed. 

 

I think Paul has a very broad spectrum that he works with when he’s directing. It’s not a  tunnel 

vision kind of, “You’re going to do this, this, this and this.” He wants you to feel comfortable, 

and if you don’t feel comfortable doing one thing, he’ll find an alternative way or he’ll ask you, 

“How would you look upon this, how would you want to get this up and running?” And I think, 

as much as we learn from him, he’s also learning from us every day. (Rex, Int. 3/11)  

 

Rex’s sense that Viles is also learning from them perhaps indicates that Viles genuinely engages with 

their contributions. Student ideas are respected and sought out, and is evidence of the authenticity 

of the Freedom, Debate and Idea-support dimensions that exist in the rehearsal space.  

 

Belief in student capacities is the salient aspect of Viles’ directorial methods that brings into play 

additional elements of the Creative Climate of Freedom, Idea-support and Debate. These operate in 

the context of relationships characterised by Trust/Openness. His trust in their abilities gives them 

the self-confidence required to take advantage of their Freedom in the rehearsal process. This is 

augmented by Idea-support where ideas can be experimented with and physically investigated. The 

Debate dimension adds to this with multiple voices which are eager to contribute, and which are 

heard and evaluated. These dynamics are built upon open, respectful and supportive relationships. 

This interplay between these qualities of the Creative Climate, stemming from Viles’ insistence that 

the students bring their (often unrealised) capabilities to the rehearsal space, allows for effective 

experimentation and creative risk-taking. 

 

Students’ trust in director’s knowledge and expertise  

While research has demonstrated the relationship between student and teacher (Brinkman, 2010; 

Davies et al., 2013; Seidel et al., 2009), there is little research examining the reciprocation of a 

teacher’s trust in student capacities – their trust in his capacities. This study shows the significance 

of this trust by the students. They admire Viles and trust his knowledge, experience and skill. While 

this contributes to their respect of him, it is of particular importance as it enables them to trust how 

Viles will shape their ideas. In other words, it allows them to engage fully in the Freedom, Idea-

support and Debate of the process trusting that he will “do something” with the creativity they offer 

him to make the piece successful. Isaac trusts Viles’ experience and ability to bring out the best in 

him and the ideas he offers.  
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He knows exactly what he’s doing at all times. He never does just does something, there’s 

always justification for what he does. Why he’s like that is because he has such a skill in what 

he does, in the fact that he’s had so many years to perfect it and now he can give you 

something, something that he’s really passionate about and he can utilize those skills to bring 

the best out of the play as well as the actors who are embodying it. (Isaac, Int. 3/11)  

 

Isaac trusts that Viles can provide effective Idea-support and Debate. Viles’ working methods 

gives them great Freedom, but with confidence in Viles’ ability he feels he can try out new ideas 

and can trust Viles to help him to develop and refine them, and together come to an effective 

result. Idea-support and Debate can be seen as more than the interaction within the group, it is 

also a trust in the ability of those who are supporting and adjudicating the debate of those ideas. 

This trust in Viles’ theatrical judgement allows the students to contribute freely knowing that he 

will bring out their best and bring the piece together in the end. This trust in Viles’ skills and 

expertise allows him and other students to have a degree of emotional safety.  

 

You’re kind of always on the edge thinking, “Why did he pick that and not something else?”... 

And then show week comes, and the only thing you really have left to do is to understand 

Paul’s direction and then your character sort of fits in and everything comes to consciousness. 

(Boris, Int. 2/12) 

 

While initially doubting Viles’ artistic decisions, Boris, in his first year of Company, comes to accept 

Viles’ creative direction. His term “comes of consciousness” perhaps signals his view of Viles’ 

creative awareness and deep sense of the whole scheme of the play. There is a sense of peace in 

that the concerns of the greater play (beyond one’s own part) are firmly in control through Viles’ 

skills. The students’ trust in his expertise allows them to relax in their experimentation, knowing that 

he will bring it all together skilfully in the end. Student trust in the skill of the teacher/director has 

not featured in the literature. The findings of this research indicate that it is a noteworthy factor in 

promoting the creative risk-taking of the ensemble.  

 

Playfulness and Humour is a dimension of the Creative Climate that is unique to Ekvall’s model. I 

now explore it as, in this context, it is an essential component to the formation of the Creative 

Climate of the Drama Company. 
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Playfulness/Humour 

Although “play” is often referred to in the literature on theatre and drama in education (Connery, 

John-Steiner, & Marjanovic-Shane, 2010; Courtney, 1974; Davies et al., 2013; Heathcote et al., 1990; 

Jeffrey, 2006; Wagner, 1999), the use of playfulness and humour is not usually highlighted in studies 

of creativity. Sawyer does draw attention to studies that show a good mood is more conducive to 

creative work (Sawyer, 2012). In Seidel’s extensive report on quality arts education, neither aspect 

was mentioned. However, Ekvall’s SOQ shows that this element is vital to creativity. Isaksen 

describes this aspect as: “Spontaneity and ease are displayed within the workplace. A relaxed 

atmosphere where good-natured jokes and frequent laughter occur is indicative of this dimension. 

People can be seen having fun at work. The atmosphere is seen as easy-going and light-hearted” 

(Isaksen, 2007, p. 7). 

 

This component is pronounced in Viles’ rehearsal space, however he maintains a balance between 

Playfulness/Humour and the serious demands of the work. Both his demand for total commitment 

and his warm, humorous “Paul stories” are legendary. There is frequent laughter in the rehearsal 

room. Viles alternates between hard work and jokes, often in quick succession. Through his use of 

humour Viles mitigates his status as director.  

 

Paul has a lovely dynamic with the kids. Friendly, funny, he laughs too at their jokes, but he is 

also focused and demands the best, the new, wanting the kids to play with the roles and try 

new things. Openness to experimentation is evident. (Obs. 27/4/11) 

 

Paul frequently tells funny anecdotes, sometimes sending himself up as the butt of the joke. 

(Obs. 14/3/11) 

 

Viles is perhaps opening up the space, signalling a change from the standard relationships of a 

classroom. The students perhaps feel included and validated by participating in the humour as it is 

not just Viles telling jokes, it is often shared dynamic. This modification of the status relationship 

perhaps reinforces that Viles doesn’t have a pre-conceived idea of the character roles or blocking of 

the scenes; he wants their experimentation and creative risk-taking. He genuinely means the 

Freedom, Idea-support and Debate dimensions he offers them. Humour is also used to facilitate 

working on the challenge of the task as he uses it to help balance the tension of the material. 
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Oh, Paul’s stories. Last year we were very, very tempted to write a book of just Paul’s stories. 

Hilarious, the best. He feels the tension – so it’s a Paul story coming along. He cracks everyone 

up and makes us go again. (Rex, Int. 1/11) 

 

Viles uses humour to keep the atmosphere light in the rehearsal room, as a counterbalance to the 

pressing needs of the work. This humour seems to be one of the factors helping the students 

manage the heaviness of the subject matter and pressures of creating the piece, part icularly in 

Bassett.  

 

All in all this was a very relaxed rehearsal for a very difficult scene. Together in performance 

they approached the scene’s possible effectiveness but much more to do. … Despite Paul’s 

fears, the kids are holding up very well, lots of good humour. (0bs. 6/6/11) 

 

 Paul tells them to go there emotionally and come back for bows,  tension breaks and laughter. 

Katarina silent. Paul continues saying that theatre is hard – relive this night after night – refers 

to Judy Davis and some nights the tears won’t come. Sometimes don’t want to go there – too 

revealing – easier to be a librarian. A few chuckle at this. (Obs.23/5/11) 

 

Paul acknowledges the difficultly of the task with humour as he puts it in context, it is only a 

performance and it is hard, even for the best actors. His comic reference to becoming a librarian also 

lightens the mood, humorously encouraging them to embrace the challenge. This mood of laughter 

yet focused work effectively sets the stage for improvisation and creative play.  

 

Playfulness/Humour also contributes to the animated atmosphere of the rehearsal space. There 

is a sense of fun, but also professionalism, with one energising the other.  

 

Paul lets them laugh for some time, then senses timing of it, then immaculately starts reading 

script and all focus instantly. (Obs. 2/05/11) 

 

The atmosphere is really building – the interaction is starting to take off. Group so easily goes 

between complete laughing and almost hysterics into silence and serious, totally focused, into 

the work. (Obs. 2/5/11) 
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Viles’ determined focus drives the process as can be seen in the split-second change of mood 

between laughter and focused work. The Playfulness/Humour gives energy to the work and keeps 

the focus enjoyable rather than onerous. It contributes to the environment of “a hum or a buzz of 

energy and focused engagement” (Seidel et al., 2009, p. 30) cited in Seidel’s work. Katarina describes 

the mood as playful. 

 

It’s like, it’s weird, it’s like this weird, what’s it called… like aroma, like it’s this weird atmosphere, 

everyone’s just like, “let’s get up, let’s go, let’s go, I’m bouncing off you, you’re bouncing off me, 

let’s bounce.’’ (Katarina, Int. 1/11) 

 

Katarina’s use of the word “bounce” perhaps implies a playfulness she feels in the atmosphere of the 

rehearsal room. She describes a sense of energy and playful boldness, a sense of fun and a 

propensity to take on the theatrical challenge and take creative risks.  

 

Viles uses the Playfulness/Humour dimension to augment the Trust/Openness of the relationships in 

the room and support the Freedom, Idea-support and Debate he gives the students in the rehearsal 

process. He also uses it to counterbalance the challenges of the creative task and contribute to the 

energised dynamics of the rehearsal room. This sense of fun, energy and trust enables the students 

to take creative risks in the rehearsal process.  

 

Creative Risk-taking 

Six elements of a Creative Climate have been highlighted in the work of the Company thus far in this 

chapter. Authentic creative tasks and a professional working paradigm provide the 

Challenge/Involvement dimension that provokes a Risk-taking paradigm and frames the work. 

Trust/Openness is essential and facilitates the Freedom, Idea-support and Debate dimensions. 

Playfulness/Humour supports the relationships in the group and creates an atmosphere for 

energised improvisational play and creative experimentation. These dimensions culminate in the 

inclination to take creative risks, the Risk-taking dimension of the SOQ. Isaksen defines Risk-taking 

as: 

 

 the tolerance of uncertainty and ambiguity exposed in the workplace. In the high risk -taking 

case, bold new initiatives can be taken even when the outcomes are unknown. People feel as 

though they can “take a gamble” on some of their ideas. People will often “go out on a limb” 

and be first to put an idea forward. (Isaksen, 2007, p. 7)  
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Once the challenge has been set, creating the atmosphere to take creative risks is paramount. From 

the students’ perspective, the data reveals that they often articulate this propensity to take creative 

risks through the word “comfort”. Two students add another perspective to the Creative Climate 

that has been established. Issac feels that Viles controls the Creative Climate and Katarina draws 

strong connection between the “comfort” of the rehearsal space, Risk-taking and creating a higher 

level of performance on stage.  

 

Isaac acknowledges that the safety in the group allows them to experiment and make mistakes, 

but feels that it is Viles who controls this dynamic. 

 

(We get to) rehearse in a very intense, in an environment which we can all kind of get into and 

not feel weird if something goes wrong, or if something, or if we don’t do it right or stupid stuff 

like that. Without Paul that would not be possible, ‘cause at the end of the day the director 

controls the space. (Isaac, Int. 3/11)  

 

Isaac firstly refers to the sense of professionalism where they can take themselves and the work 

seriously. This gives them security to invest earnestly and wholeheartedly in the intensity of their 

Risk-taking. He also refers to the sense of a safety net if something goes wrong and acceptance of 

mistakes. These feelings of security to support risk-taking are seen by Isaac to be generated and 

maintained by Viles. He refers to his “control” of the space, a strong term in an environment that 

has been characterised by Trust/Openness and Freedom. It refers perhaps to the students’ trust 

in his expertise. This may also allude to the pivotal control of the director. This is not a 

directionless space but one that is carefully crafted, balancing freedom and control. This balance 

is discussed in the following chapters examining the boundaries of the space and the creative 

processes within it. 

 

Katarina describes the inclination to take risks as feeling “comfortable”. This comfort 

encompasses the total space: the students’ relationship with Viles, with each other, the physical 

environment and the script.  

 

We just, you just get comfortable each week, so the more comfortable you get, the more open 

to risks you are. So I think we just got really, really comfortable with Paul and comfortable with 
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each other, and comfortable with the space and comfortable with the play so that he could 

just chuck us anything and we could do it. I think it’s comfort, safety. (Katarina, Int. 3/11) 

 

She draws a strong connection between “comfort” and risk-taking. The higher the level of “comfort” 

the more open to risks the students are. There is an implication of great confidence to manage any 

creative risk given to them, a boldness to take on any creative challenge. This “comfort” is perhaps 

the ideal culmination of the Creative Climate. She sees that this level of “comfort” transfers to the 

performance space and allows the piece to reach new heights, firstly in her own performance and 

then for the cast as a whole. 

 

I don’t think my character changed [over the run of the show], I still had the same intentions 

and character but I think it, I think it released more if that’s the right word. It came out more. I 

physicalized it more because I was comfortable. So I don’t think it actually changed 

fundamentally but it developed, like it was all there but it all just kind of unravelled because I 

had the opportunity to, blossomed, kind of thing. (Katarina, Int. 2/12)  

 

Everyone always bounces off each other, once someone starts settling in, you know really like, 

this is it, let’s push it 100%, and then someone else pushes 100% and everyone else pushes 

100% and it all just kind of snowballs and everyone bounces off each other. I think it starts with 

being comfortable … you’re not nervous and rigid. (Katarina, Int. 2/12)  

 

The Creative Climate and the rehearsal process allowed her character to “unravel”, to “blossom” in 

performance. The Risk-taking element had transferred to the performance space and transformed it. 

Her language alludes to a letting go, almost a flow state (Csikszentmihalyi, 2008) where the creativity 

takes over. When describing the performance of the group, the emphasis on the personal 

blossoming of character is replaced by the dynamic interaction between the cast, almost a group-

flow (Sawyer, 2012) state where each member’s interaction takes the others to a higher level of 

performance (discussed further in chapter 7). This is founded on the “comfort” built from the 

Creative Climate of the rehearsal room. 

  

The six dimensions of the Creative Climate shown in the work of the NSW Public Schools Drama 

Company culminate in a propensity to take creative risks in rehearsal, the Risk-taking dimension of 

the SOQ. The authenticity of the task and Viles’ professional approach normalises the Risk-taking 

paradigm in order to take on the Challenge/Involvement that the task evokes. The Trust/Openness 
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in students’ relationship with Viles and in the group allows them to feel safe and supported in their 

experimentation, able to take the work seriously, make mistakes and believe that their contributions 

are valued. They are also confident in Viles’ Idea-support and Debate, trusting that he has the 

expertise to make their ideas successful. There is Freedom as well as Playfulness/Humour to 

invigorate the rehearsal, but also a sense that Viles is in ultimate control of the climate and the 

process. The “comfort” in the Creative Climate of the rehearsal room and the Risk-taking it facilitates 

transforms in the performance space, allowing them to enter an individual and group flow state of 

creativity where they are able to “blossom” and take their performances to a higher level.  

 

Idea-time and Conflict 

There are two of Ekvall’s SOQ dimensions which are yet to be addressed. They are Idea-time and 

Conflict.  

 

Idea-time is defined as “the amount of time people can use for elaborating new ideas. In the  high 

idea-time situations, possibilities exist to discuss and test impulses and fresh suggestions that are 

not planned or included in the task assignment” (Isaksen, 2007, p. 6). There is little evidence for this 

dimension in the data collected from the Company. While there is time for experimenting with new 

ideas, there is not specific time allowed in the rehearsal process for long amounts of time exploring 

impulses. Exploration is factored into the process, and this could be identified as Idea-time, but the 

pressing nature of the task and the time limitations do not allow much deviation from the schedule.  

 

Conflict is the only negative dimension of the SOQ. It refers to emotional and personal tensions 

within the organisation. “The climate can be characterized by ‘interpersonal warfare.’ Plots, traps, 

power and territory struggles are usual elements in the life of the organization. Personal differences  

yield gossip and slander” (Isaksen, 2007, p. 7). While there are emotional and personal tensions, the 

climate of Company is not usually characterised by interpersonal warfare. This dimension was most 

evident in the rehearsal for The Grandfathers as discussed above. As shown, it is completely 

counterproductive to creative Risk-taking which is the goal of a Creative Climate.  

 

Conclusion 

I have explored the context and working environment of the NSW Public Schools Drama Company 

within the theoretical frameworks provided by Seidel and his colleagues (2009) and Ekvall’s Creative 

Climate (Ekvall, 1996; Isaksen, 2007). These findings demonstrate how the authenticity of the task 

and the professional paradigm of the Company evoke the Challenge/Involvement dimension of the 
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Creative Climate and require a Risk-taking paradigm to solve the creative challenge that has been 

posed. The purpose of the remaining dimensions is to create an environment where Risk -taking can 

be most effective. Trust/Openness in the relationships of the group is essential. While frank, open 

communication and mutual respect are vital in teacher/student dealings, it is the sense of personal 

support, which includes emotional openness that allows the students to most successfully 

experiment. Likewise, in student-to-student interactions, it is a rich sense of “family”, which includes 

strong emotional connection and reliance, that provides profound support and enables greater 

levels of creative risk-taking. Playfulness and Humour facilitate tackling the challenges of the task, 

balancing the focus and seriousness of the work and energising the space.  

 

Viles’ belief in student capacities is a powerful component of his directorial style and facilitates the 

dimensions of Freedom, Idea-support and Debate. His trust in their abilities allows them to take 

advantage of their Freedom in the rehearsal process. This is fostered by Idea-support where ideas 

can be experimented with and physically investigated. Debate contributes to this process as Viles 

and the students debate ideas, but more often they are “debated” physically and collectively on the 

rehearsal floor. These dynamics are built upon open, respectful and supportive relationships.  This 

interplay between these qualities of the Creative Climate allows for effective experimentation and 

creative risk-taking. It is the students’ belief in Viles’ skills that adds an important dimension to the 

findings and is an area that is under-explored in the literature. Their trust in his skill allows them to 

take full advantage of the Freedom, Idea-support and Debate that his process offers. This allows 

them to freely take creative risks, trusting that he will bring it all together in the end.  

 

The SOQ qualities of Challenge/Involvement, Trust/Openness, Freedom, Idea-support and Debate 

culminate in eager, creative Risk-taking. At its best, trying new ideas are normalised, students trust 

Viles’ expertise to refine their ideas, participants feel supported and emotionally open, mistakes are 

welcome, experimentation is fun, and a sense of an energised, “feeling comfortable” pervades.  

 

The next chapter examines the boundaries that frame the rehearsal process and further stimulate 

risk-taking and creative discovery, and examine how this “comfortable” quality makes it to the 

performance space to facilitate powerful, collaborative group-flow.  
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Chapter 6 

Creative boundaries – The boundaries that stimulate invention 

 

 

Introduction 

This chapter is about boundaries; specifically how boundaries are used by the director and cast in 

ways that stimulate creativity and facilitate risk-taking in the rehearsal process. Boundaries are 

about limits and constraints, the “givens”. The key to making them energise and guide the risk-

taking is in how they are expressed. Ibbotson states: 

 

Creative leaders need to be able to identify, articulate and express constraints that provoke 

the team to creative responses within the right field. The constraints imply a direction, a hope 

for the investigation, but do not specify the means or, most importantly, the specific 

outcomes. They are also tight enough to constitute a strong challenge; they are not easy or 

clear paths. Necessity is the mother of invention: if we are not working against some 

resistance, if we are not up against some sort of boundary then we are not creative. But 

describing the nature of those boundaries in the right way allows us to control the direction of 

creative effort while allowing sufficient space for the unexpected or the superb to emerge. 

(Ibbotson, 2008, p. 11) 

 

Considered in these terms, improvisation in the theatre operates on the principle of accepting 

constraints. There is the discipline of saying “Yes” to whatever is offered and working with it. In 

effect, it is an acknowledgement that the “givens,” the boundaries, are the substance from which 

the ideas come (Ibbotson, 2008). The challenge is for the director to set up these “givens” in such 

a way as to provoke the ensemble to creative solutions in the direction they want. 

 

In the context of the NSW Public Schools Drama Company, drawing on the work of Ibbotson, my 

analysis proposes that Viles uses a variety of boundaries to stimulate and guide the work of the 

rehearsal process. These boundaries are creative constraints that provide for inventive 

collaboration in the development of the piece and indicate Viles’ partial control of the process as 

he sets up the boundaries rather than determining specific outcomes. I will discuss three types of 

boundaries that Viles employs: firstly the play script, secondly Viles’ directorial vision expressed 

through a search for truth and authenticity, provision of a structural framework for improvisation 
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and feedback on student choices, and thirdly a different type of boundary. This is the dynamic 

boundary of the creative unknown which is formed by the tension between challenge and skill. 

This third boundary is informed by Csikszentmihalyi’s theories of flow (2008).  

 

This study explores the qualities of these boundaries and suggests that each facet of their 

restrictive qualities prompts risk-taking, stimulating and guiding the invention in a different way. 

These boundaries are situated within the environment of the Company, the Creative Climate 

explored in the last chapter which establishes the relationships and creative working paradigms 

of the group. These boundaries form a structure within this environment which facilitates the 

freedom of the improvisational rehearsal processes which will take place within them. These 

improvisational processes are the subject of the next chapter. 

 

The task of direction is a complex interplay between the director and actors. Ibbotson states that:  

 

Creativity is a boundary phenomenon; it will occur where resistance is encountered, where 

things collide, where the awkward or unexpected or hilarious appears. It is the director’s job 

to ensure that these encounters happen by setting challenging and imaginative constraints.. 

(2008, p.15) 

 

Ibbotson sees creative constraints as the motivating force of the creative process. The final result is a 

director-led weaving together of the ideas that are generated by the group within the boundaries 

that are given. Susan Letzler Cole, in her analysis of the work of ten professional directors, concludes 

that successful directing is “not rooted in clear demonstration” but  is a “mutual dependency” 

(Letzler Cole, 1992, p. 219). Going further, one of her participants, director Martin Marchitto, tells 

her, “’I try to establish boundaries and let the actors work within them,’ and after some observation 

she responds, ‘It’s a collaboration’” (Letzler Cole, 1992, p. 219). Both Marchitto and Ibbotson use the 

concept of boundaries, or creative constraints that frame or restrict the work to stimulate creativity 

and collaboration in the direction they desire.  

 

Viles approaches the task of direction in a similar fashion although he has not named or consciously 

conceptualised it as such. He uses structure to guide, stimulate and support the freedom of the 

improvisational rehearsal process. Viles articulates his concept of effective direction as: 
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You are the person that leads them initially and then you let it go. The quality is that they get it 

and they own it, and they add to it. So for me when I watch Drama Company, I love watching 

the additions they make, that they get it. (Viles, Int. 2/12) 

 

Viles initiates and then releases the material as the students “get it”. He is able to release his control 

when he can trust that their understanding of the material aligns with his vision. This also implies his 

trust in their capacity to contribute, a capacity he and they relish. Through their collaboration, the 

piece becomes better than either could do as discrete entities. The main concept here is leadership 

and then release, structure then freedom, to facilitate creative collaboration. Viles’ vision is not 

dictated but structured to facilitate the invention along the lines he envisions. The students attest 

that they contribute to the process but that it still comes out as Viles’ vision.  

 

That’s what I like about Paul. It’s very “us”. Paul rarely ever gets up and says, “You’re here, 

you’re here, you’re here.” It’s all very improv which I really like. … One of the things that 

always amazes me about Paul is how does he do it from there without being “You do this and 

you do this.” It comes out being his vision. (Katarina, Int. 1/12) 

 

A model of boundaries can perhaps explain this dynamic. The students contribute to the process, 

but it is within the boundaries that Viles provides. The final production is the result of Viles’ 

crafting their ideas together, weaving their innovations to inform his developing concept of the 

play. He leads by communicating what he envisions the play’s concepts and meanings to be, then 

releases the students to the freedom of improvisational rehearsal to garner their creative 

contributions, selecting and refining them as they develop to become part of the final product. 

He is not an all-knowing master who moves the actors into planned positions; rather he is an 

explorer, searching alongside the students at times, finding a way to realise what were misty 

conceptions. Therefore his directorial methods can be seen as providing boundaries and 

constraints to stimulate and guide the creative processes of the students, probing, exploring and 

creating, rather than merely giving a series of instructions that construct a performance. I will 

now explore each of the boundaries that Viles employs. The next chapter discusses the creative 

processes that take place within them in rehearsal. 

 

The boundary of the play script 

The script provides a dynamic boundary for both Viles and the students, providing a structure 

that allows creative freedom. “An actor can only truly play when the driving structure of the 
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written play allows him to do so” (Lecoq et al., 2000, p. 99). It is a boundary that motivates the 

work and provides creative stimulus as well as a safety net. The script provides information on 

new worlds and experiences, and challenges the students to a creative search for meanings and 

their manifestation. It gives a sense of security to the creative process, and allows for self -

expression and artistic agency. Its restrictions stimulate creative engagement. 

 

The script is firstly a source of information that gives them a creative anchor and stretches the 

students beyond their known worlds.  

 

I think with script work you’re able to explore another world more than with playbuilding, 

‘cause you’re creating someone else’s world … there’s too much freedom so you don’t know 

what to do with it so you just make archetypes and stereotypes, and general, not really unique 

characters, but with the text you have that grounding. (Katarina, Int. 2/12)  

 

Katarina alludes to the structure of the script providing “grounding,” a structured place to move 

from which facilitates the creativity; the details of its restrictions providing stimulation and 

possibly “safety” for the invention. This safety is not one of complacency but rather one that 

allows them to take creative risks, similar to the safety of the creative climate which facilitates 

risk-taking. The script provides a boundary of many tangible, concrete facts about others’ worlds 

and leads the students beyond their “stereotypes” to discover new experiences and new 

understandings and create original, “unique” characters. Rex’s investigation of the details of his 

character Leo helps him to extend his understanding and find new perspectives.  

 

Leo helped me understand how to be involved in a character, writing up all their back stories, 

thinking about what he would be doing in this situation. I ended up knowing what music he 

would listen to and everything, like I’ve got it on my IPod. He was listening to British rap and 

old Hip Hop. British rap is such a beautiful but sad thing. … A lot of the songs are bringing up 

the fact that they’re living in fear. … And then I had to learn how to be this other person, learn 

how to get aggravated. … Everything I wouldn’t usually do I had to learn how to do, like 

abusing people for simply their race or trying to pick fights with someone simply for their 

opinion. (Rex, Int. 3/11) 

 

The scripted interaction and other facts facilitate Rex’s originality and creativity. The fixed 

characteristics such as “abusing people for simply their race” prompt Rex’s creative freedom 
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within those restrictions to choose which British rap songs Leo would listen to. This leads him to a 

deeper understanding of the character and a realisation of the sadness that underpins the 

character’s life and motivations. He finds the songs “beautiful but sad” and realises “that they’re 

living in fear.” The constraints of the script lead Rex to create a unique, complex character rather 

than a stereotype. The artistic intent and meaning of the script also issues a creative challenge to 

the students which stimulates their work. 

 

Script is written for a reason and you’ve just got to find the reason of why the writer wrote it 

like that. I think the search to find that is more … it’s more of a challenge. (Rose, Int. 2/12)  

 

Script work, I personally love, because you have to explore it and you have to find the roots 

which make the play. … I think I know the play, but you don’t, even until your last performance 

when you truly discover, it’s fascinating, and it’s lots of fun. (Julia, Int. 2/12)  

 

The script challenges the director and students to search for the writer’s intentions and discover 

the multiple, deeper implications of the work. There is a sense of excitement in the exploration as 

they rise to the artistic challenge the script provides, spurring them on to discover the depths of 

meaning in the text. They also become artists as they engage in the writer’s artistic purposes, 

trying to realise them in the performance. In this way the script is inviting them into the creative 

process of interpretation and the creation of their performance as they become artists with 

something important to communicate to the audience.  

 

In script work you have a foundation to start everything off and then from there you can kind 

of interpret that how you will and yes, your opinions and personal influences do affect that, 

but at the end of the day you’ve still got that core, which is the script. … It’s nice to see how 

you’ve taken that and turned it into your own. (Isaac, Int. 2/12)  

 

There’s something very “you” about taking a text and making it your own. (Katarina, Int. 2/12) 

 

The students acknowledge their creative agency in interpreting the boundaries of the text and 

seem to express a satisfying resonance of themselves through it. By working on the script they  

have reflected upon their own “opinions and personal influences,” and let the material of the text 

deepen their thought processes and perhaps change their attitudes. Both students use the 
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phrase “your own,” relaying a personal relationship to and ownership of the material. Its 

restrictions seem to have deepened their creative engagement and agency rather than limited it.  

 

The boundary of the script kindles creativity. It is a stimulus for the director and students, 

providing abundant material to explore, and challenging them to elicit its multiple meanings and 

fulfil some of the playwright’s intentions. It invites them into the creative process, allowing 

original interpretations and avenues for creative expression. In these instances it is deeply 

satisfying for the students. It also provides an anchor for the work, giving a security that releases 

creative risk-taking as its structure will support and contextualise their experimentation.  

 

Viles interacts with this textual boundary as he creates the boundaries of his vision for the 

students to work within. Not only do the students interact with the textual boundary individually, 

they interact with it as mediated and envisioned by Viles. His interpretation and expression of it 

informs their understanding in a dynamic, interactive process that facilitates their creative 

collaboration, and forms another type of boundary for the process.  

 

The boundaries of Viles’ vision 

The ways Viles communicates his vision to the cast become creative constraints that motivate the 

students in the creative process. Ibbotson states that: 

 

One of the director’s most important functions is to present the constraints as exciting 

challenges and to give enough context for the actors to be able to begin their creative process 

and become involved and enthusiastic about the challenge. (Ibbotson, 2008, p. 24) 

 

There are three main ways that Viles presents his vision as boundaries, challenging and exciting 

constraints, to the cast. The first is ideological: his search for truth and authenticity on stage which 

encapsulates his understanding of theatrical excellence. This underpins his vision and becomes a 

benchmark, a boundary against which to test all the work. The second is conceptual: he provides a 

scaffold for the work and imparts his vision aurally, spatially and metaphorically. This interpretation 

of the script guides the students’ individual responses to it. The third is interactive: his feedback 

which responds to and shapes student decisions and encourages them to continue risk -taking. These 

boundaries motivate, inform and shape the rehearsal process.  
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Ideological boundary - a benchmark of truth and actor authenticity 

A search for truth underpins Viles’ vision of the script and is his benchmark of quality performance. 

He seeks truth in the students’ reaction and connection to the text so they can portray the 

characters authentically. He emphasises the physical body as a way to apprehend and portray these 

truthful emotions. This creative constraint does not accept artifice or superficiality and provides an 

enduring challenge for the students. 

 

Viles’ understanding of truth comes from a theatrical understanding of the concept initially 

proposed by Stanislavsky. Constantin Stanislavsky, the Russian actor-director was the first to seek 

“truth in acting.” For him, truth was emotional authenticity and grew from a belief in the 

inescapable union of mind, emotion and physical expression. Stanislavsky’s objective was for actors 

to perform emotions which are reproduced “under the promptings of true inner feelings” 

(Stanislavsky, 1937, p. 51). If the actor directs all of their attention to the “given circumstances” of 

the text, they “will find that “sincere emotions”, or “feelings that seem true” will spontaneously 

grow” (Stanislavsky, 1937, p. 52). These emotions will then prompt the body to act reflexively. Many 

other teachers of acting techniques (Alfreds, 2007; Copeau, 1990; Hagen, 1991; Lecoq et al., 2000; 

Murray, 2003; Snow, 2012) agree that truthfulness is the “essence of the experience” (Hagen, 1991, 

p. 77). Grotowski believed that an “emphasis on simulating the surface aspects of daily social 

existence often obscured a more profound level of truth” and instead emphasised contact with the 

acting partner and focus on “subtle nuances of inner life” (Hodge, 2000, p. 193) as a way to finding 

truth and authenticity on stage (Grotowski & Barba, 1975). Even Brecht searched for truthfulness in 

role as explained by Angelika Hurwicz, a leading member of the Ensemble. Rather than being hostile 

to truth and warmth in the presentation of role, Brecht regarded them as pre-requisites (Hodge, 

2000, p. 106). Truth in acting is a constant measure to gauge the effectiveness of an actor’s 

performance in acting institutions and theatre criticism (Alfreds, 2007; Fine & Freeman, 2014; 

Hagen, 1991; Hurt, 2009; Letzler Cole, 1992; Lutterbie, 2011).  

 

Viles begins this search for truth through exploration of the text, the first boundary. He urges the 

students to seek the truth in their reactions to the situations within it. 

 

Viles tells them to be open with what the other actor gives you, don’t baulk – it gets intense – 

go with it – there is no escape – seek truth with yourself – how would you react in the world of 

the play? (Obs.14/3/11) 
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Not only are the students asked to seek the truth within themselves, they are asked to go deep, 

to be authentic in their emotions and avoid superficiality. The richness of the scripted material 

enables this discovery. By eliciting their reactions to specific moments in the play, Viles tries to 

connect the students with the material and the truth of their own reactions. This depth of truth is 

related to vulnerability and emotional response.  

 

This is a fifty minute workout. At the end of it you must let it all go. There will be truth; you will 

be vulnerable, teary. You might not want to do it. You need to aim for consistency. At the end 

you will feel something and hopefully the audience will have gone on that journey with you. … 

If there are tears, let them flow. (Obs. 2/5/11) 

 

The emotional intensity of the situation, the degree to which they examine their own emotional 

responses to the situations of the text, and the sometimes vulnerable emotional journey they go on 

are seen as the way to truth for Viles. Authenticity and emotional vulnerability are seen as closely 

connected. This acceptance of vulnerability allows for emotional risk-taking. This risk-taking is set 

within the emotional Truth/Openness of the Creative Climate. Even the honesty involved in an 

admission of uncertainty is applauded as genuine and truthful.  

 

Boris says as he sits, “I’m scared of this play now.” Viles takes it on board, and worries, and 

says audibly, “How do I respond?” He pauses and then says to Boris, “You are probably scared 

of your response to the play. That’s a wonderfully honest response.” (Obs. 23/5/11) 

 

The measure of honesty and truth provides a clear objective, and is a boundary that permeates 

many facets of the process, even that of asking questions, being uncertain and emoti onal 

vulnerability. This boundary allows for exploration and the taking of creative risks, provided that 

they come from an “honest” place, that they are authentic. This boundary of a benchmark of truth 

and authenticity motivates the students to honestly connect to their characters and take genuine 

creative risks in the emotional openness of the Creative Climate. Viles’ artistic purpose is for the 

audience to see the characters as real people by the end of the play.  

 

People were talking about how much they actually enjoyed the characters, how much they 

loved the kid who wanted to pee, or some characters they found annoying, so they started to 

actually accept them as being truthful. And that they started to cheer for them or just resent 

them. (Viles, Int. 2/11) 
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Viles’ creative constraint of truthfulness leads towards artistic success in his work. He wants 

audiences to believe in the authenticity of the human characters on stage so that they can begin to 

reflect on their actions and engage with them as they support, resent or empathize. This possibly 

leads them to reflect on themselves and their own responses, thereby fulfilling the playwr ight’s 

intentions. 

 

One way that Viles communicates this boundary of truthfulness is through emphasis on the 

expression of the physical body, reflecting his belief, like other practitioners, in the intrinsic 

connection between truth and corporeal expression (Copeau, 1990; Fine & Freeman, 2014; 

Grotowski & Barba, 1975; Hagen, 1991; Laban & Ullmann, 1980; Lecoq et al., 2000; Letzler Cole, 

1992; Snow, 2012; Stanislavsky, 1937). By emphasising physicality, he gives the students a way to 

access the truthfulness and authenticity that this boundary requires. It is this reflexive nature of the 

body that is of interest to Viles. His direction focuses on the students’ physical expression and its 

truthfulness. He often refers to his belief that the body doesn’t lie.  

 

He tells them that they are always responding and listening, acting as much as those leading 

the action. Poor actors just wait for lines, good actors work with their whole body. … He asks 

them to question themselves: What is the line which changes my physical and vocal? The body 

doesn’t lie – the good actor is alive, the bad actor is dead. Be organic, coming from the truth of 

what you speak. (Obs. 27/4/11) 

 

This boundary issues a challenge to be alert and responsive emotionally and physically in order to 

access truthfulness in performance.  

 

One of the good things he learnt was to listen and respond to listening with his body. He was 

totally active for fifty minutes. He was roaming, he was looking for prey, he was responding 

vocally and physically to every gesture and moment that others created for him. He was alive, 

every show. He was alive; he opened his body to that whole play. (Viles, Int. 2/11)  

 

This emphasis on physicality allows the actor and his role to flourish, going beyond delivery of 

lines to creating tension, atmosphere and meaning. Through using their bodies responsively the 

students are able to access truthfulness in their performances, and so achieve greater 

authenticity and more effective portrayal of the meanings of the piece. Emphasis on the body 
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and its “organic” connection to truth gives the students a way of interacting with this boundary. 

 

Viles’ boundary of truthfulness elicits authenticity from the students and leads to powerful, 

purposeful works of art on stage. He strives to connect the truth of the situation wi th the students to 

allow them to portray the characters as authentically as possible, using the body as a way to access 

and portray this authenticity. There is an acceptance of vulnerability and uncertainty in this 

emotional risk-taking. This boundary requires genuine, original responses from the students and 

challenges them to take authentic creative risks. 

 

Conceptual boundary – structural, spatial, aural and metaphorical  

In keeping with Stanislavsky’s rehearsal techniques, Viles attempts to create the e nvironment of the 

fictional situation to evoke empathetic and physical responses from the actor. He does this by 

framing the text structurally, aurally, spatially and metaphorically. He gives them more than just a 

fictional environment; rather he is transmitting his conceptual interpretations of the play, his 

directorial vision of the text. He outlines a narrative structure which gives the students key moments 

and key intentions to move between. These are his interpretation of the “givens” of the scene. 

Spatial dimensions unpack the power dynamics of the space and those within it. The aural and 

metaphorical dimensions are an attempt to capture the atmosphere and mood of the scenes. In all 

these ways he imagines the context of the scene to envelop the students in a rich framework, a 

boundary, to improvise within. This boundary provides multilayered stimulation of their creative 

ideas which he hopes will result in more detailed, original, authentic,  and more embodied creative 

responses. 

 

Viles sees the text structurally. Everything has its function in the framework of the complete text. 

This particular example is from Bassett. 

 

This is like a, a progression whereby the crucible heats up and then lets off steam, each time, 

and you can see it in the structure of the play that each little moment leads to something, so 

that’s how I’ve divided the play up and that it just, at the end, there’s too much and he just 

can’t handle it. (Viles, Int. 1/11) 

 

His choice of structural points is based on the build of the narrative and the journey of the central 

character. Each part means something of itself and leads to the next section, working together to 

culminate in the climax of the play. This structural overview gives the rehearsal process shape 
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and purpose. Each section is again divided into key physical moments. These provide structural 

markers for the actors to improvise within. It shapes the freedom of the improvisational process, 

providing anchors for the freedom to bounce off, and a direction for it to go. This process is 

covered in the next chapter. These structural points provide part of the boundaries that stimulate 

and foster the creative work. 

 

Viles uses spatial information to create the environment of the fiction. Not only does he give 

meaning to the set pieces, such as the window being the symbol for escape and presence of the 

outside world, he also considers the dynamics of the space. He stresses the importance of 

characters controlling the space, and the power shifts within it.  

 

And there’s an empty chair there … that used to be the authority figure, Miss Kimani, who’s 

left, who pissed off. And who takes over the chair? Leo does. And he battles with Aimee and 

then he turns on Amid. (Viles, Int. 1/11) 

 

The empty chair is not important of itself but rather for what it signifies. It symbolises the power 

vacuum which the lead character begins to assume. Viles emphasises the social significance of the 

spaces and props on stage to provide physical boundaries that have social significance to the 

characters and the social interplay in the room. The actors improvise among the physical props and 

set pieces but also among the social dynamics of the characters’ interactions. These elements 

provide boundaries to stimulate the creativity that results. 

 

Viles uses sound to help immerse the students in his conceptual understanding of the text. He sees 

sound as providing a “soundtrack” to the events of the play, providing mood with its rhythms and 

contributing to the build of tension. He explicitly discusses it to affect the students’ work in the 

space. 

 

Listen to sound track of the play –bell, lock, plane, possible crack of window, bashing of the 

desk. That builds tension. This is a noisy play. (Obs. 9/5/11)  

 

Think of what comes into this – door to begin – what brings you back into room is can’t get out 

– then focus up and listen to plane – then Kelly argument of blaming each other, then action of 

break out. Viles walking through movements as he talks. Over by desk remember noise. 

Soundtrack of play. Viles makes sound by pulling out drawers of desk. Noise, Leo is destroying 
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things already. Something for you to work with. … There is noise, I am imagining there is noise. 

(Obs. 29/5/11) 

 

Viles presents the structural markers of sound for the cast to improvise around. The sound supports 

the build of tension in the scene, affecting the characters and the audience. His perception of sound 

includes the physical body in space and the noises it makes. Sound is part of the  action, the 

interaction, the corporeality of the scene, contributing to its meaning as powerfully as any other 

dimension. Perhaps he is using sound to access the physical rhythms of the body, an extension of his 

belief in the authenticity of responses that are physically situated. Viles’ emphasis on embodiment is 

further discussed in the next chapter on the rehearsal processes. Here Viles uses sound as a way to 

situate the body in the tension and corporeality of the scene, providing boundaries for the acto rs to 

improvise within that provoke and direct the invention. 

 

Viles uses a range of metaphors to express his interpretation of the text. He uses metaphors when 

discussing the set and the students’ responses to this physical environment.  

 

Viles goes on to talk of Toby the designer and her ideas for the set to be a crucible – lower the 

roof – intense – nowhere to go physically. Viles shows how he would feel, scratching at the 

walls. (Obs. 14/3/11) 

 

Viles talks about how the set will give a sense of containment – using actual walls of theatre to 

increase that feeling. Using actual door of theatre in set. The lighting pre-set will be a 

camouflage dapple – set the idea of battleground in people’s minds. Fatigue green running 

through grey of floor. (Obs. 2/5/11) 

 

He enriches the physical set with metaphorical connotations, evoking emotions and physical 

sensations, tapping into the layers of meaning that metaphors provide (Seals, 2014). Viles also 

uses metaphor to describe the social interactions within the space. 

 

So I think there are two obvious silver-backed gorillas in the room, and they’ve just got to fight 

for their own territory, ideologically opposed. (Viles, Int. 1/11)  

 

Leo, you start moving around – Leo doing it as Viles talks. Leo the lion, this is your hunting 

ground. Amid is prey, so is Graham. (Obs. 29/5/11) 
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Viles states that Zoe and Kelly announce their animosity. Staking out territory. Cats peeing on 

their territory. (Obs. 9/5/11) 

 

Viles applies metaphor to a range of areas. They infer dynamic, multidimensional relationships 

within the cast and nuanced interactions with the set. He places the students in an environment 

(a crucible, a battleground, a hunting ground, their territory), suggests they are animals within it 

(lion, prey, cats), and then gives them objectives to strive for (to get out, roam and look for prey, 

hunt, fight for and stake out territory). Through metaphor he gives the students a context, a role 

and an objective, all fundamental acting elements, but the use of metaphor to do these embeds 

them in the body as current cognitive research attests (Saxton & Miller, 2013; Siegel, 2007). 

Cognitive scientists Lakoff and Johnson (1999) reveal that metaphors are derived from bodily 

experience. Recent cognitive research claims that our comprehension of metaphors is grounded 

in aspects of our sensory-motor experience. They have been acquired through our embodied 

engagement in our physical world (Johnson, 2010; Lacey, Stilla, & Sathian, 2012; Sathian, 2012). 

Within our minds they are understood in a physical sense. Explorations using neural imaging 

reveal some modest evidence that sensory-motor areas of the brain are activated as we 

comprehend metaphor-based expression. For example, the use of a metaphor such as “I see your 

point, but you could shed more light on it” activates parts of the visual cortex (Hauk, Johnsrude, 

& Pulvermüller, 2004; Johnson, 2010; Kana, Blum, Ladden, & Ver Hoef, 2012; Rohrer, 2001). 

There is a crucial relationship between metaphor and our physical being and perhaps explains 

why metaphor is a potent boundary to stimulate the actors’ work.  

 

Viles’ structural, spatial, aural and metaphorical boundaries create the envi ronment for the actors 

and conceptually frame and stimulate the improvisational processes of the rehearsal. He supports 

the improvisation through structural markers of the narrative, the physical presence and social 

significance of props and space, and creates mood and structures tension through emphasising the 

“soundtrack” of the play. These sounds perhaps provoke embodied responses in the performers. He 

uses a variety of metaphors to give context, role and objectives, unwittingly accessing the essential 

embodiment that research says metaphors provide. These conceptual boundaries provide more 

than the environment of the fictional situation to improvise within, they give structures to move 

between and stimulate many physical senses through sound, space, tension, mood and metaphors 

that are grounded in our sensory experience. These rich boundaries support and stimulate the 

improvisation that takes place within them. 
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Interactive boundary – directorial feedback 

Viles uses a range of feedback with the students as part of his provision of creative constraints. 

Viles’ feedback ranges from very specific to very open. He gives explicit, precise feedback when 

beginning work on a scene or around key moments. This develops a shared understanding of the 

text and his interpretation of it. Once that is established, he gives them greater scope to 

experiment and his feedback becomes more subtle. It is often non-verbal and reassures students 

in their experimentation. This type of feedback encourages them to take risks and use their own 

artistic, internal guidelines to assess their contributions. This interactive boundary of directorial 

feedback demonstrates movement from centralised to distributed control (Sawyer, 2015) and 

plays a crucial part in stimulating the students to take creative risks in the rehearsal process.  

 

Firm guidance – unambiguous feedback 

In the initial stages of rehearsal, especially in the first intensive reading of the scenes when the 

students are applying intentions (“I actions” (Alfreds, 2007)) to each line, Viles is very specific in his 

direction and explicit in his feedback to the students, providing a clear boundary of his interpretation 

of the text.  

 

Kids read out actions after each line. I defend – “No, I attack”, says Viles. He is quite strong. 

Kate thinks next line is “reprimanding,” – Viles changes it to “playful” through including 

Bronte’s ideas too. Kate's eyes checking Viles as she says her action next – he changes it again 

- “I question her cheekily.” Next time she says it as a question to subtlety ask Viles through 

inflection if it's right, Viles gives affirmation. The following one Viles supports her strongly. 

Kate is genuinely good humoured about it, she studiously writes down his suggestions. Viles 

approves of most of them. He changes some gently but firmly – accepting their reasons, 

allowing their ideas to stand at times. Sometimes strongly, “Good.” He emphasises key ideas 

from the text: criticism, competition, one-upmanship, debate. (Obs. 16/5/11) 

 

In this rehearsal Viles is strongly directing the students’ interpretation of the scene  but allowing 

them to debate the points at times. The students are keen to please him and are good humoured 

with his correction. His firmness of tone reveals that this is correction, rather than simple 

“guidance.” Viles takes opportunities to affirm them when he agrees with their choice. Viles’ clear 

hand is evident here. It is important to his direction that they understand his interpretation of the 

text at this early stage and his emphasis of key ideas. It seems that the great freedom he gives them 
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later depends on an initial clear, shared understanding. This is discussed in greater depth in the next 

chapter. 

 

Viles is equally uncompromising when working on what he considers to be a key scene. The students 

had successfully tried one way in audition but Viles felt that it was not working in rehearsal so clearly 

instructs the actors in a new direction.  

 

(Viles walks) it out in the space – he gets Leo to cross in front for his attack section of “This is 

interesting.” Viles feels out the proxemics from his position on stage. He tells the actors, “Play 

with it.” (Obs. 30/5/11) 

 

This is an example of a rare time that Viles enters the space, physically demonstrating what he 

wants of the scene. Even though he is being prescriptive here, Viles is also inviting them to 

experiment with his ideas alongside him. After this explicit instruction he asks them to continue 

to improvise, to “play with it.” The scene continues to be difficult but he persists in trying this 

new direction, physically placing the actors. After persisting for a few moments, he senses that 

the group have begun to get the feel of his direction. 

 

Leo replies to the character, “Can I ask you something?” – “Yes, change the energy,” directs 

Viles. – Rex does well, attacks Amid and takes chair across – Julia jumps in – “Perfect,” says 

Viles – the group is following, dynamic, working … A lovely tension created in the scene as they 

play it again. (Obs. 30/5/11) 

 

Here it seems that Viles ceases his direct instruction as the group’s work begins to meld and regather 

its own momentum, fleshing out what he is looking for. The feedback is very direct initially as he 

encourages them to move in his new direction but when it falls flat, he resorts to walking Leo 

through the movements. This is a pivotal moment which has to work theatrically. He uses clear 

directives to prod the students into his initial idea and then allows them to take over once they fall 

into an effective flow for the scene. His clearly defined constraints adjust their course, but then 

release them into their own ideas. 

 

Subtle, gentle feedback 

Alongside explicit feedback, Viles uses non-verbal signals to encourage the students in their choices. 
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When I did my outburst, when I explode, … and Paul’s there, and I could feel him start to nod 

his head like that, and I didn’t want to look because I’m in the zone, and I’m doing this 

(laughing) and then I was like, “If I look at him it’s just going to distract me,” and I don’t know 

why he’s nodding his head and I’m just like, “Keep going!” So I think that was a good sign to 

just see that out of the corner of my eye, to know yeah maybe I’m going in the right direction. 

Other than that, I guess if he doesn’t say anything, I guess can on ly experiment, and if he does 

say something at least it puts me in the right track or it could just be a different decision. 

(Rose, Int. 2/11) 

 

Viles did not verbally confirm Rose’s choices but she knew he approved from his body language. She 

is not sure of what Viles really thinks but feels confident enough to continue, assured that his 

directions will put her back on the “right track” of his conceptions or just be another, equally valid 

decision. There is a confidence in her experimentation and assurance that what she is doing is right, 

whether it has to be modified or not. Viles’ directions do not indicate failure but simply another way 

of doing things. Kate too sees his direction as a suggestion, a point of view rather than a command. 

 

He gives suggestions but he’s not so direct about them, like he offers his point of view, and it’s 

usually a really good point of view, but he’s not too critical either… And I think that was really 

cool, how he was strict but he still let you develop your character through his guidance… Like 

strict as in, like, make sure your lines are down pat, make sure this is happening, make sure 

that is happening, I don’t like your movement, just make sure, I liked it before. He’d sort of give 

that critical feedback but then bring something positive into it so you don’t feel, “Oh, so he 

doesn’t like it.” And that was always good as well. (Kate, Int. 3/11) 

 

She articulates that he has some “strict” points, but then lets her freely develop others through his 

guidance. She also sees him as framing any feedback positively so that the students don’t get a sense 

they are “wrong” or he doesn’t like it. Choices are seen as good and the students’ contributions as 

valid, whether they need modification or not. This feedback is facilitated by the sel f-confidence of 

the students and their trusting relationship with Viles. This feedback supports their risk-taking. 

 

Viles’ feedback forms a clear boundary. Similarly to the script, it grounds their choices, allowing 

them to experiment in the safety of his discernment, clearly receiving positive reinforcement for the 

choices they are making, giving them the confidence to continue experimentation knowing that 

what they do is valid, whether Viles wants to modify it or not. Cole describes the actor under the 
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director’s gaze. “The actor, freed from the necessity of watching himself, but secure in the sense 

that he is nonetheless being watched and watched over, makes a tentative exploratory … 

movement” (Letzler Cole, 1992, p. 222). His steady eye and feedback in the context of their self -

confidence and relationship with him promotes their risk-taking.  

 

However, Viles’ feedback is not always so clearly understood. He will sometimes let them continue 

to experiment, allowing them to feel the dimensions of their choices, perhaps seeing where their 

choices will lead, perhaps unsure himself of how their contributions will play out. In these instances 

the students need to use their own internal judgement systems. This expression of Viles’ feedback 

boundary is problematic for some. 

 

Allowing students to use their internal guidelines 

Viles’ working method is to give students scope to experiment in rehearsal (which is examined in the 

next chapter). He stands back and watches what they do, incorporating many of their suggestions, 

adjusting them as he feels necessary. In this process he does not explicitly confirm every choice they 

make, instead he leaves it to their judgement. 

 

They will stop a rehearsal and say, “Look, that wasn’t very good, let’s do it again.” Like they’re 

quite self-critical and you think, “I don’t have to step in there.” That’s their own pride. (Viles, 

Int. 1/11) 

 

I love watching the additions they make, that they get it and therefore if I (the student) just do 

a different physicality or a different pacing in this line or whatever, I’m sort of playing with 

that, so therefore I’m growing because I realise what’s working and what’s not. (Viles, Int. 

2/12) 

 

Viles purposefully allows them to discover “what’s working and what’s not” to develop their own 

artistic sense of the success of their choices. They are often naturally self -critical. Viles works with 

their choices, and helps to develop the sophistication and insight they need to judge their own work. 

Often he just lets them make choices without saying anything, trusting them to realise eventually 

what is working and what is not.  
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Csikszentmihalyi sees this internal judgement as crucial in the development of artists and the 

creation of flow. As seen in the next chapter, Viles’ rehearsal process moves into a collaborative flow 

state at times. Perhaps Viles’ development of the students’ internal judgement contr ibutes to this. 

 

A painter who enjoys painting must have internalized criteria for “good” or “bad” so that after 

each rush stroke she can say: “Yes, this works; or no, this doesn’t.” Without such internal 

guidelines, it is impossible to experience flow. (Csikszentmihalyi, 2008, p. 56) 

 

The students’ trust in Viles and their close relationship with him facilitates their use and 

development of internal guidelines. 

 

After every time, it’s always a smile. If it’s horrible we’ll make a joke about it. We all know 

when it’s horrible. So we kind of make a joke about it and just walk it off and do it again … I 

think we all know how it’s meant to be done, in a way. When we get up and read those lines 

and we’re performing it, we know when it just doesn’t feel right. And we don’t have to wait for 

Paul to say that. We know, we don’t have to wait for his expressions or anything, we know it 

doesn’t feel right. … Paul doesn’t get angry, just talks to us and just tries to - I just love him. 

He’s a legend. (Rex, Int. 2/11) 

 

Not only does the atmosphere in the rehearsal room and propensity to make a joke to cover 

“mistakes” help the students to deal with “horrible” experimentations, they can trust Viles’ non-

judgemental response. Rex has a deep seated belief in the innate artistic ability of himself and the 

cast, a trust in their artistic sense as “I think we all know how it’s meant to be done, in a way…we 

know when it just doesn’t feel right.” Viles’ trust in him has perhaps translated into his self-belief. 

Rex denies that he reads Viles’ response through his expressions, but he is clearly cognisant of them. 

Perhaps they feed into his developing internal criteria. In moments of uncertainty, Viles’ expressions 

may guide his half-felt internal evaluations. Their non-verbal communication is fundamental. Rex 

finishes this section with an outburst of affection for Viles , perhaps in response to his feeling of Viles’ 

acceptance of him, especially in his moments of “failure,” and the implicit trust Viles shows in his 

abilities. This underlines the importance of the Trust/Openness of their relationship in the 

development and operation of internal guidelines.  

 

Viles’ development of the students’ internal guidelines is another dimension of the creative 

constraints he provides. Wangh also insists that “the teacher’s most essential job is to help the 
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student hear this (internal) voice” (Wangh, 2013, p. 46). This is a dynamic boundary which seems to 

rely on the students’ self-confidence in their artistic ability (which may be an internalisation of Viles’ 

confidence in them), and their relationship. These internal guidelines facilitate creative risk-taking.  

 

Wanting more explicit feedback 

Although the students enjoy the freedom Viles gives them to experiment and take charge of their 

roles, some students find Viles’ lack of explicit feedback problematic. Despite Viles’ encouragement 

of the students to develop their internal guidelines, some seek explicit feedback to confirm their 

creative decisions. This is perhaps due to a lack of self-confidence and the quality of the student-

teacher relationships so that Viles’ non-verbal confirmations are not understood or are insufficient. 

Katarina seeks more affirmation from Viles. She realises that she should be using her internal 

guidelines, but nevertheless wants clearer confirmation of her choices from him.  

 

He’s so scary, no he’s not. I love Paul. I don’t know. I get the impression that he won’t, he  lets 

you know when it’s spot on. If he doesn’t say or if he doesn’t give you the impression that 

“that’s good, don’t push it any more” then you can push it. So I find it like, just because I’m 

having so much difficulty there, he’s so hard to please. It’s not about pleasing him, it’s about 

pleasing myself, but at the end of the day, that’s the truth, he’s the director. And so, I find it 

hard but it’s good he’s not throwing out compliments and then setting, like he’s raised the bar 

really high so if he said more or was like, “good, good” all the time then the bar would just get 

lower and lower and lower and lower. So there’s high expectations , so you try and meet them. 

In doing that you get a really good play. I find it difficult to know. (Katarina, Int. 2/11) 

 

Katarina is challenged by her role of Kelly throughout Bassett. Perhaps due to her struggle, and her 

self-doubt, she needs more explicit feedback and encouragement as she takes creative risks. She 

also appears uncertain of her relationship with Viles. She struggles with the desire to use her internal 

guidelines and her lack of confidence in them. She wants to please the director and realises that it is 

also about pleasing herself so that she feels satisfied in her work. She doesn’t want easy fixes and 

equates lack of praise with a higher quality, but feels lost in her uncertainty, searching for firmer 

direction and confirmation where her own guides are failing her.  

 

Francis too, in The Miracle is working out of his comfort zone and wants more explicit guidance. 

Barry is a very serious role, one that is markedly different from his usual castings.  
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I loved Barry. I’m used to playing comic roles, I did like playing it, but I just think I, it lacked. I’m 

not blaming this on anyone, but I lacked guidance, I wanted some guidance into what way to 

go, what way do I take it, how do I approach it? ‘Cause I’d never done it before. I just wanted a 

bit, know what I mean, I just wanted Paul to say, “Yeah, try this way, or do that, or start with 

this.” (Francis, Int. 2/12) 

 

As Francis is taking creative risks beyond his usual parameters, he needs more explicit guidance than 

he usually requires. The challenge of the work exceeds his self-confidence and the capacity of his 

internal feedback system as he feels he does not know enough in this new area to effectively assess 

his creative efforts. The experiences of Katarina and Francis reveal that when students are working 

beyond their “comfort zone” and facing highly challenging creative work, their usual internal 

guidelines are often not sufficient and they require more explicit guidance to bolster their artistic 

confidence and their risk-taking and decision making capabilities. Viles provides this guidance non-

verbally which was referred to previously, particularly in reference to Rex where their strong 

working relationship facilitates the communication. The trust he feels Viles has in him and the 

feeling that he understands him, enables him to push through insecurities.  

 

Warm and trusting teacher-student relationships are key to developing the students’ internal 

guidelines and their capacity for creative risk-taking. Their trust in Viles allows them to permit 

themselves the confidence to trust what they do and keep going, reading his non-verbal signals, 

knowing there is a warm, supportive response if they go “astray.” As also shown in the previous 

chapter, the Creative Climate, the more the student is taking creative risks in what they do, the more 

they need this relational support. Viles’ positive feedback is often non -verbal and subtle, built on 

relationship understanding rather than verbal expression.  

 

Viles’ feedback is a dynamic, interactive boundary for the cast, stimulating the creative  process in 

the rehearsal room. It is dependent on his warm relationship with the cast and his trust in their 

abilities, and relies on the Creative Climate of the rehearsal space. He gives very explicit feedback in 

the foundational stages of discovering a script and around key moments. Otherwise he is very open 

to their suggestions, letting them experiment with their roles and contribute to the development of 

the play within the parameters he has set. He often depends on their internal guidelines which he 

supports through mainly non-verbal indicators. When students are taking challenging creative risks 

that are well beyond their experience or confidence, they require more explicit feedback as their 

self-confidence and internal feedback systems are unable to meet the challenges presented. This 
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need can be mitigated if students have a particularly warm relationship with Viles so that their 

awareness of his trust in them and warm approval, allows them to understand his non-verbal signs 

and gives them enough confidence to persist in developing their internal guidelines in areas where 

they lack experience, and continue to take creative risks.  

 

The boundary of the text and Viles’ ideological, conceptual and interactive boundaries form part of 

the creative constraints of the rehearsal process. Together they motivate and encourage the 

students in taking creative risks. A different sort of boundary completes the circuit, the 

challenge=skills boundary which forces the process to engage with the creative edge of the 

unknown. 

 

Boundary of the creative unknown where challenge = skills  

This boundary is often sensed by the students. 

K – The plays that I enjoy most are the raw ones, like they just push it too far. 

I – Do you think Paul promotes that? How? 

K – Kind of. He promotes that, he knows the boundary. He knows when it’s too far … but he 

knows when people are being safe. (Katarina, Int. 2/12) 

 

This boundary is an elusive, dynamic frontier which separates what is known and has been achieved 

from areas that are uncharted and unrealised. These new areas are the essence of creativity, as 

creativity by definition is the novel, the original, something which has not been done before. What is 

known is often considered “safe” however it takes courage to move beyond that into something 

new, as seen by Katarina’s admission. Theories from Ibbotson (2008) and Csikszentmihalyi (2008) 

help to define this border. 

 

Although conflated at times, Ibbotson discusses two types of boundaries. The first is creative 

constraints which stimulate invention. The second is the boundary between the known and safe , and 

what is new, original and creative. 

 

Eventually you find yourself at the edge of what you have mastered; at the boundary of what 

comes easily, and yet your imagination has offered you a glimpse of another possibility. This 

other possibility will be rooted in what you know and what has been done elsewhere and it 

will be fragmentary: a misty vision, not clear, not complete. (Ibbotson, 2008, p. 5)  
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The existence of unknown but partially glimpsed territory beyond this boundary beckons 

experimentation, beckons creative endeavour, and beckons for the boundary to be crossed to find a 

new idea, a new solution, or a new or expanded skill. Ibbotson states that “The creative juices get 

going when you are up against a boundary, at the edge of what is acceptable, possible, or known ” 

(2008, p. 6). 

 

Csikszentmihalyi’s concept of flow is useful in delineating this creative boundary. He found that 

people are more creative when they are in a flow state that is characterised by “a sense that one’s 

skills are adequate to cope with the challenges at hand, in a goal -directed, rule-bound action system 

that provides clear clues as to how well one is performing” (Csikszentmihalyi, 2008, p. 71). The 

balance between challenge and skills is the most important dimension of attaining the flow 

experience. It is their balance in attempting the task that provides the fundamental condition of 

flow.  

 

One cannot enjoy doing the same thing at the same level for long. We grow either bored or 

frustrated; and the desire to enjoy ourselves again pushes us to stretch our skills, or to 

discover new opportunities for using them. (Csikszentmihalyi, 2008, p. 75)  

 

It is this pushing to stretch our skills and discover new opportunities to use them which force us 

against the edge of the unknown. The point of challenge meeting skills marks the beginning of this 

new place, the end point of what has already been mastered, the beginning of  something new. This 

may explain why flow is a highly creative state, as the challenge=skill point of flow is the beginning 

point of creativity, the beginning point of creating something new and original.  
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Figure 6.1 The Challenge=Skills boundary (adapted from Csikszentmihalyi ’s model of flow (2008, p. 74)) 

 

The boundary formed where challenge meets skill is the creative edge of the unknown. It is a 

dynamic boundary as the balance between challenge and skill is constantly negotiated. The 

challenge tests the skills, the skills develop to meet it, the challenge presents another opportunity 

and the skills must stretch again. This challenge is formed by the authenticity of the task and the 

professional paradigm of the Company. Often the issue in meeting the challenge seems to be 

confidence in the skills that are present rather than a lack of their existence. The balancing act 

between challenge and skills is sometimes to discover and affirm existing skills as they are brought 

to the fore and proved by the confrontation with the challenge. 

 

This boundary can be perceived as the students and Viles tussle with the challenge of the various 

elements of the task, their own skills, and their confidence in them. Viles is constantly building the 

students’ skills throughout the rehearsal process as they face the task together. He also works 

against this creative edge himself. Although he creates the boundary of his vision which he modifies 

with the students, he also works within the boundary of the text and this boundary as he continually 

tests his theatrical capabilities. The spectre of failure increases the pressure in the struggle, 

especially in the authentic theatrical context of the Company’s work. 
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This boundary is one of the creative constraints of the process as it stimulates the work. This tension 

between challenge and skill is tangible; the students are always pushing against this boundary as 

they measure their skill against the challenges of the other boundaries of the process: the text, and 

Viles’ vision. They apply what they have, and the challenge develops this and extends it, often 

beyond their expectations. This boundary deals with the very heart of creative enterprise. It is one of 

the most potent forces on the rehearsal floor as, by moving against it, the group, individually and 

then collectively, are taken to new heights. While they may not enter a flow state while in this tussle 

between challenge and skill, the tussle itself stimulates creative invention. 

 

The right attitude is fundamental to dealing with this tension between challenge and skills. “Given an 

attitude that accepts the constraints with enthusiasm, solutions to the seemingly impossible 

challenge of the task might begin to emerge” (Ibbotson, 2008, p. 24). As seen in the previous 

chapter, the dimensions of the Creative Climate present in the Company rehearsal space sets them 

up to take creative risks. The maintenance of this tension is assisted by Viles through his striving for 

excellence through the artistic truthfulness and authenticity covered earlier. Therefore the Creative 

Climate and the ideological, conceptual and interactive boundaries he provides underpin this whole 

system. His rehearsal practice (covered in the next chapter) fosters their skill development. This 

allows him to travel with them to the edge of the unknown, the edge of their skills, and the edge of 

their confidence as they work against this boundary of the creative unknown where the challenge of 

the task tests their skills and draws them out in order to meet it.  

 

I will explore this boundary by looking at how the students deal with the challenge facing their skills, 

how they move up against this creative constraint and how it incites them to stretch, discover and 

create more than they thought was possible. At times they enter a flow state, while at others, the 

sheer struggle with the challenge produces creative solutions. 

 

Challenge=skills as a joyful, invigorating experience 

Students usually appear to revel in the experience when they feel their skills are up to the challenge. 

They don’t see the challenge as a problem but rather are invigorated by pushing themselves to a 

new point past what they had already mastered.  

 

The other stuff that I’ve been given before, it was all very flat line, I didn’t feel anything, it 

wasn’t a challenge, whereas for Amid, I really pushed myself to create this other person. … it 

was nice to just have the opportunity to really push myself, … Like in other stuff I’ve been able 
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to just do it, that’s been a natural ability for me for years, but for Amid, like I worked for it. I 

really pushed myself as a performer. (Isaac, Int. 3/11) 

 

Isaac enjoys the challenge of the creative task and the opportunity to try out abilities he suspected 

that he had but had not tested. There is exhilaration implicit in the comparison to the “flat line” of 

easy work, and the repetition of the word “push” which implies the intense effort, even bravery, of 

facing the constant challenge of the task. The challenge draws on an intrinsic motivation to test 

one’s abilities and achieve the thrill of satisfaction when the stretch succeeds. Rose also enjoys the 

challenges presented by Bassett.  

 

I love the feeling of being able to connect and go there and have an experience with that 

whereas some people kind of run away from it and then it gives them nightmares and 

whatnot, but I actually really, it feels like I’ve achieved something. Obviously it’s confronting at 

the time but I always think, “Oh I want more, I want to be scared of more.” (Rose, Int. 2/11) 

 

Rose obviously loves the challenge and feels in possession of the skills required. Like other students’ 

response to this boundary, she wants even more challenge; she seems to want to discover how far 

her skills can take her. She is being beckoned by the boundary of the creative unknown and her 

untapped potential. There is also a sense of great satisfaction as she feels she has achieved 

something. Her motivations seem deeply intrinsic. The resulting performance is excellent and Viles 

comments on her love of challenge. 

 

(She is) one of those kids who … just throws herself into it and dog -paddles every time you 

throw her into the deep water. She doesn’t sink. She just swims. (Viles, Int. 2/11)  

 

Viles knows he is challenging her as he throws her into “deep water” but also knows she is ready for 

it. She thrives on this boundary, and possibly enters a flow state when on it. She possesses skills and 

confidence in them, and is eager to have them tested and extended. She eagerly crosses into the 

unknown creative territory. This boundary releases her creative potential and Viles attests to her 

success. 

 

Challenge=skills as intimidating 

However some of the Company students, particularly some who are new, are rather daunted by the 

task and doubtful of their skills and ability to meet the challenge it presents. 
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I’d really like to get more maturity as a performer because just after looking at Bassett I was 

thinking, “Wow, I’ve never done something that could be so deep before.” I’d really like to get 

into that. I’m actually kind of like really scared about it because I think, “Am I going to screw 

up?” (Boris, Int. 1/11) 

 

So now, hopefully I can be a character that’s completely unlike myself, which is exciting for me 

because I haven’t really done that. It’s scary at the same time. (Francis, Int. 4/11)  

 

This edge is genuine. The risk-taking is tangible and evokes an emotional response in the students, 

particularly when they feel unequal to the task. They don’t refer to wanting to escape the challenge; 

rather they seem excited by it. They are being propelled towards the creative edge as they sense the 

onus to take risks and extend their skills. Rather than approaching a flow state they are nervous 

about the challenge and how their skills will cope, but are nevertheless invigorated by it.  

 

For Francis in particular, the challenge is particularly onerous. He is the youngest member of the 

group and had been brought in a few weeks after initial work on character building had been done.  

 

I was challenged by it all … but not for the worst if you know what I mean? It’s a good 

challenge. There’s just things like character building. We had a bit of that, but this just goes 

into so much more depth…. Like still, it’s still confusing me, some of the things we do. It’s not 

that I don’t get them, it’s just, wow. (Francis, Int. 3/11) 

 

The challenge takes him right to the edge of his skills and confidence yet he is still excited by the 

prospect. Viles had another perception of his skills as he had watched Francis develop over many 

years in the younger ensembles and had seen his excitement and enthusiasm. From Viles’ 

perspective, Francis thrived on the challenge and succeeded.  

 

He was a joy, I mean he got it, he even got the preparation. Quite often those exercises were to 

get them up and doing and thinking, but he just threw himself into it and led through 

improvisation. … He was quite organic in his approach and got better each  performance I 

think. I think he was always there. (Viles, Int. 2/11) 
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This boundary drew out Francis’ ability. It inspired him to throw himself into creative risk-taking and 

approach a flow state at times. He was unaware of the depth of skills and knowledge he possessed, 

and this creative edge caused him to realise what he could do whilst in the midst of improvisational 

risk-taking, the stimulus of the challenge increasing his skill level. 

 

The last scene of Bassett was particularly challenging. Rex describes the first time he performed it.  

 

That was pretty hard the first time that I did that last scene. ... I think the shock on everyone’s 

faces and the shock that, you know, it wasn’t acting, everyone was really shocked and like 

scared. I had kind of built myself up, and I didn’t know, … but I couldn’t play it safe for that, I 

can’t play it safe for that last scene, I have to go to that place and, as unnatural as it is, it’ll 

sound weird, but as unnatural as it is, it felt right doing it like that. … I think that stood out for 

me because it showed me a place that I could go as an actor, that I’d never gone before which 

was a thrill in the way to see that I could do that myself, … I actually did that. For a moment 

there it was Leo, it wasn’t me. Yeah, that was insane. (Rex, Int. 2/11)  

 

The emotional dynamic of the scene where the character flies out of control and attacks the other 

students is extremely challenging. The uncertainty of doing it is evident here. But Rex se nses that his 

skill level meets the challenge: “but as unnatural as it is, it felt right doing it like that.” This breaking 

of new ground, moving into a new creative space, gave him great pleasure : “a place … that I’d never 

gone before which was a thrill.” His language also hints at the intense concentration and elation of a 

flow state which had perhaps occurred due to the challenge. His battle with the challenge=skills 

boundary had invigorated his work and allowed him to take new creative ground, to go to a place he 

had not been before. The challenge had developed his skills and taken them to new heights. The 

challenge=skills boundary is a potent force in stimulating risk-taking and creative achievement in the 

work of the Company. 

 

Challenge=skills when challenge threatens to overwhelm 

Some students consistently struggle with the tension between the challenge and skills. I will discuss 

the interplay of this tension, as it provides insight into the qualities of this boundary and how Viles 

and the students navigate it. While Katarina was not the only student to struggle with this boundary, 

the data reveals her journey most clearly. Katarina was new to the Company in the first year of 

observation although she had spent some years in the ensembles program. She started with great 
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confidence and enthusiasm. When asked, in the first session, “What are you looking forward to in 

Company this year?” she replied: 

 

Will I begin with a metaphor? Ensemble is like heroin, it’s really addictive – I want more, I want 

more, I want more. I want to learn more, I want to be pushed. (Obs. 14/3/11)  

 

This is fairly typical of the challenge-loving attitude of the students. A later interview revealed her 

actual anxiety at the challenge of Company. 

 

At the start of Company I was really anxious, … I was really anxious because I felt the need to 

meet goals and be at the same standard as everyone else which I felt I wasn’t, at the start. 

(Katarina, Int. 3/11) 

 

Using Csikszentmihalyi’s flow schemata, anxiety occurs when the challenge is greater than the skills 

level (2008). She was aware of her skill deficiency and worked hard to improve.  

 

It’s like, “I’m just going to take whatever they throw at me,” know what I mean? I’m not 

feeling confident at my skills level. I know I need more, like give me more. So I’ll take whatever 

I can get (laughs). (Katarina, Int. 1/11) 

 

She successfully auditioned for Kelly, one of the lead roles in Bassett. However, as rehearsals 

progressed, she found the character creation very challenging.  

 

I find my character really, really hard. … I think it’s truthful, the character, I just don’t know 

how it would behave. Like “it”, stop referring to “it”. … I don’t know how to make it, like really 

strong, and really, I just find it really hard. But I’m getting it, but it’s hard. … I just can’t, you 

know when you feel, not even when Paul’s like, “Oh great Katarina,” you know when you get 

that self-satisfaction, like “I think I really got that.” I hardly ever get that. It’s like I could push it 

more. But I find that I just don’t know what to do. And I feel like it should be natural. I don’t 

know. It’s what I find challenging. (Katarina, Int. 2/11) 

 

She is clearly struggling here. The character is still objectified rather than personal as seen through 

her use of “it”, which she immediately realises. Instinctively she knows that it is not working, in 

contrast to Rex’s “it felt right doing it like that,” and Francis’ “organic” response. As shown before, 
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this boundary’s edge is often sensed emotionally, and success has an intrinsic satisfaction which she 

is clearly not feeling. Her character comes together for the performance, but it has been a difficult 

journey. 

 

Most challenging would be character development for me. Yeah, I really struggled with that 

the whole way through. Until the last run, the last, last run, I never really felt that my character 

was spot on, one hundred percent, as good as it can get. (Katarina, Int. 3/11)  

 

Viles was happy with her final performances. “She got better, she was terrific.” (Viles, Int. 2/11). Her 

success was due to her skills rising to meet the challenge, the struggle pushing her forward in her 

creative quest. Her success in the battle led to an increase in confidence.  

 

And then at the end I learnt, I felt equal to everyone else. … And then at the end I walked about 

feeling on an equal playing field with everyone else. … I felt more confident and satisfied, 

that’s been the word I’ve been looking for the whole time, satisfaction. Satisfied. Yeah. 

(Katarina, Int. 3/11) 

 

Katarina had far less difficulty in her next role in The Grandfathers the following year. She explains 

how she had modified her approach. 

 

I had a lot more confidence this year. I think that’s what really affected (my character 

development). … Like this is a really challenging role, but … I had a lot more confidence this 

year too because last year … I already had the preconception that the director was “directing” 

and if I’m given direction of this I’ll just follow the direction. And then, learning from last  year, I 

thought, Paul’s given me a bit of freedom and I’m going to use that freedom for my 

advantage. I had a bit more confidence to take some risks which I think I did, take some risks. I 

came out more, because it was out of my comfort zone. (Katarina, Int. 1/12) 

 

The confidence to take risks is shown here. The impact of Viles’ directorial methods of not telling the 

students what to do but rather giving them boundaries and expecting them to contribute is evident 

as is his development of students’ internal guidelines. She understands his methods now and feels 

confident enough to use the boundaries and the freedom they provide to take creative risks and 

extend herself. She now has more confidence and the skills learnt from experience. The meeting of 

challenge and newly developed skills has led her beyond what she had previously mastered. This 
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boundary caused her to grow as a performer and stimulated her risk-taking and creative invention. 

In her final role her skills clearly match the challenge. 

 

I loved Zelda. (laughs) It was so much fun. (Katarina, Int. 2/12) 

 

Now her response is one of invigorating enjoyment as her skills are up to the challenge. There had 

been substantial challenges with the role, one being that she was playing a much younger character 

but she is very aware of the associated pitfalls.  

 

There’s a hard balance between over-playing young people and making it really, where you are 

quite repulsed by them, you’re overacting and you’re not a child, and then not enough. It’s a 

really hard balance. (Katarina, Int. 2/12) 

 

However she had clear strategies to solve the problem. 

 

I watched people … little kids. I always looked out for them in movies or plays or anything. And 

then, I just kind of tried with it. And if it felt like it was too much, it was too much. … I just 

worked off Breanne. She’d give me something and I’d go, “OK, that’s good, but I’m a year older 

than you, so I’ll do it different this way.” … But probably the most useful thing was looking at 

little kids… They do little mannerisms, they have really short attention spans (laughs), just 

watching them. (Katarina, Int. 2/12) 

 

She now has a range of skills to combat the challenges of the role. In this instance she observed little 

kids, she experimented with ideas, “just kind of tried it,” and she worked from the other actors. She 

used many of the creative strategies that Viles’ methods teach. She had internalised the skills which 

are now part of her arsenal, and she was equal to the challenge presented by the task. Viles 

articulates how she performed at an exceptional standard in this role. 

 

Katarina was superb. She just nailed it. She archetypally was beautiful for that role ‘cause she 

looks like a ten year old. … She was perfect. She was archetypally cast but she got it. And she 

controlled the action. She knew where the dimensions had to be played. And leading at the end 

when pacing had to be slowed down, they were changed when they came back. … She played 

it beautifully. (Viles, Int. 2/12) 
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Katarina’s skills had met the challenge and taken her to levels she had not experienced before. In 

performance she often entered a flow state. Viles here also comments on dimensions of the role 

that she had developed instinctively. She had controlled the pacing of the play but had not done it 

consciously. “I did have an awareness but it became subconscious by production week” (Katarina, 

Int. 2/12). She had achieved what she had set out to do, and even more. Her constant struggle 

against the challenges of the task to increase her skill level had resulted in flow and her excellent 

performance. She achieved a creative quality beyond what she had done before.  

 

This boundary is a demanding but highly fruitful one. Students develop their skills as they work along 

the boundary and higher levels of performance are achieved. It involves the whole person and 

sometimes has a flow-like quality; something “instinctive” happens at its edge as the students move 

into a creative zone. The Creative Climate of Company coupled with Viles’ ideological, conceptual 

and interactive boundaries underpin the challenge dimension of this border, while Viles works to 

develop their skills through the rehearsal process (the specifics of which are discussed in the next 

chapter). The director helps to set up this challenge=skills boundary but he is also subject to its 

demands. 

 

Viles’ own battle on the creative edge of the unknown 

Viles becomes completely immersed in the challenge the text presents and his quest to create the 

production. The intrinsic motivation and involvement of his whole person in this boundary is 

evident. 

 

As Viles and I go to our cars we discuss the play more. He is liking it more – he is getting deeper 

into it. He is also nervous – I take it he is nervous about whether he can be true to the truth of 

the script and make it work. He talks about the bell at the beginning of the play and the kids 

can’t believe that they are locked inside. He acts out them being angry and outraged as he 

talks. He talks about the quality of the sound of the bell signalling mourning that we heard in 

the video. A chilling, sombre sound. Viles is immersed and living the richness of the life of the 

play –– trying to unpack the mysteries and plumb the depths. (Obs. 6/4/11)  

 

This nervousness at the complexity of the challenge and the stretching of his skills shows how Viles is 

working at the boundary of the creative unknown himself. He wants it to be ex cellent, but he fears 

he is not up to it. His total immersion is his way of facing that challenge, thinking through every 
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aspect of the play, moving through it physically and imaginatively to conquer the creative task. Often 

he is completely immersed in the action during rehearsal. 

 

He is watching intensely. Face contorted in concern and absolute involvement in what is going 

on. (Obs. 19/6/11) 

 

This boundary elicits total immersion, perhaps even a flow state, from both the director and the 

students. However, the emotional reaction of fear that some students feel is also evident with Viles.  

 

Viles is now nervous about the play. He often gets like this as he becomes daunted by the task 

ahead. He asks me what I thought of the evening – it was vibrant and promising. He didn’t see 

that as he is overshadowed by his fears. (Obs. 27/4/11) 

 

He takes the praise (of the rehearsal), but sees it only as work: did it achieve what he wanted? 

Will he be able to achieve what he wants in this play? He is constantly questioning himself, 

always doubtful of his success. I ask him if it is the hardest play he has done and he replies, 

“Yes.” (Obs. 9/5/11) 

 

Unlike some of the students who expressed fear, Viles has proven skills in this area. However this 

boundary always contains an element of risk, because if it is tried and proven, it is no longer a new 

creative achievement. Fear is part of a natural emotional reaction to the boundary and evidence of 

deep engagement with it. Perhaps if we are not at least a little fearful, we are not really at the 

creative edge. As the production approaches and I see it deve loping well, Viles is still besieged with 

doubt. He reveals that the contest of challenge and skills is a battle of confidence as well.  

 

He says to me as we leave, “It’ll get there won’t it? I’m being paranoid.” … He does trust 

himself in reality, though it makes him nervous … [We discuss tonight’s staging of a particular 

scene and] I ask him if he planned that and he replies, “No, it came organically out of the 

rehearsal process. I work organically,” he reiterates, almost embarrassed, slightly defensive 

maybe, always working against his own internal voice of criticism. (Obs. 30/5/11)  

 

The challenge=skills battle is often as much a battle between challenge and confidence as it is 

between challenge and skills. Fear or not, this creative edge has produced ne w elements that Viles 

says has “organically” emerged from the process without explicit instruction or planning. These 
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emergent elements that have grown from the process will be discussed at length in the next 

chapter. Of note here is that engagement with the challenge=skills boundary contributes to the 

production of these new creative elements.  

 

Finally the piece comes together. 

 

Viles speaks to me how now he is just sitting back and watching, it is flowing. I agree; it is now 

an animal with a life of its own. He consents. Viles says that the jigsaw is coming together; he 

thinks it’s starting to evolve. He is allowing himself to get excited. (Obs. 19/6/11) 

 

Viles’ skills have proven themselves up to this challenge. He has interacted with this boundary, been 

challenged emotionally and creatively, and has verified the dimension of his skills. Examination of 

how Viles deals with this boundary prompts some tentative conclusions. Perhaps nervousness, 

uncertainty and humility that the challenge elicits are effective ingredients in his rehearsal process. 

The awe of the challenge and the emotional fear it elicits contributes to the power of this boundary, 

so that the motivation becomes more intrinsic and the satisfaction of achievement more potent. The 

self-doubt this boundary evokes perhaps makes him genuinely seek answers from the group 

processes to find creative solutions. Perhaps it helps him to genuinely promote the collaborative, 

“organic” process he sets boundaries for. 

 

Director Anne Bogart admits her own terror at the beginning of rehearsals (Bogart & Landau, 2005). 

A highly collaborative practitioner (Rodda, 2000), she maintains that the director must stay in that 

“risky place” so that she can nurture and provoke the creative process of the actors as they interact 

with the text. It would seem that directors need to interact with the uncertainty and fear of this 

boundary of challenge=skill to embark on a fruitful creative process.  

 

Conclusion 

Boundaries stimulate creativity and facilitate creative risk-taking. The three types of boundaries of 

the work of the Company are the playscript, Viles’ ideological, conceptual and interactive 

boundaries, and the boundary of the creative edge where challenge=ski lls. The use of boundaries 

rather than demonstrative directives is a method used by many professional directors (Ibbotson, 

2008; Letzler Cole, 1992). This approach positions Viles as an explorer/guide in the process of 

creation rather than simply a builder who attempts to reconstruct a pre-conceived performance. The 
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students are able to contribute and collaborate within the framework provided. This methodology 

allows something new to happen, something novel to emerge.  

 

The boundary of the playscript provides information and security while inviting exploratory 

participation. It issues a challenge for both the director and cast to f ind deeper meanings and fulfil 

the playwright’s intentions. Through personal connection and interaction with the script, the 

students find personal resonance with the material which enables them to creatively engage with it, 

allowing for original interpretation and creative expression. Viles’ interpretation of the script also 

frames their interaction with it. This boundary of the script and Viles’ mediation of it provides an 

anchor for their work, fostering creative risk-taking as it stimulates, guides and supports their 

experimentation.  

 

Viles’ ideological boundary of truth and authenticity sets a benchmark for the process. Viles 

attempts to connect the students to the “truth” of the characters and their circumstance to 

authentically portray them on stage. Viles’ conceptual boundary gives the students a framework to 

improvise within. He gives them a scaffold which includes the structure of tension within the piece 

as well as aural and spatial information. He also employs metaphors which evoke the physical body. 

This boundary mediates the script to the students so that they improvise within Viles’ understanding 

of its key concepts.  

 

Viles’ interactive boundary of feedback responds to and shapes student decisions and encourages 

them in their risk-taking. Through it he guides them to use their internal artistic judgement system 

which is crucial to achieving personal flow. This is a problematic boundary for some who require 

more explicit information and encouragement in their creative work, especially when the creative 

challenge is high. Student self-confidence and the quality of their relationship with Viles determine 

the effectiveness of his support in developing their skills and internal feedback system, and the 

efficacy of this feedback boundary. 

 

The final boundary of challenge=skill is felt by Viles and the students. It challenges them to enter the 

new space of a “creative zone” that moves beyond the known to what is novel. The challenge is 

formed by the authenticity of the task and the professional paradigm of the Company. While they 

may not enter a flow state while in this struggle between challenge and skill, the struggle itself 

inspires creative invention. It evokes an emotional response as they test their abilities and 

confidence. It stimulates intrinsic motivation and brings rewards of deep personal satisfaction when 
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there is success. It interacts with the other boundaries of the script and Viles’ vision as well as the 

Creative Climate and the processes of rehearsal (which follow), all of which are drawn upon as the 

participants are provoked to rise to the challenge it entails. This boundary stimulates high levels of 

creative risk-taking and releases creative potential, enabling novel and appropriate creative 

solutions that seem to emerge “organically” from the process.  

 

These three boundaries facilitate creative risk-taking, guiding and stimulating the invention in 

different ways. Their structure facilitates the freedom of the improvisational rehearsal processes 

that take place within them. I have examined the Creative Climate of the work of the NSW Public 

Schools Drama Company and the “creative constraint” boundaries of the text, the vision of the 

director and the dynamic of the creative unknown where challenge equals skills. I now turn to the 

creative processes on the floor of the rehearsal space which take place in the context of the Creative 

Climate, and within the creative boundaries constructed. This environment allows the students to 

take creative risks and collaboratively create the production with the director. I will examine the 

creative processes of the group as, led by Viles, they interpret the te xt and develop their 

embodiment of it.  
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Chapter 7 

Creative rehearsal processes – The processes of invention 

 

 

Introduction 

This study seeks to explicate the creative processes of the NSW Public Schools Drama Company. The 

rehearsal process is a complex interaction between the vision of the director and the students’ 

contributions. It is set within a group context and social environment, and is guided and stimulated 

by boundaries provided by the text, director and task. Chapter 5 investigated the group context and 

social environment through exploration of the dimensions of the Creative Climate and revealed how 

it promotes and supports risk-taking. Chapter 6 explored the creative constraints that frame the 

work, and stimulate and direct the creative processes taking place within them. These boundaries 

were firstly the text which provides structure and a depth of information to explore; secondly, the 

ideological, conceptual and interactive boundaries of Viles’ vision  which motivate, inform and shape 

the rehearsal processes; and thirdly, the dynamic boundary of challenge meeting skill where the 

skills of Viles and the students are challenged by the task and grow to meet it. They enter new 

creative territory that pushes the work towards creative excellence. The rehearsal processes that 

take place within these two frames will now be examined. 

 

The findings suggest that the purpose of these two initial frames is to establish, stimulate and 

support creative risk-taking, the central ingredient of the creative process. The purpose of the 

rehearsal process is then to guide this risk-taking so that it can be used to build the production. Risk-

taking facilitates the dynamics of group creativity and its spontaneous expressions of creative 

solutions. Viles uses these spontaneous expressions of creativity to develop his staging of scripted 

material. These spontaneous elements that emerge from the group process are often alluded to in 

the literature but are difficult to determine. They seem to be the essence of creativity; organic, 

instinctual, ephemeral, mysterious, intrinsic and, for some, can even take on a mythical quality 

(Fewster, 2002; Gardiner, 2016; Hay, 2016; Jefferson & Anderson, 2009; Kloppenberg, 2010; Letzler 

Cole, 1992; McAuley, 2008; Minchinton, 1998). Sawyer and his colleagues have called these 

spontaneous elements “collaborative emergents” (Sawyer, 2003; Sawyer & DeZutter, 2009) and has 

shown that they come from the interaction of the group in processes of “group creativity” (Sawyer, 

2003). Group creativity is where interaction is the source of creativity rather than the individuals of 

the group. “Emergence” is where the resulting idea is greater than a simple addition of ideas of the 
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ensemble. The group interaction has caused something more to occur, something creative. Viles 

uses these collaborative emergents9 of the rehearsal process to develop his vision of the work and 

build the production. 

 

Sawyer’s work focuses on the qualities of group creativity and collaborative emergence in 

improvisational performance (Sawyer, 2003, 2007, 2015; Sawyer & DeZutter, 2009). In the context 

under study there is some adjustment required. In spontaneous performance the circumstance, 

meaning and progression of the scene are negotiated spontaneously. In the work of the Company 

there are fixed elements, the “givens” or boundaries discussed in the last chapter. The improvisation 

occurs around, and is stimulated by, these fixed elements. The improvisation fleshes out and 

embellishes the given world of the play, and then develops the characters and their interaction 

within this fictional world. The narrative does not change through improvisation but the 

embodiment of it does. Nevertheless, “collaborative emergents” are still produced through the 

group improvisation and are the main source of creativity in the process.  

 

The rehearsal processes move through three broad stages:  

 building connections to the text  

 building the environment collectively  

 improvising within the constructed environment 

The initial aim of the rehearsals is to build substantial intellectual and emotional connections to the 

script which grounds each actor’s practice. This work is initially individual, and develops as these 

connections are shared. In the second stage the environment is collectively built through processes 

that focus on detail and specificity but contain elements of improvisation. The resulting collaborative 

emergents are then incorporated into this shared construction of the environment of the play. 

Finally, Viles places the cast in scripted scenes to improvise their expression of the text. He chooses 

from the resulting collaborative emergents and incorporates them into the developing piece. Viles’ 

role in the process moves along the control – freedom continuum (Sawyer, 2011a) as he structures 

then releases the work as they improvisationally embody the material. The process moves into 

“group flow” (Sawyer, 2003, 2007) at times which increases the effectiveness of the group creativity 

and its emergent products. 

 

During the rehearsal process, Viles uses embodied techniques to foster the creation of emergents. 

The research findings suggest that his work has the potential to contribute to current 

                                                                 
9 “Emergence” refers to the process; “emergents” refer to the elements that are created through the process. 
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understandings of group creativity. Drawing on theories of embodiment and embodied cognition, 

emergence could be viewed as products of physical interactions amongst actors, and between actors 

and the material environment. This extension of the concept of group creativity could provide 

another way to access and augment collaborative emergence.  

 

Contributing theories: Group creativity, emergence, structure vs improvisation, embodied 

cognition  

The Drama Company’s rehearsal process confirms well documented processes of group creativity 

(Fischer & Vassen, 2011; John-Steiner, 2000; Paulus & Nijstad, 2003; Peppler & Solomou, 2011; 

Sawyer, 2003). The defining feature of group creativity is that it involves two or more people 

creating something in interaction with each other. The creativity of the group is derived from the 

complex nature of the interactional process. The creativity that results is said to be “emergent” as its 

properties are greater than the sum of the contributing individuals. Something unpredictable seems 

to happen to create new and original creative solutions. Sawyer has more recently named this 

process Distributed Creativity (Sawyer & DeZutter, 2009). When performing at its peak, an ensemble 

can enter “group flow,” a collective state related to Csikszentmihalyi’s individual theories of flow 

(2008) and developed by Sawyer (2003, 2007). This is seen as the most productive creative state and 

emerges from the interaction of the group. 

 

Emergence is a term scholars use to refer to complex systems where the whole is greater than the 

sum of its parts. (Sawyer, 2003, p.12) The term was first used in 1875 by philosopher George Lewes 

(1875) who wished to describe an effect that was greater than the simple addition of components. 

He illustrated this by analogy to the formation of molecules from their component atoms. Water is 

an often used example. The properties of water are emergent from the combination of hydrogen 

and oxygen as its new characteristics could not have been predicted from the features of the 

component atoms. Sawyer insists that both novelty and appropriateness are necessary properties of 

emergent systems if they are to be considered creative (Sawyer, 1999). Emergence can be a 

powerful creative force that provides authentic, innovative solutions. It is an area that does not 

seem to have entered the metalanguage of theatre makers yet, but it is perhaps what is sought. It 

describes the “magic,” the “chemistry” of creative interaction that produces novel and sometimes 

exceptional results.  

 

Sawyer’s current work on creativity emphasises the balance between improvisation and freedom on 

one hand and structure and guidance on the other to foster creativity in teaching practice (Sawyer, 
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2011b) and business organisations (Sawyer, 2015). There is also strong evidence in the literature 

that students’ creativity is enhanced when they are given the correct balance between structure and 

freedom (Burnard, 2007; Burnard et al., 2006; Davies et al., 2013; Halsey, Lord, & Jones, 2006) . Viles’ 

work illustrates this as he moves along the structure-freedom continuum to enable the group 

creativity processes. Not only do the creative boundaries discussed provide structure, but Viles 

regulates his directorial control of the process to facilitate the production of emergents. He employs 

both highly structured and spontaneous improvisational techniques, carefully working between the 

two extremes to enhance the creative process. The findings suggest that the improvisation of group 

creativity that produces collaborative emergent works best in a context of structure.  

 

The concept of embodiment is integral to theatre, most noticeably in traditions developed from 

Rudolf Laban, Jacques Copeau and Jacques Lecoq where the actor’s body is situated at the centre of 

the theatre-making and meaning-making processes (Copeau, 1990; M. Evans, 2006; Kemp, 2012; 

Laban, 1950; Laban & Ullmann, 1966, 1980; Lecoq et al., 2000; Murray, 2003; Tunstall, 2012) . 

Embodiment emphasises the ability of the body to “know” and create without drawing on conscious, 

or verbally articulated processes (Adrian, 2008; Beck, 2010; Boal, 1992; Bogart & Landau, 2005; 

Copeau, 1990; Kemp, 2010, 2012; Murray & Keefe, 2007; Zarrilli, 2004, 2009, 2015). Recent work on 

embodied cognition contributes to this field and argues that the body contributes to our thoughts, 

and that sensory-motor processes, action and emotions are integral to cognition (Ionescu & Vasc, 

2014; Morris, 2010; Shapiro, 2011; Stapleton, 2013; Zarrilli, 2015). The findings reveal an emphasis 

on embodiment in Viles’ rehearsal practice. His embodied techniques allow the actors to respond 

reflexively and intuitively to create appropriate and original characters.  

 

Finally, Viles’ rehearsal process could also be seen to contribute to the field of embodiment by 

drawing on Cohen’s work on Relacom (Cohen, 1978, 1984). Relacom is the dynamic interaction of 

characters where the character is built from the interaction between characters rather than from 

individual choices in isolation. This process draws on principles of group creativity w here emergence 

comes from the interaction rather than the individual , and from theories of embodiment and 

embodied cognition where action and emotion contribute to cognitive processes and operate 

without deliberate intellectual intervention. Viles’ use of embodiment delivers a unique contribution 

to the group creativity process and the concept of emergence. 

 

In this chapter I draw on the theories of group creativity, emergence, structure vs improvisation and 

embodiment to explicate the three stages of the rehearsal process and Viles’ use of embodiment: 
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 Students form strong intellectual and emotional connections to the script as they build an 

individual then collective understanding of it. The work begins with individual, methodical 

preparation which they share and develop with the group. This forms the personal basis for the 

improvisational work that follows.  

 The collaborative construction of the environment is furthered through activities that are built 

on detail and specificity but contains elements of improvisation. The spontaneity in these 

exercises allows for the formation of collaborative emergents that contribute to the construction 

of characters and the fictional space. This forms the collective basis for the improvisational work 

that follows.  

 Improvisational rehearsal processes within the jointly constructed space facilitate the 

collaborative emergence of group creativity. Viles moves along the continuum of structure and 

freedom to augment the process and take it to group flow at times. 

 The creative processes harness the corporeal nature of the physical body. They show how 

improvised, embodied interactions with other bodies, physical props and the space generate 

creative solutions. These solutions could be termed “embodied emergents” and so extend 

theories of group creativity and emergence to incorporate the body in the material 

environment. 

 

Connecting students to the fiction  

Individual connection to the text is a crucial procedure that initiates a personal, rich understanding 

of the environment, enabling students to produce spontaneous, embodied emergents when placed 

in Viles’ improvisational strategies later in the process.  Stanislavsky’s rehearsal methods aim to 

create the environment of a fictional situation, evoking physical and empathetic responses from the 

actor to allow the character to emerge (Stanislavsky, 1937). Viles, following the Stanislavsky 

tradition, takes great care in creating the details of the fictional situation, drawing students into the 

intellectual, emotional and sometimes political aspects of the play text. This individual work is 

developed as it is shared. 

 

Intellectually and emotionally entering the fiction – the research task  

Research is essential preparation, ensuring “that the actors build a shared, concrete and detailed 

picture of the time and place” (Mitchell, 2009, p. 145). Before casting, the students are required to 

complete a research task examining the political, social and cultural background of the play which 

they present to the ensemble (Appendix 7). Its aim is to involve them intellectually and perhaps 
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emotionally in the context of the play with each one’s investigations contributing to the group’s 

understanding and connection to it. In the Bassett production the response to this task appears to 

be very powerful and brings the cast closer as they begin to comprehend the somewhat shocking 

environment of the play. For this play, this intellectual involvement seems to evoke an emotional 

response.10  

 

Isaac’s presentation in response to the research task investigates the reality of the school in which 

the play occurs and begins to bring the students into its world. He had logged onto their website and 

disseminates a fact sheet. Belinda’s presentation on the repatriation ceremonies follows. The town 

of (now Royal) Wootton Bassett was the site of informal repatriation ceremonies from April 2007 

until March 2011 as bodies of British servicemen and women killed in Iraq and Afghanistan passed 

through the town on the way to the John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford.  

 

Belinda shows a video of the repatriation ceremony. … The atmosphere is muted, and then it 

becomes very sombre. … All are affected by the images – makes it real. Moving image of a row 

of 4 hearses draped with British flags making their way through the street…. Viles is openly 

affected. (Obs. 6/4/11) 

 

The stark reality of death in war and the grieving process of the community are portrayed in the 

video. From the muted atmosphere and the expressions of their faces it seems that the emotions 

of the students are beginning to be engaged. Viles is clearly affected and openly talks about it 

with the students, perhaps giving them some permission to feel empathetically with the 

inhabitants of the town. The atmosphere becomes more intense as Katarina presents her 

research on Abu Ghraib, the US run “correctional facility” which became infamous for its abuse 

and humiliation of Islamic detainees. 

 

She reads details of grave abuses. Serious, confronting stuff. Atmosphere silent, grave. She 

circulates photos from the humiliation. … She reads a testimony from one of the victims about 

the British soldiers. They thought they were getting picked up for paid work. They later became 

handcuffed and blindfolded. Taken to hall – stripped – given drugged drink. Made to fight, 

masturbate, hit with electric batons. Soldiers played porn. Female soldiers bared breasts and 

showed sexual acts. Silent response in class. Katarina speaks in strong, clear voice. Her face 

shows lack of belief in official statements of innocence. She links to Bassett –their questioning 

                                                                 
10

 Vi les had a  counsellor present for this and other sessions of Bassett due to the shocking nature of some of the material 
associated with the context of the play. 
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of why England involved in Iraq war. She says that this is an important play because it 

questions youth. It is a powerful presentation. (Obs. 6/4/11) 

 

This presentation seems to confront the cast with the detailed reality of what had gone on in Abu 

Ghraib, against which the play is set. The detail is shocking and revolting and appears to bring the 

students intellectually and emotionally into its context and its greater significance. 

 

I don’t think people really, when we first got the play, when we first read it, I don’t think people 

understood, well I didn’t myself, until I researched, understood the significance of it. (Katarina, 

Int. 2/11) 

 

Katarina’s presentation links the information on Abu Ghraib back to the play, and then takes it 

further to the purpose of the performance. The importance of authentic art making as discussed in 

the Creative Climate is evident. Their engagement in the context of the text invites their authenticity 

as artists, which increases their engagement. They now have a reason for the play and a message 

that must be transmitted to audiences. They are brought closer as the group melds together with a 

growing common understanding and purpose. My heightened language as an observer reveals that I 

too am affected by the presentation. 

 

The group is transforming into a single unit, with a single objective, they are beginning to have 

a multifaceted understanding moving in the same trajectory. There is a sense of everyone 

contributing their ideas, everyone’s ideas being valid and contributing to the whole. (Obs. 

6/4/11)  

 

The effect of the presentations was not so marked with the two other plays of the study period, The 

Grandfathers and The Miracle. For The Grandfathers there was some intellectual and emotional 

engagement in the contemporary issues of conscription and war, prompting some personal 

connection, belief in the fiction and sense of artistic purpose. There was some evidence of the 

beginning of a collective purpose from reactions to the presentations but was more muted than had 

been evident in Bassett. Not all students found it easy to connect with the issues of The Miracle, an 

imaginative piece based on abstract concepts such as “hope and redemption”(Macdonald & Singe, 

2006). While some engaged with the narrative, others found it irrelevant to their lives while others 

found its lack of concrete, real-world issues unexciting. The presentations related more to the 

characters rather than their world context or the concept of “miracles” which had been suggested in 
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the task brief. These students mostly found their way into the text through character alone, 

imagining themselves in the personal circumstances of the character, such as age, and relationships 

with family and peers, to which they could relate. This seemed to provide enough impetus for their 

connection and engagement in the world of the fiction so that they could create emotional, 

embodied responses to it later in the process. In this instance there was limited sense of artistic 

purpose from the presentations of the research task. However, most of the actors understood the 

importance of the text by the end of the process, after their engagement with the characters.  

 

At first I didn’t understand the play, I didn’t know the message. I thought, what is the miracle? 

… They were all struggling to find; Lorenzo was struggling to find himself, Chewy was, Barry 

was, they all were. … The whole meaning I guess was just them, all the characters that made 

up The Miracle, made my understanding of what it was about. (Francis, Int. 2/12) 

 

This perhaps indicates that texts which deal with real-world issues of interest to the students are 

better able to engage them intellectually and emotionally and increase their engagement in the 

creative process. They are also able to appropriate them as artists with a meaningful purpose, and 

access the potency of that authentic artistic position. Texts with real -world issues perhaps more 

powerfully stimulate personal and collaborative connection so that the groundwork for the group 

creativity processes to follow can be laid more effectively. 

 

Emotionally entering the fiction – emotional recall 

Viles seeks to connect the students emotionally to the core circumstances of the play through 

allusions to their own experiences and the relevance of the issues to their own lives. This is part of 

the necessary personal, individual connections to the text, preparing them for the later 

improvisational rehearsal processes. This activity was particularly effective when preparing for the 

final, most difficult scene in Bassett where Leo attacks his classmates out of his grief over the death 

of his best friend Charlie in the Iraq war. With a counsellor present, Viles draws on his own 

emotional challenges to engage the students personally in the situation.  

 

So we had to go into an empathetic situation in real life, and of course I didn’t want them to go 

through it, that’s personal because it’s the whole Stanislavsky, so I persona lised it for me, and 

then I said, when you listen to this story hopefully you’ll empathise. And I had to talk about the 

time I’d felt terribly responsible that one of my cat’s kittens was killed because I’d left a 

window open. And that’s me grieving and gu ilt-ridden etc. And they came on deck with that, 
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they could understand that sense of guilt and I suppose sadness that you feel. … And I think 

some of them were, you can tell from their reactions that they were, they got what empathy is. 

… They didn’t even have to tell me what they felt, they showed it. (Viles, Int. 1/11) 

 

Viles uses real, very personal circumstances to reach the students emotionally. He openly shares 

the difficult emotions those times had evoked, modelling emotional engagement and control as 

well as demonstrating the emotional safety of himself and the group. This operates within the 

Creative Climate that has been established. He observes the success of his method through their 

bodily reactions rather than their words. My observations of this rehearsal confirm that the 

students were greatly affected. 

 

Kids are listening, spellbound. Kate and Eve are a bit teary. All seem touched. … All the kids are 

silent. Looking at Viles or looking down. ... Viles saying it is tough, you have to go there. And 

you are angry as well. You are sad. You know those 7 stages of grief, it’s true.  (Obs. 23/5/11) 

 

This level of individual engagement facilitates the collaborative improvisational work that follows. 

However he is careful of their emotional equilibrium. He balances the heavy emotion of the text 

with lightness, humour and common sense.  

 

When reading this play go there emotionally, as a human being. Don’t go home with the play 

[after performance]. He talks of famous method actors – Laurence Olivier – “Imagine then let it 

go. It will get intense, close and personal. It is a journey of the actor, let it go afterwards.” 

(Obs. 14/3/11) 

 

Viles positions the activity and its emotional challenge in the context of great actors, evoking the 

professional paradigm he has established to help them deal with the content and their emotional 

engagement. He is clearly working within the safety of the Creative Climate he has constructed. The 

students are positioned to see the challenge as a good thing, counterbalancing the personal 

difficulty of the emotion they are to tap into. Viles models emotional engagement and release, and 

evokes a sense of professionalism to help them manage the process.  

 

This is an individual rather than a collective process, however experiencing it collectively can feed 

into the cohesion of the group and develop their shared understanding of the text. The research task 

and emotional recall activities connect them intellectually and emotionally to the fiction, deepening 
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their connection to the play and assisting them to immerse in its world. This deep involvement 

facilitates their participation in the improvisational activities that follow.  

 

Developing the environment through collaborative emergence 

Once initial connection to the text and its concerns has been established, Viles begins work on the 

script and the characters, focusing on specific details in accordance with his oft-repeated mantra of 

“good acting is in the detail.” These activities collaboratively construct the environment of the play 

so the actors develop a shared understanding of the context. The activities are structured and 

methodical but contain elements of improvisation that allow for collaborative emergence. The detail 

and specificity that the tasks require contribute to the effectiveness of the improvisation. The 

creative ideas that come from these processes feed back into this jointly constructed environment of 

the fiction. Viles implements the activities and at times establishes strict guidelines, but he then 

allows the spontaneous qualities to take over. The detail and richness of this collaboratively built 

environment fosters the improvisation that will take place within it in the next stage of the process, 

and the emergents that result.  

 

Script analysis 

Viles’ method of script analysis is a methodical investigation that applies intention to every line. It 

develops an intellectual understanding that can lead to physical expression. It begins to move the 

students from their individual understanding to one that is dependent on the group and 

incorporates elements of improvisation. This strategy involves investigating the purpose of each line 

as the actors assign intentions to every utterance. It is painstakingly slow to complete, however 

every student of the study commented on its usefulness in their interviews and stated how they 

continued to use the technique in their own work. It moves from students’ individual preparation to 

group creativity as the ensemble collectively creates the meaning of the lines. It also allows the 

students to physically develop their roles as they interact.  

 

Articulated by Alfreds (2007) and based on Stanislavsky’s method, the technique requires the 

students to allocate a specific action verb to each line indicating their intention and therefore how 

the line should be said. The first stage of the process is to intellectually assign the verbs/actions to 

the text. Then they speak only the verbs/actions to each other in the scripted sequence, not the 

words of the text itself. This is followed by physicalizing the verbs/actions as they say them, trying to 

affect each other physically and vocally. Lastly, they use the original words of the text while 

delivering the line with the practised intention and physical action.  
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Firstly, this exercise works intersubjectively as the characters attempt to affect each other with 

every line, and collaboratively develop understanding of the scene.  

 

When we did the whole exercise when we were all sitting in the circle and they were like “I 

question,” “I disagree with Leo’s next action.” And you hear what other people are saying, 

what their next move will be, and your move can change and it’s altered somewhat because 

you have to work with the same energy and the same thing the person before you is saying. 

(Kate, Int. 2/11) 

 

The “move” of one person has a direct effect on the “move” of subsequent people. While Sawyer 

and DeZutter (2009) apply intersubjectivity to spontaneous improvisational drama, the effect can 

also be seen in this methodical unpacking of the script where meanings of lines are dependent on 

their interaction with others. The meaning is created by collaboration, not solely generated by 

individuals but is a function of the interactions of the group.  

 

Secondly, the exercise works physically. It asks the students to focus on the verb, the intention of 

their line, and then let that intention work into their bodies. Viles states that he wants their 

bodies to physically remember what they are doing for the acting of the scene later (Obs. 

9/5/11). Moving from intellectual planning to improvised embodiment, the intention creates the 

appropriate gesture, vocal quality and action. Isaac finds that knowing the intention is the key for 

his physical expression. 

 

If you don’t have that intention in the way that you say the line, what’s your body going to 

do?... Add that intention in the voice and how you’re going to say it and the body will just 

follow. (Isaac, Int. 2/11) 

 

In this exercise the embodiment is realised through focusing on intention. The impetus for 

embodiment is intellectual but the expression is spontaneous. Once the actor has made their 

decision on intention, emotion is evoked and the body is able to reflexively follow  as they try to 

affect the other actor. This physical responsiveness could be seen to exhibit elements of group 

creativity as new physical ideas emerge from the exercise. They are not deliberately created but 

come from the physical interaction between actors in the pursuit of intention.  
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Even though this process of script analysis is deliberate and methodical, it co-opts some of the 

qualities of group creativity seen in spontaneous improvisation. The students collectively build the 

meaning of their lines and spontaneously physically invent as they try to affect the other actor 

through their intention. Even though the improvisation is highly controlled, the spontaneous 

elements create novel and appropriate emergents. It seems that collaborative emergence requires 

some form of improvisation; it is the spontaneity of the interaction which allows the creativ ity 

between the performers to occur. 

 

Viles has moved from activities that connect the students to the play individually to beginning 

construction of a collective understanding of the world of the play. Viles’ method of script analysis 

uses elements of improvisation that allow for some collaborative emergence which contributes to 

this joint construction. This imagined context is developed further in improvisational rehearsal 

activities such as “hot-seating” where the improvised interaction of the group produces 

collaborative emergents.  

 

Hot-seating  

Viles’ strategy of hot-seating uses both individual preparation and collaborative improvisation to 

create the details of each character and their relationships within the group. Viles sets up the activity 

and lets the cast drive it. Specific details are discovered and created as each character interacts with 

the ensemble. A search for detail drives the task and the improvisation of the group creates 

emergents that enrich the development of character and the fictional situation. 

 

Once the play has been cast, in line with Stanislavsky tradition, the students embark on a personal 

interrogation of the script to find out the details of the character and their context (Cohen, 1978, 

1984; Mitchell, 2009; Stanislavsky, 1937; Stern, 2000). Part of this process is the creation of a 

fictitious “back-story”, an imaginative creation of the previous life of the character that attempts to 

justify their role in the play. The students begin the process on their own, initially following a list of 

simple questions that stimulate their ideas. Viles then uses group improvisation to help the actors 

create more detail in their stories (Mitchell, 2009). In the instance observed below he uses hot-

seating to explore a key scene between two characters that does not occur on stage but the events 

of which are pivotal to the story. In this strategy the actors remain in character, improvise the story, 

and answer unplanned questions from the other actors who are sometimes asking in role. They are 

collectively creating the scene and the characters, building from the questions, comments and even 

attitudes of the group to develop their own roles.  
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Viles asks for two more questions for Rex from the group – “We are getting a clear picture” – 

Rex has now been talking in this “hot-seat” impro for over 20 minutes. Eve keeps going in role, 

telling Leo that maybe someone is there for him but he doesn’t know it (meaning herself) – 

joking, joke all round. Goes serious again as Rex talks about Charlie again and relives actual 

moment of kiss, thinking “It can’t be happening, it’s just an impulse.” He feels that he can’t 

breathe. “A split second was all it took to change everything.” Tension and focus in room 

again. “A kiss, I pulled away, if someone catches me what are they going to think? I didn’t 

want to be like that at school. I think that’s the only reason I pulled away. Those times when 

something, shit happens, and you laugh it off.” (Obs. 23/5/11) 

 

Viles’ comment of, “We are getting a clear picture,” alludes to the collaborative development of 

the groups’ understanding of the character and situation. The atmosphere oscillates between 

laughter and intense focus perhaps demonstrating how the Playfulness/Humour dimension of the 

Creative Climate assists the process. The task forces Rex to imagine the specifics of the situation; 

each created detail prompting further questions and leading the group deeper into the 

circumstance of the scene and its implications. The presence of the others intensifies the 

atmosphere and increases the level of detail as perhaps the presence of Eve’s character makes 

him think more clearly of the ramifications of the forbidden kiss between men. Rex talks about 

how he became Leo for the exercise and the ideas emerged from that. He was embodied in 

character, and his ideas grew from his unpredictable interaction with the group.   

 

I think (the hot-seating exercise) really opened up my mind to Leo and who he is and how I’m 

going to actually do this. And then getting everyone to ask me questions, I could just feed off 

what I’d written. A lot of those questions I was doing I hadn’t written them down. …. For that 

whole time I was being Leo. (Rex, Int. 2/11) 

 

Rex immersed himself in the role and improvised his reactions to the group as the cast 

contributed to the exploration and creation of the scene. The effectiveness of the exercise 

perhaps comes from the existing collaborative understanding of the ensemble, Rex’s preparation 

and focus in role, and an emphasis on finding detail. The situation was improvised; the 

interaction spontaneous and creative emergents came from it. 
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The exercise was repeated with the second character Lucy, and the actor’s understanding  of her 

creation is similar as Rose (the actor) refers to a “true Lucy character,” a character that came into 

being within the exercise and without conscious deliberation. 

 

By them asking me questions it was making me actually create and think on the spot to answer 

those questions and find more and more out about the Lucy character. I think that was 

probably really good just being put on the spot so whatever comes out is usually, your first 

thought of what comes out, is the true Lucy character. (Rose, Int. 2/11) 

 

Rose seems to trust in the spontaneity of the situation, bypassing pre-planned intellectual processes, 

to find the truth of the character, the “true Lucy character.” She was focused in role, improvised 

using her prepared ideas and understanding of the text and then worked from the improvised 

questions of the cast to develop new characteristics which felt authentic. Given no time to reflect 

and pre-plan, her “first thought” could be seen to emerge from the group interaction rather than her 

creativity alone. The ambiguous, instinctive, “true Lucy character” could be her articulation of the 

emergent creation of Lucy, which grew from the interaction of the group. 

 

Through individual planning and spontaneous ensemble improvisation, details of the characters are 

created by the processes of group creativity. The important elements in fostering this collaborative 

emergence seem to be personal preparation and focus in role, the existing collective understanding 

of the context and characters, and the group’s unpredictable, improvised questions which deny the 

actors the time to pre-plan their responses, instead forcing them to rely on the group creativity to 

develop ideas that seem “true” and authentic. The search for detail and specificity seems to be 

another factor of the process. This search could be seen as the “problem finding” of creativity 

research (Csikszentmihalyi & Sawyer, 1995; Getzels, 1985; Sawyer, 2015), a highly productive 

approach where there is no set goal but a search for possibilities and avenues to investigate. This 

approach to creativity aims “to raise new questions, new possibilities, to regard old questions from a 

new angle” (Einstein as cited in Getzels, 1985, p. 55). Sawyer confirms that improvisational 

ensembles participate in problem finding (Sawyer, 2015). Each invention in the improvisation 

presents another “problem” to solve or simply explore. The data analysis suggests that it is the 

search for detail and specificity that maintains the problem finding paradigm and contributes to the 

creation of collaborative emergents. 

 

Students have formed strong intellectual and emotional connections to the script which have been 
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developed collaboratively. Activities based on detail and specificity but containing improvisational 

elements have produced collaborative emergents which have contributed to the joint creation of the 

environment of the play. They are operating within a Creative Climate and within the boundaries 

that have been established. Within this space Viles now employs his improvisational rehearsal 

techniques. 

 

Improvisational rehearsal techniques – movement between structure and freedom 

Viles harnesses spontaneous elements of group creativity to develop the staging of the scripted 

material. He clearly guides the process, moving between structure and freedom, sometimes getting 

caught up in the group flow along with the actors. The data analysis suggests that his control of 

structure and freedom seem to augment the group creativity and the production of collaborative 

emergents.  

 

Viles begins these rehearsals with structure. He unpacks the social and physical setting, and maps 

out the key points of the text. The work then moves into the space of the actors as they 

collaboratively work within Viles’ structural points, the space around them, and their physical and 

social interaction. It seems that the security of the scaffold he has established affords the actors 

greater freedom in their improvisation. Creative ideas come from their interactions with each other 

and the space as they collaboratively create the work. Viles then assesses the creative ideas that 

have emerged. He reinforces emergents that fit with his evolving directorial vision, before placing 

the piece back on the rehearsal floor to be further developed through their interaction.  The findings 

suggest that the final piece is the result of Viles’ interaction with an itinerant group creativity 

process: structuring the material, letting the improvisational group creativity produce emergents, 

then verbally selecting and refining the emergents and putting them within his structure, to then 

giving them back to the group to be improvised with again, and so more emergents are created. 

 

Viles’ movement between structure and freedom augments the group creativity and allows it to 

contribute to his directorial vision. This type of movement was noted in the previous chapter as his 

feedback also moves between these two styles. While Viles can allow the actors substantial 

freedom, he is initially firm in conveying his conceptual understanding of the piece. He uses clear 

directives to establish the improvisational process while remaining ready to modify his ideas in 

response to the emergence of new ones as the process continues.  
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He’ll work from [what we’ve improvised], he’ll take the ideas that he likes and he’ll shape that. 

I think that’s how Paul works really well. (Julia, Int. 2/12) 

 

The observation notes from the study that follow show how Viles works with the actors to develop 

the scene through improvisation and moves along the structure - freedom continuum to facilitate 

the group creativity and emergents that result. The students have gone through the text in detai l, 

discussed its meanings comprehensively, assigned actions (“I action” activity), and then have got on 

the floor to improvise the scene. Viles scaffolds the scene before they begin. 

 

Viles asks – What happens in these five pages that we read tonight? After a few comments 

from the students he summarises: Dean needs to pee – and in the end he is offered a bottle for 

his pee. This is arc of this section. Viles then lists the parts within it: Wikipedia notes. Graham 

speaks, the bat, the window. Rex says it is a big turning point when he, Leo, takes out the bat. 

Viles states that this is the first indication that he is not afraid to use the bat – he will break 

glass. Viles says that part will be improvised then back to text. Next is when he smashes desk. 

Viles asks, “Who are the most active physically in this scene?” After some comment he 

confirms it is “Leo, Russell and possibly Dean.” Viles says that it is revealed that all are in awe 

of Charlie and see different views on him. We can play with not giving Dean the bottle. Who 

has increased her belligerence in this scene? Julia thinks maybe Aimee – but she is not 

belligerent really. Eve points out it is Kelly. “Correct,” affirms Viles. He then outlines who is 

possibly moving around the room, and the groups of alliances in the class. (Obs. 9/5/11) 

 

He structures the scene, identifying the complete arc and the sections within it. He seeks to give 

depth and complexity to the characters and their motivations. He highlights physical action and its 

possible meanings, and the social dynamics. He is emphasising the social and physical environment 

of the fiction through specific details, trying to place the cast in his understanding of the scene. This 

could be considered part of his boundary setting. His questions are not seeking student input; rather 

he is checking and reinforcing their understanding of his view of the dynamics of the scene. His one 

suggestion of play (“We can play with not giving Dean the bottle”) is more collaborative. He often 

uses the word “play” to invite collaboration, the word signalling his openness to their contributions. 

However, his main concern here is to ensure the cast understand the structural dynamics he 

envisions, the boundaries he provides for the cast to invent within. They then move to improvise the 

scene and explore it physically on stage. 
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First scene, bell goes, Rex leads blocking. Lovely, very realistic, especially kids around door of 

classroom. Viles calls out sections to lead each part of the improvisation - opinions of Charlie, 

Leo goes to smash window, Leo smashing desk, Dean trying to get bottle from Russell …  

Viles stops at end of impro and questions, “What worked?” He recaps the main actions in this 

section of tonight. Open discussion, Julia asks questions to clarify as does Katarina. (Obs. 

9/5/11) 

 

After inviting them to question what was effective, Viles recaps the main actions in the section, his 

structural markers. The student-led discussion is to clarify Viles’ intentions in the scene rather than 

contributing their own. The section is improvised again. After some initial problems with attention 

and engaging with the action, they begin to focus. 

 

Improvised scene takes off again around Leo. Nice interaction. Nice overlapping of lines. Sense 

of controlled chaos in room, focus moving around well. Francis lovely as Dean, wanting to pee, 

wanting bottle, lack of power. (Obs. 9/5/11) 

 

This time the improvisation begins to flow of its own accord. Viles does not call out his structural 

markers as the actors begin to take charge of the action and the momentum. At this point the group 

creativity process takes precedence. The actors work collectively, taking the scene to another level. 

It is the workings of group creativity that allow this elevation, fostered by the release into freedom 

after the meticulous structural setup. At the conclusion, Viles again summarises what worked and 

what needs development. His vision ranges across a variety of aspects. He talks about the narrative 

structure as well as the social and physical dynamic. 

 

Competing focus worked well. Control space and control own characterisation. Therefore don’t 

break out of character. When someone takes over impro go with it. Certain key elements 

completely overlooked in the impro of scene. Two or three characters need to roam the space – 

girls can quietly go into corner. When someone is speaking, what are you doing? We are 

listening to focus vocally and physicalising it. At end of play it is that controlled chaos, like 

when he was going to smash window, all are looking at him. Know space well and where you 

are going to go in it. This is a first draft. We are going back and doing the six pages again. If 

you feel you want to move, do it. (Obs. 9/5/11) 

 

In this way Viles works into the scene, exploring it in the space with the actors. He knows the key 
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points that make the scene hang together so he reinforces emergents that emphasised these points 

or highlights the need for more invention in that area. He also insists on the physical embodiment of 

character and interaction. He gives them directives as well as significant freedom (If you feel you 

want to move, do it). The actors need to “know the space well” so they can use their freedom 

effectively, moving meaningfully within the space. Their freedom is positioned within their existing 

knowledge of the boundaries and the environment of the text they have constructed together. Their 

goal appears to be the creation of specific details that fit the scene. The actors seem to be working 

from Viles’ choice of structural points of the text, the space around them, their social groupings, and 

their interactions as designated by the Viles’ interpretation of the script and their interactions in the 

moment. Their freedom is set within structure. They are working together using the dynamics of 

group creativity from within the parameters that have been established collectively and what Viles 

has set explicitly.  

 

Viles could be seen to be cyclically developing his conception of the scene with the ensemble. He 

presents his understanding, lets the cast develop it through their improvisation, he then emphasises 

the parts he finds important, modifying his concepts through ideas that have emerged, then again 

putting the shared understanding on the rehearsal floor to be modified again through the creat ivity 

of the group. He moves between control and freedom, giving the work into the hands of the 

ensemble, garnering their creative emergents as he takes it back again, incorporating their ideas 

then re-releasing it on the floor. The more he senses that the creative emergents are in line with his 

developing vision, the more he releases the work to the ensemble.  

 

The next run of the scene appears to move into group flow. Group flow (Sawyer, 2003) is an 

ensemble version of Csikszentmihalyi’s personal flow (2008) and comes from the interaction of the 

group. It occurs when the individuals of the ensemble are immersed in the action of the scene. There 

is a lack of self-consciousness, and action and awareness are merged. It is when the group is 

performing at its maximum effectiveness and individuals are led to perform at a higher level than 

they would alone. “Group flow is an emergent property of the group”(Sawyer, 2003, p. 45). In this 

instance Viles is not just managing the group flow, he becomes part of it.  

 

All actors working – Viles side-coaching, encouraging: keep it going, build to the tension, build 

the tension, scream – let it go, he’s playing with you. Amazing build of scene – works with 

Viles’ moulding of it – working, huge difference – amazing how scene coming together –

coming together extraordinarily well for first rehearsal session. There is a real sense of building 
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tension, peak of tension then release. Rex is relishing his role, really understanding what he is 

doing. (This is the most remarkable section of the evening. It is as if Viles is the artist, the 

sculptor, moulding the actors and the action like soft clay. Moulding time, space, sound and 

energy to build to the crescendo, peak and then fall away. It is invigorating to the cast and to 

me.) (Obs. 9/5/11) 

 

Viles moves from giving directives to encouraging the momentum of the scene, almost becoming as 

immersed as the performers. Physically he becomes completely absorbed, standing up, leaning into 

the scene, at times mouthing the words, engrossed in the flow, rhythmically sculpting the scene, in 

tune but just outside the action. He is both controlling it and subject to it. My brief notes have not 

been able to keep up or accurately describe what was occurring in front of me , my language 

becoming heightened as I too get caught up in the moment. He appears to be instinctively involved 

in the process, highlighting what is working and encouraging the work in that direction, responding 

to the creative emergents. In this instance the power of group creativity is evident, as is the 

effectiveness of the group flow state that encompasses Viles and the cast. In this instance his control 

is possibly subject to the creativity of the group. 

 

In this next example we see Viles again work improvisationally from what the actors are giving, the 

collaborative emergents, and become part of the group creative process. However this time he 

seems to be inside the action, his directives pushing the actors as he heightens key moments of 

tension. He is working within the group creativity to extend it, using the contingency and 

spontaneous qualities of the improvisation to enrich the interactions and dynamics of the scene  and 

the emergents that result. 

 

As is his usual practice, Viles sets the scene physically, describing the set space as it will be around 

them, describing its physical attributes as well  as the mood he intends it to provoke. He gives an 

overview of the actions and as they move into the improvisation Viles goes with them, entering the 

flow and becoming part of the collaboration and emergence that ensues. Instead of calling out 

sections, encouraging or “moulding” the action as he did before, Viles interacts with the actors’ 

decisions, at times physically pointing or calling out instructions, absorbed in the scene, standing up, 

leaning into the action, and responding to its events. His viewpoint is still from a director and his 

interjections are designed to heighten the tension, but they seem to come from the interaction 

between him, the ensemble and the space. His directives come from and feed back into the 

collaboration of the cast, augmenting the group creativity process and its results.  
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After a pause Harry starts clap of film, all stand. Viles points Leo to centre of room. Leo then 

goes to board and then comes out to centre again and bashes chair – all scatter. He gets Amid 

in the centre... Leo pulls Kasia’s hair…, more intensity. Group in pile in centre. Not sure if 

crying. Jacob red face. Trying to cover it. Jack very red… During Spencer’s speech Viles tells him 

to go to Jade and Bronte. Then, “Get Kate.” Kate is convincing in her fear. After he has 

intimidated her Leo moves by the window, leaning his back on the door of the rehearsal space. 

He is broken, shaking, looking at the devastation before him that he has created. (Obs. 6/6/11)  

 

Viles’ signal to Rex (Leo) begins the sequence and he improvises his movements from there. The 

bashing of the chair is spontaneous as is his intimidation of the other characters. He knows the 

sequence of the characters he is to terrorize but they have only verbally discussed the “how.” Viles is 

also improvising, responding to Rex’s physical actions, his position in relation to the space, 

properties and other actors. The original and appropriate ideas grow from this interaction. The 

group creativity includes Viles, the cast and the physical space. Viles exerts some control but is also 

subject to the contributions of the students, participating in the collaboration rather than simply 

directing it. Viles’ participation in the collaboration help both Rex and Kate enter the group flow. 

 

When Paul changed that whole thing (said “Get Kate”),I think that’s when Leo lost it. Cause 

when he picked me up, he was like, “Get up!” and like looked at me and I like looked into his 

eyes, it was like, he looked sorry. Like he looked, I don’t know. And that’s when I started to cry, 

I was like, “Oh my God.” And you know at the end you’re meant to feel empathy for him, at 

that moment, I was like, I actually feel empathy for him. (Kate, Int. 2/11) 

 

Kate refers to Rex by the character’s name, Leo, rather than his own. In the improvisation, Leo had 

become real. She had been placed into a sense of the physical space and then collaborated with 

Viles’ spontaneous directives and the actors in the space to develop authentic and powerful 

interaction. Collaborative emergence is evident as the scene becomes more than the sum of the 

director and individual actors. The physical quality of Rex and Kate’s interaction seems to bypass 

their reasoning processes and connects emotions directly to physical expression. Kate notes the 

importance of preparation before engaging in the spontaneity of the improvisation.  

 

I think the whole discussing of the final scene before it was actually played out helped heaps, 

heaps. Cause it all got us into focus. (Kate, Int. 2/11) 
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Rose also testifies to how Viles’ collaboration increases focus and tension and promotes group flow 

and the collaborative emergence. 

 

And so I really like it how he just lets us just improvise and so with the part where it was a  

build-up and they were all lying on each other, he was kind of like, “Leo’s going around” and 

we were just, “What’ll we do?” “Get to the wall,” and then we were actually scared because 

we didn’t know what was going to happen, and then Paul’s just yelling out things like, “Go to 

Kate.” I think that was really good because it made everything a bit realer, because we actually 

didn’t know what was happening, and everything was improvising so anything could happen. I 

really like how Paul allows us to experiment with that and find new things. I think that’s really 

effective. (Rose, Int. 2/11) 

 

Rose pinpoints how Viles’ interaction with the scene increases the focus and takes the students into 

flow, through becoming “realer.” Viles has been able to augment the group process at appropriate 

points, pushing the students into the next level of belief so that the resulting collaborative 

emergence is richer. He is working spontaneously as he interacts with the action on stage becoming 

part of the ensemble in their group creativity. He works instinctively within the group process to 

push the students deeper into the key points of interaction and emotion, using the improvisational, 

unpredictable nature of the process to perhaps “disarm” them and allow authentic emotion and 

interaction to emerge. This unpredictability and vulnerability is set upon a secure base of 

preparation and structure. The freedom and volatility of the process occurs within clearly 

established boundaries and collaborative emergence results. 

 

The initial research and emotional recall activities strongly connect the students to the text and 

initiate the ensemble’s collective construction of the world of the play. Activities which are centred 

on detail and specificity but contain elements of improvisation enable the production of 

collaborative emergents that contribute to the cast’s joint creation of the fictional environment. Into 

this defined space, set within a Creative Climate and established boundaries, Viles guides the 

ensemble as they improvise their embodiment of the script. 

 

Viles’ tight control at the beginning of this improvisational process lays the foundations for the freer 

creative work that follows. The established boundaries and his clear guidelines in the rehearsal 

process ensure that the improvisation is appropriate, and the risk-taking paradigm of the Creative 
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Climate ensures that the students eagerly contribute. Viles sets up the structures for improvisation, 

releases the students into them within the environment that they have established together, and 

the creativity comes from the collaborative, embodied interaction of the ensemble. He gets drawn 

into the collaborative creativity of the ensemble at times, particularly in moments of group flow, 

working spontaneously in the group to augment the group creativity. He also selects what he 

considers the most effective and appropriate collaborative emergents after each improvisation, and 

feeds them into the next improvisation cycle. His structures ensure appropriateness, the process 

ensures originality, and Viles works from the resulting collaborative emergents to craft the final 

piece. 

 

I will now examine more of Viles’ improvisational methods, particularly those that work from the 

impetus of the physical body in the social and material context of the play. They illuminate how 

group creativity can result from the corporeality of the body and its interaction with the physical 

environment. 

 

Augmenting collaborative emergence through embodiment 

In keeping with Viles’ oft-stated belief in the authenticity of the body’s expression, Viles focuses on 

physical expression of emotion, intention and interaction throughout the rehearsal process. While I 

have touched on this phenomenon throughout, this section specifically explores its characteristics in 

the context of the rehearsal practice of the Drama Company, and demonstrates how it augments 

group creativity by drawing out authentic and dynamic performances from the actors. I propose that 

this work draws from the corporeality of the physical body, its connection to emotions, and its 

instinctive response to the bodies of others and the environment that surrounds it. These innate 

responses augment the collaborative emergence from group creativity and produce a level of detail 

and authenticity that is not commonly achieved. 

 

Embodied cognition scientist Morris claim that cognition is “physically grounded in the sense that 

the physical specificities, rhythms, dynamics and shape of the moving body, and its embeddedness 

in the world and social settings, matter to cognition” (2010, p. 239). Viles employs a range of 

strategies that seem to access these factors. He works from the physicality of the actors themselves, 

their relationship to the bodies of others, and their interaction with the material world and its social 

dynamics. This is a specific type of collaborative emergence. It is primarily physical, seeming to draw 

on the corporeality of the body and its response to the bodies of others. It also encompasses the 

physical space, making the material world part of the “collaboration” of group creativity, its 
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dimensions prompting the emergents. It also appears that the process can occur within the actor, 

working alone in the dynamics of their body. 

 

The use of physicality to create character and the use of physical closeness to elicit authentic 

emotion will be explored. The material world will be shown as a powerful contributor to the group 

creativity process as the actor physically interacts with it to produce emergents. Finally I examine 

how physical embodiment in role during interaction with others in role develops complex, 

embodied, creative emergents through a process known as relacom (Cohen, 1978, 1984). 

 

Using physicality to create character 

Words emanate from a physical act in the body, and for me the body is where you begin in the 

rehearsal room. (McBurney, 1999, p. 70) 

 

In a way used by many practitioners (Copeau, 1990; M. Evans, 2006; Laban & Ullmann, 1980; Lecoq 

et al., 2000; McBurney, 1999; Murray, 2003; Snow, 2012), Viles uses physicality to help the students 

create their characters. He encourages them to physically convey the role in order to create the role.  

 

And in the start, after the bell goes when it’s all improvisation, he said, “You just need to walk, 

own it, edge.” (clicks fingers) Like, “You get out there.” So that walking, talking, physicality. I 

wouldn’t stop being Kelly for the whole day. Like everyone did it as well. (Katarina, Int. 3/11) 

 

Expressing the physical dimension of the role helps Katarina find the character. For her, 

intellectual deliberation does not achieve what embodiment does. The physical actions of “being” 

the character, develop the character. In this instance the work does not involve an ensemble. 

Elements that are original and appropriate (creative) occur, elements she has not been able to 

access without the embodiment, but the process is within her own body and not in interaction 

with others.  

 

For Julia, rather than working alone it is the physical dimension of interaction which develops her 

characterisation. It leads to changes in her role and her interaction with other characters.  In 

rehearsal she has to confront another character which went against her natural inclination. Viles 

picks up the physical contradiction in what she is doing. 
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Viles stops Julia a few lines in – Viles points out that she is backing away – “Why?” She needs 

to walk forward and make a stand. “The focus is you,” he says. 

Starts again – Julia is much better – she holds her physical position, and verbally cuts in over 

Zoe, (making a stand). Viles says, “good.” (Obs. 6/6/11) 

 

Where the script is asking her to confront, she is physically contradicting it by backing away. 

Through changing her physicality and holding her position she is able to confront Zoe as the script 

suggests. This confirms body posture research (Bailey & Kelly, 2015; Carney, Cuddy, & Yap, 2010; 

Cuddy, Wilmuth, Yap, & Carney, 2015; DeCelles, DeRue, Margolis, & Ceranic, 2012; Park, 

Streamer, Huang, & Galinsky, 2013) which states that body position affects mental attitude and 

the reaction of others. This simple physical change has a significant effect on the actor. The 

physical position of confidence allows her to feel the emotion. 

 

I remember that the first time I got up to be Shanti and say my little chunk, I was like, “No, you 

can’t do this, you’re racist.” I kind of felt a bit scared and I was kind of backing away and Paul 

stopped me and said, “Why are you doing that?” And I’m like, “I don’t know!” (laughs) So I 

think it was good for me to get up, explore, walk around the room in confidence, just 

developing a new character, exploring that character, the way they react to everything, that 

was a great new experience. (Julia, Int. 4/11) 

 

The physical embodiment of being the character in interaction with another actor caused the 

change. Knowing and developing the role came from physically being and interacting in role. It is not 

an intellectual exercise but a physical, intuitive one. Her body creates the emotions and then the 

thoughts seem to follow. This process is confirmed by new developments in cogniti ve science of 

embodied cognition where the body is not envisioned as separate to the mind but is a cognising 

agent; it is not subservient to the mind but part of it (Ionescu & Vasc, 2014; Morris, 2010; Shapiro, 

2011; Stapleton, 2013). Julia is perhaps using the cognising aspect of the body. This embodied, 

appropriate response created something new, created from and expressed through the body in 

interaction with other bodies.  

 

As a counter argument, this embodiment does not work for every actor. Jade was physically 

unresponsive in another scene of confrontation. Viles begins by giv ing her physical directives but 

they are ineffective. He moves to then immerse her in the social situation, giving her a clear 

objective and physically amplifying the social forces she confronts. She is then able to embody the 
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moment. 

 

Viles talks to Jade, “Your body did not change although your argument did, your intentions 

changed so therefore your body must. The body doesn’t lie. You didn’t uncross your legs, you 

must.” … 

They go again from Belinda’s lines to lead into Leo sitting. Jade does her lines again, seems 

even less organic, she uncrosses her legs and stands – I think she was stronger sitting down. 

Viles stops and asks her to confront Leo, “You are sick of him.” He also asks Leo to shoot the 

three girls (in his gestures), those whom he has just been having a go at. Jade still seems 

constricted – then as she gives her opinion she loosens up, she is getting emotionally and 

physically involved in the argument, she is more organic and passionate – Viles says, “Good, 

excellent,” firmly underneath her delivery. (Obs. 19/6/11) 

 

As Jade becomes more involved in the purpose of her text and pursues a clear intention she is 

able to immerse in the scene, find her emotions and embody them. The building physical 

confrontations around her seem to have less of an effect. The stimulus appears to be intellectual 

here rather than physical. Her pursuit of intention which was expressed emotionally and 

physically brings her into collaboration with the other actor, thus stimulating the creative 

emergents of the scene to create a powerful interaction.  

 

Physical interaction augments group creativity but it seems that group members need both 

intellectual and physical ways of accessing the interaction of the scene and the potency of 

embodiment. The objective is to access the creative emergents of group creativity where the 

interaction creates something bigger than the individuals. Some students access this more easily 

with a physical route; some require greater intellectual connection before their physicality can 

engage. Nevertheless, it seems that physical involvement produces creative emergents in the 

form of more authentic, more passionate interactions that resonate more effectively with an 

audience. 

 

Physical closeness to promote collaborative emergence 

Viles uses a physical closeness exercise to connect students to the text and each other. It appears 

that the intimate presence of the physical body induces authentic emotion and interaction. He often 

uses this exercise to prepare for emotionally difficult or confronting scenes. The rehearsal discussed 

here is for the final scene in the play Bassett. After initially reading through the script sitting on the 
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floor, Viles asks those speaking in the scene to stand in a close circle, holding hands. Those not 

speaking stand around the outside of the circle about a metre away. Two students in this outer 

group follow the script, ready to prompt if necessary.  

 

They begin the lines. Viles moves around the room slowly. Not as much tension this time (as 

when they had originally read it on the floor with scripts) oddly enough. Hamish not 

completely focused, feet fiddling. Katarina eyes strong and staring, looking around circle at 

others. Rose staring out, shouting, head poked forward as she directs her lines at Rex. At the 

conclusion of the section Viles tells them, “Well done – shake it out.” John says how he is afraid 

he will laugh. Rose says yeah, because it’s so awkward you want to break the tension and 

laugh. Viles begins it again and asks them to take one more step in – listen to vocals. They are 

now holding hands with the person next to their neighbour so circle is now very tight and close. 

This time is more powerful, timing of interchange tighter. Rex using soft voice to be menacing. 

A few missed lines again, quickly prompted, energy drops a bit – not much. Gets it back. (Obs. 

6/6/11) 

 

Viles uses the tension created from the physical closeness of the actors to create the dynamic of the 

scene. The first time through the students seem to be defending themselves against the intimacy or 

confrontation of the exercise with Hamish not focusing completely and John wanting to laugh. 

However, when the circle is made even tighter, and the desire to avoid the interaction has been 

moved through, the interchange becomes even more powerful, even with the dropping of lines 

which were possibly dropped because of the challenging nature of the exercise. Physical 

connections, the felt body in close proximity with another, seems to bypass verbal or logical 

reasoning to access raw emotion and produce embodied, authentic responses. It draws the actors in 

past their social defences. The tension perhaps signals the highly sensitive and guarded emotional 

territory that the students are accessing. The actors found this technique very powerful.  

 

The bit where we’d stand, like if there was a really intense duologue and two people were 

standing really close to each other, nose to nose, and the rest of the cast around them. …. I 

know they lifted heaps when they did that. (Katarina, Int. 2/12) 

 

He’s putting us in that tight circle and just getting us to physically hold on to each other. And 

you can feel, in that space you can feel what’s actually happening and you can feel that 

tension. Like we all go out of there and we just take a breath because we couldn’t breathe in 
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there, like we were taking short breaths and, it’s scary when you’re in that circle ‘cause you 

don’t know what the hell’s going to happen. ( Isaac, Int. 2/11) 

 

Katarina, on the outside, sees the effectiveness of the technique whereas Isaac, a highly analytical 

student inside the exercise, has not even been able to process what actually went on. His reaction is 

instinctive, almost frightened, his shortness of breath revealing the tension. This emphasis on the 

physical body seems to work more directly with actors’ emotions and their interaction with each 

other and the text. The activity also seems to evoke an unpredictability dimension, as even though 

the exchange is scripted, the dynamics of the interaction is not: “You don’t know what the hell’s 

going to happen.” The embodied actor, the felt effect of the physical body and bodily closeness with 

others, increases the group creativity and produces emergents that are original and authentic. 

 

Interaction with the material world to develop character 

The third way Viles uses embodiment to facilitate group creativity is through the interaction 

between actors and the physical space around them. These interactions with the physical 

environment amplify their performances, creating original and appropriate responses which develop 

their characters and their interactions. These interactions extend our understanding of group 

creativity and collaborative emergence to include the material world in the group’s “collaboration.” 

 

Interaction with set, costume and properties 

The students’ development of their characters increased when they rehearsed on the set for the 

week before the production. 

 

I don’t think I was as bitchy in the original rehearsals but when we were in the set I sort of just 

got my bitch on, you know what I mean? I was sort of leaning against the props and using my 

body and stuff because I was more familiar with, like how I do everything. And because 

everyone else was in the set as well they were changing up their characters as well, so you had 

to sort of work with what they were doing as well. I found a lot of my lines that I said, I found a 

lot of new meaning with the props as well, so like I took breaths where I didn’t usually take 

breaths and I had longer pauses where I didn’t usually have them, and I think that worked, so, 

yeah, just breathing developed as well when we were in the proper stage set. (Kate, Int. 3/11) 

 

Kate’s character Rachel develops when she spontaneously physically interacts with the set. She is  

able to find a “bitchy” dimension when situated and interacting with the set and props in the space. 
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The performance of other actors also seems to have developed in the space. She finds new 

meanings for lines and new meanings in her interactions with the props. She articulates this felt 

difference through noticing changes in her breathing and pausing. Rather than describing an 

intellectual state, she unknowingly references the “reflex connection of breathing and emotional 

impulse” (Linklater, 1976, p. 25). Her embodied response to the set and the other actors within it is 

not through conscious decisions. She intuitively responds physically and emotionally to the physical 

objects around her. Kate also finds that her costume, and the social relationship it signified, has an 

impact. 

 

In the last scene, when I got my jacket swapped to something more modern with the fur 

around it, I felt like more of a bitch. ‘Cause everyone else was in the simple school uniform and 

I was in the “being the rebellious one,” not wearing the school uniform. I sort of felt like I 

related a bit more to Kelly then and the friendship sort of grew from there. And in the last 

scene when she breaks down and says, “I don’t want to see it,” that jacket just sort of like, 

well, you know, we’re the rebellious ones, you can see by our uniforms, we’re sticking together 

now. The uniform and the props and the set really helped. (Kate, Int. 3/11) 

 

Her costume helps Kate to crystallise who she is in the social setting of the scene and with whom she 

is aligned. Being physically in costume allows her to find new character and relationship dimensions. 

It brings more detailed, subtle qualities that had not been there before. Viles notices how her 

performance grows physically and rhythmically when she is in costume on the set, in rehearsal and 

production. 

 

But I think as Rachel she just sort of added more. Her body just started to make moments 

work. And I’m just watching her doing the whole Worcester, the aunt thing, and she held the 

audience captive … (She) grew, every show just grew, and really had some beautiful use of 

timing, just played the audience in a couple of moments…. And she just sat. That’s all she had 

to do but the body was so active in all of that, trying to engage people and take on Leo , and 

stuff like that. I thought she was terrific. (Viles, Int. 2/11) 

 

Viles emphases how Kate’s timing and physicality is subtle and expressive. For an actor, timing is an 

intuitive, felt attribute, closely connected to the body. These nuances of performance seem to have 

been brought about by her interaction with other actors in the material space as well as her costume 

and its social significance. Her performance has been developed through interaction with other 
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actors, but more significantly, from interaction with physical items and the space. Interaction with 

the material world has produced creative emergents.  

 

The effect of physical objects on the development of actor performance is particularly evident when 

Rex starts to improvise with a baseball bat as a prop.  

 

For me, I saw the bat at the beginning, and then it was just like, oh yeah, he’s just got a 

baseball bat, he’s not really going to do anything with it, just kind of be a nob and go around 

and hit a couple of things and do all that kind of stuff but you never expect someone to go that 

crazy and just start hitting everything and then actually using it as a weapon. But once I got 

that, it brought a whole, new, different aspect to Leo, of what he could do and how much 

power I felt, personally, as well as Leo, walking around with the bat, threatening people. I 

know that I’d never touch anyone in the play, but just, you know, the fact that I’ve got a bat, 

pointing it at someone’s neck; it’s daunting in a way. It’s real. (Rex, Int. 2/11) 

 

The physical presence of the bat develops the character of Leo and his interactions in the play. This 

is initially through the implied physical power it gives him within the social setting. Originally only a 

tool for a game, it becomes a weapon in the social context and reinforces his power in the group. It 

makes his threat to the group real, a physical presence, a physical threat and hence social power. 

The bat works symbiotically with his character development. The more he uses the bat as a weapon, 

the more his character embodies his power and menace, which leads to him using the bat even 

more powerfully. It almost becomes an extension of the character, the body and object becoming 

one. The bat also changes the dynamics of the space. The room now becomes his; walking through it 

with the bat reinforcing his ownership of the space. His interaction with the physical object enriches 

his performance through producing creative emergents.  

 

The physical size and shape of the bat also allows him to develop character dimension and 

interaction.  

 

Danny Zuko line – Leo plays with the bat like he’s wanking. Kelly is dynamic with her line in 

response. Leo now uses bat as a penis to indicate “fuck you” to Kelly's line... Rex getting lovely 

dynamics of lines, loud & soft, all full of meaning and strong with intention. (Obs. 29/5/11)  

 

The bat allows him to spontaneously intensify his confrontation with Kelly, seeming to draw dynamic 
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exchanges from her as well. His physicality moves into his voice, employing a wide range of 

expression to deliver powerful lines, rich with meaning. The whole instrument of the actor, his 

emotions, his body and voice, the embodied actor, seems to be activated in this exchange using the 

bat as a catalyst. The “physical specificities, rhythms, dynamics and shape of the moving body” 

(Morris, 2010, p. 239) interact with the bat to create these new dimensions. 

 

Finally, Rex uses the bat spontaneously, playing with his physical rhythm and contributing to the 

tempo and tension of the scene, again revealing the embodied emergence that comes from his 

interaction with the physical prop. 

 

Leo is cool for “Be my guest” line and walks off, all are still and silent, and then Leo suddenly 

bashes blue chair with the bat – we all jump. (Obs. 30/5/11) 

 

Rex moves from slow, seemingly relaxed movements to his sudden smashing of the chair. This action 

is spontaneous and unpredictable, and takes the scene to a new level. His change of rhythm 

powerfully affects the tension. For Rex, the action comes from impulse rather than being a conscious 

decision.  

 

It was merely just what felt natural in the moment. For me it just felt right to do that. (Rex, Int. 

2/11) 

 

Rex’s corporeality interacts with the physical object and the social dynamic of the space to create 

something new. His body responded without conscious thought, his physical body interacting with a 

physical object to create novel and appropriate innovations. The interaction yielded creative 

emergents that were detailed, nuanced and powerful, leading to the development of character and 

interaction that may not have otherwise been possible. 

 

Interaction with the space and its social dynamic  

Viles places actors carefully on the stage space to situate them in physical and social circumstance as 

they improvise. One instance of this is in Bassett when he is refining a powerful confrontation 

between the main character Leo, a right wing skinhead, and Amid, a quiet Muslim boy who wants to 

complete his daily prayer time.  
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Viles gets up and plays around with the teacher's swivel chair. He stands and gestures, all 

watching intently. Viles talks about the “long pause” in the text. “If you want to you can play 

with this in blocking.” He suggests that Leo moves the chair out of its central position and 

invite Amid to pray in the middle of the floor. … Rex and Isaac build it beautifully. Nicely done, 

good timing. …Isaac very secure in his role now, really serving it up to Leo. Physically Isaac is 

very relaxed. … The boys are just going for it. (Obs. 16/5/11) 

 

The teacher’s chair in the middle of the space, the symbol of abandoned authority, has been 

commandeered throughout by Leo to become the locus of power. Viles asks Leo to capitalise on the 

power demarcations of the space by removing the chair himself and challenging Amid to take up the 

central position of authority to fulfil his religious obligations to pray. The spatial dynamic holds great 

tension and this is being used to build the power of this scene. The performance seems to grow from 

the characters’ interaction within the spatial and social dynamics. 

 

But he had to find something really deep and, feel that sense of isolation and feel that sense 

of, I suspect, bullying, and find the strength to counteract that. …. He found strength there, 

and he had to because … directorially we gave him this extraordinary focus and the entire 

placement in that room, with everyone listening, so he really had to step up and take the 

moment, seize the day really, which he did. (Viles, Int. 1/12) 

 

Isaac is physically placed within the power dimensions of the scene and Leo’s manipulation of them. 

It is when he is immersed physically within this power dynamic that he can find and embody his 

character’s response to the situation. It is in the actors’ exploration of the social forces at work in the 

space and their agency within them that the scene is created. It is his body working within the 

physical space and its social dimensions that create emergents of authentic, multilayered physical 

expression.  

 

The collaborative emergence seen here could be termed “embodied emergence.” Physicality is the 

determining factor in these interactions with other actors, the space, costume and properties which 

enable the production of creative emergents. These emergents are detailed, nuanced and powerful 

and seem to rely on physicality to bring them forth. They also occur with actors working alone, 

focusing on the rhythms, movement and feelings of their bodies. This research appears to support 

findings in cognitive science where the body is part of the cognizing mechanism, equal rather than 
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subservient to the brain. It is perhaps the “knowing” of the body that responds and interacts in these 

circumstances, and “embodied emergents” are produced as a result.  

 

Developing character through Relacom 

Emergents produced from embodied exchanges are evident in another type of interaction in 

rehearsal. However, it is not a planned rehearsal exercise but rather the by-product of interactions 

when actors are immersed in character. This reveals another expression of group creativity in the 

way actors work intersubjectively, dependent on the contribution of others to create their own and 

others’ characters. 

 

In rehearsal, “characterisation is developed with reference to other characters, and to the full story 

of the play” (Stern, 2000, p. 7). This is a fundamental aspect of the collaboration involved in theatre 

making. Each character is involved in the creation of the others; they are contingent on each other. 

Goffman’s seminal work (1969) refers to the phenomenon of individual performances of social role 

and describes how we “call forth a desired response” (1969, p. 13) from others. Cohen’s work seems 

to build on this premise. Cohen (1978, 1984) asserts that in acting performance, relationship is the 

most important factor. It is through relationship that characters define themselves and each other. 

For example in broad terms, by treating the doctor with deference, respect and by offering ourselves 

to be prodded, we give the doctor her role and our own as patient. By speaking with authority, and 

by physically examining us with confidence, the doctor endows us with the role of patient and 

herself as doctor. This interplay is contingent on the actions of each and defines the characteristics 

of each. Cohen labels this dynamic as Relacom, short for “relationship communication”. Although it 

is not a strategy intentionally employed by Viles, this powerful relational force operates between the 

characters in rehearsal and performance and is a hitherto unexplored aspect of group creativity and 

emergence.  

 

Initially we weren’t sure how strong Amid was. But then in one of the actual shows I turned 

around to Leo and I smiled at him at him as I said, “Is it alright that I pray now?” And in that 

moment I could see in Leo’s face that he wanted to bloody punch me. I could tell in his eyes 

that that’s what was happening. And in that moment I thought, “This is who Amid is. This is 

what he’s able to do.” (Isaac, Int. 3/11) 

 

The social, emotional and physical interaction between characters helps them to discover, define 

and develop who they were. The development is collaborative as it is in their response to each 
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other that they create deeper complexities of their roles. Rex, who played Leo, clearly articulates 

how the interaction with the other actors help to create who Leo is.  

 

Once I got up and started to form those connections with the people you could really alienate 

them and really pick on them and all that kind of stuff. And that grew every night. I would be 

Leo more and more every night because the script allowed me to, and the other actors allowed 

me to be Leo. I couldn’t have done it without them, they allowed me to be Leo. Their responses 

to my comments allowed me to be Leo. Their looks to me allowed me to be Leo, their 

judgements about me allowed me to be Leo. (Rex, Int. 3/11) 

 

The other actors’ “allowing” the character to be, or eliciting the qualities of the other character 

through their interactions is the nature of Relacom. In establishing themselves and their 

relationships collaboratively characters are created. In “relationship communication,” relacom, the 

characters attempt to align their perspective of their character and their agency in the world with 

each other. Their resulting character development is dependent on both parties and is formed by 

the interaction. The “king” becomes more kingly and discovers the nuances of his role as the slave 

treats him as a king; the “slave” likewise becomes more slave-like as the king demeans him. Their 

resulting roles are a product of the interaction. The responses of the other characters allow Leo to 

develop new aspects of his role, pushing facets that he might not have explored otherwise. The 

character’s qualities are produced in this interaction.  These qualities could be seen as a particular 

kind of collaborative emergence of group creativity. 

 

Relacom is usually embodied, effecting and responding to the bodies of others. It manifests itself 

holistically, involving each actor physically, emotionally and socially. The intellectual engagement is 

not as evident although it can prepare for the process, but the process itself seems to bypass 

conscious reasoning. Processes occur that are beyond a verbal explanation of the actor. The 

interactive, collaborative process results in richer, more complex, more interconnected characters. 

Relacom could be seen as an emergent property of the group, and an example of embodied 

emergence. 

 

Morris’ (2010) description of embodied cognition which began this section can be used to 

summarize the characteristics of embodied emergence: It grows from the “physical specificities, 

rhythms, dynamics and shape of the moving body, and its embeddedness in the world and social 

settings” (Morris, 2010, p. 239). The catalyst for the emergents is the interaction of the body with 
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the physical world and its social environment. These embodied emergents can be particularly 

powerful in creating characters of subtlety, nuance and complexity and are a previously unexplored 

dimension of group creativity. 

 

Conclusion 

In this chapter I have examined the rehearsal processes of the NSW Public Schools Drama Company 

within the theoretical framework of group creativity. The students are set within a Creative Climate, 

are provoked by the creative constraints of the script, Viles’ vision and the interplay of challenge and 

skills, and poised for risk-taking. Viles’ rehearsal processes utilise the collaborative emergents of 

group creativity to craft the performance. Collaborative emergence is a function of the interaction of 

the group rather than single individuals and seems to require improvisational spontaneity . He 

augments this emergence through his movement between structure and freedom of the 

improvisational process. Viles initially uses systematic methods that emphasise detail and specificity 

but utilise some spontaneous, improvisational elements. He then moves into a more improvisational 

practice but continues to be mindful of detail. This search for specificity puts the work within a 

productive “problem finding” creative paradigm. Viles’ structures ensure appropriateness, his 

process ensures originality, and he uses the resulting collaborative emergents to craft the final piece. 

 

Script-based work requires a personal connection and collective understanding of the environment 

of the script before the improvisational process begins so that the innovations produced can be both 

novel and appropriate. Viles begins the process by connecting the students to the fiction, 

intellectually, emotionally and sometimes politically, which they share and develop collectively. 

These strong connections to the text and their joint creation of the environment of the play form the 

basis of the improvisational work that follows. Viles’ use of script analysis, with its focus on detail, 

begins to use elements of improvisation which allows collaborative emergence to contribute to the 

process. Hot-seating also uses the spontaneity of the interaction to foster collaborative emergence 

and develop character qualities that are detailed and authentic.  

 

Rehearsals then move into improvisationally exploring the text and transforming it on to the stage. 

There is a balance of preparation and spontaneity, direction and freedom. It seems that structure is 

used to support and guide the flexible nature and unpredictability of improvisation and increases its 

effectiveness. Viles begins by firmly establishing his conceptual structure of each scene then releases 

it to the students in improvisation. He then selects what he considers the most effective and 

appropriate collaborative emergents, which he feeds into the next improvisation cycle. The structure 
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underpins the freedom of the improvisational process, drawing on the existing structure of 

boundaries as well as the explicit structures he provides in the improvisation of the scene. His  role in 

the collaboration is flexible, moving between structure and freedom, sometimes explicitly directing, 

sometimes side-coaching, at other times immersed within the group flow, contributing from within 

the collaborative processes. His balance of freedom and control augments the improvisation and the 

resulting emergents.  

 

Embodied interactions contribute to a specific type of collaborative emergence that could be termed 

“embodied emergence.” This type of emergence relies on the corporeality of the physical body, its 

connection to emotions, and its instinctive response to the bodies of others and the environment 

that surrounds it. It draws on the social significance of space and objects within it, and is marked by 

changes in breathing, vocal expression, physical rhythms and emotional sensations. It develops 

subtle, detailed and powerful emergents that are grounded in the body of the actor, enhancing 

interaction with other actors. This type of emergence also occurs with actors working alone, focusing 

on the movement, rhythms and feelings of their bodies. These findings confirm those of cognitive 

science where the body works alongside the brain as a cognising agent, the body contribute s to the 

creative process. Its corporeality is perhaps a form of “knowing” as it interacts with others, the space 

and objects within it to create emergents that are appropriate and effective.  

 

My research suggests that Relacom is an emergent property from the creativity of the group. It 

grows from the interaction between actors in role as they collectively create their characters, acting 

upon each other and modifying themselves in response. It is a subtle and nuanced process that 

produces multilayered, interconnected characters. It is perhaps another example of embodied 

emergence, and a way that directors can augment the collaborative emergence of their casts.  
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Chapter 8 

Conclusion 

 

 

This research project sought to understand the creative processes of the NSW Public Schools Drama 

Company through the experiences of the director Paul Viles and eight students over a two year 

period in the production of three plays. The qualitative approach allowed investigation into the 

ambiguous, multidimensional, often considered intangible, creative processes of rehearsal. As a 

result, I will make some conclusions. Such conclusions are not generalizable but rather provide 

insights into the specifics of one situation which can aid the understanding of others like it (Eisner, 

2002). These conclusions have implications for educational practice, policy, theory and research. 

 

The study asked the question: 

 

What are the creative processes of the NSW Public School Drama Company? 

 

In my investigation I developed a conceptual framework for the layered and interconnected 

processes of rehearsal which has implications for the fields of youth theatre, and drama and creative 

arts education. The data analysis also led to a series of recommendations which I offer for teachers 

and youth theatre directors to consider in the development of future work: 

 

 The importance of authenticity of the task and professional practice ; 

 The SOQ Creative Climate as a useful model for climate creation; 

 The concept of Creative Boundaries to illuminate research and encourage creative practice; 

 Group creativity and the balance of structure and freedom; 

 The potential of utilising the body as a creative force. 

 

 

A conceptual framework of the creative processes of the NSW Public Schools Drama Company  

The creative processes occur through three dependent and nested phenomenon which are 

illustrated in Figure 8.1 (see next page). Firstly, the process occurs within the framework of a 

creative climate that fosters the risk-taking and innovation of the group. Secondly, the boundaries 

provided by the script, the director, and the challenge of the task stimulate and support the risk-
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taking. Thirdly, the rehearsal processes put the risk-taking into practice. This is the apex of the 

activity as this risk-taking within the group produces emergent creativity, that illusive, intangible 

quality where something novel and original results; a creative solution that grows from the 

interaction of the group to produce something better than expected. The three layers support each 

other, the qualities of each dependant on and fostering the qualities of the other. Creative risk-

taking is the essential ingredient of the process and collaborative emergents are its most potent 

result. 

 

 

Figure 8.1 Model of the creative processes of the NSW Public Schools Drama Company 

 

The findings suggest that these collaborative emergents operate best in exercises that include 

improvisational processes; however these spontaneous processes require a balance of structure and 

freedom. The structure is provided by the creation of specificity and detail by the director and cast. 

This gives a framework for the freedom of the improvisational processes. The improvisation creates 

further details (or emergents) which are fed back into the structure to stimulate and support the 

next stage of improvisation. The freedom of improvisation and its resulting emergents function best 

when situated within structure. 

 

The data analysis indicates that the director has leading control of the creative processes but not 

complete control. In my introduction I proposed a simplified three -level nested model of the 

processes of rehearsal. The initial model (Figure 1.1) did not feature the director. This revised model 

(Figure 8.1) places the director as the major contributor of the process but they are partially subject 

to it. They are part of the Creative Climate, helping to create it as they are a part of it. The 

boundaries of the process are also partially formed by them but they are subject to the constraints 
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and challenges of the script and subject to the Challenge=Skills tension. The director encourages, 

shapes and guides the creative risk-taking so it is in line with their vision, utilising the spontaneous 

group creativity and collaborative emergents that result to craft into the developing production. At 

times they work from within the group creativity process, feeding from and contributing to the 

emergence.  

 

The creative processes of the Drama Company cover a wide range of theoretical territory and this 

model attempts to interrogate rich, multidimensional, nuanced processes. The research findings 

prompt new areas of policy, practice, theory and research. These are outlined in the following 

observations and recommendations which may be useful for teachers and youth theatre directors.  

 

The importance of authenticity of the task and professional practice 

One of the key themes that emerged was the potency of the authenticity of the task and the 

importance of a professional paradigm to support it. Not only did the authenticity of the task 

galvanise the creation of the Creative Climate through high levels of Challenge/Involvement, it also 

stimulated the boundary of Challenge=Skills which led to higher levels of creativity.  

 

The findings of this study support research (Donelan & O'Brien, 2008; Gattenhof & Radvan, 2009; 

Halsey et al., 2006; Seidel et al., 2009) and the reflections of Dorothy Heathcote (Heathcote et al., 

1990) on the significance of positioning students as artists in their tackling of an authentic artistic 

task within a professional paradigm. This may include the creation of publically recognised and 

professionally placed performance. An authentic task can give students a message to communicate 

in a setting where they and the work are taken seriously and they can feel they are contributing to 

the professional arena. In the case of scripted work, the content of the plays are significant and in 

the best examples the issues engage students, exposing them to new ideas and concepts and 

expanding their world view.  

 

Involvement with professional artists and arts organisations is one way to provide this artistic 

authenticity and professional paradigm to teachers and students. The research findings highlighted 

the far-reaching effect of the professional context and support of the UK National Theatre 

Connections program and Viles’ use of professional development at NIDA. The findings also revealed 

the importance of the trust the students felt in Viles’ directorial skills and experience. This directly 

contributed to the creative freedom of the students and the quality of the final product. It would 

therefore seem that programs to support youth theatre and teacher/directors are required. Not only 
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is professional development necessary but the involvement of “real working artists”  (Halsey et al., 

2006) in the rehearsal process to enhance the authenticity of the task and the quality of the 

outcome.  

 

Recent research of community arts partnerships and youth arts residency programs both in Australia 

and overseas are challenging the ways in which professional artists provide support and mentorship 

to students and teachers (Adams, 2014; Colley, 2008; Donelan et al., 2009; Ewing, Hristofski, Gibson, 

Campbell, & Robertson, 2011; Gattenhof & Radvan, 2009; Hager, 2010; Ostrower, 2005; Rich, 2005; 

Stankiewicz, 2001; Tarantino, 2012; Zakaras & Lowell, 2008). Programs are moving away from 

traditional models where the visiting or resident artist develops works independent of the teacher to 

transition towards a more “symbiotic relationship”(Zakaras & Lowell, 2008, p. 23) where artists are 

encouraged to work alongside the teacher and build their capacity. Adams (2014) studies an arts 

partnership between Polyglot Theatre and three Victorian primary schools where the students 

create an installation of their ‘dream house’ which resulted in a toured production entitled City of 

Riddles. The students contributed story structure and content, and their drawings formed the design 

basis of the puppets and set. Adams’ findings reinforced the  importance of arts working alongside 

teachers and students in the creation of something ‘real.’ Ewing and her colleagues at Sydney 

University and the Sydney Theatre Company (Ewing et al., 2011) devised the School Drama program 

where professional actors worked alongside primary school teachers to mentor them in “working 

through drama towards student academic achievement … in English and literacy outcomes” (Ewing 

et al., 2011, p. 34). Sandra Gattenhof and Mark Radvan (2012) challenged the traditional ‘drop-in 

drop-out’ model for children’s theatre by engaging in a six month project with three Brisbane 

primary schools to create new performances of The Tashi Stories. The children, aged between five 

and eight years, “became co-researchers and co-artists by testing creative propositions through 

dramatic play and teacher-led dramatic conventions” (p. 215). They examined and shaped the 

choices of the performers as they interacted with the actors’ rehearsal process.  

 

This study of the NSW Public Schools Drama Company demonstrates yet another way of arts 

partnership and how professional artists can support and enrich the work of teachers and students. 

The data analysis has demonstrated that, like all truly creative processes, real risk-taking is involved. 

A previously under-realised finding is that teacher/directors need to be supported in their own risk-

taking, as the students are. This will allow them to experiment and encourage the creativity of their 

ensembles and more confidently select and refine the collaborative emergents of the process. 
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Teachers can be developed creatively through partnerships with professional artists and arts 

organisations, and a higher quality of youth theatre can potentially result. 

 

There is also a need for support by funding bodies and theatre companies to enable producti on in 

professional theatres. Not only does The Arts Unit facilitate the relationship between Viles and the 

UK National Theatre, it funds the professional production of the plays. It provides professional 

publicity materials, costume design, venues and production crews to physically set the performance 

in the professional arena. This gives value to the work of the students and director, making the work 

meaningful and publicly recognised. The contribution of esteemed theatre practitioners such as 

Barry Otto supports the perception of this professional context.  

 

The SOQ Creative Climate as a useful model for climate creation in the drama context 

The process of creativity is profoundly influenced by the context of the endeavour, the environment 

and the relationships within it (Sawyer, 2012). This study has confirmed that the creation of a safe 

space where creative risk-taking is possible and encouraged is fundamental to the creative process 

(Amabile, 1988; Davies et al., 2013; Doorley & Witthoft, 2012; M. A. Hunter, 2008; Jensen & Lazarus, 

2014; Seidel et al., 2009). While there have been many studies on the environments for creativity, 

the framework of the Creative Climate as provided by the dimensions of the Situational Outlook 

Questionnaire (Ekvall, 1996; Isaksen, 2007) provides a scaffold to interrogate the creative space of 

theatres and schools, together with directions to take in order to improve it. This is not to suggest 

use of the SOQ questionnaire as such, but rather to provoke refection around the dimensions it 

employs. While there are other creative climate models (S. Hunter et al., 2007), the findings suggest 

this framework works effectively in the drama space. While initially formulated to discern the 

creative capacity of business organisations, its application to the drama environment is substantial 

and interactions are seen within its dimensions that might not be discernible with other models.  A 

school-specific SOQ framework would be a useful tool to assist educators in evaluating and enriching 

youth education contexts. 

 

In this study Ekvall’s Creative Climate accounts for the challenge of the creative task that begins the 

work, providing the Challenge/Involvement dimension and provoking creative Risk-taking. 

Trust/Openness between the teacher and students and between the students themselves is 

foundational to the Risk-taking and the processes that support it. The dimensions of Freedom, Idea-

support and Debate provide working paradigms which give value to the students’ i nput and suggest 

how they are supported and developed. Freedom gives personal autonomy to plan and make 
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decisions about the work, giving the actor some control over their character creation and their 

creative ideas. Idea-support focuses on listening and encouraging new ideas, and in a drama context 

ways of physically experimenting with them in the rehearsal space. Debate normalises opposing 

opinions and perspectives and places them in a positive context of allowing multiple voices to 

engage and contribute while ideas are experimented with verbally and physically. The Conflict 

dimension serves as a warning of potential derailment of the climate. The dimension of Idea-time, 

while not shown in the study, is another one to consider in settings where it can be provided for. The 

placement of Playfulness/Humour in the characteristics of a Creative Climate helps to validate the 

playfulness and humour often found in the drama classroom. It shows that the fun often evoked in 

rehearsal is conducive to creativity and should be encouraged. Creative Risk-taking is emphasised in 

the research findings. It seems that the elements of the Creative Climate work together to make this 

risk-taking possible so that true creativity can result. The dimensions provide stimulus for the risk-

taking, and then support and develop it.  

 

The behaviour of leaders has the most profound effect on climate creation in an organisation 

(Amabile, Schatzel, Moneta, & Kramer, 2004; Isaksen, 2007; Shalley & Gilson, 2004) . The most 

effective leaders demonstrate an inclusive and creative approach to leadership, take systematic 

approaches and do not leave the quality of their working climate to chance (T. Davis, 2000). While 

the atmosphere in a classroom has always been a consideration for teachers, my recommendation is 

that reflection on the prevailing Creative Climate and its deliberate creation by teachers could 

benefit drama practice both in the theatre and the classroom. 

 

The concept of creative boundaries to illuminate research and encourage creative practice  

The literature review revealed a lengthy battle in the research over the control of the director versus 

the control of the acting ensemble in the processes of rehearsal. Ibbotson’s (2008) explication of 

creative boundaries is a useful way forward, and one that has been mentioned in the literature 

though rarely highlighted (Crawford, 2015; Letzler Cole, 1992; McAuley, 2008). These boundaries 

both guide and stimulate the process. 

 

As discussed in chapter 6, the data analysis confirmed Ibbotson’s (2008) concept of boundaries to 

describe how the director had partial control. Viles allowed the students to improvise and contribute 

so that “it’s very us” (Katarina, Int. 1/12) yet it came out as being “his vision.” The director can 

promote and include the creative input of the ensemble while influencing and guiding the creative 

process. Its great strength is that it facilitates the processes of group creativity that allow something 
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superb or simply wonderfully unexpected to emerge. The teacher can control the direction of the 

creativity but not limit it to specific, predetermined outcomes. 

 

The way the director formulates the boundaries or “creative constraints” of the process also 

stimulates the creativity of the work (Ibbotson, 2008). These restraints form some of the challenge 

of the task which increases the creative engagement of the participants (Halsey et al., 2006). While 

the concept of creative boundaries is not entirely new, it could provide an illuminating way to 

investigate the processes of rehearsal and has potential to invigorate the work of the drama 

classroom. 

 

Group creativity and the balance of structure and freedom  

The research demonstrated that group creativity and collaborative emergence are theoretical 

concepts that have great potential for the study of theatre and drama in education beyond 

improvisational methods of performance creation. The theory gives researchers a way of describing 

the emergents of the creative process without resorting to the “muse” and the mystery surrounding 

it (Gardiner, 2016; Jefferson & Anderson, 2009; McIntyre, 2012; Sawyer, 2012; Sternberg & Lubart, 

1999). These emergents can be promoted through improvisational methods that are placed within 

structure. This balance between structure and freedom concurs with existing studies (Burnard, 2007; 

Burnard et al., 2006; Davies et al., 2013; Halsey et al., 2006; Sawyer, 2011a, 2015).  

 

Viles’ structuring of the improvisational processes of rehearsal is multidimensional. Not only does he  

lead the formation of the Creative Climate; his ideological, conceptual and interactive boundaries 

give an initial configuration to the rehearsal process. Viles’ processes within that frame also move 

from structure to freedom in a methodical progression; however the work is always underpinned by 

a search for specificity. Viles carefully sets the parameters of the fiction using a wide range of 

sensory stimuli to place the students in the environment and help them to collectively construct the 

world of the text. He then structures the work through the use of systematic and methodical 

activities which are motivated by a search for detail and specificity. The search for these details 

provides structure through grounding the students in the fiction and allowing them to engage in 

productive “problem finding” creativity (Csikszentmihalyi & Sawyer, 1995; Getzels, 1985; Sawyer, 

2015) where new questions are posed and new possibilities explored. Each new invention provokes 

a new problem to investigate. The systematic and highly structured tasks include elements of 

improvisation, and as a result, collaborative emergents are produced. As the activities become more 

improvisational in nature, the search for detail and specificity remains. This perhaps suggests that 
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this search for specificity provides an enduring structure and is an essential ingredient of the 

improvisational process.  

 

Viles’ directorial style also moves between structure and freedom as he fosters the collaborative 

emergents of the group. He is initially prescriptive in his directives and gradually becomes more 

inclusive of student input as the work progresses. His setting of key narrative markers for the 

improvisational rehearsal phase allows the students to improvise within a known scaffold , giving 

them a sense of safety and allowing freedom risk-taking in their improvisation. As the ensemble 

begins to coalesce on the same trajectory, his direction style becomes more flexible and inclusive. 

His movement on the control – freedom continuum flexibly responds to the progression and 

responses of the group. His part of the creative process is to creatively engage with control and 

freedom mechanisms, knowing when to help the creativity through specificity and clear direction 

and when to flow with the creative ideas, letting them develop unfettered. Viles is sometimes able 

to immerse himself in the group creativity in times of group flow where he becomes subject to the 

creativity of the group as he instinctively responds to what they produce. Crawford observes that 

directors, like actors, need to be flexible, ready, responsive; they need to inhabit a “way of being” 

that is “a receptive, inquisitive phenomenological embodying” (Crawford, 2015, p. 224).  

 

The potential of utilising the body as a creative force – embodied emergence 

The research findings confirm the potency of the body as a creative force (Cohen, 1978, 1984; 

Copeau, 1990; M. Evans, 2006; Kemp, 2010; Laban & Ullmann, 1980; Murray, 2003; Zarrilli, 2004, 

2015). These findings could extend concepts of embodiment and collaborative emergence to suggest 

“embodied emergence” as a type of creativity that grows from the interaction of physical bodies 

with each other and the material world. This type of emergence relies on the corporeality of the 

body with its instinctive connection to emotions and its innate responses to the bodies of others and 

the environment that surrounds it. It draws on the social significance of space and objects within it, 

and is marked by alterations in breathing, vocal and physical rhythms and emotional sensations. It 

provokes the creation of subtle, detailed and pervasive emergents that are grounded in the body of 

the actor and richly affect the interaction between actors. While embodied emergence can also 

occur with the solitary actor, the concept of embodied emergence draws attention to the creative 

processes that emerge from the interaction between bodies and between bodies and space. The 

interaction is the source of the creativity, much like the interaction of group creativity , which is the 

source of collaborative emergence. A focus on this type of emergence gives an opportuni ty to 

increase the sense of authenticity and truth in the embodiment of role and character interaction, 
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and augments the creativity and potency of performance.  The concept of embodied emergence 

gives drama teachers, directors and researchers a way to explore emergence and enhance how the 

body of the actor in its environment contribute to it. 

 

The findings of this research about the creative processes of the NSW Public Schools Drama 

Company led by their director Paul Viles have much to offer the field. They have the potential to 

create deeper understandings of the processes of creativity, processes that are often considered 

implicit or difficult to define. They elucidate characteristics of group creativity and artistic processes 

that have application to youth theatre, and drama and arts education, providing a new framework 

which throws light on aspects that have not been fully considered. They offer fresh and possibly 

fruitful ways of conceptualising the creative process which take into account context, artis tic 

authenticity, creative climate, creative boundaries, the balance of structure and freedom, and the 

capacity of the body in devising creative solutions. They provide teachers and youth theatre 

directors with a scaffold through which they can interrogate their practice and develop future 

directions, giving them a deeper understanding of the creative processes of their students and 

empowering them to facilitate it more effectively. These findings have the potential  to 

inform theory, research and practice in the field to enhance the work of teachers, youth theatre 

directors and their students in creating works of artistic excellence.  
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Student interview schedules 
 
Interview 1, 2011 (21 March – 31 March) 
 
Why did you want to be involved in the Drama Company this year? 
 
What other drama activities do you do? 
 
What did the Company offer that you don’t get at school? 
 
What does your family think about drama and your involvement in it? 
 
Tell me about your family’s cultural background. 
 
What are your career aspirations? 
 
What do you want to achieve in Company this year? 
 
What have you found to have been particularly useful or not so useful so far? 
 
What do you think about Bassett? 
 
 
Interview 2, 2011 (11 June – 28 June) 
 
The first interview was about background and what you brought. This one’s about process of what 
you’ve been doing so far. Some questions are a bit the same but they are to see what you’re thinking 
now.  
 
What do you hope to achieve in the play? 
 
What are your greatest fears with the play, if anything? 
 
What have you learnt from Paul’s warm-up activities such as the focus improvisations? 
 
Why do you think Paul chose the ‘I action’ activity with you? How is it working for you? 
 
What have been the most effective strategies for creating your character, if any? 
 
How has your character developed? Any surprises since you first began? 
 
In what ways, if at all, have you changed the way you think about character and creating character 
through your experiences so far? 
 
How effective for you has been Paul’s rehearsal for the last scene?  
 
Can you tell me about any strategies you have for preparing yourself for the last scene of the play?  
 
Have you changed the way you think about the play now? Has your understanding and approach to 
the play changed while you’ve been doing it? 
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How have you found working with the other members of the Company?  
 
Now this is just a question about how Paul comes across – what do you think he thinks about you 
and your work? 
 
What’s been the most significant or the most interesting learning you’ve done so far?  
 
In what ways, if any, have you changed how you think about drama? 
 
 
Interview 3, 2011 (2 August – 17 August) 
 
What did you hope to achieve in Bassett and did you achieve it? 
 
Did anything surprise you about the production run (season)? 
 
How did your character develop over the last rehearsals and the run? 
 
How do you think the audience reacted to the piece and to your performance in particular?  
 
What pressures did you feel over the run and how did you cope with them? 
 
What was the most challenging part for you and the most enjoyable?  
 
What do you like best about Paul’s direction?  
 
Was there something you liked least about his direction? (What did you least enjoy or least connect 
to with his direction?) 
 
In a couple of sentences, how would you describe Paul as a director?  
 
How would you define your relationship with Paul and how has that impacted on your experience in 
Company? 
 
What expectations did you have of Company and have they been met? 
 
Has anything surprised you about your experiences in Company so far? 
 
What have you learnt about yourself, about others, and about drama? 
 
How do you feel you’ve changed as a person, as a learner, and a performer?  
 
How has being part of this research project affected you?  
 
 
Interview 4, 2011 (13 December – 22 December) 
 
Could you describe your experiences in the rehearsal process and performance for Schools 
Spectacular? 
 
Did you do the first reading of The Grandfathers? What was your experience of that? 
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How do you find that you can express yourself in scriptwork?  
 
Do you have a preference between playbuilding and script? 
 
Tell me about your experiences with compering this year. 
 
How do you feel you’ve developed in Company in terms of skills? 
 
What parts of Company over the year helped you develop the most? / What’s been useful about the 
program of Company? 
 
What have you liked so much about being in Company? 
 
What would you change about Company if you could?  
 
What makes Company so ‘special’? 
 
 
Interview 1, 2012 (30 May – 15 June) 
 
How has this year’s Company been different to last year’s? 
 
What challenge did you face with the two casts? 
 
What was Paul’s rehearsal process? 
 
What parts worked best for you? 
 
What did you learn from the context and subject matter of the play? 
 
How was the play relevant to you? 
 
How did you approach character development? 
 
 
Interview 2, 2012 (3 October – 9 October) 
 
We’re not focusing on the tour – but did you gain any interesting insight from your experience in 
London? 
 
I know the group dynamic was problematic during The Grandfathers; how did it develop over The 
Miracle? 
 
What did you learn from the subject matter of The Miracle? How was the play relevant to you? 
 
How did you develop your characters? 
 
What was Paul’s rehearsal process; what worked best for you and what didn’t work so well?  
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I’m interested in the process of performance itself. Does the catalyst of performance change things 
for you? How important is the performance for you?  
 
What was the most powerful thing for you in that week of being in the theatre? 
 
What was the most challenging thing for you in Company this year, and the most enjoyable? 
 
What makes Company so special? 
 
What do you like best about Paul’s direction and what do you like least? 
 
 
Paul Viles’ interview schedules 
 
Interview 1, 2011 (14 June 2011) 
 
What do you hope to achieve in the play? 
 
What do you want the kids in the Company to come away with? 
 
What is your greatest fear, or fears, with this play? 
 
How did the National Theatre workshop on the play assist in your understanding of it and your 
directorial processes for it? 
 
What have you drawn from the text “Different Every Night”? 
 
What did you want to achieve through exercises from that text with the students? 
 
Are there any other texts or experiences that influence your directorial processes? 
 
Can I list the names of the students in the research? Could you talk about their progress and the  
extent to which they’re struggling or succeeding? 
 
What were you aiming for with the NIDA tutor’s work with the kids? 
 
What were you aiming for with Nic Curnow’s (Vocal Coach) workshops?  
 
What were you aiming for with the backstories of the characters with the students? 
 
What you aiming for with the ‘I action’ activity? How successful do you think that was with them? 
 
Can you tell me your strategies for preparing the kids and your direction for the last scene of the 
play? 
 
You mentioned Fresh Ink. What did you want the kids to learn through the extra activities? 
 
Where would you place yourself on the teacher – director – artist continuum?  
 
I know people respect you highly and see you as an artist; how do you see yourself as a director in 
terms of the ‘real’ world and people you have worked with such as professionals such as Lee Lewis.  
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Interview 2, 2011 (2 August 2011) 
 
What did you hope to achieve in Bassett and did you achieve it? 
 
What surprised you about the run if anything? 
 
Can you tell me about the reaction of other audience members to the piece? 
 
I know you often speak about what you want plays to achieve and the power of drama; how does 
Bassett fit into your schema and overall philosophy for education and youth theatre? 
 
How was the achievement of Bassett different to other productions you’ve done? 
 
To finish up I’m going to go through each of the kids in the study, and for each one please discuss 
your reaction to how they realised their character and their performance in general.  
 
 
Interview 1, 2012 (22 February 2012) 
 
How did last year’s Company compare to other years? 
 
How has your rehearsal process evolved? 
 
I would like you to talk about each student, looking at how they developed over the year. Maybe 
reflect back on the beginning of last year and how they developed over the year as an actor and then 
where they are now, a full 12 months down the track. 
 
 
Interview 2, 2012 (26 September 2012) 
 
What was the biggest challenge for you in The Grandfathers? 
 
What was your rehearsal process? 
 
Could you tell me about the work of the four research students in The Grandfathers? 
 
What was the reaction of the reviewer from the National to the production? 
 
Why did you choose The Miracle? 
 
Could you tell me about the students’ work in The Miracle? 
 
What was your rehearsal process? 
 
What is the role of play in your rehearsal process? 
 
What would you say constitutes quality in Arts Education? 
 
When you look at your own work, what’s your criterion for quality?   
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Appendix 2 

Example of interview transcript 
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Issac Interview 3/11 (2 August) 

 
Interviewer – What expectations did you have of Company coming in and have they been met? 
 
Issac – (52:59) Yeah, definitely. I was expecting an environment where a group of actors could come 
together under a skilled director and really be pushed into something which they had not been able 
to experience before, purely because they wouldn’t have been in an environment which would have 
been able to handle it, maturity wise as well as skill level. And I think for Company, like yes everyone 
in the past had said, ‘Yeah, Company’s really cool, the people are really good, the director’s 
amazing,’ like stuff like that. But then because Bassett was such a challenging play and it was 
something different that the Company members who I’d talked to in the past, it was something, it 
met that expectation and it rose. For me, I’m going to be telling everyone about Company, ‘Bloody 
amazing, the stuff that we do,’ and I don’t know if the play that they perform, those people, if they 
do get into Company, if what I project to them about Company, that’s going to be me for them. 
‘Cause I know for Bassett, just talking to the members who were in Bassett and have been in 
previous Companies, they weren’t as close to the other Company members as they were in Bassett. 
(54:08) And it didn’t feel as like a family-wise for the other ones. ‘Cause I was talking to Ben a few 
weeks before production week opened and he was like, he was talking about an after-party, or a 
gathering afterwards kind of thing, and he was like, ‘No, look we’re going to have it straight after 
‘cause no-one’s going to be able to meet up with each other, like everyone’s going to be so busy, ra 
ra ra. Like everyone says that they will and then everyone’s too busy, ‘ all this stuff. Then after the 
show, he was like, ‘You’re right,’ like everyone loves each other so much and it’s not like the other 
Companies. Everyone in this Company is so close and wants to be around each other. Like we will all 
make the effort to see each other. (54:52) That was just an added layer of icing, if you want to do a 
cake analogy, to the Company experience and the fact that it was such a close Company. I always 
think that Bassett was just that, it was magic, it was magic in a theatre. In the letter that I wrote to 
everyone, I said, ‘I wouldn’t be surprised if we had a heck of a lot of people walking away from that 
play saying, ‘Why are we in Afghanistan, why are we there?’’ ...  
 
Int. – Did anything surprise you about your experience in Company? 
 
I – (56:07) There might have been, I’m very forgetful. 
 
Int. – What have you learnt so far about yourself, about others and about drama? 
 
I – (56:25) About myself, how much you can really commit to a character, because I had never been 
given the opportunity to really be in an environment for this, to really push. So to be given 
something that is different to what I’m usually cast, like I said before, I ’m always cast as these 
extroverted characters who express their opinion and their bodies say that but for Amid it was 
completely different. So that was something nice for me and it taught me really more, that’s not 
good English (laughs). It taught me that acting is really what I want to do. It was the confirmation 
that I needed to kind of know that, whatever else happens I’ll always have that in a way. I’m going to 
continue to push myself to kind of be put in these parts that will, that aren’t like the others, and so 
constantly be, I don’t know. The other stuff that I’ve been given before, it was all very flat line, I 
didn’t feel anything, it wasn’t a challenge, whereas for Amid, I really pushed myself to create this 
other person. I truly believe that when I shaved my beard I really lost a part of him. ‘Cause I only 
shaved it on Sunday, like I couldn’t let go of him. (57:59) All week I just left it there. In a way it was 
nice to kind of feel that you could be this other person and for me especially, it was n ice to just, like I 
said before, just to have the opportunity to really push myself, and be this, it was just, I’d never 
worked with actors who were as committed as I was. At my old school I’d always been just struggling 
to try and get stuff done and to really make something. 
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Int.  – So what have you learnt about others from this? 
 
I – (58:42) Everyone in the Company’s beautiful, every single one of them. They’re all different, but 
they’re all so together in what they do and I think for everyone in the Company, (pauses) just 
learning about them, and starting to know their stories, knowing their backgrounds and knowing 
their dreams, what they want to do with their life, and watching them grow as well, that was a really 
big thing. Like watching Mitch grow, and watching Sam grow, and watching Ben grow especially, 
‘cause I mean for him I knew that Leo was a challenge. I think, just watching everybody slowly build 
upon layers of layers of layers of his character, in an accumulative sense, in a conjunctive sense, we 
all built the play together, and slowly did it together with the help of you and Paul. Just learning that 
other people our age can do that is a really good thing. It just provided hope really in the fact that 
we can do this and given the opportunity again, we could. (1:00:11)  
 
Int.  – And what about drama, what have you learnt about drama? 
 
I – The power of what it can really hold. Like I knew how incredible it was, with Bassett the power 
was given to us, like yeah I’ve seen productions where I have walked away and thought, ‘Crap, shit.’ I 
remember I watched ‘Speaking in Tongues’. That was a beautiful show at the Griffin Theatre. We 
also watched ‘Silent Disco’, which Paul told me and Ben to go and see at the Griffin Theatre and that 
was an incredible piece of theatre. Another show I watched last year which was ‘Unlike a Fishbone’ 
at Sydney Theatre, that was beautiful. It was all women and it was just this story about a blind 
mother who loses her daughter in a massacre and she goes to the architect who’s building the 
monument for the actual thing, and it was just, it was an hour and a half of theatre, and it practically 
a duologue, a bit like Norm and Ahmed in the fact they just talked to each other, and the power that 
I’ve seen in all these productions was finally, we were able to really use it. Like for drama, teaching 
me about that, it’s knowing how to now do it. (1:01:38) And knowing the intensity and the 
commitment you must have, and the skill that you must be able to employ in order to create such, 
like this, to expose your audiences to such a creature.  
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Appendix 4 

Participant information and consent forms 

 

 

Participant consent form 

Consent form parental (or guardian) 

Consent form principal 

Participant Information Statement – Expression of interest 

Participant Information Statement  

Parental Information Statement  

School Contact Teacher Information Statement  

School Principal Information Statement  
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PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM 

 
I, .............................................................................[PRINT NAME], give consent to my 
participation in the research project 
 
TITLE: Investigating the experiences of four students during their participation in the 
NSW Public Schools Drama Company over one year. 

 
In giving my consent I acknowledge that: 
 
1. The procedures required for the project and the time involved have been 

explained to me, and any questions I have about the project have been answered 
to my satisfaction. 

 
 
2. I have read the Participant Information Statement and have been given the 

opportunity to discuss the information and my involvement in the project with the 
researcher/s. 

 
 
3. I understand that I can withdraw from the study at any time, without affecting my 

relationship with the researcher(s) or the University of Sydney, or my involvement 
in the Drama Company or other Arts Unit ensembles now or in the future. 

 
 
4. I understand that my involvement is strictly confidential and no information about 

me will be used in any way that reveals my identity. 
 
 
5. I understand that being in this study is completely voluntary – I am not under any 

obligation to consent. 
 
 
6. I understand that I can stop any interview at any time if I do not wish to continue, 

the audio recording will be erased and the information provided will not be 
included in the study. 

 
 

   
 

Faculty of Education & Social Work 

  

  ABN 15 211 513 464 
 

  MICHAEL ANDERSON 
 Associate Professor Faculty of Education and Social Work  

Room 808 
Education Building (A35) 

The University of Sydney 
NSW 2006 AUSTRALIA 

Telephone:   +61 2 9351 7810 

Facs imile:     +61 2 9351 4580 
Email: Michael.anderson@sydney.edu.au 

Web:   http://www.usyd.edu.au/ 

  

http://www.usyd.edu.au/
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7. I consent to: – 

i) Audio-taping YES  NO  
ii) Receiving Feedback YES  NO  

 
If you answered YES to the “Receiving Feedback Question (ii)”, please 
provide your details i.e. mailing address, email address. 

 
Feedback Option 
 
Address:  _________________________________________________ 
 

_________________________________________________ 
 

Email: _________________________________________________ 
 

Phone: _________________________________________________ 

 
 
Signed:  .................................................................................................................................... 

 
Name:   .................................................................................................................................... 

 
Date:   .................................................................................................................................... 
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Faculty of Education & Social Work 

  

  ABN 15 211 513 464 
 

  MICHAEL ANDERSON 
 Associate Professor Faculty of Education and Social Work  

Room 808 
Education Building (A35) 

The University of Sydney 
NSW 2006 AUSTRALIA 

Telephone:   +61 2 9351 7810 

Facs imile:     +61 2 9351 4580 
Email: Michael.anderson@sydney.edu.au 

Web:   http://www.usyd.edu.au/ 

  

 
PARENTAL (OR GUARDIAN) CONSENT FORM 

 
I, ........................................................ agree to permit .............………........................, who is  
 
aged ........................ years, school Year ………. , to participate in the research project – 
 
Investigating the experiences of four students during their participation in the NSW 
Public Schools Drama Company over one year. 

 
In giving my consent I acknowledge that: 
 
1. I have read the Information Statement and the time involved for my child’s 
participation in the project.  The researcher/s have given me the opportunity to discuss the 
information and ask any questions I have about the project. My queries have been answered 
to my satisfaction. 
 
2. I understand that I can withdraw my child from the study at any time without prejudice 

to my or my child's relationship with the researcher/s, the University of Sydney, The 
Arts Unit or the Drama Ensembles program, now or in the future. 

 
3. I agree that research data gathered from the results of the study may be published 

provided that neither my child nor I can be identified. 
 
4. I understand that if I have any questions relating to my child's participation in this 

research I may contact the researcher/s who will be happy to answer them. 
 
5. I acknowledge receipt of the Information Statement. 
 
 
 ........................................................  
Signature of Parent/Guardian 
 
 ........................................................  
Please PRINT name 
 
 ........................................................  
Date 

 
......................................................... 
Signature of Child 
 
......................................................... 
Please PRINT name 
 
......................................................... 
Date 

 

http://www.usyd.edu.au/
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Faculty of Education & Social Work 

  

  ABN 15 211 513 464 
 

  MICHAEL ANDERSON 
 Associate Professor Faculty of Education and Social Work  

Room 808 
Education Building (A35) 

The University of Sydney 
NSW 2006 AUSTRALIA 

Telephone:   +61 2 9351 7810 

Facs imile:     +61 2 9351 4580 
Email: Michael.anderson@sydney.edu.au 

Web:   http://www.usyd.edu.au/ 

  

 
SCHOOL PRINCIPAL CONSENT FORM 

 
I, ........................................................ agree to permit .............………........................, who is  
 
aged ........................ years, a member of …………………………….…. school in Year …. , to  
 
participate in the research project – 
 
Investigating the experiences of four students during their participation in the NSW 
Public Schools Drama Company over one year. 

 
 
In giving my consent I acknowledge that: 
 
1. I have read the information letter. The researchers have given me the opportunity 
to discuss the information and ask any questions I have about the project. My queries have 
been answered to my satisfaction. 
 
2. I understand that I can withdraw the student from the study at any time without 

prejudice to the school or the student’s relationship with the researchers, the 
University of Sydney, The Arts Unit or the Drama Ensembles program, now or in the 
future. 

 
3. I agree that research data gathered from the results of the study may be published 

provided that neither the school nor the student can be identified. 
 
4. I understand that if I have any questions relating to my student's participation in this 

research I may contact the researcher/s who will be happy to answer them. 
 
 
 ........................................................  
Signature of Principal 
 
 ........................................................  
Full Name 
 
 ........................................................  
Date 

 
 
 
 

 

http://www.usyd.edu.au/
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Faculty of Education & Social Work 

  

  ABN 15 211 513 464 
 

  MICHAEL ANDERSON 

 Associate Professor Faculty of Education and Social Work 

Room 808 
Education Building (A35) 

The University of Sydney 
NSW 2006 AUSTRALIA 

Telephone:   +61 2 9351 7810 

Email: Michael.anderson@sydney.edu.au 
Web:   http://www.usyd.edu.au/ 

 

Research project on: Investigating the experiences of four students during their participation 
in the NSW Public Schools Drama Company over one year. 

 
 

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION STATEMENT – Expression of Interest 

 
(1) What is the study about? 
  

This study is about investigating student experiences in the NSW Public Schools Drama Company 
over one year. It also wants to find out the distinguishing features of a quality drama education 
program. 

 
(2) Who is carrying out the study? 
 

The study is being conducted by Anne Babington and will form the basis for the degree of PhD at The 
University of Sydney under the supervision of Michael Anderson, Associate Professor Faculty of 
Education and Social Work. 

 
(3) What does the study involve? 
 

The study will involve being observed during auditions and rehearsals, completing approximately six 
one-hour interviews with Anne Babington over the year, and completing one journal entry (1 A4 page) 
per month. ‘Being observed’ means that Anne Babington will be watching you interact in the group and 

take some notes on what she see you do. Interviews will be recorded and then written down from the 
recording. You will be asked to check this written version of interviews to see that what was recorded 
is accurate and is what you really meant. Your parents and school contact teacher will also be 

interviewed once near the end of the year. You will be given a complete copy of the research thesis at 
the conclusion of the study.  

 

(4) How much time will the study take? 
 
You will be required for approximately six one-hour interviews over the year, no preparation time is 

required for these. You will also need to spend some time at home each month writing the one page 
journal entry. You will be interviewed before or after Drama Company rehearsals. This may mean 
staying back after rehearsal once or twice over the year if possible. You will not have to miss school 

time to be interviewed. 
 
(5) Can I withdraw from the study? 

 
Being in this study is completely voluntary, you are not under any obligation to consent. If you do 
consent and decide to participate, you can withdraw from the study at any time without affecting your 

relationship with The University of Sydney, The Arts Unit or the NSW Public Schools Drama 
Ensembles program. You will continue your involvement with the Drama Company as before.  
 

You may stop the interviews at any time if you do not wish to continue, the audio recording will be 
erased and the information provided will not be included in the study.  
 

Your decision whether or not to participate will not prejudice your future relations with The University 
of Sydney, The Arts Unit or the NSW Public Schools Drama Ensembles program.  
 

http://www.usyd.edu.au/
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(6) Will anyone else know the results? 
 

All aspects of the study, including results, will be strictly confidential and only the researchers will have 

access to information on participants A report of the study may be submitted for publication, but 
individual participants, their families and their schools, will not be identifiable in such a report.  

 

(7) Will the study benefit me? 
 

The study will not benefit you, your parents or your school directly. You may find some benefit from 

discussing and reflecting on the work you do in the Drama Company.  
 
(8) Can I tell other people about the study? 

 
Yes 

 

(9) What if I require further information? 
 

When you have read this information, Anne Babington will discuss it with you further and answer any 

questions you may have.  If you would like to know more at any stage,  please feel free to contact 
Anne Babington on 0404 840 742; anne.babington@det.nsw.edu.au or Michael Anderson, Associate 
Professor Faculty of Education and Social Work. 

 
(10) What if I have a complaint or concerns? 
 

You may contact me, Anne Babington on 0404 840 742, or Michael Anderson, Associate Professor 
Faculty of Education and Social Work on 9351 7810, Paul Viles, State Drama Coordinator, The Arts 
Unit on 8512 1175, or Louise Barkl, Manager, The Arts Unit on 8512 1108. 

 

Any person with concerns or complaints about the conduct of a research study can contact the 
Deputy Manager, Human Ethics Administration, University of Sydney on +61 2 8627 8176 

(Telephone); +61 2 8627 8177 (Facsimile) or ro.humanethics@sydney.edu.au (Email). 

 
This information sheet is for you to keep 

 

 
I WOULD LIKE TO BE INVOLVED IN THE PROPOSED CASE STUDY. 

 
I have read the information provided above about the proposed case study and have discussed it with my 
parents. 

 
I am in Year _____  this year and I would like to be involved in the project.  
 

I will be available to be interviewed when necessary and will complete the required journal entries.  
 
Name: ______________________________________________________ Date of Birth: ______________ 

 
School: __________________________________ Email: _______________________________________ 
 

My mobile number: ____________________________________ Home number: ___________________  
 
Mother’s mobile: ____________________________ Father’s mobile: _____________________________ 

 
 

Thank you for expressing interest in the project. I will be contacting you and your parents by the end of the 

week to discuss the project and to let you know if you are to be involved. Anne Babington (0404 840 742) 
 

mailto:anne.babington@det.nsw.edu.au
mailto:ro.humanethics@sydney.edu.au
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Faculty of Education & Social Work 

  

  ABN 15 211 513 464 
 

  MICHAEL ANDERSON 

 Associate Professor Faculty of Education and Social Work  

Room 808 

Education Building (A35) 
The University of Sydney 

NSW 2006 AUSTRALIA 

Telephone:   +61 2 9351 7810 
Email: Michael.anderson@sydney.edu.au 

Web:   http://www.usyd.edu.au/ 

  

 

Research project on: Investigating the experiences of four students during their 
participation in the NSW Public Schools Drama Company over one year. 

 
 

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION STATEMENT 
 
 

(1) What is the study about? 
  

This study is about investigating student experiences in the NSW Public Schools Drama Company 

over one year. It also wants to find out the distinguishing features of a quality drama education 
program. 

 

(2) Who is carrying out the study? 
 

The study is being conducted by Anne Babington and will form the basis for the degree of PhD at The 

University of Sydney under the supervision of Michael Anderson, Associate Professor Faculty of 
Education and Social Work. 

 

(3) What does the study involve? 
 

The study will involve being observed during auditions and rehearsals, completing approximately six 

one-hour interviews with Anne Babington over the year, and completing one journal entry (1 A4 page) 
per month. ‘Being observed’ means that Anne Babington will be watching you interact in the group and 
take some notes on what she see you do. Interviews will be recorded and then written down from the 

recording. You will be asked to check this written version of interviews to see that what was recorded 
is accurate and is what you really meant. Your parents and school contact teacher will also be 
interviewed once near the end of the year. You will be given a complete copy of the research thesis at 

the conclusion of the study.  
 
(4) How much time will the study take? 

 
You will be required for approximately six one-hour interviews over the year, no preparation time is 
required for these. You will also need to spend some time at home each month writing the one page 

journal entry. You will be interviewed before or after Drama Company rehearsals. This may mean 
staying back after rehearsal once or twice over the year if possible. You will not have to miss school 
time to be interviewed. 

 
(5) Can I withdraw from the study? 
 

Being in this study is completely voluntary, you are not under any obligation to consent. If you do 
consent and decide to participate, you can withdraw from the study at any time without affecting your 
relationship with The University of Sydney, The Arts Unit or the NSW Public Schools Drama 

Ensembles program. You will continue your involvement with the Drama Company as before.  
 
You may stop the interviews at any time if you do not wish to continue, the audio recording will be 

erased and the information provided will not be included in the study.  

http://www.usyd.edu.au/
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Your decision whether or not to participate will not prejudice your future relations with The University 
of Sydney, The Arts Unit or the NSW Public Schools Drama Ensembles program 

 
(6) Will anyone else know the results? 
 

All aspects of the study, including results, will be strictly confidential and only the researchers will have 
access to information on participants A report of the study may be submitted for publication, but 
individual participants, their families and their schools, will not be identifiable in such a report.  

 
(9) Will the study benefit me? 
 

The study will not benefit you, your parents or your school directly. You may find some benefit from 
discussing and reflecting on the work you do in the Drama Company.  

 

(10) Can I tell other people about the study? 
 

Yes 

 
(9) What if I require further information? 
 

When you have read this information, Anne Babington will discuss it with you further and answer any 
questions you may have.  If you would like to know more at any stage, please feel free to contact 
Anne Babington on 0404 840 742; anne.babington@det.nsw.edu.au or Michael Anderson, Associate 

Professor Faculty of Education and Social Work. 
 
(10) What if I have a complaint or concerns? 

 
You may contact me, Anne Babington on 0404 840 742, or Michael Anderson, Associate Professor 
Faculty of Education and Social Work on 9351 7810, Paul Viles, State Drama Coordinator, The Arts 

Unit on 8512 1175, or Louise Barkl, Manager, The Arts Unit on 8512 1108. 
 
 

 

Any person with concerns or complaints about the conduct of a research study can contact the 
Deputy Manager, Human Ethics Administration, University of Sydney on +61 2 8627 8176 

(Telephone); +61 2 8627 8177 (Facsimile) or ro.humanethics@sydney.edu.au (Email). 

 
 

This information sheet is for you to keep 

mailto:anne.babington@det.nsw.edu.au
mailto:ro.humanethics@sydney.edu.au
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PARENTAL INFORMATION STATEMENT 

 
 

Title of project: Investigating the experiences of four students during their participation in the NSW 
Public Schools Drama Company over one year.  

 
 
You are invited to permit your child to participate in a study of the experiences of students involved in the 

NSW PS Drama Company. We (ie. Dr Michael Anderson and Anne Babington) also hope to find out the 
distinguishing features of a quality drama education program.  Your child was selected as a possible 
participant in this study because they stated that they wished to be involved.  

 
If you decide to permit your child to participate, we will observe their participation in the Company at 
auditions, rehearsals and performances, collect journal entries each month and interview him/her for one 

hour approximately six times over the year. The student will be interviewed before or after Drama Company 
rehearsals. If possible, they may be requested to stay back after rehearsal once or twice over the year if 
possible. The student will not have to miss school time to be interviewed. If possible, we would also like to 
interview you once for half-an-hour about your child’s involvement in the Drama Company.  

 
We cannot and do not guarantee or promise that you or your child will receive any benefits from the study.  
 

Any information that is obtained in connection with this study and that can be identified with you or your child 
will remain confidential and will be disclosed only with your permission. If you give us your permission by 
signing the consent form, we plan to publish the results in the PhD publication, Drama Education journals 

and present the findings at conferences. In any publication, information will be presented in such a way that 
you or your child will not be able to be identified. 
 

Your child may stop the interview at any time if he/she does not wish to continue, the audio recording will be 
erased and the information provided will not be included in the study. During your interview you may also 
stop the interview at any time and the audio recording will be erased and the information provided will not be 

included in the study. 
 
Your decision whether or not to permit your child to participate will not prejudice you or your child's future 

relations with The University of Sydney, The Arts Unit or the NSW Public Schools Drama Ensembles 
program. If you decide to permit your child to participate, you are free to withdraw your consent and to 
discontinue your child's participation at any time without prejudice. 

 
If you have any questions, please ask us. If you have any additional questions later, myself, Anne Babington 
(0404 840 742; anne.babington@det.nsw.edu.au) or Dr Anderson (9351 7810) will be happy to answer 

them. 
 

 

Any person with concerns or complaints about the conduct of a research study can contact the 
Deputy Manager, Human Ethics Administration, University of Sydney on + 612 8627 8176 

(Telephone); + 61 2 8627 8177 (Facsimile) or ro.humanethics@sydney.edu.au (Email). 

 
This information sheet is for you to keep. 

 

 

  
  

 

Faculty of Education & Social Work 

  

  ABN 15 211 513 464 

 

  MICHAEL ANDERSON 
 Associate Professor Faculty of Education and Social Work  

Room 808 
Education Building (A35) 
The University of Sydney 

NSW 2006 AUSTRALIA 
Telephone:   +61 2 9351 7810 

Email: Michael.anderson@sydney.edu.au 

Web:   http://www.usyd.edu.au/ 
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SCHOOL CONTACT TEACHER INFORMATION STATEMENT 

 
Title of project: Investigating the experiences of four students during their participation in the 

NSW Public Schools Drama Company over one year.  

 
Your student is participating in a study investigating student experiences in the NSW Public Schools 
Drama Company over one year. We (ie. Dr Anderson and Anne Babington) also hope to find out the 

distinguishing features of a quality drama education program.  Your student was selected as a 
possible participant in this study because they stated that they wished to be involved.  
 

As part of the study, I will observe your student’s participation in the Company at auditions, rehearsals 
and performances, collect journal entries each month and interview him/her for one hour six times 
over the year. The students will be interviewed before or after Drama Company rehearsals and will not 

be interviewed during school hours. If possible, we would also like to interview you once for half-an-
hour about your student’s involvement in the Drama Company.  
 

We cannot and do not guarantee or promise that you or your student will receive any benefits from the 
study. 
 

Any information that is obtained in connection with this study and that can be identified with the 
school, you or your student will remain confidential and will be disclosed only with the permission of 
the principal and the parents of the student. We plan to publish the results of the study in the PhD 

publication, Drama Education journals and present the findings at conferences. In any publication, 
information will be presented in such a way that neither the school nor your student will be able to be 
identified. 

 
The student may stop the interviews at any time if he/she does not wish to continue, the audio 
recording will be erased and the information provided will not be included in the study. During your 

interview, you may also stop the interview at any time and the audio recording will be erased and the 
information provided will not be included in the study. 
 

The participation of your student in this study will not prejudice your school, you or your student's 
future relations with The University of Sydney, The Arts Unit or the NSW Public Schools Drama 
Ensembles program. The student, their parents or the school principal are free to withdraw their 

consent and to discontinue the student's participation at any time without prejudice. 
 
If you have any questions, please ask me. If you have any additional questions later, myself, Anne 

Babington (0404 840 742; anne.babington@det.nsw.edu.au) or Dr Anderson (9351 7810) will be 
happy to answer them. 
 

 

Any person with concerns or complaints about the conduct of a research study can contact the 
Deputy Manager, Human Ethics Administration, University of Sydney on + 612 8627 8176 

(Telephone); + 61 2 8627 8177 (Facsimile) or ro.humanethics@sydney.edu.au (Email). 

 
 

This information sheet is for you to keep. 
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Faculty of Education & Social Work 
 

 
Principal Title - Principal First Name - Principal Surname 
Principal 

School 
School Address 
School Suburb - NSW - School Postcode 

 
 
RE: Investigating the experiences of four students during their participation in the NSW Public 

Schools Drama Company over one year.  
 

Dear <<Principal Name>>, 

 
Dr Michael Anderson and Anne Babington are conducting a study investigating student experiences 
in the NSW Public Schools Drama Company over one year. We also hope to investigate the 

distinguishing features of a quality drama education program. 
 
Your student <<Student Name>> has been selected as a potential participant in the study. They were 

selected as a possible participant because they stated that they wished to be involved.  
 
You are invited to endorse the participation of <<Student Name>> in this study.  

 
If you decide to endorse the participation of your student, we will observe their participation in the 
Company at auditions, rehearsals and performances, collect journal entries each month and interview 

them for one hour, six times over the year. The student will not be interviewed during school hours. If 
possible, we would also like to interview the student’s contact teacher once regarding the student.  
 

We cannot and do not guarantee or promise that the school, the teacher or the student will receive 
any benefits from the study. 
 

Any information that is obtained in connection with this study, and that can be identified with the 
school or your student, will remain confidential and will be disclosed only with your permission and the 
permission of the student’s parents. If you give us your permission by signing the attached consent 

form, we plan to publish the results in the PhD publication, Drama Education journals and present the 
findings at conferences. In any publication, information will be presented in such a way that the 
school, the teacher or your student will not be able to be identified. You will also be provided a 

summary of the research at the conclusion of the study. 
 
The student or teacher may stop the interviews at any time if they do not wish to continue, the audio 

recording will be erased and the information provided will not be included in the study.  
 
Your decision whether or not to endorse the participation of your student will not prejudice your school 

or your student's future relations with The University of Sydney, The Arts Unit or the Drama 
Ensembles program. If you decide to endorse the participation of your student, you are free to 
withdraw your consent and to discontinue your student's participation at any time without prejudice. 

 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to ask us. If you have any additional questions later, 
the researcher Anne Babington (0404 840 742; anne.babington@det.nsw.edu.au) or myself, Dr 

Anderson will be more than happy to answer them. 
 
Warm regards, 

 
 
Michael Anderson 

Associate Professor Faculty of Education and Social Work 
Room 808, Education Building (A35) 

The Univ ersity  of Sy dney, NSW 2006 AUSTRALIA 
Telephone:   +61 2 9351 7810; Email: michael.anderson@sy dney .edu.au 

 

mailto:anne.babington@det.nsw.edu.au
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Appendix 5 

Show report from the UK National Theatre - Bassett 
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Appendix 6 

Show report from the UK National Theatre – The Grandfathers 
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Appendix 7 

Research tasks 

 

 

Research task for Bassett 

Research task for The Grandfathers 

Research task for The Miracle 
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2011 NSW Public Schools Drama Company: 
 

Bassett by James Graham 
Citizenship class at Wootton Bassett School and the supply teacher has gone a bit nuts, 
doing a runner and locking the pupils in. That’s bad enough, but tensions are higher than 

normal, a day when only yards from their confinement a repatriation of fallen British soldiers is 
happening along the high street – as it has over a hundred times before through the quiet 
Wiltshire (England) town. And this one is more personal than most...  

Dean needs the toilet, Aimee needs a coffee, Amid needs to pray, and Leo...well, Leo really 
wants to be at the repat, and is determined to escape. As factions form and secrets are 
revealed, maybe he’s not the only one who’ll want to get away.  

Bassett is a pacey, funny and exhausting look at young people who have inherited a world at 
war; who, as they grow older, are starting to ask questions about these conflicts, their country, 
and themselves. 

 
Research Assignment 
Each Company member is to present their response to the play. It can be any or all of the 

following: 
 

 A personal response to the play. Its themes / issues / characters / staging. 

Why is this an important play to be staged? 
 

 A brief outline of any information that you may have found using the internet or other 
sources concerning the town of Wootton Bassett in Wiltshire (England) and the 
repatriation marches. 

 

 Discuss ideas for the production of the play – consider set design, soundscapes (if 

any) involved, the potential ideas for costumes etc.  
Bring in & play or display what you consider to be appropriate to a production of the 
play. 

 

 Give a review of the play – outlining your personal response to the themes/ideas 

 

 Give the “back stories” to some or all of the characters  
 

 Watch either of the movies “Elephant” or “Bowling for Columbine” & discuss the 
similarities/ differences to the play 

 
This presentation is to allow a personal response to the play but also allows you to realise 
how the issues/problems of the staging of the play can be overcome. 

 
Each Company member is to present their work in a 2 to 5 minute pre sentation. This is 
not an assessment task – just a response to the play and its potential production. Each 

person’s response to the play will be heard.  
 
This will be presented to the rest of the Company on Wednesday 6 April 2011 5:00pm -

7:00pm. 
 
The castings for the play will happen on Wednesday 27 April 2011 4:30pm-7:00pm. 
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2012 NSW Public Schools Drama Company: 

 
The Grandfathers by Rory Mullarkey 
National service ended in Australia in 1972, but teenagers across he world are still 
conscripted into the armed forces. The Grandfathers follows eight young adults as 
they are trained to become instruments of war. 
 In the midst of gunfire and explosions, teenage soldiers watch their friend die. To 
comfort his final moments, they recall their journey to become part of the military 
machinery. Reliving the moments they came to terms with stabbing a sandbag, dealt 
with a fledgling bird’s inclusion into their territory, and learnt to ignore the dark. 
This visceral and provocative play questions the sacrifice of young lives and 
aspirations for others’ political miscalculations. 
 
Research Assignment 

Each Company member is to present their response to the play. It can be any or all 
of the following: 
 

 A personal response to the play. Its themes / issues / characters / staging. 
Why is this an important play to be staged? 

 

 A brief outline of any information that you may have found using the internet 
or other sources concerning National Service in Australia. Discuss what 
countries still have conscription (especially for both genders) and the training 
involved with the armed forces. 

 
 Discuss ideas for the production of the play – consider set design, 

soundscapes (if any) involved, the potential ideas for costumes etc.  
Bring in & play or display what you consider to be appropriate to a production 
of the play. 

 

 Discuss the access to military materials by young people eg. Video games 
“Call of Duty” / “Modern Warfare Three” etc. What are their effects? 

 
 Give the “back stories” to some or all of the characters 

 

 Watch either of the movies “The Killing” / “Full Metal Jacket” /”Platoon”/”The 
Hurt Locker” & discuss their parallels to the play 

 
This presentation is to allow a personal response to the play but also allows you to 
realise how the issues/problems of the staging of the play can be overcome. 
 
Each Company member is to present their work in a 2 to 5 minute presentation. 
This is not an assessment task – just a response to the play and its potential 
production. Each person’s response to the play will be heard. 
 
This will be presented to the rest of the Company on Sunday 29 January 2012 
10:30pm-12:00pm. 
 
The castings for the play will happen on Sunday 29 January 2012 1:00pm-
4:00pm. 
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2012 NSW Public Schools Drama Company: 

 
The Miracle by Lin Coghlan 
When the canal broke its banks and a holy statue burst up through the floor of twelve 
year-old Veronica Sheehan’s bedroom in Lin Coghlan’s The Miracle , no one was 
more surprised than she was. With the enthusiastic support of her best friend Zelda, 
the two girls set about using their new-found skills to help their ailing community, as 
the townspeople find themselves hungering unknowingly for something magical to 
come into their lives. 
 
Research Assignment 

Each Company member is to present their response to the play. It can be any or all 
of the following: 
 

 A personal response to the play. Its themes / issues / characters / staging. 
 

 A brief outline of any information that you may have found using the internet 
or other sources concerning miracles. Discuss what exactly miracles could 
be. 

 

 Discuss ideas for the production of the play – consider set design, 
soundscapes (if any) involved, the potential ideas for costumes etc. Bring in & 
play or display what you consider to be appropriate to a production of the 
play. How do you imagine the moment of “the miracle’ itself could be 
displayed in the production. 

 

 Give the “back stories” to the characters of Zelda and Ron. 
 

 Discuss any movies /television series or novels that deal with the idea of 
miracles. 

 
This presentation is to allow a personal response to the play but also allows you to 
realise how the issues/problems of the staging of the play can be overcome. 
 
Each Company member is to present their work in a 2 to 5 minute presentation. 
This is not an assessment task – just a response to the play and its potential 
production. Each person’s response to the play will be heard. 
This will be presented to the rest of the Company on Monday 28 May 2012 
4:30pm-7:00pm. 
 
The castings for the play will happen on Wednesday 30 January 2012 4:30pm-
7:00pm. 
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Appendix 8 

Promotional postcards 
 
 

Promotional postcard for Bassett 
Promotional postcard for The Grandfathers 
Promotional postcard for The Miracle 
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Appendix 9 

Ambassador survey and media release – Barry Otto 
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